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ADVERTISEMENT.

[ From Dr Johnson's Life of Watts.]

“ Few Books have been perused by me with greater pleasure

than his IMPROVEMENT OF THE MIND , of which the radical

principles may indeed be found in LOCKE's Conduct of the Undera

standing ; but they are so expanded and ramified by Watts, as to

confer upon him the merit of a work in the highest degree useful

and 3.leasing. Whoever has the care of instructing others may be

charged with deficience in his duty , if this book is not recum

mended.

“ As piety predominated in his mind, it is diffused over all his

works. Under his direction it may be truly said, Theologiæ philoso.

phia ancillatur, philosophy is subservient to evangelical instruction.

It is difficult to read a page without learning, or at least wishing

to be better . The attention is caught by indirect instruction , and

he that sat down only to reason , is, on a sudden, compelled to pray.

“ It was therefore with great propriety that, in 1728, be receive

ed from Edinburgh and Aberdeen an unsolicited diploma, by which

he became a Doctor of Divinity. Academical honours would have

more value, if they were always bestowed with equal judgment.

« .Few men hare leſt behind such purity of character , or such

monuments of laborious piety . He has provided instruction for

all ages, from those who are lisping their first lessons, to the en

lightened readers of Malebranche and Locke : He has left neither

corporeal nor spiritual nature unexamined ; he has taught the art

of reasoning , and the science of the stars."
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PREFACE.

In the last page of the Treatise of Logic, which I pub

lished many years ago , it is observed, that there are seve

ral other things which might assist the cultivation of the

mind, and its improvement in knowledge, which are not

usually represented among the principles or precepts of

that art or science. These are the subjects which com

pose this book ; these are the senciments and rules, many

of which I had then in view, and which I now venture

into public light.

The present Treatise, if it may assume the honour of

that name, is made up of a variety of remarks and direc

tions for the improvement of the mind in useful knowa

ledge. It was collected from the observations which I had

made on my own studies, and on the temper and senti

ments , the humour and conduct of other men in their
pur

suit of learning, or in the affairs of life ; and it has been

considerably assisted by occasional collections in the course

of my reading from many authors, and on different sub

jects. I confess, in far the greatest part, I stand bound

to answer for the weaknesses or defects that will be found

in these papers, not being able to point to other writers,

whence the twentieth part of them is derived.

The work was composed at different times, and by slow

degrees. Now and then , indeed, it spread itself into branch

es and leaves like a plant in April, and advanced seven or

eight pages in a week ; and sometimes it lay by without

growth, like a vegetable in the winter, and did not increase

half so much in the revolution of a year.

As these thoughts occurred to me in reading or medita .

tion, or in my notices of the various appearances of things
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among mankind, they were thrown under those heads

which make the present titles of the chapters, and were

by degrees reduced to something like a method, such as

the subject would admit .

On these accounts it is not to be expected, that the

same accurate order should be observed, either in the

whole book, or in the particular chapters thereof, which

is necessary in the system of any science whose scheme is

projected at once. A book which has been twenty years

a-writing may be indulged in some variety of style and

manner , though I hope there will not be found any great

difference of sentiment ; for wherein I had improved in

later years beyond what I had first written, a few dashes

and alterations have corrected the mistakes ; and if the

candour of the reader will but allow what is defective in

one place to be supplied by additions from another, I hope

there will be found a sufficient reconciliation of what might

seem at first to be scarcely consistent.

The language and dress of thesesentiments is such

as the present temper of mind dictated, whether it were

grave or pleasant, severe or smiling. If there has been

any thing expressed with too much severity , I suspect it

will be found to fall upon those sneering or daring writers

of the age against religion, and against the Christian

scheme, who seemed to have left reason or decency, or

both, behind them in some of their writings .

The same apology of the length of years in composing

this book , may serve also to excuse a repetition of the same

sentiments which may happen to be found in different places

without the author's design ; but in other pages it was in

tended , so that those rules for the conduct of the under

standing which are most necessary should be set in several

lights , that they might with more frequency and more force

impress the soul. I shall be sufficiently satisfied with the

good humour and lenity of my readers, if they will please
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to regard these papers as parcels of imperfect sketches,

which are designed by a sudden pencil, and in a thousand

leisure moments, to be one day collected into landscapes

of some little prospects in the regions of learning, and in

the world of common life, pointing out the fairest and

most fruitful spots, as well as the rocks and wildernesses,

and faithless morasses of the country. But I feel age ad

vancing upon me, and my health is insufficient to perfect

what I had designed, to increase and amplify these re

marks, to confirm and improve these rules, and to illumi

nate the several pages with a richer and more beautiful

variety of examples. The subject is almost endless, and

new writers in the present, and in following ages, may

still find sufficient follies , weaknesses, and dangers among

mankind, to be represented in such a manner as to guard

youth against them .

These hints, such as they are , I hope may be rendered

some way useful to persons in younger years, who will fa

vour them with a perusal , and who would seek the cultie

vation of their own understandings in the early days of

life. Perhaps they niay find something here which may

awake a latent genius, and direct the studies of a willing

mind . Perhaps it may point out to a student now and

then what may employ the most useful labours of his

thoughts, and accelerate his diligence in the most momen

tous inquiries . Perhaps a sprightly youth may here meet

with something to guard or warn him against mistakes,

and with-hold him at other times from those pursuits

which are like to be fruitless and disappointing .

Let it be observed also, that in our age several of the

ladies pursue science with success ; and others of them

are desirous of improving their reason, even in common

affairs of life, as well as the men ; yet the characters,

which are here drawn occasionally, are almost universally

applied to one sex ; but if any of the other shall find a

character which suits them, they may by a small change
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of the termination, apply and assure it to themselves, and

accept the instruction, the admonition, or the applause

which is designed in it.

There is yet another thing which it is necessary my

reader should be informed of ; but whether he will call it

fortunate or unhappy I know not. It is sufficiently evi

dent, that the book consists of two parts ; the first lays

down remarks and rules how we may attain useful know

ledge ourselves ; and the second, how we may best com

municate it to others. Tbese were both designed to be

printed in this volume ; but a manuscript which hath been

near twenty years in band, may be easily supposed to al

low of such difference in the hand-writing, so many lines

altered, so many things interlined , and so many para

graphs and pages here and there inserted, that it was not

easy to compute the number of sheets that it would make

in print ; and it now appears, that the remarks and rules

about the communication of knowledge being excluded

here, they must be left to another volume * ; wherein will

be contained various observations relating to methods of

instruction, the style and manner of it, the way of con

vincing other persons, of guarding youth against prejudices,

of treating and managing the prejudices of men, of the

use and abuse of authority, of education , and of the varie

ous things in which children and youth should be instruct

ed , of their proper business and diversions, and of the

degrees of liberty and restraint therein , & c. Of all which

I had once designed a more complete treatise ; but my

years advancing, I now despair of being able to finish it.

The essays or chapters on these subjects being already

written, if I am favoured with a tolerable degree of health,

will be put to the press, when the favourable acceptance of

this FirstPart shall give sufficient encouragementto proceed .

• Part Second , contained in this Edition .
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IMPROVEMENT

OF THE

M IN D.

PART I.

DIRECTIONS FOR THE ATTAINMENT OF USEFUL

KNOWLEDGE

INTRODUCTION .

No
manis obliged to learn and know every thing; this

can neither be sought nor required, for it is utterly im

possible : yet all persons are under some obligation to im

prove their own understanding ; otherwise it will be a barren

desert, or a forest overgrown with weeds and brambles.

Universal ignorance or infinite errors will overspread the

mind whichis utterly neglected , and lies without any cul

tivation

Skill in the sciences is indeed the business and profession

but of a small part of mankind ; but there are many others

placed in such an exalted rank in the world, as allows them

much leisure and large opportunities to cultivate their reason ,

and to beautify and enrich their minds with various knowo

ledge. Even the lower orders of men have particular call

ings in life,wherein they ought to acquire a just degree of

skill; and this is not to be done well without thinking and

reasoning about them.

The common duties and benefitsof society, which belong

to every man living, aswe are social creatures, and even our

native and necessary relations to a family, a neighbourhood ,

or a government, oblige all persons whatsoever to use their

B
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reasoning powers upon a thousand occasions. Every hour of

life calls for some regular exercise of ourjudgment as to times

and things, personsand actions. Without a prudentand dise

creet determination in matters before us, weshall be plunged

into perpetual errors in our conduct. Now that which

should always be practised, must at some time be learnt.

Besides, every son and daughter of Adam has a most im

portant concern in the affairs of a life to come ; and therefore

it is a matter of the highest moment for every one to under .

stand, to judge, and to reason rightly about the things of re

ligion. It is in vain for any to say, we have no leisure or time

for it. The daily intervals of time, and vacancies from ne

cessary labour, together with the one day in seven in the

Christian world, allows sufficient time for this, if men would

but apply themselves to it with half as much zealand dili.

gence as they do the trifles and amusements of this life,

and it would turn to infinitely better account.

Thus it appears to be the necessary duty and the interest

of every person living to improve his understanding, to in

form his judgment, to treasure up useful knowledge, and to

acquire the skill of good reasoning, as far as his station , capa

city , and circumstances furnish hirn with proper means for

it. Ourmistakes in judgment may plunge us into much folly

and guilt in practice. By actingwithout thought or reason,

we dishonour the God that made us reasonable creatures ;

we often become injurious to our neighbours, kindred, or

friends ; and we bring sin and misery upon ourselves : For

we are accountable to God our judge for every part of our

irregular and mistaken conduct, where he hath given as suf

ficient advantages to guard against those mistakes.

It is the design of Logic to give this improvement to the

mind,and to teach us the rightuseof reason in theacquire

ment and communication of all useful knowledge : though

the greatest part of writers on that subject have turned it

into a composition of hard words, trifles, and subtilties for

the mere use of the schools, and that only to amuse the

minds and the ears of men with empty sounds, which flatter

their vanity, and puff up their pride with apompous and

glittering shew of false learning, and thus they have per

verted the great and valuable design of that science.

A few modern writers have endeavoured to recover the

bonour of Logic, since that excellent author of the Art of

Thinking led the way : Among the rest I have presumed to
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make an attempt of the same kind; in a treatise published

several years ago ; wherein it was my coustant aim to assist

the reasoning powers of every rank and order of men , as

well as to keep an eye to the best interest of the schoolsand

the candidates of true learning. There I have endeavoured

to shew the mistakes we are exposed to in our conception,

judgment, and reasoning, and pointed to the various springs

of them . I have also laid down many general and particu .

Jar rules how to escape error and attaintruth, in matters of

the civil and religious life, as well as in the sciences.

But there are several other observations very pertinent

to this purpose, which have not fallen so directly under

any of those heads of discourse, or at least they would have

swelled that treatise to an improper size ; and therefore I

have made a distinct collection ofthem here out of various

authors, as well as from my own observation, and set them

down under the following heads.

The learned world, which has done so much unmerited

honour to that logical treatise as to receive it into our two

flourishing universities, may possibly admit this as a se

cond part or supplement to that treatise : And I may ven .

ture to persuade myself, that if the common and the busy

ranks of mankind, as well as the scholar and the gentleman,

would but transcribe such rules into their understanding,

and practise them upon all occasions, there would be much

more truth and knowledge found among men ; and it is rea

sonable to hope, that justice, virtue, and goodness, would

attend as the happy consequents.

CH A P. I.

General Rules for the Improvement of Knowledge.*

Role I. DEEPLY possess your mind with the vast.

importance of a good judgment, and the

rich and inestimable advantage of right reasoning. Review

Though the most of these following Rules are chiefly address

ed to those whom their fortune or their station require to addict

theinselves to the peculiar improvement of their minds in greater

degrees of knowledge, yet every one who has leisure and opportunity

to be acquainted with such writings as these, may find something

among them for their own use .
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the instances of your own misconduct in life ; think seriously

with yourselveshow many follies and sorrowsyou had escaped ,

and how much guilt and misery you had prevented, if from

your early years you had but taken due pains to judge aright

concerningpersons, times, and things. This will awaken

you with lively vigour to address yourselves to the work of

improving your reasoning powers, and seizing every oppor .

tunity and advantage forthat end.

II. Consider theweaknesses, frailties, and mistakes ofhu

man nature in general, which arise from the very constitu

tion of a soul united to an animal body, and subjected to

many inconveniences therehy. Consider the many additional

weaknesses, mistakes, and frailties, which are derived from

our original apostacy and fall from a state of innocence ; how

much our powers of understanding are yet more darkened,

enfeebled and imposed upon by our senses, our fancies, and

our unrulypassions, & c. Consider the depth anddifficulty of

many truths, and the flattering appearances of falsehood,

whence arises an infinite variety ofdangers, to which we are

exposed in our judgmentof things. Read with greediness

those authors that treat of the doctrine of prejudices, prepos.

sessions, and springs of error , on purpose to make your soul

watchful on all sides, that it suffer nut itself, as far as possible,

to be imposed upon by any of them . See more on this sub

ject, Logic, Part II . chap. 3. and Part III. chap. 3 .

III . A slight view of things so momentous is not suf

ficient. You should therefore contrive and practice some

proper methods to acquaint yourself with your own igno

rance , and to impress your mind with a deep and painful

sense of the low and imperfect degrees of your present

knowledge ; that you may be incited with labour and acti .

vity to pursue after greater measures. Among others, you

may find some such methods as these successful.

1. Take a wide survey now and then of the vast and un

limited regions of learning. Let your meditations run over

the names of all the sciences, with their numerous branches,

and innumerable particular themes of knowledge ; and then

reflect how few of them you are acquainted with in any to

lerable degree. The most learned of mortals will never find

occasion to act over again what is fabled of Alexander the

Great, that when he had conquered what was called the
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Eastern world, he wept for want of more worlds to conquer.

The worlds of science are immense and endless.

2. Think what a numberless variety of questions and diffi

culties there are belonging even to that particular science in

which
you have madethegreatest progress, and howfew of

them there are in which you have arrived at a final and un

doubted certainty ; excepting only those questions in the pure

and simple mathematics, whose theorems are demonstrable,

and leave scarcely any doubt; and yet, even inthe pursuit of

some few of these, mankind have been strangely bewildered.

3. Spend a few thoughts sometimes on the puzzling en.

quiries concerning vacuums and atoms, the doctrine of infio

nites, indivisibles, and incommensurables in geometry , where

in there appear some insolvable difficulties; do this on pura

pose to give you amore sensible impression of the poverty

ofyour understanding, and the imperfection of your know .

ledge. This will teach you whatavain thing it is tofancy

that youknow all things; and will instruct you to think mom

destly of your presentattainments, when every dust of the

earth, and everyinch of empty space, surmounts your under

standing, and triumphs over your presumption. Arithmo

had been bred up to accountsall his life, and thought him

self a complete master of numbers; but when hewas pushed

bard to give the square root of the number 2 , he tried at it,

and laboured long in millesimal fractions, until he confessed

there was no end of the enquiry : And yet he learned so

much modesty by this perplexing question, that he was

afraid to say it was an impossible thing. It is some good

degree of improvement when we are afraid to be positive.

4. Read the accounts of those vast treasures of know

ledge which some of the dead have possessed , and some of

theliving do possess : Read, and be astonished at the al

most incredible advances which have been made in science :

Acquaint yourselves with some persons of great learning,

that by converse among them, and comparing yourself with

them, you may acquire a mean, opinion of your own ate

tainments, and may be thereby animated with new zeal to

equal them as far as possible, or to exceed : Thus let your

diligence be quickened by a generous and laudable emulaa

tion . If Vanillus had never met with Scitorio and Po

lydes, he had never imagined himself a mere novice in

philosophy, nor ever set himself to study in good' earnest.

B 3
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Remember this, that if upon some few superficial acquirea

ments you value, exalt, and swell yourself, as though you

were a man oflearning already, you are thereby buildinga

most impassible barrier against all improvement; you will

lie down and indulge idleness, and rest yourself contented

in the midst of deep and shameful ignorance. “ Malti ad

“ scientiam pervenissent, si se illuc pervenisse non putassent.”

IV. Presume not too much upon a bright genius, a ready

wit, and good parts ; for this without labour and study will

never make a man of knowledge and wisdom. This has

beenan unhappy temptation to persons of a vigorous and

gay fancy todespise learning and study. They have been

acknowledged toshine in an assembly, and sparkle in a dis

course upon common topics, and thence they took it into

their heads to abandon reading and labour, and grow old

in ignorance ; but when they had lost the vivacities of ani.

malnature and youth, they became stupid and sottish even

to contempt and ridicule. Lucidas and Scintillo are young

men of this stamp : They shine in conversation ; they

spread their native riches before the ignorant; they pride

themselves in their own lively images of fancy, and ima

gine themselves wise and learned ; but they had best avoid

the presence of the skilful, and the test of reasoning ; and

I would advise them once a -day to think forward a little,

what a contemptible figure they will make in age.

The witty men sometimes have sense enough to know

their own foible, and therefore they craftily shun the ato

tacks of argument, or boldly pretend to despise and re

nounce them , because they are conscious of their own igno

rance, and inwardly confess their want of acquaintance with

the skill of reasoning.

V. As you are not to fancy yourself a learned man be

cause you are blessed with a ready wit ; so neither must

you imagine that large and laborious reading and a strong

memory can denominate you truly wise.

What that excellent critic has determined when he de

cided the question, whether wit or study makes the best

poet, may well be applied to every sort of learning :

Ego nec studium sine divite vena ,

Nec rude quidpossit, video , ingenium : alterius sic

Altera poscit opem res, conjurat amice.

Hor. de Art. Poet.
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orem .

Thus made English .

Concerning poets there has been contest,

Whether they're made by art, or nature best :

But if I may presume in this affair,

Among the rest my judgment to declare,

No art without a genius will avail,

And parts, without the help of art, will fail :

But both ingredients jointly must unite ,

Or verse will never shine with a transcendent light.

OLDHAM.

It is meditation and studious thought, it is the exercise of

your own reason and judgment upon all
уоп read , that gives

good sense even to the best genius, andaffords your under

standing the truest improvement. A boy of strong memory

may repeat a whole book of Euclid, yet be no geometrician ;

forhe may not be able perhaps to demonstrate one single the

Memorino has learnt half the Bible by heart, and is

become a living concordance, and a speakingindex to theo

logical folios ; and yet he understands little of divinity.

A well furnished library, and a capacious memory, are in.

deed of singular use towards the improvement of the mind ;

but if all your learning be nothing else but a mere amassment

of what others have written, without a due penetration into

their meaning, and without a judicious choice and determi

nation of your own sentiments, I do not sec what title your

head has to true learning above your shelves . Though you

have read philosophy and theology, morals and metaphysics

in abundance, and every other art and science ; yet, if your

memory is the only faculty employed, with the neglect of

your reasoning powers, you can justly claim no higher cha .

racter but that of a good historian of the sciences .

Here note, many of the foregoing advices are more pecu.

liarly proper for those who are conceited of their abilities,

and are ready to entertain a high opinion of themselves ;

but a modest humble youth, of a good genius, should not

suffer himself to be discouraged by any of these considera

tions. They are designed only as a spur to diligence, and

a guard against vanity and pride.

VI. Benotso weak asto imagine , that a life of learning is a

life of laziness and ease : Dare not to give up yourself to any of

the learned professions, unless you are resolved to labourhard
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at study, and can make it your delight, and the joy of your

life ; according to the motto of our late Lord Chancellor King,

Labor ipse voluptas.

It is indeed no idle thing to be a scholar. A man much ad.

dicted to luxury and pleasure, recreation and pastime, should

never pretend to devote himself entirely to theseiences, unless

his soul be so reformed and refined that he can taste all these

entertainments eminently in his closet, among his books and

papers. Sobrino is a temperate man and a philosopher, and

he feeds upon partridge and pheasant, venison and ragouts,

and every delicacy, in a growing understanding and a serene

and healthy soul, though he dines on a dish ofsprouts or tur

nips. Languinos loved his ease , and therefore chose to be

brought up a scholar : He had much indolencein his temper ;

and as henever cared for study, he falls under universal con

tempt in his profession, because he has nothing but the gown

and the name.

VII. Let the hope of new discoveries, as well as the satis

faction and pleasure of known truths, animate your daily in

dustry. Do not think learning in general is arrived at its

perfection, or that the knowledge of any particular subject in

any science cannot be improved, merely because it has lain

five hundred or a thousand years without improvement. The

present age, by the blessing of God on the ingenuity and di

ligence ofmen, has brought to light such truths in natural

philosophy, and such discoveries in the heavens and theearth ,

as seemed to be beyond the reach ofman : But may notthere

be Sir Isaac Newtons in every science ? You should never

despair therefore of finding out that which has never yet been

found, unless you see something in the nature of it which

renders it unsearchable, and above the reach of our faculties,

Nor should a student in divinity imagine that our ageis

arrived at a full understanding of every thing which can be

known by the scriptures. Every age since the reformation

hath thrown some further lighton difficult texts and para

graphs of the Bible, which have been long obscured by the

early riseof antichrist; and since there are at present many

difficulties and darknesses hanging about certain truths of

Christian religion, andsince several of these relate to importe

ant doctrines, such as the origin of sin, the fall of Adam , the

person of Christ, the blessed Trinity, and the decrees ofGod,
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& c. which do still embarrass the minds ofhonest and enquir

ing readers, and which make work for noisy controversy ; it

is certain there are several things in the Bible yet unknown,

and not sufficiently explained , and it is certain that there

is some way to solve these difficulties, and to reconcile these

seeming contradictions. And why may nota sincere searcher

of truth in the present age, bylabour, diligence, study, and

prayer, with the bestuse of his reasoning powers, find out

the proper solution of those knots and perplexities which

have hitherto been unsolved, and which have afforded mat

ter for angry quarrelling ?-Happy is every man who shall

be favoured of Heaven , to give a helping hand towards that

introduction of the blessed age of light and love.

VIII. Donot hover always on the surfaceof things, nor

take up suddenly with mere appearances ; but penetrate

into the depth of matters, as far as your time and circum

stances allow, especially in those things which relate to your

own profession . Do not indulge yourselves to judge of

things by the first glimpse, or a short and superficialvicw

of them ; for this will fill the mind with errors and prejus

dices, and give it a wrong turn and ill habit of thinking,

and make much work for retraction , Subito is carried away

with title pages, so thathe ventures to pronounce upon a

large octavoat once, and to recommend it wonderfully when

he had read half the preface. Another volume of contro

versies, of equal size, was discarded by him at once , bea

cause it pretended to treat of the Trinity ; and yet he could

neither find the word essence nor subsistences in the twelve

first pages : But Subito changes his opinions of men, and

books, and things so often, that nobody regards him .

As for those sciences, or those parts of knowledge, which

either your profession , your leisure, your inclination, or

your incapacity, forbid you to pursue with much applica

tion, or to search far into them , you must be contented with

an historical and superficial knowledge of them , and not

pretend to form any judgments of your own on those sub

jects which you understand very imperfectly.

IX. Once a-day, especially in theearly years of life and

study, call yourselves to an account what new ideas, what new

proposition or truth you have gained, what further confirma

tion of knowntruths,andwhatadvances you havemade in any

part of knowledge ; and let no day, if possible, pass away
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without some intellectual gain ; such a course, well parsued,

must certainly advance us in useful knowledge. It isa wisé

proverb among the learned , borrowed from the lips and

practice of a celebrated painter, “ nulla dies sine linea ,” let

no day pass without one line at least ; and it was a sacred

rule among the Pythagoreans, that they shouldevery even .

ing thrice run over the actions and affairs of the day, and

examine what their conduct had been , what they had done,

or what they had neglected ; and they assured their pupils,

that by this methodthey would make a noble progress in

the path of virtue.

Μήθ' υπνων μαλακoίσιν επ' όμμασι προσδέξασθαι

Πρίν των ημερινών έργων τρίςέκασον επιλβάν ..

ni wagens ; 8
spožce;

si deos oux' etiaéron ;

Ταύτα σι της θείης αρετής εις ίχια θήσει..

Nor let soft slumber close your eyes,

Before you've recollected thrice

The train of actions through the day ;

Where have my feet chose out theway !

What have I learnt, where'er I've been ,

From all I've heard, from all I've seen ?

What know I more that's worth the knowing !

What have I done that's worth the doing ?

What have I sought that I should shun ?

What duty have I left undone ?

Or into what new follies run ?

These self-enquiries are the road

That leads to virtue and to God .

I would be glad, among a nation of Christians, to find

young men heartily engaged in the practice of what this

heathen writer teaches.

X. Maintain a constant watch at all times against a dog .

matical spirit : Fix not yourassentto any proposition in a firm

and unalterable manner, till you have sonje firm and unalter

able ground for it, and till you have arrived at some clear

and sure evidence ; till you have turned the proposition on

all sides, and searched the matter through and through, so that

you cannot be mistaken . And even where you maythinkyou

have full grounds of assurance, be not too early, nor too free
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quent, in expressing this assurance in too peremptory and ро

sitive a manner; remembering that human nature is always

liable to mistake in this corrupt and feeble state. A dog .

matical spirit has many inconveniences attending it ; as,

1. It stops the ear against all further reasoning upon
that

subject, and shuts up the mind from all further improvements

of knowledge. If you have resolutely fixed your opinion,

though it be upon too slight and insufficient grounds, yet you

will stand determined to renounce the strongest reason brought

for the contrary opinion, and grow obstinate against the force

of the clearest argument. Positivo is a man of this character,

and has often pronounced his assurance of the Cartesian vor .

texes. Last year some further light broke in upon his under .

standing, with uncontrollable
force, by reading something of

mathematical
philosophy ; yet having asserted his former

opinions in most confident manner , he is tempted now to

wink a little against the truth, or to prevaricate in his dise

course upon that subject, lest by admitting conviction, he

sliould expose himself to the necessity of confessing his former

folly andmistake ; and he has not humility enough for that.

2. A dogmatical spirit naturally leads us to arrogance of

mind, and gives a mansome airs in conversation which are

too haughty and assuming. Audens is a man of learning

and very good company, but his infallible assurance renders

his carriage sometimes insupportable.

A dogmatical spirit inclines, a man to be censorious of

his neighbours. Every one of his opinions appears to him

written as it were with sun -beams; and he grows angry
that

his neighbourdoes not see it in the same light. He istempt

ed to disdain his correspondents as men of a low and dark

understanding, because they will not believe what he does.

Furio goes further in this wild track, and charges those who

refuse his notions with wilful obstinacy and vile hypocrisy :

He tells them boldly , that they resist the truth ,and sin

against their consciences.

These are the men that, when they deal in controversy,

delight in reproaches. They abound in tossing about absur

dity and stupidity among their brethren ; they cast the impu

tation of heresyand nonsense plentifully upon their antago

nists : and in matters of sacred importance, they deal out

, their anathemas in abundance upon Christians better than

themselves . Theydenouncedamnation upon theirneighbours,

without either justice or mercy ; and when they pronounce
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sentences of divine wrath against supposed heretics, they

add their own human fire and indignation . A dogmatist

in religion is not a great way off from a bigot, and is in

high danger of growing up tobe a bloody persecutor.

XI. Though caution and slow assent will guard you against

frequent mistakes and retractions, yet you should get humia

lity and courage enough to retract any mistake, and confess

an error. Frequent changes are tokens oflevity in our first de- .

terminations ; yet you should never be too proud to change

your opinion , nor frightened at the name of a changeling.

Learn to scorn those vulgar bugbears, which confirmfoolish

man in his old mistakes, fur fear of being charged with in

constancy. I confess it is better not to judge, than tojudge

falsely ; and it is wiser to withhold our assent till we see

complete evidence : but if we have too suddenly given our

assent, as the wisest man dues sometimes, if we have pro

fessed what we find afterwards to be false, we slıould never

be ashamed nor afraid to renounce a mistake. That is a .

noble essay which is found among the occasional papers,

“ to encourage the world to practice retractions ; " and I

would recommend it to the perusal of every scholar and

every Christian .

XII. He that would raise his judgment above the vul.

gar rank of mankind, and learn to pass a just sentence on

persons and things, must take heed of a fanciful teniper of

mind, and a humorous conduct in his affairs. Fancy and

humour, early and constantly indulged, may expect an old

age overrun with follies.

The notion of a humourist is one that is greatly pleased,

or greatly displeased with little things ; who sets his heart

much upon matters of very small importance ; who has his

will determined every day by trifles, his actions seldom di..

rected by the reason and nature of things, and his passions

frequently raised by things of little moment. Where this

practice is allowed, it will insensibly warp the judgment to

pronounce little things great, and tempt you to lay a great

weight upon them. In short, this temper will incline you

to pass an unjust value on almost every thing that occurs ;

and every step that you take in this path is just so far out

of the way to wisdom.

XIII. For the same reason , have a care of trifling with

things important and momentous, or ofsporting with things

awful and sacred ; do not indulge a spirit of ridicule, as some
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witty men do on all occasions and subjects. This will as un.

happily bias the judgment on the other side, and inclineyou

to pass a low esteem on the most valuable objects. What

soever evil habit we indulge in practice, it will insensibly

obtain a power over our understanding, and betray us into

many errors . Jocander is ready with his jest to answer

every thing that he hears ; he reads books in the same jovial.

humour, and has got the art of turning every thought and

sentence into merriment. How many awkward and irregular

judgments does this man pass upon solemn subjects,even

when he designs to be grave and in earnest ! His mirth and

laughing humour is formedinto habit and temper,and leads

his understanding shamefully astray. You will see him

wandering in pursuit ofa gay flying feather, and he is drawn

by a sort of ignus fatuus into bogs and mire almost every

day of his life.

XIV. Ever maintain a virtuous and pious frame of spirit:

for an indulgence of vicious inclinations debases the undera

standing, and perverts the judgrnent. Whoredom , and wine,

and new wine, take away the heart, and soul, and reason of

a man. Sensuality ruins the better faculties of the mind ;

an indulgence to appetite and passion enfeebles the powers

of reason ; it makes the judgment weak and susceptive of

every falsehood , and especially of such mistakes as have a

tendency towards the gratification of the animal ; and it

warps the soul aside strangely from that stedfast honesty

and integrity that necessarily belongs to the pursuit oftruth .

It is the virtuous man who is in a fair way to wisdom.

« God gives to those that are good in his sight, wisdom,

and knowledge and joy , ” Eccles. ii . 26 .

Piety towards God, as well as sobriety and virtue, are ne

cessary qualifications to make a truly wiseand judicious man .

He that abandons religion must act in such a contradiction to

his own conscience and best judgment,that he abuses and

spoils the faculty itself. It is thus in the nature of things,

and it is thus by the righteous judgment of God : even the

pretended sages among the heathens, who did not like to

retain God in their knowledge, they were given up to a re

probate mind, eis veo cidóximov, an undistinguishing or inju .

dicious mind, so that they judged inconsistently, and prace

tised mere absurdities, tóé na dv xorta, Rom. i . 28.

And it is the character ofthe slaves to antichrist, 2 Thess.

с
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ij . 10. &c. that those " who receive not the love of the truth

were exposed to the power of diabolical sleights and lying

wonders.” When divine revelation shines and blazes in the

face of men with glorious evidence, and they wink their

eyes against it, the God of this world is suffered to blind them

even in the most obvious, common , and sensible things.

The great God of Heaven for this cause sends them strong

delusions, that they should believe a lie ; and the nonsense

of transubstantiation in the Popish world, is a most glaring

accomplishment of this prophecy, beyond ever what could

have been thought of or expected among creatures who pre

tend to reason .

XV. Watch against the pride of your own reason, and a

vain conceit of your intellectual powers, with the neglect of

divine aid and blessing. Presume not upon great attain

ments in knowledge by your own self-sufficiency . Those who

heir own understandings entirely, are pronounced

fools in the word of God ; and the wisest of men gives

them this character, “ he that trusteth in his own heart is

a fool,” Prov. xxviii. 26. And the same divine writer ad.

vises us to “ trust in the Lord with all our heart, and not

to lean to our own understandings,” nor to be a wise in our

own eyes," chap. iii . 5, 7.

Those who, with a neglect of religion and dependence on

God, apply themselves to search out every article in the

things of God by the mere dint of their own reason, have

been suffered to run into wildexcesses of foolery,and strange

extravagance of opinions. Every one who pursues this vain

course, and will not ask for the conduct ofGod in the study

of religion, has just reason to fear he shall be left of God ,

and given up a prey to a thousand prejudices ; that he shall

be consigned over to the follies of his own heart, and pur.

sue his own temporal and eternal ruin. And even in com .

mon studies we should, by humility and dependence, en

gagethe God of truth on our side .

XVI. Offer up thereforeyour daily requests to God the

Fatherof lights, that he would bless all your attempts and la

bours in reading, study, and conversation. Think with your

self how easily and how insensibly, by one turn of thought,

he can lead you into a large scene of useful ideas : he can

teach you to lay hold on a clew , which may guide your

thoughts with safety and ease through all the difficulties of an
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intricate subject. Think how easily the Author of your

beings can direct your motions by his providence, so that

the glance of an eye, or a word striking the ear , or a sudden

turn of the fancy, shall conduct youto a train of happy

sentiments. By his secrct and supreme method of govern

ment he can draw you to read such a treatise, or to converse

with such a person , who may give you more light into some

deep subject in an hour, than you could obtain by a month

of your own solitary labour.

Think with yourself with how much ease the God of

spirits can cast into your minds some useful suggestion, and

give a happyturn to your own thoughts, or the thoughts of

those withwhom you converse, whence you may derive una

speakable light and satisfaction in a matter that has long

puzzled and entangled you : he can shew you a path which

ilie vulture's eye has not seen, and lead you by some un

known gate or portal, out of a wilderness and labyrinth of

difficulties, wherein you have been long wandering.

Implore constantly his divine grace to point your inclina

tions to proper studies, and to fix your heart there. He can

keep off temptations on the right hand and on the left, both

by the course of his providence, and by the secret and insen

sible intimations of his Spirit. He can guard your under

standings from every evil influence of error, and secure you

from thedanger of evil booksand men ; which mightotherwise

have a fatal effect, and lead you into pernicious mistakes.

Nor let this sort of advice fall under the censure of the

godless and profane, as a mere piece of bigotry or enthusi

asm, derived from faith and the Bible : for the reasons which

I have given to support this pious practice, of invoking the

blessing of God on our studies, are derived from the light of

nature as well as revelation . He that made our souls, and is

the Father of spirits, shall be not be supposed to have a most

friendly influence toward the instruction and government of

them ? The Author of our rational powers can involve them

in darkness when he pleases by a sudden distemper; or he can

abandon them to wander into dark and foolish opinions, when

they are filled with a vain conceit of their own light. He

expects to be acknowledged in the common affairs of life ;

and he does as certainly expect it in the superior operations

of the mind, and in thesearch of knowledge and truth . The

very Greek heathens, by the light of reason, were taught to
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say, ' Ex Alos diezónsola, and the Latins, ' A Jove Principium

Musæ . In theworks of learning they thought it necessary

to begin with God. Even the poets call upon the Muse as

a goddess to assist them in their compositions.

The first lines of Homer in his Iliad and his Odyssey, the

first line of Musæusin his song ofHero and Leander, the be

ginning ofHesiod in his poem ofWeeks and Days,and seve

ral others, furnish us with sufficient examples of this kind ;

nor does Ovid leave out this piece of devotion as he begins

his stories of the Metamorphosis. Christianity so muchthe

more obliges us by the precepts of scripture, to invoke the

assistance of the true God in all our labours of the mind,

for the improvement of ourselves and others. Bishop Saun

derson says, that study without prayer is atheism, and that

prayer without study is presumption. And we are still

more abundantly encouraged by the testimony of those who

have acknowledged, from their own experience, that sincere

prayer was no hinderance to their duties ; they have gotten

more knowledge sometimes upon their knees,than by their

labour in perusing a variety of authors ; and they have left

this observation for such as follow , Bene orasse est bene slu

duisse. Praying is the best studying.

To conclude, let industry and devotion join together,

and you need not doubt the happy success, Prov. ii . 2. “ In.

cline thine ear to wisdom, apply thine heart to understand

ing : cry after knowledge, and lift up thy voice ; seek her

as silver, and search for her as for hidden treasures : then

shalt thou understand the fear of the Lord, & c. which is

the beginning of wisdom. It is the Lord who gives wise

dom even to the simple, and out of his mouth cometh know

ledge and understanding."

CH A P. II.

Observation, Reading, Instruction by Lectures, Con

versation ,and Study compared .

THEREare five eminent means, or methods, whereby

the mind is improved in the knowledge of things ; and

these are, Observation, Reading, Instruction by Lectures,

Conversation, and Meditation ; which last, in a most pecue

liar manner, is called study.
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Let us survey the general definitions or descriptions of

them all.

I. OBSERVATION is the notice that we take of all occur

rences in human life, whether they are sensible or intellec

tual, whether relating to persons or things, to ourselves or

others. It is this that furnishes us, evenfrom our infancy,

with a rich variety of ideas and propositions, words and

phrases ; it is by this we know that fire will burn, that the

sun gives light, that a horse eats grass, that an acorn pro

duces an oak, that man is a being capable of reasoning and

discourse, that our judgment is weak, that our mistakes

are many, that our sorrows are great, that our bodies die

and are carried to the grave, and that one generation suc

ceeds another. All those things which we see, which

we hear or feel, which we perceive by sense or conscious

ness, or which we know in a direct manner , with scarce

any exercise of our reflecting faculties or our reasoning

powers, may be included under the general name of obser

vation.

When this observation relates to any thing that imme.

diately concerns ourselves, and of which we are conscious,

it
may be called experience. So I am said to know or ex

perience that I have in myself a power of thinking, fearing,

loving, &c. that I have appetites and passions working in

me, and many personal occurrences have attended me in

this life.

Observation, therefore, includes all that Mr Locke means

by sensation and reflection .

When we are searching out the nature or properties of

any being by various methods of trial, or when we apply

some active powers, or set some causes at work, to observe

whateffects they would produce, this sort of observation

is called experiment. So when I throw a bullet into water ,

I find it sinks ; and when I throw the same bullet into

quicksilver, I see it swims ; hut if 1 beat out this bullet into

A thin hallow shape like a dish, then it will swim in the

water too . So when I strike two flints together, I find

they produce fire ; when I throw a seed into the earth, it

grows up into a plant.

All these belong to the first method of knowledge, which

I call.observation .

C3
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LI. READING is that means, or method of knowledge,

whereby we acquaint ourselves with what other men have

written or published to the world in their writings."

These arts of reading and writing are of infinite advantage ;

for by them we are made partakers of the sentiments, ob.

servations, reasonings, and improvements, of all the learned

world , in the most remote nations, and in former ages, al

mostfrom the beginning of mankind .

III. Public or private LECTURES are such “ verbal in.

structions as are given by a teacher, while the learners ate

tend in silence . " This is the way of learning religion from

the pulpit ; or of philosophy, or theology, from the profese

sor's chair ; or of mathematics by a teacher shewing us

various theorems, or problems, i.e. speculations, or practices,

by demonstration and operation, with all the instruments of

artnecessary to those operations.

IV. CONVERSATION is another method of improving our

minds, wherein, “ by mutual discourse and inquiry, we learn

the sentiments of others, as well as communicate our senti.

ments to others in the same manner.” Sometimes indeed ,

though both parties speak by turns, yet the advantage is

onlyon one side ; as when a teacher and a learner meet and

discourse together ; but frequently the profit is mutual.

Under this head of conversation, we may also rank disputes

of various kinds.

V. MEDITATION, or study, includes all those “ exercises

of the mind whereby we render all the former methods use

ful for our increase in true knowledge and wisdom ." It is

by meditation we come to confirm our memory of things

that pass through our thoughts in the occurrences of life, in

our own experiences, and in the observations we make : It

is by meditation that we draw various inferences, and esta

blish in our minds general principles of knowledge : It is

by meditation that we compare the various ideas which we

derive from our senses, or from the operations of our souls,

and join them in propositions : It is by meditation that we

fix in our memory whatsoever we learn, and form our own

judgment of the truth or falsehood, the strength or weak

ness, of what others speak or write : It is meditation , or

study, that draws out long chains ofargument, and searches

and finds deep and difficult truths, which before lay conceale

ed in darkness.
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It would be a needless thing to prove that our own soli

tary meditations, together with the few observations that

the most part of mankind are capable of making, are not

sufficient of themselves to lead us into the attainment of

any considerable proportion of knowledge, at least in an

age so much improved as ours is, without the assistance of

conversation and reading, and other proper instructions that

are to be attained in our days. Yet each of these five me

thuds have their peculiar advantages, whereby they assist

each other ; and their peculiar defects, which have need to

be supplied by the other's assistance . Let us trace over

some of the particular advantages of each.

I. One method of improving the mind is observation ,

and the advantages of it are these :

1. It is owing to observation that our « mind is furnished

with the first simple and complex ideas.” It is this lays

the ground-work and foundation of all knowledge, and makes

us capable of using any of the other methods for improving

the mind : For it we did not attain a variety of sensible and

intellectual ideas by the sensation of outward objects, by

the consciousness of our own appetites and passions, plea

sures and pains, and by inward experience of the actings of

our own spirits, it would be impossible either for men or

books to teach us any thing. It is obseruation that must

give us our first ideas of things, as it includes in it sense

and consciousness.

2. All our knowledge derived from observation, whether

it be of single ideas, or of propositions, is knowledge gotten

at first hand. Hereby we see and know things as they

are, or as they appear to us ; we take the impressions of

them on our minds from the original objects themselves,

which give a clearer and stronger coneeption of things ;

these ideas are more lively, and the propositions (at least

in many cases) are much more evident. Whereas, what

knowledge we derive from lectures, reading, and conver

sation, is but the copy of other men's ideas ; that is, the

picture of a picture ; and it is one remove further from the

original.

3. Another advantage of observation is, that we may

gain knowledge all the day long, and every moment ofour

lives ; and every moment of our existence,we may be adding

something to our intellectual treasures thereby, except only
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manner

we may

while we are asleep ; and even then, the remembrance of

our dreaming will teach us some truths, and lay a founda

tion for a better acquaintance with human nature, both in

the powers and in the frailties of it.

II . The next way of improving the mind is by READING ;

and the advantages of it are such as these :

1. By reading we acquaint ourselves in a very extensive

“ with the affairs, actions, and thoughts of the

living and the dead in the most remote nations, and in

most distant ages,” and that with as much ease as though

they lived in our own age and nation. By reading of books

learn something from all parts of mankind; where.

as by observation we learn all from ourselves, and only

what comes within our own direct cognizance : By con .

versation we can only enjoy the assistance of a very few

persons, viz. those who arenear us, and live at thesame

time when we do, that is, our neighbours and contempo

raries ; but our knowledge is much more narrowed still, if

we confine ourselves merely to our own solitary reasonings,

without much observation or reading ; for then all our im

provement must arise only from our own inward powers and

meditations.

2. By reading, we learn not only the actions and the sen

timents of different nations and ages, but we transfer to our

selves the knowledge and improvements of the “most learn

ed men , the wisest and the best of mankind , ” when, or

wheresoever they lived : For though many books have been

written by weak and injudicious persons, yet the most of

those books which have obtained great reputation in the

world, are the products of great and wise men in their se

veral ages and nations: whereas wecan obtain the conver

sation and instruction of those only who ' are within the

reach of our dwelling, or our acquaintance, whether they

are wise or unwise ; and sometimes that narrow sphere

scarcely affords any person of great eminence in wisdom or

learning, unless our instructorhappen to have this charac

ter. And as for our own study and meditations,even when

we arrive at some good degrees of learning, our advantage

for further improvement in knowledge bythem is still far

more contracted than what we may derive from reading.

3. When we read good authors, we learn “ the best, the

most laboured, andmost refined sentiments even of those
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wise and learned men ; " for they have studied hard, and

have committed to writing their maturest thoughts, and the

result of their long study and experience : whereas by con

versation, and in some lectures, we obtain many times only

the present thoughts of our tutors or friends, which (though

they may be bright and useful) yet, at first, perhaps, may

be sudden and indigested, and are mere hints, which have

risen to no maturity .

4. It is another advantage of reading, that we may" re

view what we have read ; " we may consult the page again

and again , and meditate on it at successive seasons in our

serenest and retired hours, having the book always at hand :

But what we obtain by conversation, and in lectures, is often

times lost again as soon as the company breaks up, or at

least when the day vanishes ; unless we happen to have the

talent of a good memory, or quickly retire and note down

what remarkables we have found in those discourses . And

for the same reason , and for want of retiring and writing,

many a learned man has lost several useful meditations of

his own, and could never recal them again.

III. The advantages of verbal instructions by public or

private lectures are these :

1. There is something more sprightly, more delightful and

entertaining in the living discourseof a wise , a learned , and

well qualified teacher,than there is in the silent and sedentary

practice of reading. The very turn of voice, thegood pro

nunciation, and the polite and alluring manner which some

teachers have attained, will engage the attention, keepthe

soul fixed, and convey and insinuate into the mind the ideas

of things in a more lively and forcible way, than the mere

reading of books in the silence and retirement of the closet.

2. A tutor, or instructor, whenhe paraphrases and explains

other authors, can mark out the precise point of difficulty or

controversy, and unfold it. He can shew you
which para

graphs areof greatest importance, and which are of less mo

ment. He can teach his hearers what authors, or what parts

ofanauthor, are best worth reading on any particular subject,

and thus save his disciples much time and pains by shorten

ing the labours of their closet and private studies. He can

shew you what were the doctrines of the ancients in a com

pendium , which perhaps would cost much labour, and the pe

rusal of many books to attain . He can inform you what new
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doctrines or sentiments are rising in the world before they

come to be public ; as well as acquaint you with his own pri

vate thoughts, and his own experiments and observations,

which never were, and perhaps never will be, published to

the world, and yet may be very valuable and useful.

3. A living instructor can convey to our senses those no.

tions with which he would furnish our minds, when he teaches

us natural philosophy, or most parts of mathematical learn

ing. He can make the experiments before our eyes. He can

describe figures and diagrams, point to the linesand angles,

and makeout the demonstration in a more intelligible man

ner by sensible means, which cannot be done so well by

mere reading,even though we should have the same figures

lying in a book before our eyes. A living teacher, therefore,

is a most necessary help in these studies,

I might add also, that even where the subject ofdiscourse

is moral, logical, or rhetorical, &c. and which does not die

rectly come under the notice of our senses, a tutor may ex

plain his ideas by such familiar examples, and plain or sim

ple similitudes, as seldom find place in books and writings.

When an instructor in his lectures delivers any matter of

difficulty, or expresses himself in such a manner as seems

obscure, so that you do not take up his ideas clearly or fully,

you have opportunity, at least when the lecture is finished,

or at other proper seasons, to enquire how such a sentence

should be understood, or how such a difficulty may be ex

plained and removed.

If there be permission given to free converse with the tu.

tor, either in the midst of the lecture, or rather at the end

of it, concerning any doubts or difficulties that occur to the

hearer, this brings it very near to conversation or discourse.

IV. CONVERSATION is the next method of improvement,

and it is attended with the following advantages :

1. When we converse familiarly with a learned friend,

we have his own help at hand to explain to us every word

and sentiment that seenis obscure in his discourse, and to

inform us of his whole meaning ; so that we are in much

less danger of mistaking his sense ; whereas in books, what

soever is really obscure, may also abidealways obscure with

out remedy, since the author is not at hand that we may

inquire his sense.

If we mistake the meaning of our friend in conversation,
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we are quickly set right again ; but in reading, we many

times go on in the same mistake, and are not capable of re

covering ourselves from it . Thence it comes to pass that

we have so many contests in all ages about the meaning of

ancient authors, and especially the sacred writers. Happy

should we be, could we but converse with Moses, Isaiah,

and St Paul , and consult the prophets and apostles, when

we meet with a difficult text ! But that glorious conversation

is reserved for the ages of future blessedness.

2. When we are discoursing upon any theme with a

friend, we may propose our doubts and objections against

his sentiments, and have them solved and answered at once.

The difficulties that arise in our minds may be removed by

one enlightening word of our correspondent; whereas , in

reading, if a difficulty or question arise in our thoughts

which the author has not happened to mention, we must

be content without a present answer or solution of it.

Books cannot speak.

3. Not only the doubts which arise in the mind upon

any subject of discourse are easily proposed and solved in

conversation , but the very difficulties we meet with in books

and our private studies may find a relief by friendly confe

rence. We may pore upon a knotty point in solitary medi

tation many months without a solution, because, perhaps,

we have gottea into a wrong tract of thought ; and our las

hour (while we are pursuing a false scent) is not only use

less and unsuccessful, but it leads us perhaps into a long

train of error for want of being corrected in the first step.

But if we note down this difficulty when we read it, we

may propose it to an ingenious correspondent when we see

him ; we may be relieved in a moment, and find the dif

ficulty vanish : he beholds the object perhaps in a different

view , sets it before us in quite another light, leads us at

once into evidence and truth , and that with a delightful

surprise.

4. Conversation calls out into light what hasbeen lodged

in all the recesses and secret chambers of the soul ; by oce

casional hints and incidents, it brings old useful notions into

remembrance ; it unfolds and displays the hidden treasures

of knowledge with which reading, observation, and study,

had before furnished the mind. By mutual discourse, the

soul is awakened and allured to bring forth its hoards of
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knowledge, and it learns how to render them most useful

to mankind. A man of vast reading, without conversa

tion, is like a miser who lives only to himself.

5. In free and friendly conversation, our intellectual

powers are more animated, and our spirits act with a supe

rior vigour in the quest and pursuit of unknown truths.

There is a sharpness and sagacity of thought that attends

conversation , beyond what we find whilst we are shut up

reading and musing in our retirements. Our souls may

be sercne in solitude, but not sparkling, though perhaps

we are employed in reading the works of the brightest wri.

ters. Often has it happened in free discourse , that new

thoughts are strangely struck out, and the seeds of truth

sparkle and blaze through the company, which, in calm and

silent reading, would never have been excited. By con

versation, you will both give and receive this benefit ; as

fiints when put into motion, and striking against each

other, pioduce living fire on both sides , which would never

have risen from the sarne hard materials in a state of rest.

6. In generous conversation amongst ingenious and learn.

ed men, we have a great advantage of proposing our private

opinions, and of bringing our own sentimentsto the test,

and learning in a more compendious and safer way what

the world will judge of them, how mankind will receive

them, what objections may be raised against them, what

defects there are in our scheme, and how to correct our

own mistakes, which advantages are not so easy to be ob

tained by our own private meditations ; for the pleasure we

take in our own notions, and the passion of self-love, as

well as the narrowness of our views, tempt us to pass too

favourable an opinion on our own schemes ; whereas the

variety of genius, in our several associates, will give hap

py notices how our opinions will stand in the view of man

kind .

7. It is also another considerable advantage of conversa

tion that it furnishes the student with the knowledge ofmen ,

and the affairs of life, as reading furnishes him with book

learning. A man, who dwells all his days among books,

may have amassed together a vast heap of notions, but he

may be a mere scholar,which is a contemptible sort of cha

racter in the world. A hermit , who has been shut up in his

cell in a college, has contracted a sort of mould and rust

2
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upon his soul, and all his airs of behaviour have a certain

awkwardness in them ; but these awkward airs are worn

away by degrees in company ; the rust and the mould are

filed and brushed off by polite conversation. The scholar

now becomes a citizen or a gentleman , a neighbour and a

friend ; he learns how to dress his sentiments in the fairest

colours, as well as to set them in the strongest light. Thus

he brings out his notions with honour, he makes some use

of them in theworld , and improves the theory by the prac

tice.

But before we proceed too far in finishing a bright cha

racter by conversation , we should consider, that something

else is necessary besides an acquaintance with men and

books ; and therefore 1 add,

V. Mere lectures, reading, and conversation , without

thinking, are not sufficient to make a man of knowledge

and wisdom . Our own thought and reflection, study and

meditation, must attend all the other methods of improve

ment, and perfect them. It carries these advantages

with it :

1. Though observation and instruction , reading and con

versation, may furnish us with many ideas ofmen and

things, yet it is our own meditation, and the labour of our

ownthoughts, that must form our judgment of things.

Our own thoughts should join or disjoin these ideas in a

proposition for ourselves ; it is our own mind that must

judge for ourselves concerning the agreement or disagree

ment of ideas, and form propositions of truth out of them ,

Reading and conversation may acquaint us with many

truths, and with many arguments to support them, but it

is our own study and reasoning that must determine whe

ther these propositions are true, and whether these argu

ments are justand solid .

It is confessed there are a thousand things which our eyes

have not seen, and which would never coine within the

reach of our personal and immediate knowledge and obser

vation, because of the distance of times and places : these

must be known by consulting other persons ; and that is

done either in their writings, or in their discourses. But,

after all, let this be a fixed pointwith us, that it is our own

reflection and judgment must determine how far we should

D
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receive that which books or men inform us of, and how far

they are worthy of our assent and credit.

It is meditation and study that transfers and conveys the

notions and sentiments of others to ourselves, so as to make

them properly our own . It is our own judgment upon

them , as well as our memory of them , thatmakes them be

come our own property. It does, as it were, concoct our

intellectual food, and turns it into a part of ourselves; just

as a man may call his limbs and his fesh his own, whether

he borrowed the materials from the ox or the sheep, from

the lark or the lobster ; whether he derived it from corn or

milk, the fruits of the trees, or the herbs and roots of the

earth ; it is all now become one substance with himself,

and he wields and manages these muscles and limbs for his

own proper purposes , which once were the substance of

other animals or vegetables : That very substance, which

last week was grazing in the field, or swimming in the sea,

waving in the milk -pail, or growing in the garden, is now

become part of the man.

3. By study and meditation we improve the hints that

we have acquired by observation, conversation, and read .

ing : We take more time in thinking, and by the labour of

the mind, we penetrate deeper into the themes of know

ledge, and carry our thoughts sometimes much farther on

many subjects than we ever met with either in the books

of the dead, or discourses of the living. It is our own rek

soning that draws out one truth from another, and forms a

wholescheme of science from a few hints which we bor

rowed elsewhere.

By a survey of these things, we mayjustly conclude, that

he who spends all his time in hearing lectures, or poring

upon books, without observation, meditation , or converse,

will have but a mere historical knowledge of learning, and

be able only to tell what others have known or said on the

subject : he that lets all his time flow away in conversation ,

without due observation, reading, or study, will gain but a

slight and superficial knowledge, which will be in danger of

vanishing with the voice of the speaker ; and he that con

fines himself merely to his closet, and his own narrow ob

servation of things, and is taught only by his own solitary

thoughts, without instruction by lectures, reading, or free

conversation, will be in danger of a narrow spirit, a vain
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conceit of himself, and an unreasonable contempt of others ;

and, after all, he will obtain but a very limited and imper

fect view and knowledge of things,and he will seldom learn

howto make that knowledge useful.

These five methods of improvement should be pursued

jointly, and go hand in hand, where our circumstances are

so happy as to find opportunity and conveniency to enjoy

them all ; though I must give my opinionthat two ofthem,

viz. reading and meditation, should employ much more of

our time than public lectures, or conversation and discourse.

As for observation, we may be always acquiring knowledge

that way, whether we are alone or in company,

But it will be for our further improvement, if we go over

all these five methods of obtaining knowledge more distinctly

and more at large, and see what specialadvances in useful

science we may draw from them all.

CHA P. III.

Rules relating to Observation .

THOUGH observation, in the strict sense of the word,

and as it is distinguished from meditation and study, is

the first means of improvement, and, in its strictest sense,

does not include in it any reasonings of the mind upon .
the

things which we observe, or inferences drawn from them,

yet the motions ofthe mind are so exceeding swift, that it

is hardly possible for a thinking man to gainexperiences or

observations, without making some secret and short reflec .

tions upon them ; and therefore, in giving a few directions

concerning this method of improvement, I shall not so nare

rowly confine myself to the first mere impression of objects

on the mind by observation , but include also some hints

which relate to the first most easy and obvious reflections,

or reasonings which arise from them.

I. Let the enlargement of your knowledge be one con .

stant view and design in life, since there is no time or

place, no transactions, occurrences, or engagements in life,

which exclude us from this method of improving the mind .

When we are alone, even in darkness and silence, we may .

converse with our own hearts, observe the working of ou
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own spirits, and reflect upon the inward motions of our

own passions in some of the latest occurrences in life ; we

may acquaint ourselves with the powers and properties, the

tendencies and inclinations, both of body and spirit, andgain

a more intimate knowledge of ourselves. When we are in

company, we may discover something more of human na

ture, of human passions and follies, and of human affairs,

vices, and virtues, by conversing with mankind, ard observa

ing their conduct. Nor is there any thing more valuable

than the knowledge of ourselves, and the knowledge ofmen,

except it be the knowledge of God who made us, and our

relation to him as our Governor.

When we are in the house, or the city, wheresoever we

turn our eyes, we see the works of men ; when we are a.

broad in the country, we behold more of the works of God.

The skies, and theground above and beneath us, and the

animal and vegetable world round aboutus, may entertain

our observation with ten thousand varieties.

Endeavour therefore to derive some instruction or im

provement of the mind from every thing which you see of

hear, from every thing which occurs in human life, from

every thing within you or without you.

Fetch down some knowledge from the clouds, the stars,

the sun , the moon, and the revolutions of all the planets ;

dig, and draw up some valuable meditations from the depths

of the earth , and searc them through the vast oceans of

water ; extract some intellectual improvements from the

minerals and metals, from the wonders ofnature among

the vegetables and herbs, trees and flowers. Learn some less

sons from the birds, and the beasts, and the meanest insect.

Read the wisdom of God, and his admirable contrivance in

them all. Read his almighty power , his rich and various

goodness, in all the works of his hands .

From the day and the night, the hours and the flyingmi

nutes, learn a wise improvement of time ; and be watchful

to seize every opportunity to increase in knowledge.

From the vicissitudes and revolutions of nations and fa

milies, and from the various occurrences of the world, learn

the instability of mortal affairs, the uncertainty of life, the

certainty of death. From a cuffin and a funeral, learn to

meditate upon your own departure.

from the vices and follies of others ,observe what is hate

1
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ful in them ; consider how such a practice looks in another

person , and remember that it looks as ill , or worse, in your

self. From the virtues of others, learn something worthy

of your imitation .

From the deformity, the distress, or calamity of others,

derive lessons of thankfulness to God, and hymns of grate

ful praise to your Creator, Governor, and Benefactor, who

has formed you in a better mould, and guarded you from

those evils. Learn also the sacred lesson of contentment

in your own estate, and compassion to your neighbour un

der his miseries.

From your natural powers, sensations, judgments, memo

ry, hands, feet, &c. make this inference, that they were not

given you for nothing, but for some useful employment to

the honour of your Maker, and for the good of your fellow

creatures, as well as for your own best interest and final

happiness.

From the sorrows, the pains, the sicknesses, and suffere

ings that attend you, learn the evil of sin, and the imper

fection of your present state. From your own sins and

follies, learnthe patience ofGod toward you , and the praca

tice of humility toward God and man.

Thus, from every appearance in nature , and from every

occurrence of life, you may derive natural, moral, and reli.

gions observations to entertain your minds, as well as rules

of conduct in the affairs relating to this life, and that which

is to come.

II. In order to furnish the mind with a rich variety of

ideas, the laudable curiosity of young people should be in

dulged and gratified ratherthan discouraged. It is a very

hopeful sign in young persons, to see them curious in ube

serving, and inquisitive in searching into the greatest part

of things that occur ; nor should such an enquiring temper

be frowned into silence, nor be rigorously restrained , but

should rather be satisfied by proper answers given to all

those queries.

For this reason also, where time and fortune allow it,

young people should be led into company at proper seasons,

should be carried abroad to see the fields, and the woods,

and the rivers, the buildings, towns, and cities, distant from

their own dwelling ; they should be entertained with the

sight of strange birds, beasts, fishes , insects, vegetables, and

D3
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productions both of nature and art of every kind, whether

they are the products of their own or foreign nations : and

in due time, where Providence gives opportunity, they may

travel, under a wise inspector, or tutor, to different parts

of the world for the same end, that they may bring home

treasures of useful knowledge.

III . Among all these observations, write down what is

more remarkable and uncommon : Reserve these remarks in

store for proper occasions, and at proper seasons take a re

view of them . Such a practice will give you a habit of

useful thinking : This will secure the workings of your soul

from running to waste ; and by this means, even your looser

moments will turn to happy account both here and here

after.

And whatever useful observations have been made, let

them be at least some part of the subject of your conversa

tion among your friends at next meeting.

Let the circumstances or situations of life be what or

where they will, a man should never neglect this improve

ment which may be derived from observation . Let him

travel into the East or West Indies, and fulfil the duties

of the military or the mercantile life there ; let him rove

through the earth or the seas for his own humour as a tra

veller, or pursue his diversions in what part of the world

He pleases as a gentleman ; let prosperous or adverse fora

tune call him to the most distant parts of the globe ; still let

him carry on his knowledge, and the improvement of his

soul, by wise observations. In due time, by this means, he

may render himself some way useful to the societies of man

kind .

Theobaldino, in his younger years, visited the forests of

Norway on the account of trade and timber, and besides

his proper observations of the growth of trees on those

northern mountains, he learnt there was a sort of people

called Finns, in those confines which border upon Sweden ,

whose habitation is in the woods ; and he lived afterwards

to give a good account of them, and some of their customs ,

to the Royal Society for the improvement of natural know

ledge. Puteoli was taken captive into Turkey in his youth,

and travelled with his master in their holy pilgrimage to

Mecca, whereby he became more intelligent in the forms,

ceremonies, and fooleries of the Mahometan worship, than
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a man

perhaps ever any Briton knew before ; and by his manu

scripts we are more acquainted in this last century with the

Turkish sacreds than any one had ever informed us,

IV . Let us keep our minds as free as possible from pas.

sions and prejudices, for these will give a wrong turn to our

observations both on persons and things. The eyes
of

in the jaundice make yellow observations on every thing ;

and the soul tinctured with any passion or prejudice diffuses

a false colour over the real appearances of things, and disa

guises many of the common occurrences of life : it never be

holds things in a true light, nor suffers them to appear as

they are. Whensoever, therefore, you would make proper

observations, let self, with all its influences, stand aside as

far as possible ; abstract your own interest and your own

concern from them , and bid all friendships and enmities

stand aloof, and keep out of the way, in the observationis

that you make relating to persons and things.

If this rule were well obeyed , we should be much better

guarded against those common pieces of misconduct in the

observations of men, viz. the false judgments of prideand

envy. How ready is envytomingle with the notices which

we takeof other persons ? How often is mankind prone to

put an ill sense upon the actions of their neighbours, to take

a survey of them in an evil position, and in an unhappy

light ? And by this means weform a worse opinion of our

neighbours than they deserve ; while, at the same time,

pride and self flattery tempt us tomake unjust observations

on ourselves in our own favour. In all the favourablejudge

ments we pass concerning ourselves, we should allow a little

abatement on this account.

V. In making your observations on persons, take care of

indulging that busy curiosity which is ever inquiring into

private and domestic affairs, with an endless itch of learning

the secret history of families. It is but seldom that such a

prying curiosityattains any valuable ends ; it often begets

suspicions, jealousies, and disturbances in households, and

it is a frequent temptation to persons to defame their neigh

bours. Soine persons cannot help telling what they know ;

a busy body is most liable to become a tatler upon every

occasion .

VI . Letyour observations, even of persons, and their con

duct, be chiefly designed in order to lead you to a better ac
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quaintance with things, particularly with human nature ;

and to inform you what to imitate and what to avoid, rather

than to furnish out matter for the evil passions of themind,

or the impertinences of discourse, and reproaches of the

tongue.

VII . Though it may be proper sometimes to make your

observations concerning persons as well as things, the sub

ject of your discourse in learned or useful conversation,

yet what remarks you make on particular persons, espe

cially to their disadvantage, should for the most part lie hid

in your own breast, till some just and apparent occasion ,

some necessary call of Providence, leads you to speak to

them.

If the character or conduct which youobserve be greatly

culpable, it should so much the less be published. You may

treasure up such remarks of the follies, indecencies, or

vices of your neighbours, as may be a constant guard against

your practice of the same, without exposing the reputation

of your neighbour on that account. It is a good old rule,

that our conversation should rather be laid out on things

than on persons ; and this rule should generally be observed

unless names be concealed , wheresoever the faults or follies

of mankind are our present theme.

Our late Archbishop Tillotson has written a small, but ex

cellent discourse on evil speaking ; wherein he admirably ex

plains, limits, and applies that general apostolic precept,

Speak evil of no man , Tit. iij . 2 .

VIII. Be not too hasty to erect general theories from a

few particular observations, appearances, or experiments.

This is what the logicians call a false induction . When

general observationsare drawn from so many particulars as

to become certain and indubitable, these are jewels of know

ledge, comprehending great treasure in a little room ; but

they are therefore to be made with the greater care and

caution, lest errors become large and diffusive, if we should

inistake in these general notions.

A hasty determination of some universal principles, with

out a due survey of all the particular cases which
may be

included in them , is the way to lay a trap for ourown un

derstandings in their pursuit of any subject, and we shall

often be taken captives into mistakeand falsehood. Niveo

yeuth observed, that on three Christmas days toge

1
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ther there fell a good quantity of snow, and now he hath

writ it down in his almanack as part of his wise remarks

on the weather, that it will always snow at Christmas.

Euron , a young lad, took notice ten times that there was a

sharp frost when the wind was in the north -east ; therefore,

in the middle of last July, he almost expected it should

freeze, because the weather-cocks shewed him a north -east

wind ; and he was still more disappointed when he found

it a very sultry season . It is the same hasty judgment

that hath thrown scandal on a whole nation for the sake of

some culpable characters belonging to several particular na

lives of that country : Whereas all the Frenchmen are not

gay and airy ; all the Italians are not jealous and revenge

ful; nor all the English over -run with the spleen.

CHAP. IV.

Of Books and Reading.

THEworld is full of books ; but there are multitudes

which are so ill written that they were never worth

any man's reading ; and there are thousands more which

may be good in their kind , yet are worth nothing, when

the month, or year, or occasion is past for which they

were written. Others may be valuable in themselves for

some special purpose , or in some peculiar science ; but are

not fit to be perused by any but those who are engaged in

that particular science or business. To what use is it for

a divine, or physician, or a tradesman, to read over the

huge volumes of reports of judged cases in the law ? or for

a lawyer to learn Hebrew, and read the Rabbins ? It is of

vast advantage for improvement of knowledge, and saving

time, for a young man to have the most proper books for

his reading recommended by a judicious friend.

II. Books of importance of any kind , and especially com

plete treatises on any subject, should be first read ina more

general and cursory manner, to learn a little what the trea

tise promises, and what you may expect from the writer's

manner and skill . And for this end, I would advise always

that the preface be read, and a survey taken of the table of

contents , if there be one, before the first survey of the book.

By this means you will not only be better fitted to give the
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book the first reading, but you will be much assisted in

your second perusal of it, which should be done with greater

attention and deliberation , and you will learn with more

ease and readiness what the author pretends to teach . In

your reading, mark what is new or unknown to you before,

and review those chapters, pages, or paragraphs. Unless

a reader has an uncommon and most retentive memory , I

may venture to affirm that there is scarce any bouk or

chapter worth reading once, that is not worthy of a second

perusal. At least take a careful review of all the lines or

paragraphs which you marked, and make a recollection of

the sections which you thought truly valuable.

There is another reason also why I would choose to take

a superficial and cursory survey of a book before I sit down

to read it, and dwell upon it with studious attention ; and

that is, there may be several difficulties in it which we can .

not easily understand and conquer at the first reading, for

want of a fuller comprehension of the author's whole scheme.

And therefore, in such treatises, we should not stay till we

master every difficulty at the first perusal; for perhaps

many of these would appear to be solved when wehave pro

ceeded farther in that book, or would vanish of themselves

upon a second reading.

What we cannot reach and penetrate at first may be

noted down as matter of after consideration and inquiry, if

the
pages that follow do not happen to strike a complete

light on those which went before .

III. If three or four persons agree to read the same book ,

and each bring his own remarks upon it at some set hours

appointed for conversation, and they communicate mutually

their sentiments on the subject, and debate about it in a

friendly manner ; this practice will render the reading any

author more abundantly beneficial to every one of them .

IV. If several persons engaged in the same study take

into their hands distinct treatises on one subject, and appoint

a season of communication once a-week, they may inform

each other in a brief manner concerning the sense, senti

ments, and method of those several authors, and thereby

promote each other's improvement, either by recommend

ing the perusal of the same book to their companions, or

perhaps by satisfying their inquiries concerning it by con

versation , without every one's perusing it.
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V. Remember that your business in reading or in con

versation , especially on subjects of natural, moral, or divine

science, is not merely to know the opinion of the author or

speaker, for this is but the mere knowledge of history ; but

your chief business is to consider whethertheir opinions are

right or not, and to improve your own solid knowledge

of that subject by meditating on the themes of their writing

or discourse. Deal freely with every author you read, and

yield up your assent only to evidence and just reasoning on

the subject.

Here I would be understood to speak only of human au

thors, and not of the sacred and inspired writings. In these

our business indeed is only to find out the sense, and un

derstand the true meaning of the paragraph and page, and

our assent then is bound to follow , when we are before satis.

fied that the writing is divine. Yet I might add also, that

even this is just reasoning, and this is sufficient evidence

to demand our assent.

But in the composures of men, remember you are a man

as well as they ; and it is not their reason , but your own

that is given to guide youwhen you arrive at years of dis

cretion, of manly age and judgment.

VI. Let this therefore be your practice, especially after

you have gone through one course of any science in your

academical studies. If a writer on that subject maintains

the same sentiments as you do, yet if he doesnot explain

his ideas, or prove his positions well, mark the faults or de

fects, and endeavour to do it better, either in the margin

of
your book, or rather in some papers of your own, or at

least let it be done in your private meditations. As for

instance,

Where the author is obscure, enlighten him ; where he

is imperfect, supply his deficiences ; where he is too brief

and concise, amplify a little, and set his notions in a fairer

view ; where he is redundant, mark those paragraphs to be

retrenched ; when he trifles and grows impertinent, aban

don those passages or pages ; where he argues, observe

whether his reasonsbe conclusive ; if the conclusion be true,

and yet the argument weak, endeavour to confirm it by

better proofs ; where he derives or infers any propositions

darkly or doubtfully, make the justice of the inference ap

pear,and add further inferences or corollaries, if such occur
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to your mind ; where you suppose he is in a mistake, pros

pose your objections , and correct his sentiments ; what he'

writes so well as to approve itself to your judgment, both

as just and useful, treasure it up in yourmemory, andcount)

it a part of your intellectual gains.

Note.-Many of these same directions which I have now

given, may be practised with regard to conversation as well

as reading, in order to render it useful in the most exten

sive and lasting manner.

VII. Other things also of the like nature may be use

fully practised with regard to the authors which you read :

viz . If the method of a book be irregular, reduce it into

form by a little analysis of your own , or by hints in the

margin. If those things are heaped together which should

be separated, you may wisely distinguish and divide them.

If several things relating to the same subject are scattered

up and down separately througli the treatise, you may bring

them all to one view by references ; or if the matter of a

book be really valuable and deserving, you may throw it

into a better method, reduce it to a more logical scheme, or

abridge it into a lesser form : All these practices will have a

tendency' both to advance your skill in logic and method, to

improve your judgment in general, and to giveyou a fuller

survey of that subject in particular. When you have fi

nished the treatise with all your observations upon it, re

collect and determine what real improvements you have

made by reading that author.

VIII. If a book has no index to it, or good table of con

tents, it is very useful to make one as you are reading it ;

not with that exactness as to include the sense of every page

and paragraph, which should be done if you designed to

print it, but it is sufficient in your index to take notice only

of those parts of the book which are new toyou, or which

you think well written, and well worthy of your remem

brance or review.

Shall I be so free as to assure my younger friends,from

my own experience, that these methods of reading will cost

some pains in the first years of your study, and especially

in the first authors which you peruse in any science, or on

any particular subject ? But the profit will richly compen

sate the pains. And in the following years of life, after

you bave read a few valuable books on any special subject

1
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in this manner, it will be very easy to read others of the

same kind, because you will notusually find very much new

matter in them which you have not already examined .

IX . If the writer be remarkable for any peculiar excel.

lencies or defects in his style , or manner of writing, make

just observations upon this also ; and whatever ornaments

you find there, or whatsoever blemishes occur in the lan .

guage or manner of the writer, you may make just remarks

upon them. And remember, that one book read over in

this manner, with all this laborious meditation, will tend

more to enrich your understanding, than the skimming over

the surface of twenty authors.

X. By perusing books in the manner I have described,

you will make all your reading subservient not only to the

enlargement ofyour treasures of knowledge, but also to the

improvement of your reasoning powers.

There are many who read with constancy and diligence,

and yet make no advances in true knowledge by it. They

are delighted with the notions which they read or hear, as

they would be with stories that are told ; but they do not

weigh them in their minds as in a just balance, in order to

determine their truth or falsehood ; they make no observa

tions upon them, or inferences from them. Perhaps their

eye slides over thepages, or the words slide over their ears,

and vanish like a rhapsody of evening tales, or the shadows

of a cloud flying over a green field in a summer day. van

Or, if they review them sufficiently to fix them in their

remembrance, it is merely with a design to tell the tale

over again, and shew whatmen of learning theyare.
Thus

they dream out their days in a course of reading without

real advantage. As a man may be eating all day, and,

for want of digestion, is never nourished ; so these endless

readers may cram themselves in vain with intellectyal food ,

and without real improvement of their minds, for want of

digesting it by proper reflection .

XI. Be diligent, therefore, in observing these directions.

Enter into the sense and argument of the authors you
read ;

examine all their proofs, and then judge of the truth or

falsehood of their opinions; and thereby you shall not only

gain a rich increase of your understandings by those truths

which the author teaches, when you see them well support

ed , but you shall acquirealso by degrees an habit ofjudg.

E
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ing justly , and of reasoning well, in imitation of the good

writer whose works you peruse .

This is laborious indeed, and the mind is backward to

undergo the fatigue of weighing every argument, and tracing

every thing to its original. It is muchless labour to take

all things upon trust ; believing is much easier than argu

ing. But when Studentio had once persuaded his mind to

tie itself down to this method which I have prescribed, he

sensibly gained an admirable facility to read , and judge of

what he read, by his daily practice of it, and the man made

large advances in the pursuit of truth; while Plumbinus

and Plumeo made less progress in knowledge, though they

had read over more folios. Plumeo skimmed over the

pages
like a swallow over the flowery meads in May. Plum

binus read every line and syllable, but did not give himself

the trouble of thinking and judging about them . They

both could boast in company of their great reading, for

they knew more titles and pages than Studentio, but were

farless acquainted with science .

I confess,those whose reading is designed only to fit them

for much talk and little knowledge, may content themselves

to run over their authors in such a sudden and trifling way ;

they may devour libraries in this manner, yet be poor rea

soners at last, and have no solid wisdom or true learning.

The traveller who walks on fair and softly in a course that

points right,and examines every turning before he ventures

upon it, will come sooner and safer to his journey's end,

than hewho runs through every lane he meets, though he

gallop full speed all the day. The man of much reading,

and a large retentive memory, but withoutmeditation, may

become, in the sense of the world, a knowing man ; and if

he converses much with the ancients, he may attain the

fame of learning too ; but he spends his days afar off from

wisdom and true judgment, and possesses very little of the

substantial riches of the mind.

XII. Never apply yourselves to read any human author

with a determination beforehand either for or against him ,

or with a settled resolution to believe or disbelieve, to con

firm or to oppose whatsoever he saith ; but always read

with a design to lay your mind open to truth, and to em

brace it wheresoever you find it, as well as to reject every

falsehood, though it appear under ever so fair a disguise.

ง
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How unhappy are those men who seldom take an author

into their hands, but they have determined, before they be

gin, whether they will like, or dislike him ! They have got

some notion of his name, his character, his party, or his

principles, by general conversation , or perhaps by some

slight view of a few pages ; and having all their own opi

nions adjusted beforehand, they read all that he writes with

a prepossession either for or against him. Unhappy those

who hunt and purvey for a party, and scrape together out

of every author all those things, and those only , which fa

vour their own tenets, while they despise and neglect all the

rest !

XIII. Yet take this caution . I would not be under

stood here, as though I persuaded a person to live without

any settled principles at all, by which to judge of men,

and books, and things ; or that I would keep a man always

doubting about his foundations. The chief things that I

design in this advice are these three :

1. That after our most necessary and important princi

ples of science, prudence, and religion, are settled upon

good grounds with regard to our present conduct, and our

future hopes, we should read with a just freedom of thought

all those books which treat of such subjects as may admit

of doubt and reasonable dispute. Norshould any of our

opinions be so resolved upon , especially in younger years,

as never to hear or to bear an opposition to them .

2. When we peruse those authors who defend our own

settled sentiments, we should not take all theirarguings

for just and solid ; but we should make a wise distinction

betwixt the corn and the chaff, between solid reasoning and

the mere superficial colours of it ; nor should we readily

swallow down all their lesser opinions, because we agree

with them in the greater.

3. That when we read those authors which oppose our

most certain and established principles, we should be ready

to receive any informations from them in other points, and

not abandon at once every thing they say, though we are

well fixed in opposition to their main point of arguing.

Fas est, et ab hoste doceri. VIRG .
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Seize upon truth where'er ' tis found ,

Amongst yourfriends, amongst your foes,

On Christian or on Heathen ground ;

Theflower's divine where'er it grows :

Neglect the prickles, and assume the rose .

XIV. What I have said hitherto on this subject relating

to books and reading, must be chiefly understood of that

sort of books, and those hours of our reading and study,

whereby we design to improve the intellectual powers of

the mind with a natural, moral, or divine knowledge. As

for those treatises which are written to direct or to enforce

and persuade our practice, there is one thing further neces

sary ; and that is, that when our consciences are convinced

that these rules of prudence or duty belong to us, and re .

quire our conformity to thein, we should then call ourselves

to account, and inquire seriously whether we have put them

in practice or not ; we should dwell upon the arguments,

and impress the motives and methods of persuasion upon

our own hearts, till we feel the force and power of them in

clining us to the practice of the things which are there re

commended .

If folly or vice be represented in its open colours, or its

secret disguises, let us search our hearts, and review our

lives, and inquire how far we are criminal ; nor should we

ever think we have done with the treatise till we feel our

selves in sorrow for our past misconduct, and aspiring after

a victory over those vices, or till we find a cure of those

follies begun to be wrought upon our souls.

In all our studies and pursuits of knowledge, let us re

member, that virtue and vice , sin and holiness, and the

conformation of our hearts and lives to the duties of true

religion and morality, are things of far more consequence

than all the furniture of our understandings, and the richest

treasures of mere speculative knowledge; and that, because

they have a more immediate and effectual influence upon

oureternal felicity, or eternal sorrow.

XV. There is yet another sort of books of which it is

proper I should say something while I am treating on this

subject; and these are history , poesy; travels, books of di.

version or amusement ; among which we may reckon also

little common pamphlets, newspapers, or such like : for
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'many of these I confess once reading maybe sufficient, where

there is a tolerable good memory:

Or when several persons are in company, and one reads :

to the rest such sort of writings, once hearing may be suf

ficient, provided that every one be so attentive and so free

as to make their occasional remarks on such lines or sen.

tences, such periods or paragraphs, as in their opinion de

serve it . Now all those paragraphs or sentiments deserve a

remark, which are new and uncommon , are noble and excel

lent for the matter of them, are strong and convincing for

the argument contained in them , are beautiful and elegant

for the language or the manner, or any way worthy of a

second rehearsal ; and at the request ofany of the company ,

let those paragraphs be read over again.

Such parts also of these writings as may happen to be

remarkably stupid or silly , false or mistaken , should become

subjects of an occasional criticism , made by some of the

company ; and this may give occasion to the repetition of

them for the confirmationof the censure , for amusement or

diversion .

Still let it be remembered, that where the historical nare

ration is of considerable moment, where the poesy , oratory ,

& c. shine with some degrees of perfection and glory , a single. --

reading is neither sufficient to satisfy a mind thathas a true

taste of this sort of writings, nor can we make the fullest

and best improvement of them without proper reviews, and

that in our retirement as well as in company. Who is there

that has any taste for polite writings that would be suffi

ciently satisfied with hearing the beautiful pages
of Steele or

Addison, the admirable descriptions of Virgil or Milton , or

some of the finest poems of Pope, Young, or Dryden , once

read over to them , and then lay them by for ever ?

XVI . Among these writings of the latter kind we may

justly reckon short miscellaneous essays on allmanner of

subjects : such as the Occasional Papers, the Tatlers, the

Spectators, andsome other books that have been compiled

out of the weekly or daily products of the press, wherein

are contained a great number of bright thoughts, ingenious

remarks, and admirable observations, which have had a con

siderable share in furnishing the present age with knowledge

and politeness.

I wish every paper among these writings could have been

E3
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occur .

recommended both as innocent and useful. I wish every

unseemly idea and wanton expression had been banished

from amongst them, and every trifling page had been ex

cluded from the company of the rest,when they had been

bound up in volumes : But it is not to be expected, in so

imperfect a state, that every page or piece of such mixed

public papers should be entirely blameless and laudable. Yet

in the main, it must be confessed, there is so much virtue,

prudence, ingenuity, and goodness in them , especially in

eight volumes of spectators, there issuch a reverence of

things sacred , so many valuable remarks for our conduct in

life , that they are not improper to lie in parlours, or sum

mer-houses, or places of usual residence, to entertain our

thoughts in any moments of leisure, or vacant hours that

There is such a discovery of the follies, iniquities,

and fashionable vices of mankind contained in them , that we

may learn much of the humours and madnesses of the age,

and the public world, in our own solitary retirement, witha

out the danger of frequenting vicious company, or receiving

the mortal infection .

XVII. Among other books which are proper and requi.

site, in order to improve our knowledge in general, or our

acquaintance with any particular science , it is necessary that

we should be furnished with vocabularies and dictionaries

ofseveral sorts, viz. Ofcommon words,idioms, and phrases,

in order to explain their sense ; of technical words, or the

terms of art, to shew their use in arts and sciences ; ofnames

of men, countries, towns, rivers, & c . which are called his .

torical and geographical dictionaries, & c. These are to be

consulted and used upon every occasion ; and never let an

unknown word pass in your reading, without seeking for its

sense and meaning in some of these writers.

If such books are not at hand, you must supply the want

of them as well as you can , by consulting such as can in

form you : and it is useful to note down themattersof doubt

and inquiry in some pocket-book, and take the first oppor

tunity to get them resolved, either by persons or books when

we meet withthem .

XVIII. Be not satisfied with a mere knowledge of the

best authors that treat of any subject, instead of acquainting

yourselves thoroughly with the subject itself. There is

many a young student that is fond of enlarging his know .
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ledge of books, and he contents himself with the notice he

hasof their title-page, which is the attainment of a hook

seller rather than ascholar. Such persons are under a great

temptation to practice these two follies. ( 1. ) To heap up

a great number of books at greater expence than most of

them can bear, and to furnish their libraries infinitely bet

ter than their understandings : And (2. ) When they have

got such rich treasures of knowledge upon their shelves,

they imagine themselves men of learning, and take a pride

in talkingof the names of famous authors, and the subjects

of which they treat, without any real improvement of their

own minds in true science or wisdom. At best, their learn

ing reaches no farther than the indexes and tables of con

tents, while they know nothow to judge or reason concern

ing the matterscontained in those authors.

And indeed how many volumes of learning soever a man

possesses, he is still deplorably poor in his understanding

till he has made these several parts of learning his own pro

perty, by reading and reasoning, by judging for himself,

and remembering what he has read.

CH A P. V.

Judgment of Books.

1. IF
we would form a judgment of a book which we have

not seen before, the first thingthat offers is the title-page,

and we may sometimes guess a little at the import and de

sign of a book thereby ; though it must be confessed, that

titles are often deceitful, and promise more than the book

performs. The author's name, if it be known in the world,

may help us to conjecture at the performance a little more,

and lead us to guess in what manner it is done. A perusal

of the preface or introduction ( which I before recommend .

ed) may further assist our judgment; and if there be an

index of the contents, it will give us still some advancing

light.

If we have not leisure or inclination to read over the book

itself regularly, then by the titles of chapters we may be

directed to peruse several particular chapters or sections,and

observe whether there beany thing valuable or important
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in them . We shallfind hereby whether the anthor explains

his ideas clearly, whether he reasons strongly, whether he

methodizes well , whether his thoughts and sense be manly,

and his manner polite ; or , on the other hand, whether he

be obscure, weak, trilling, and confused : or, finally, whe

ther the matter may not be solid and substantial, though

the manner and style be rude and disagreeable.

II. By having run through several chapters and sections

in this manner, we may generally judge whether the trea .

tise be worth a complete perusal or not. But if by such an

occasional survey of some chapters, ourexpectation be ute

terly discouraged, we may well lay aside that book ; for

there is great probability he can be but an indifferent writer

on that subject, if he affords but one prize to divers blanks,

and it may be some downright blots too. The piece can

hardly be valuable, if in seven or eight chapters which we

peruse, there bebut little truth , evidence, force of reason

ing, beauty, and ingenuity of thought, &c. mingled with

much error, iguorance, impertinence, dulness, mean and

common thonghts, inaccuracy, sophistry, railing, &c. Life

is too short, and time is too precious, to read every new

book quite over, in order to find that it is not worth the

reading

III. There are some general mistakes which persons are

frequently guilty of in passing a judgment on the books

which they read .

One is this ; when a treatise is written but tolerably well,

we are ready to pass a favourable judgment of it, and some.

times to exalt its character far beyond its merit, if it agree

with our own principles, and support the opinions of our

party. On the other hand, if the author be of different

sentiments , and espouse contrary principles, we can find

neither wit nor reason, good sense nor good language in it.

Whereas, alas ! if our opinions of things were certain and

infallible truth, yet a silly author may draw his pen in the

defence of them , and he may attack even gross errors with

feeble and ridiculous arguments. Truth in thisworld is not

always attended and supported by the wisest and safest me.

thods ; and error, though it can never be maintained by just

reasoning, yet may be artfully covered and defended : an

ingenious writer may put excellent colours upon his own

mistakes. Some Socinians, who deny the atonement of
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Christ, have written well, and with much appearance of ar

gument for their own unscriptural sentiments ; and some

writers for the Trinity and satisfaction of Christ, have ex

posed themselves and the sacred doctrine, by their feeble

and foolish manner of handling it . Books are never to be

judged of merely by their subject, or the opinion they repre

sent, but by the justness of their sentiments, the beauty of

their manner, the force of their expression , or the strength

of reason and the weight of just and proper argument

which
appears in them .

But this folly and weakness of trifling, instead of arguing,

does not happen to fall only to the share of Christian wri

ters ; there are some who have taken the pen in hand to

support the deistical or antichristian scheme of our days,

who make big pretences to reason upon all occasions, but

seem to have left it quite behind them when they are jest

ing with the Bible, and grinning at the books which we

call sacred . Some of these performances would scarce have

been thought tolerable, if they had not assaulted the Chris

tian faith , though they are now grown up to a place amongst

the admired pens. Imuch question whether several of the

rhapsodies, called the Characteristics, would ever have sur

vived the first edition , if they had not discovered so strong

a tincture of infidelity, and now and then cast out a profane

sneer at our holy religion . I have sometimes indeed been

readyto wonder how a book, in the main so loosely written,

should ever obtain so many readers amongst men of sense .

Surely they must be conscious in the perusal, that some.

times a patrician may, write as idly as a man of plebeian

rank, and trifle as much as an old school-man, though it is

in another form . I am forced to say, there are few books

that ever I read, which made any pretences to a great ge

nius, from which I derived so little valuable knowledge as

from these treatises. There is indeed amongst them alive

lypertness, a parade of literature, and much of what some

folks now -a -days call politeness ; but it is hard that we

should be bound to admire all the reveries of this author,

under the penalty of being unfashionable.

IV. Another mistake which some persons fall into is

this ; when they read a treatise on a subject with which

they have but little acquaintance, they find almost every

thing new and strange to them, their understandings are
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greatly entertained and improved by the occurrence of many

things which were unknown to them before, they admire

the treatise, and commend the author at once ; whereas,

if they had but attained a good degree of skill in that

science, perhaps they would find that the author had write

ten very poorly, that neither his sense nor his method

was just and proper, and that he had nothing in him but

what was very common or trivial in his discourses on that

subject.

Hence it comes to pass, that Cario and Faber, who were

both bred up to labour, and unacquainted with the sciences,

shall admire one of the weekly papers, or a little pamphlet

that talks pertly upon some critical or learned theme, be

cause the matter is all strange and newto them, and they

join to extol the writer to the skies ; and for the same rea

son a young academic shall dwell upon a Journal or an Ob

servator that treats of trade and politics in a dictatorial

style, and shall be lavish in praise of the author : While, at

the same time, persons well skilled in those different sub

jects, hear the impertinent tattle with a just contempt ; for

they know how weak and awkward many of those little

diminutive discourses are ; and that those very papers

of science, politics, or trade, which were so much admired

by the ignorant, are perhaps but very mean performances ;

though it must be also confessed, there are some excel

lent essays in those papers, and that upon science as well as

trade.

V. But there is a danger of mistake in onr judgment of

books on the other hand also : for when we have made our

selves masters of any particular theme of knowledge, and

surveyed it along on all sides, there is perhaps scarce any

writer on that subject who much entertains and pleases us

afterwards, because we find little or nothing new in him ;

and yet, in a true judgment, perhaps his sentiments are most

proper andjust, his explications clear, and his reasonings

strong, andall the parts of the discourse are well connected,

and set in a happy light ; but we knew mostof those things

before, and therefore they strike us not, and we are in dan

ger of discommending them .

Thus the learned and the unlearned have their several

distinct dangers and prejudices ready to attend them in their

judgment of the writings of men. These which I have men

1
1.
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as

tioned are a specimen ofthem , and indeed but a mere specie

men ; for the prejudices that warp our judgment aside from

truth are almost infinite and endless.

VI. Yet I cannot forbear to point out two or three

more of these follies, that I may attempt something toward

the correction of them, or at least to guard others against

them .

There are some persons of a forward and lively temper,

and who are fond to intermeddle with all appearances of

knowledge, will give their judgment on a book as soon

the title of it ismentioned, for they would not willingly

seem ignorant of any thing that others know . And espe

cially if they happento have any superior character or pos

sessions in this world, they fancy they have a right to talk

freely upon every thing that stirs or appears, though they

have no other pretence to this freedom . Divito is worth

forty thousand pounds ; Politulus is a fine young gentleman,

who sparkles inall the shining things of dress and equipage ;

Aulinus is a small attendant on a minister of state, and is

at court almost every day. These three happened to meet

in a visit, where an excellent book of warm and refined de.

votion lay in the window . What dull stuff is here ? said

Divito ; I never read so much nonsense in one page in my

life, nor would I give a shilling for a thousand such trea

tises. Aulinus, though a courtier, and not used to speak

roughly, yet would not allow there was a line of good sense

in the book, and pronounced him a madınan that wrote it

in his secret retirement, and declared him a fool that pub

lished it after his death. Politulus had more manners than to

differ from men of such a rank and character, and therefore

he sneered at the devout expressions as he heard them read ,

and made the divine treatise a matter of scorn and ridicule ;

and yet it is well known, that neitherthis fine gentleman,

nor the courtier, nor theman of wealth, had a grain ofde

votion in them beyond their horses that waitedat the door

with their gilded chariots. But this is the way of the world :

blind men will talkof the beauty of colours, and of the har.

mony or disproportion of figures in painting ; the deaf will

prate of discords in music ;andthose who have nothing to

do with religion will arraign the best treatise on divine sub

jects, though they do not understand the very language of
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the scripture, nor the common terms or phrases used in

Christianity

VII. I might here name another sort of judges, who

will set themselves up to decide in favour of an author, or

will pronounce him a mere blunderer, according to the

company they have kept, and the judgment they have heard

past upon a book by others of their own stamp. or size,

though they have no knowledge or taste of the subject

themselves. These, with a fluent and voluble tongue, become

mere echoes of the praises or censures of othermen . So

nillus happened to be in the room where the three gentle

men just mentioned gave out their thoughts so freely upon

an admirable book of devotion ; and two days afterwards

he met with some friends of his where this book was the

subject of conversation and praise. Sonillus wondered at

their dulness, and repeated the jests which he had heard

cast upon the weakness of the author. His knowledge of

the book, and his decision upon it was all from hearsay,

for he had never seen it ; and if he had read it through, he

had no manner of right to judge about the things of re

ligion, having no more knowledge nor taste of any thing

of inward piety, than a hedgehog or a bear has of po

liteness.

When I had written these remarks, Probus, who knew

all these four gentlemen , wished they might have opportu

nity to read their own character as it is represented here.

Alas! Probus, I fear it would do them very little good,

though it may guard others against their folly ; for there is

never a one of them would find their ownname in these

characters if they read them, though all their acquaintance

would acknowledge the features immediately, and see the

persons almost alive in thepicture.

VIII. There is yet another mischievous principle which

prevailsamong some persons in passing a judgment on the

writings of others ; and thatis, when from the secret stimu .

lations of vanity, pride, or envy, they despise a valuable

book, and throw contempt upon it by wholesale : and if you

ask them the reason of their severe censure, they will tell

you, perhaps, they have found a mistake or two in it, or

there are a few sentiments or expressions not suited to their

tooth and humour. Bavius cries down an admirable trea .

tise of philosophy, and says there is atheism in it, because

1
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there are a few sentencesthat seem to suppose brutes to be

mere machines. Under the same influence Momus will not

allow Paradise Lost to be a good poem , because he had read

some flat and heavy lines in it, and he thought Milton had

too much honour done him. It is a paltry humour that in

clines a man to rail at any human performance because it

is not absolutely perfect. Horace would give us a better

example.

Sunt delicta quibus nos ignovisse velimus,

Nam neque chorda sonum reddit quem
vult manus et mens,

Nec semper feriet quodcunque minabitur arcus :

Atque ubi plura nitent in carmine, nonego paucis

Offendar maculis, quas aut incuria fudit,

Aut humana parum cavit natura. Hor. de Art. Poet

Thus Englished.

Be not too rigidly censorious :

A string may jar in the best master's hand,

And the most skilful archer miss his aim :

So, in a poem elegantly writ,

I will not quarrelwith asmall mistake,

Such as our nature's frailty may excuse . RosCOMMON.

This noble translator of Horace, whom I here cite, has a

very honourable opinion of Homer in the main, yet he allows

him to be justly censured for some grosser spots and ble.

mishes in him .

For who without aversion ever look'd

On holy garbage, thoughbyHomer cook'd ;

Whose railing heroes and whose wounded gods

Make some suspect he snores as well as nods.

Such wise and just distinctions ought to bemade when

we pass ajudgment on mortal things , but envy condemns

by wholesale. Envy is a cursed plant ; some fibres of it

are rooted almost in every man's nature, and it works in a

sly and imperceptible manner, and that even in some per.

sons who in the main are men of wisdom and piety. They

know not how to bearthe praisesthat are given to an ingen

rious author, especially if he be living, and of their profes.

F
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sion ; and therefore they will, if possible, find some blemish

inhis writings, thatthey may nibble and bark at it. They

will endeavour to diminish the honour of the best treatise

that has been written on any subject, and to render it use

less by their censures, rather than suffer their envy to lie

asleep, and the little mistakes of that author to pass unex .

posed. Perhaps they will commend the work in general

with a pretended air of candour, but pass somany sly and

invidious remarks uponit afterwards, as shall effectually

destroy all their cold and formal praises.

IX. When a person feels any thing of this invidious hu.

mour working in him, he may, by the following considera

tions, attempt the correction of it. Let himthink with

himself how many are the beauties ofsuch an author whom

he censures, in comparison of his blemishes ; and remember

that it is a much more honourable and good - natured thing

to find out peculiar beauties than faults. True and undis

guised candour is a much more amiable and divine talent

than accusation . Let him reflect again what an easy mat

ter it is to find a mistake in all human authors, who are ne.

cessarily fallible and imperfect.

I confess, where an author sets up himself to ridicule di

vine writers, and things sacred, and yet assumes an air of

sovereignty and dictatorship, to exalt and almost deify all

the Pagan ancients, and cast his scorn upon all the moderns,

especially if they do but savour of miracles and the gospel,

it is fit the admirers of this author should know , that nature

and these ancients are not the same, though some writers

always unite them. Reason and nature never made these

ancient Heathens their standard either of art or genius, of

writing or heroism . Sir Richard Steel, in his little essay

calledthe Christian Hero, has shewn our Saviour and St

Paul in a more glorious and transcendant light, than a Vir .

gil or a Homer could do for their Achilles, Ulysses, or

Æneas ; and I am persuaded, if Moses and David 'had not

been inspired writers, these very men would haveranked

• I grant when wisdom itself censures a weak and foolish perfor .

mance, itwill pass its severe sentence, and yet with an air ofcandour ,

if the author has any thing valuable in him : but envy will oftentimes

imitate thesame favourable airs, in order to make its false- cavils ap

pear more just and credible , when it has a mind to snarl at some of

the brightest performances of a human writer,

1
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them at least with Herodotus and Horace, if not given them

the superior place.

But where an author has many beauties consistent with

virtue, piety, and truth , let not little critics exalt themselves

And shower down their ill-nature upon him withoutbounds

or measure ; but rather stretch their own powers of soultill

they write a treatise superior to that which they condemn.

This is the noblest and surest manner of suppressing what

they censure.

A little wit, or a little learning, with a good degree of

vanity and ill-nature, will teach a man to pour out whole

pages of remark and reproach upon one real or fancied mis

take of a great and good author : and this may be dressed

up by the same talents, and made entertaining enough to

the world, which loves reproach and scandal: but if the

remarker would but once make this attempt, and try to out.

shine the author by writing a better bookon the same sub.

ject, he would soon be convinced of his own insufficiency,

and perhaps might learn to judge more justly and favour.

ably of the performance of other men , A cubler or a shoes

maker mayfind some little fault with the latchet of a shoe

that an Appelles had painted, and perhaps with justice too ;

when the whole figure and portraiture is such as none but

Appelles could paint. Every poor low genius may cavil

at what the richest and noblest hath performed : but it is a

sign of envy and malice, added to the littleness and poverty

of genius, when such a cavil becomes a sufficient reason to

pronounce at once against a bright author, and a whole va.

Juable treatise.

X. Another, and that a very frequent fault, in passing a

judgment upon books is this, that persons spread the same

praises or the same reproaches over a whole treatise, and all

the chapters in it, which are due only to some of them .

They judge as it were by wholesale, without making a due

distinction between the several parts or sections of the per

formance ; and this is ready to lead those who hear them

talk into a dangerous mistake. Florus is a great and just

admirer of the late archbishop of Cambray, and mightily

commends every thing he has written, and will allow no

blemish in him : whereas the writings of that excellent

man are not all of a piece, nor are those very books of his

which have a good number of beautiful and valuable senti.
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ments in them , to be recommended throughout, or all at

once, without distinction. There is his demonstration of

the existence and attributes of God, which has justly gained

an universal esteem for bringing down some new and noble

thoughts of the wisdom of the creation to the understanding

of the unlearned, and they are such as well deserve the peru

sal of the men of science, perhaps as far as the 50th sec

tion ; but there are many of the following sections which

are very weakly written , and some of them built upon an

enthusiastical and mistaken scheme, a-kin to the peculiar

opinions of father Malebranche; such as sect. 51 , 53 :-- that

we know the finite only by the ideas of the infinite. Sect .

55, 60 : that the superior reason in man is God himself

acting in him . Sect. 61 , 62 :—that the idea of unity can

not be taken from creatures, but from God only ; and sea

veral of his sections from 65 to 68, upon the doctrine of

liberty, seem to be inconsistent. Again, toward the end of

his book, he spends more time and pains than are needful

in refuting the Epicurean fancy of atoms moving eternally

through infinite changes, which might be done effectually in

a much shorter and better way..

So in his Posthumous Essays and his Letters, there are

many admirable thoughts in practical and experimental re

Jigion, and very beautiful and divine sentiments in devo.

tion ; but sometimes in large paragraphs, or in whole chap

ters together, you find him in the clouds of mystic divinity,

and henever descends within the reach of common ideas

or common sense .

But remember this also , that there are but few such au.

thors as this great man, who talks so very weakly sometimes,

and yet in other places is so much superior to the greatest

part of writers.

There are other instances of this kind where men of

good sense in the main set up for judges, but they carry

too many of their passions about them ; and then, like lovers ,

they are in rapture at the name of their fair idol ; they

lavish out all their incense upon that shrine, and cannot

bear the thought of admitting a blemish in them .

You shall hear Altisino not only admire Casimire of Po.

land in his lyrics, as the utmost purity and perfection of

Latin poesy, but he will allow nothing in himto be extra

vågant or faulty, and will vindicate every line : Nor can I
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much wonder at it, when I have heard him pronounce Lu

can the best of the ancient latins, and idolize his very weak

nesses and mistakes. I will readily acknowledge the Odes

of Casimire to have more spirit andforce,more magnificence

and fire in them, and in twenty places arise to more dignity

and beauty than I could ever meet with in any ofourmo

dern poets ; yet I am afraid to say , that Pala sutilis e luce

has dignity enough in it for a robe made for the Almighty ,

Lib. 4. Od. 7. 1.37. or that the Man of Virtue in Od. 3.

1. 44 , under the ruins of heaven and earth , will bear up
the

fragments of thefallen world with a comely wound on his

shoulders.

late ruenti

Subjiciens sua colla colo

Mundum decoro vulnere fulciet ;

Interque cæli fragmina .

Yet I must needs confess also, that it is hardly possible

a man should rise to so exalted and sublime a vein ofpoesy

as Casimire, who is not in danger now and then of such ex

travagances ; but still they should not be admired or de

fended, if we pretend to pass a just judgment on the write

ingsof the greatest men.

Milton is a noble genius, and the world agrees to confess.

it ; his poem of Paradise Lost is a glorious performance,

and rivals the most famous pieces of antiquity ; but that

reader must be deeply prejudiced in favour of the poet,

who can imagine him equal to himself through allthat

work. Neither the sublime sentiments, nor dignity of

numbers, nor force or beauty of expression are equally

maintained , even in all those parts which require grandeur

or beauty, force or harmony. I cannot but consent to

Mr Dryden's opinion , though I will not use his words,

that for somescores of lines together there is a coldness

and fatness, and almost a perfect absence of that spirit

of
poesy which breathes, and lives, and flames in other

pages.

XI. When you hear any person pretending to give his

judgment of a book, consider with yourself whether he be

a capable judge, or whether he may not lie under some une

happy bias or prejudice for or against it ; or whether he has

F3
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made a sufficient inquiry to form his justest sentiments

upon it.

Though he be a man of good sense, yet he is incapable

of passing a true judgment of a particular book, if he be

not well acquaintedwith the subject ofwhich it treats, and

the manner in which it is written , be it verse or prose ; or

if he hath not had opportunity or leisure to look sufficiently

into the writing itself.

Again, though he be never so capable of judging on all

other accounts, by the knowledge of the subject, and of the

book itself, yet you are to consider also whether there be

any thing in the author, in his manner, in his language, in

his opinions, and his particularparty , which may warp the

sentiments of him that judgeth, to think well or ill of the

treatise, and to pass too favourable or too severe a sentence

concerning it.

If you find that he is either an unfit judge because of his

ignorance, or because of his prejudices, his judgment of

that book should go for nothing. Philographo is a good

divine and useful preacher, and an approved expositor of

scripture, but he never had a taste for any of the polite

learning of the age ; he was fond ofevery thing that appear .

ed in a devout dress, but all verse was alike to him: He

told me last week there was a very fine book of poems pub

lished on the three Christian graces, Faith; Hope, and

Charity ; and a most elegant piece of oratory on the four

last things, Death , Judgment, Heaven and Hell. Do you

think I shall buy either of those books merely on Philo

grapho's recommendation.

CHAP. VI.

Ofliving Instructions, and Lectures of Teachers and

Learners.

THEREarefewpersons of so penetrating a genius, and

so just a judgment, as to be capable of learning the arts

and scienceswithout the assistance of teachers. There is

scarce any science so safely and so speedily learned, even by

the noblest genius, and the best books, without a tutor.

His assistance is absolutely necessary for most persons, and

it is very useful for all beginners. Books are a sort ofdumb

teachers; they point out the way to learning; but if we las

bour under any doubt or mistake, they cannot answer sud
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den questions, or explain present doubts and difficulties :

this isproperly the work of a living instructor.

II. There are very few tutors who are sufficiently fur

nished with such universal learning as to sustain all the

parts and provinces of instruction . The sciences are nu

merous, and many of them lię far wide of each other ; and

it is best to enjoy the instruction of two or three tutors at

least, in order to run through the whole encyclopedia, or

circle of sciences, where it may be obtained ; then we may

expect that each will teach the few parts of learning which

are committed to his care in greater perfection. But where

this advantage cannot be had with convenience, one great

man must supply the place of two or three common in

structors.

III . It is not sufficient that instructors be competently

skilled in those sciences which they profess and teach ; but

they should have skill also in the art or method of teaching,

and patience in the practice of it.

It is a great unhappiness indeed when persons, by a spirit

of party , or faction , or interest, or by purchase, are set up

for tutors, who have neither due knowledge of science; nor

skill in the way of communication . And alas ! there are

others who, with all their ignorance and insufficiency, have

self-admiration and effrontery enough to set up themselves ;

and the poor pupils fare accordingly, and grow.lean in their

understandings.

And let it be observed also , there are some very learned

men who know much themselves, but have not the talent of

communicating their own knowledge ; or else they are lazy,

and will take no pains at it . Either they have an obscure

and perplexed way of talking, or they shew their learning

uselessly, and make a long periphrasis on every word of the

book they explain, or they cannot condescend to young be

ginners, or they run presently into the elevated parts of the

science, because it gives themselves greater pleasure,or they

are soon angry and impatient, andcannotbear with a few

impertinent questions of a young, inquisitive, and sprightly

genius ; or else they skim over a science in a very slight

and superficial survey, and never lead their disciples into

the depths of it.

IV . A good tutor should have characters and qualifica-*

tions very different from all these. He is such a one as
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both can and will apply himself with diligence and concern ,

and indefatigable patience, to effect what he undertakes ; to

teach his disciples, and see that they learn ; to adapt his

way and method as near as may be to the various disposis

tions, as well as to the capacities of those whom he instructs,

and to inquire often into their progress and improvement.

And he should take particular care of his own temper

and conduct, that there be nothing in him or about him

which maybe of ill example ; nothing that may savour of

a haughty temper, a mean and sordid spirit ; nothing that

mayexpose him to the aversion or to the contempt of his

scholars, or create a prejudice in their minds against him

and his instructions: But, if possible, he should haveso

much of natural candour and sweetness mixed with all the

improvernents of learning, as might convey knowledge into

the minds of his disciples with a sort of genteel insinuation

and sovereign delight, and may tempt them into the highest

improvements of their reason by a resistless and insensible

force. But I shall have occasion to say more on this sub

ject when I come to speak more directly of the methods of

the communication of knowledge.

V. The learner should attend with constancy and care

on all the instructions of his tutor ; and if he happens to be

at any time unanavoidably hindered, he must endeavour to

retrieve the loss by double industry for time to come. He

should always recollect and review his lectures, read over

some otherauthor or authors upon the same subject,confer

upon it with his instructor, or with his associates, and write

down the clearest result of his present thoughts, reasonings,

and inquiries, which he may have recourse to hereafter,

either to re- exanine them , and to apply them to proper

use, or to improve them further to his own advantage.

VI. A student should never satisfy himself with bare

attendance on the lectures of his tutor, unless he clearly

takes up
his sense and meaning, and understands the things

which he teaches. A young disciple should belave himself

so well as to gain the affection and the ear of his instruc

tor, that upon every occasion he may, with the utmost

freedom , ask questions, and talk over his own sentiments,

his doubts, and difficulties with him ; and in a humble and

modest manner desire the solution of them.

VII. Let the learner endeavour to maintain an honour
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abie opinion of his instructor, and heedfully listen to his in

structions, as one willing to be led by a more experienced

guide : and though he is not bound to fall in with every

sentiment of his tutor, yet he should so farcomply with

him as to resolve upon a just consideration of the matter,

and try and examine it thoroughly with an honest heart,

before he presume to determine against him. And then it

should be done withgreat modesty, with a humble jealousy

of himself, and apparent unwillingness to differ from his

tutor, if the force of argument and truth did not constrain

him.

VIII. It is a frequent and growing folly in our age,that

pert young disciples soon fancythemselves wiser than those

who teach them . At the first view , or upon a very little

thought, they can discern the insignificancy, weakness, and
mistake of what their teacher asserts. The youth of our

day, by an early petulency, and pretended liberty of think

ing for themselves, dare reject at once, and that with a sort

of scorn, all those sentiments and doctrines which their

teachers have determined , perhaps after long and repeated

consideration, after years of mature study, careful observa

tion , and much prudent experience.

IX. It is true, teachers and masters are not infallible,

nor are they always in the right ; and it must be acknow .

ledged it is a matter of some difficulty for younger minds

to maintain a just and solemn veneration for the authority

and advice of their parents, and the instructions of their tu .

tors , and yet at the same timeto secure to themselves a just

freedom in their own thoughts. We are sometimes too

ready to imbibe all their sentiments without examination, if

we reverence and love them ; or, on the other hand, if we

take all'freedom to contest their opinions, we are sometimes

tempted to cast off that love and reverence to their persons

which God and nature dictate . Youth is ever in danger

of these two extremes .

X. But I think I may safely conclude thus ; Though the

authority of a teacher must not absolutely determine the

judgment of hispupil, yet young, and raw, and unexperi

enced learners should pay all proper deference that can be

to the instructions of their parents and teachers, short of

absolute submission to their dictates. Yet still we must

maintain this, that they should never receive any opinion
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into their assent, whether it be conformable or contrary to

the tutor's mind, without sufficient evidence of it first given

to their reasoning powers.

CH A P. , VII.

Of Learning a Language.

THE first thing required in reading an author, or in hear

ing lectures of a tutor is, that you well understand the

language in which they write or speak. Living languages,

or such as are the native tongue of any nation in the pre

sent age, are more easily learnt and taught by a few rules,

and much familiar converse, joined to the reading some prue

per authors. The dead languages are such as cease 10 be

spoken in any nation ; and even these are more easy to be

taught (as far as may be ) in that method wherein living

languages are best learnt, i. e . partly by rule, and partly

by rote or custom . And it may not be improper in this

place to mention a very few directions for that purpose.

I. Begin with the most necessary and most general obser

vations and rules which belong to that language, compiled in

the form of a grammar ; and these are but few in most lan

guages. Theregular declensions and variation of nouns

and verbs shouldbe early and thoroughly learnt by heart,

together with twenty or thirty of the plainest and most ne

cessary rules of syntax.

But let it be observed, that in almostall languages some

of the very commonest nouns and verbs have many irregu

larities in them : such are the common auxiliary verbs, to be,

and to have, to do, and to be done, & c. The comparatives

and superlatives of the words good, bad, great, much, small,

little, &c. and these should be learnt among the first rules

and variations, becuuse they continually occur.

But as to other words which are less frequent, let but

few of the anomalies or irregularities of the tongue be

taught among the general rules to young beginners. These

will better come in afterwards tobe learned by advanced

scholars in a way of notes on the rules, as in the Latin

grammarcalled theOxfordGrammar, or in Ruddiman's notes

on his Kuddiments, &c. Or they may be learnt by examples

alone, when they do occur ; or by a larger and more com

plete system ofgrammar, which descends to the more par

pular forms of speech : so the heteroclite nouns of the
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Latin tongue, which are taught in the school -book called

Quce genus, should not be touched in the first learning of

the rudiments of that tongue.

II. As the grammar by which you learn any tongue

should be very short at first, so it must be written in a

tongue with which you are well acquainted, and which is

very familiar to you . Therefore I much prefer even the

common English Accidence (as it is called ) to any gramınar

whatsoever written in Latin for this end. The English

Accidence has doubtless many faults ; but those editions

of it which are printed since the year 1728, under the cor

reetion of a learned professor, are the best ; or the English

rudiments of the Latin tongue, by that learned North Bri.

ton MrRuddiman , which are perhaps the most usefulbooks

of this kind which I am acquainted with ; especially be

cause I would not depart too far from the ancient and come

mon forms of teaching, which several good grammarians

have done, to the great detriment of such lads as have been

removed to other schools.

The tiresome and unreasonable method of learning the

Latin tongue by a grammar with Latin rules would appear

even to those masters who teach it so, in its proper colours

of absurdity and ridicule, if those very masters would at

tempt to learn the Chinese or Arabic tongue, by a grammar

written in the Arabic or Chinese language. Mr Clark of

Hull has said enough in a few pages of the preface to his

new grammar 1723, to makethat practice appear very ir

rational and improper ; though he has said in so warm

and angry a manner, that ithas kindled Mr Ruddiman to

write against him , and to say what can be said to vindicate

a practice which, I think, is utterly indefensible.

III. At the same time when you begin the rules, begin

also the practice. As for instance, when you decline musu,

musæ , read and construe the same day some easy Latin

anthor by the help of a tutor , or with some English transla

tion ; choose such a book whose style is simple,and the sub

ject of discourse is very plain, obvious, and not hard to be

understood ; many little books have been composed with

this view , as Corderius's Colloquies, some of Erasmus's

Jittle writings, the sayings of the wise men of Greece, Ca

to's moral distichs, and the rest which are collected at the

end ofMr Ruddiman's English grammar, or the Latin Testa
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ment of Castellio's translation , which is accounted the purest

Latin , &c. These are very proper upon this occasion , to

gether with Esop's and Phædrus's fables, and little stories

on the common and daily affairs of domestic life, written

in the Latin tongue. But let the higher poets, and orators,

and historians, and other writers whose language is more

laboured, and whose sense is more remote from common

life, be rather kept out of sight, till there be some proficien

cy made in the language.

It is strange that masters should teach children so early

Tully's Epistles, or Orations, or the poems of Ovid or Vira

gil, whose sense is oftentimes difficult to find, because of the

great transposition of the words ; and when they have found

the grammatical sense , they have very little use of it, be

cause they have scarce any notionof the ideas and design

of the writer, it being remote from the knowledge of a

child ; whereas little common stories and colloquies, and

the rules of a child's behaviour, and such obvious subjects,

will much better assist the memory of the words by their

acquaintance with the things.

iv . Here it may be useful also to appoint the learner to

get by heart the more common and useful words, both

nouns and adjectives, pronounsand verbs, outof some well .

formed and judicious vocabulary. This will furnish him

with names for the most familiar ideas.

V. As soon as ever the learner is capable, let the tutor

converse with him in the tongue which is to be learned , if

it be a living language, or if it be Latin, which is the living

language of the learned world ; thus he will acquaint him .

self a little with it by rote as well as by rule, and by living

practice as well as by reading the writings of the dead. For

if a child of two years old by this method learnsto speak

hismother-tongue, Iam sure the same method.will greatly

assist and facilitate the learning of any other language to

those who older.

VI. Let the chief lessons and the chief exercises of

schools, viz. where Latin is learnt, (at least for the first

year or more,) be the nouns, verbs, and general rules of

syntax, together with a mere translation out of some Latin

author into English ; and let scholars be employed and

examined by their teacher daily in reducing the words to

their original, or theme, to the first case of nouns, or first

tense of verbs, and giving an account of their formations

are
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and changes, their syntax and dependencies, which is called

parsing This is a most useful exercise to lead boys into a

complete and thorough knowledge of what they are doing.

The English translations which the learner has made,

should be well corrected by the master, and then they

should be translated back again, for the next day's exercise,

by the child into Latin , while the Latin author is withheld

from him : but he should have the Latin words given him

in their first case and tense ; and should never be left to

seek them himself from a dictionary : and the nearer he

translates it to the words of the author whence he derives

his English , the more should the child be commended .

Thus will he gain skill in two languages at once . I think

Mr Clarke has done good service to the public by his trans

Jations of Latin books for this end .

But let the foolish custom of employing every silly boy

to make themes, or declamations, and verses upon moral

subjects in a strange tongue, before he understands common

sense, even in his own language, be abandoned and cashiere

ed for ever.

VII. As the learner improves, let him acquaint himself

with the anomalous words, the irregular declension ofnouns

and verbs, the more uncommon connections of words in

syntax, and the exceptions to the general rules of grammar ;

but let them all be reduced, as far as possible, to those se

veral original and general rules which he has learned, as

theproper rank and place to which they belong.

VIIT. While he is doing this , it may be proper for him

to converse with authorswho are a little more difficult,

with historians, orators, and poets, & c. but let his tutor

inform him of the Roman or Greek customs which occur

therein . Let the lad then translatesome parts of them into

his mother-tongue, or into some other well -known language,

and thence back again into the original language of the au

thor. But let the verse be translated into prose, for
poesy

does not belong to grammar.,

IX. By this time he will be able to acquaint himself

with some ofthe special emphasis of speech, and the pecu

liar idioms of the tongue. He should be taught also the

special beauties and ornaments of the language: and this

may be donepartly by the help of authors who have col,

lected such idioms, and cast them into an easy method, and
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partly by the judicious remarks which his instructor may

make upon the authors which he reads, wheresoever such

peculiarities of speech or special elegancies occur.

X. Though the labour of learning all the lessons by

heart that are borrowed from poetical authors which they

construe, is an unjust and unnecessary imposition upon the

learner, yet he must take the pains to commit to memory

the most necessary , if not all the common rules of grammar,

with an example or two under each of them ; and some of

the select and most useful periods or sentences in the Latin

or Greek author which he reads may be learnt hy heart,

together with some of thechoicer lessons out of their poets ;

and sometimes whole episodes out of heroic poems, & c. as

well as whole odes among the lyrics may deserve this honour,

XI. Let this be always carefully observed, that the

learners perfectly understand the sense as well as the lan

guage of all those rules, lessons, or paragraphs which they

attemptto commit to memory .
Let the teacher possess

thern of their true meaning, and then the labour will be.

come easy and pleasant; whereas to impose on a child to

get by heart a long scroll of unknown phrases or words,

without any ideas under them, is a piece of useless tyran

ny , a cruel imposition , and a practice fitter for a jack

daw, or a parrot, than for any thing that wears the shape

of a man.

XII. And here I think I have a fair occasion given me

to consider that question which has been often debated in

conversation, viz. Whether the teaching of a school full of

boys to learn Latin by the Heathen poets, as Ovid in his

Epistles, and the silly fables of his Metamorphoses ; Ho.

race, Juvenal, and Martial, in their impure odes, satires,

and epigrams, &c. is so proper and agreeable a practice in

a Christian country ?

XIII. ( 1. ) I grant the language and style of those men,

who wrote in their own native tongue, mustbe more pure

and perfect in some nice elegancies and peculiarities, than

modern writers of other nationswho have imitated them ;

and it is owned also, that the beauties of their poesy may

much excel : but in either of these things, boys cannot

be supposed to be much improved or injured by one or the

other.

XIV . (2.) It shall be confessed too, that modern poets,

1
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in every living language, have brought into their works so

many words, epithets , phrases, and metaphors, from the

Heathen fables and stories of their gods and heroes, that, in

order to understand these modern writers, it is necessary to

know a little of those ancient follies ; but it may be an

swered, that a good dictionary, or such a book as the Pan

theon, or history of those Gentile deities, &c. may give

sufficient information of those stories, so far as they are ne

cessary and useful to school-boys.

XV. (3.) I will grant yet further, that lads who are

designed to make great scholars, or divines, may, by read .

ing these heathen poets, be taught better to understand the

writings of the ancient fathers against the Heathen religion ;

and they learn here what ridiculous fooleries theGentile na

tions believed as the articles of their faith , what wretched

and foul idolatries they indulged and practised as duties of

religion, for want of the light of divine revelation : But

this perhaps may be learnt as well either by the Pantheon,

or some other collection , at school ; or after they have left

the school, they may read what their own inclinations lead

them to, and whatsoever of this kind maybe really useful

for them .

XVI. But the great question is, Whether all these ad.

vantages, which have been mentioned, will compensate for

the long months and years that are wasted among their in

credible and trifling romances, their false and shameful sto

ries of their gods and goddesses, and their amours, and the

lewd heroes and vicious poets of the Heathen world ? Can

these idle and ridiculous tales be of any real and solid ad.

vantage in human life ? Do they not too often defile the

mind with vain, mischievous, and impure ideas ? Do they

not stick long upon the fancy, and leave an unhappy in .

fluence upon youth ? Do they not tincture the imagination

with folly and vice very early, and pervert it from all that

is good and holy ?

XVII. Upon the whole survey of things, it is my opi

nion, that for almost all boys who learn this tongue, it

would be much safer to be taught Latin poesy, (as soon and

tas far as they can need it), from those excellent translations

of David's Psalms, which are given us by Buchanan in the

various measures of Horace ; and the lower classes had

better read Dr Johnston's translation of these psalms, an

other elegant writer of the Scots nation, instead of Ovid's

4
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Epistles ; for he has turned the same psalms, perhaps with

greater elegancy , into elegiac verse , whereof the learned

W. Benson, Esq. bas lately published a noble edition , and

I hear that these psalms are honoured with an increasing

use in the schools of Holland and Scotland. A stanza , or

a couplet of these writers, would now and then stick upon

the ininds of youth, and would furnish them infinitely better

with pious and moral thoughts, and do something towards

making them good men and Christians.

XVIII, A little book collected from the psalms of both

these translators, Buchanan and Johnston , and a few other

Christian poets, would be of excellent use for schools to be

gin their instructions in Latin poesy , and I am well as

sured this would be richly sufficient for all those in lower

rank, who never design a learned profession , and yet cus .

tom has foolishly bound them tolearn that language.

But lest it should be thought hard to cast Horace and

Virgil, Ovid and Juvenal, entirely out of the schools, I add,

if here and there a few lyric odes, or pieces of satires, or

some episodes of heroic verse, with here and there an epi.

gram of Martial, all which shall be clear and pure from

the stains of vice and impiety, and which may inspire the

mind with noble sentiments, fire the fancy, with bright and

warm ideas, or teach lessons of morality and prudence, were

chosen out of those ancient Roman writers for the use of the

schools, and were collected and printed in one moderate vo

lume, or two at the most, it would be abundantly sufficient

provision out of the Roman poets for the instruction of boys

in all that is necessary in that age of life.

Surely Juvenal himself would not have the face to vindi .

cate the masters who teach boys his 6th satire, and many

paragraphs of several others, when he himself has charged us,

Nil dictufædum visuque, hæc limina tangat

Intra quce pucr est.
Sat. 14.

Suffer no lewdness, nor indecent speech,

Th' apartment of the tender youth to reach.DRYDEN .

Thus far in answer to the foregoing question .

But I retire ; for Mr Clark of Hull, in his treatise of

education, and Mr Philips, preceptor to the Duke of Cum

berland, has given more excellent directions for learning

Itin .

Y. When a language is learnt, if it be of any use at
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all, it is a pity it should be forgotten again. It is proper

therefore to take all just opportunities to read something

frequently in that language, when other necessary and im

portant studies will give you leave. As in learning any

tongue, dictionaries which contain words and phrases

should be always at hand ; so they should be ever kept

within reach by persons who would remember a tongue

which they have learnt. Nor should we at any time con

tent ourselves with a doubtful guess at the sense or mean

ing of any words which occur, but consult the dictionary,

which may give us certain information, and thus secure us

from mistake. It is mere sloth which makes us content oure

selves with uncertain guesses ; -- and indeed this is neither

safe nor useful for persons who would learn any language or

science, or have a desire to retain what they have acquired.

XX. When you have learnt one or many languages ever

so perfectly, take heed of priding yourselfin these acquisi

tions: They are but mere treasures of words, or instru

ments of true and solid knowledge, and whose chief design

is to lead us into an acquaintance with things, or to enable

us the more easily to convey those ideas or that knowledge

to others. An acquaintance with the various tongues is

nothing else but a relief against the mischief which the

building of Babel introduced ; and were I master of as

many languages as were spoken at Babel, I should make

but a poor pretence to truelearning or knowledge, if I had

not clear and distinct ideas, and useful notions in my head,

under the words which my tongue could pronounce . Yet

so unhappy a thing is human nature, that this sort of know

ledge of sounds and syllables is ready to puff up the mind

with vanity more than the most valuable and solid improve

ments of it . The pride of a grammarian, or a critic gene

rally, exceeds that of a philosopher.

CHAP. VIII.

Of enquiring into the Sense and Meaning of any Writer or

Speaker, and especially the sense of the Sacred Writing so .-

IT is a great unhappiness that there is such an ambiguity

in words and forms of speech , that the same sentence

may be drawn into different significations; whereby it comes

to pass that it is difficult sometimes for the reader exactly to

hit upon the ideas which the writer or speaker had in his

1
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mind. Some of the best rules to direct us herein are such

as these :

1. Be well acquainted with the tongue itself, or language

wherein the author's mind is expressed. Learn not only

the true meaning of cach word, but the sense which those

words obtain when placed in sucha particular situation and

order. Acquaint yourself with the peculiar power and em

phasis of the several modes of speech,and the various idioms

of the tongue. The secondary ideas which custom has

superadded to many words should also be known, as well as

the particular and primary meaning of them , if we would

understand any writer . See Logic,part I. chap. 4. § 3.

II . Consider the signification of those words and phrases

more especially in thesame nation, or near the same age in

which that writer lived ; and in what sense they are used

by authors of the same nation, opinion, sect, party, &c.

Upon this account, we may learn to interpret several

phrases of the New Testament out of that version of the

Hebrew Bible into Greek, which is called the Septuagint ;

for though that version be very imperfect and defective in

many things, yet it seems to me evident,that the holy

writers of the New Testament made use of that version

many times in their citation of texts out of the Bible.

III. Compare the words and phrases in one place of an

author withthe same, or kindred words and phrases used

in other places of the same author, which are generally call

ed parallel places ; and as one expression explains another

which is like it, so sometimes a contrary expression will

explain its contrary. Remember always that a writer best

interprets himself ; and as we believe the Holy Spirit to be

the supreme agent in the writings of the Old Testament

and the New , he can best explain himself. Hence that

theological rule arises, that Scriptureis the best interpreter

of Scripture ; and therefore concordances which shew us

parallel places, are of excellent use for interpretation .

IV. Consider the subject of which the author is treating ;

and by comparing other places where he treatsof the same

zubject, you may learn hissense in the place which you are

reading, though some of the terms which he uses in those

two places may be very
different.

And on the other hand, if the author uses the same words

where the subject of which he treats is notjust the same,

ini cannot learn the sense by comparing those two places,

1
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though the mere words may seem to agree; for some au.

thors, when they are treating of a quite different subject,

may use perhaps the same words in a very different sense,

as St Paul does the wordsfaith, and law , and righteousness.

V. Observe the scope and design of the writer ; inquire

into his aim and end in that book, or section, or paragraph,

which will help to explain particular sentences ; for we supe

pose a wise and judicious writer directs his expressions ge

nerally toward his designed end .

VI. When an author speaks of any subject occasionally,

let his sense be explained by those places where he treats of

it distinctly and professedly : Where he treats of any sub

ject in mystical or metaphorical terms, explain them by

other places where he treats of the same subject in terms

that are plain and literal: Where he speaks in an oratorical,

affecting, or persuasive way, let this be explained by other

places wherehe treats of the same theme in a doctrinalor

instructive way : Where the author speaksmore strictly ,

and particularly on any theme, it will explain the more

Joose and general expressions : Where he treats more

largely, it will explain the shorter hints and brief intima

tions ; and wheresoever he writes more obscurely, search

out some more perspicuous passages in the same writer, by

which to determine the sense of that obscurer language.

VII . Consider not only the person who is introduced

speaking, but the persons to whom the speech is directed,

the circumstances of time and place, the temper and spirit

of the speaker, as well as the temper and spirit of the hear

In order to interpret Scripture well, there needs a

good acquaintance with the Jewish customs, some know

ledge of the ancient Roman and Greek times and manners,

which sometimes strike a strange and surprising light up

on passages which before were very obscure.

VIII. In particular propositions, the sense of an author

may be sometimes known by the inferences which he draws

from them ; and all those senses may be excluded which

will not allow of that inference.

Note.-This rule indeed is not always certain in reading

and interpreting human authors, because they may mistake

in drawing their inferences ; but in explaining Scripture it

is a sure rule ; for the sacred and inspired writers always

make just inferences from their own propositions. Yet

even in them we must take heed we do notmistake an al

ers .
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lusion for an inference, which is many times introduced

almost in the same manner.

IX. If it be a matter of controversy, the true sense of

the author is sometimes known by the objections that are

brought against it. So we may be well assured the apostle

speaks against our justification in the sight of God by our

own works of holiness in the 3d, 4th , and 5th chapters of

the epistle to the Romans, because of the objection brought

against him in the beginning of the 6th chapter, viz. “ What

shall we say then ? shall we continue in sin that grace may

abound ?” Which objection could never have been raised,

if he had been proving our justification by our own works

of righteousness.

X. In matters of dispute, take heed of warping the sense

of the writer to your own opinion by any latent prejudices

of self-love and a party- spirit. It is this reigning prin

ciple of prejudice and party that has given such a variety

of senses both to the sacred writers and others, which would

never have come into the mind of the reader if he had not

laboured under some such prepossessions.

XI . For the same reason take heed of the prejudices

of passion, malice, envy, pride, or opposition to an author,

whereby you may be easily tempted to put a false and in

vidious sense upon his words. Lay aside therefore a carping

spirit, and read even an adversary with attention and dili

gence, with an honest design to find out his true meaning :

Do not snatch at little lapses and appearances of mistake,

in opposition to his declared and avowed meaning ; nor im

pute any sense or opinion to him which he denies to be his

opinion , unless it be proved by the most plain and express

language.

Lastly, Remember that you treat every author, writer ,

or speaker, just as you yourselves would be willing to be

-treated by others who are searching out the meaning of

what you write or speak ; and maintain upon your spirit

an awful sense of the presence of God, who is the judge of

hearts , and will punish those who, by a base and dishe .

nest turn of mind, wilfully pervert the meaning of the sa

cred writers, or even of common authors, under the in

fluence of culpable prejudices. See more, Logic, Part I.

Chap. 6. $ 3. Directions concerning the Definition of

Names.
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CH A P. IX.

Rules of Improvement by Conversation.

I.IT we would improve our minds by conversation, it is a

great happiness to be acquainted with persons wiser than

ourselves. It is a piece of useful advice , therefore, to get

the favour of their conversation frequently, as far as circum.

stances will allow ; and if they happen to be a little reserve

ed , use all obliging methods to draw out of them what may

increase your ownknowledge.

II . Whatsoever company yon are in, waste not the time

in trifle and impertinence. If you spend some hours amongst

children , talk with them according to their capacity ; mark

the young buddings of infant reason ; observe the different

motions and distinct workings of the animal and the mind

as far as you can discern them ; take notice by what degrees

the little creature grows up to the use of his reasoning pow .

ers, and what early prejudices beset and endanger his un

derstanding. By this means you will learn howto address

yourself to children for their benefit, and perhaps you may

derive some useful philosophemes or theorems for your own

entertainment.

III. If you happen to be in company with a merchant or

a sailor, a farmer or a mechanic, a milk -maid or a spinster,

lead them into a discourse of the matters of their own pecu

liar province or profession ; for every one knows, or should

know his own business best. In this sense , a common me.

chanic is wiser than a philosopher. By this means you may

gain some improvement in knowledge from every one you

meet.

IV. Confine not yourself always to one sort of company ,

or to persons of the same party or opinion, either in matters

of learning, religion, or the civil life; lest, if you should hap

pen to be nursed up or educated in early mistake, you

should be confirmed and established in the same mistake,

by conversing only with persons of the same sentiments.

A free and general conversation with men of very various

countries, and of different parties, opinions, and practices,

(so far as it may be done safely ,) is of excellent use to un.

deceive us in many wrong judgments which we may have

framed, and to lead us intojuster thoughts. It is said, when

the king of Siam , near China, first conversed with some
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European merchants, who sought the favour of trading on

his coast, he enquired of them some of the common ap

pearances of summer and winter in their country ; and

when they told him of water growing so hard in their rivers,

that men, and horses, and laden carriages, passed over it,

and that rain sometimes fell down almost as white and

light as feathers, and sometimes almost as hard as stones,

he would not believe a syllable they said : for ice, snow ,

and hail, were names and things utterly unknown to him,

and to his subjects in that hot climate ; he renounced all

traffic with such shameful liars, and would not suffer them

to trade with his people. See here the natural effects of

gross ignorance.

Conversation with foreigners on various occasions has a

happy influence to enlarge our minds, and to set them free

from many errors and gross prejudices we are ready to im

bibe concerning them . Domicillus has never travelled five

miles from his mother's chimney, and he imagines all out

landish men are Papishes, and worship,nothing but a cross .

Tityrus, the shepherd, was bred up all his life in the coun.

try, and never saw Rome ; he fancied it to be only a huge

village, and was therefore infinitely surprised to find such

palaces, such streets, such glittering treasures, and gay mag,

nificence, as his first journey to the city shewed him, and

with wonder he confesses his folly and mistake.

So Virgil introduces a poor shepherd,

Urbem , quam dicunt Romam , Melibee, putavi

Stultus ego huic nostræ similem , quo sæpe solemus

Pastoresovium teneros depellere folus, & ç.

Thus Englished :

Fool that I was, I thought imperial Rome

Like market- towns, where once a-week we come,

And thither drive our tender lambs from home.

Conversation would have given Tityrus a better notion

of Rome, though he had never happened to travel thither.

V. In mixed company, amongacquaintance and strangers,

endeavour to learn something from all . Be swift to hear,

but be cautious of your tongue, lest' you betray your igno

rance , and perhaps offend some of those who are present,

The scripture severely censures those who speak evil of the

things they know not. Acquaint yourself, therefore, some
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times with persons and parties which are far distant from

your commun life and customs : this is a way whereby you

may form a wiser opinion of men and things. « Prove all

things, and hold fast that, which is good , " is a divine rule,

and it comes from the Father of light and truth . But

young persons should practice it indeed with due limita .

tion , and under the eye of their elders.

VI . Be not frightened nor provoked at opinions different

from your own . Some persons are so confident they are in

the right, that they will not come within the hearing of any

notions , but their own : they canton out to themselves a

little province in the intellectual world, where they fancy

the light shines, and all the rest is darkness. They never

venture into the ocean of knowledge, nor survey the riches

of other minds, which are as solid and as useful, and per

haps are finer gold than what they ever possessed . Let not

men imagine there is no certain truth but in the sciences

which they study, and amongst that party in which they

were born and educated .

VII. Believe that it is possible to learn something from

persons much 'below yourself. We are all short-sighted

creatures ; our views are also narrow and limited ; we often

see but one side of a matter, and do not extend our sight far

and wide enough to reach every thing that has a connection

with the thingwe talk of: we see , but in part, and know

but in part ; therefore it is no wonder we form not right

conclusions, because we do not survey the whole of any
suba

ject or argument. Even the proudest admirer of his own

parts might find it useful to consult with others, though of

inferior capacity and penetration . We have a different

prospect of the same thing ( if I may so speak ) according

to the different position of ourunderstandings toward it.;

a weaker man may sometimes light on notions which have

escaped a wiser, and which the wiser man might make

a happy use of, if he would condescend to take notice of

them .

VIII . It is of considerable advantage, when we are pure

suing any difficult point of knowledge, to have a society of

ingenious correspondents at hand, to whomwe may propose

it : for every man has soinething of a different genius and

a various turn of mind, whereby the subject proposed will

be shewn in all its lights, it will be represented in all its
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forms, and every side of it be turnedto view, that a juster

judgment may be framed .

IX . To make conversation more valuable and useful,

whether it be in a designed or accidental visit, among per

sons of the same or of different sexes, after the necessary

salutations are finished , and the stream of common talk be

gins to hesitate , or runs flat and low, let some one person

take a book which may be agreeable to the wholecompany,

and, by common consent, let him read in it ten lines, or a

paragraph or two, or a few pages, till some word or sen

tence gives an occasion for anyof the company to offer a

thought or two relating to that subject. Interruption of

the reader should be no blame, for conversation is the busi .

ness ; whether it be to confirm what the author says or to

improve it,to enlarge upon or to correct it, to object against

it or to ask any question that is a -kin to it ; and let all

who incline, add their opinion, and promote the conversa

tipn. When the discourse sinks again , or diverts to trifles ,

let him that reads pursue the page, and read no further

paragraphs or pages,till some occasion is given by a word

or sentence for a new discourse to be started, and that with

the utmost ease and freedom . Such a method as this would

prevent the hours of a visit from running all to waste ; and

by this means, even among scholars, they will seldom find

occasion for that too just and bitter reflection, “ I have lost

mytime in the company of the learned ."

By such practiceas this young ladies mayvery honour

ablyand agreeably improve their hours ; while one applies

herself to reading, the others employ their attention even

among the various artifices of the needle : but let all of

themmake their occasional remarks or inquiries. This

willguard a great deal of that precious time from modish

trifling, impertinence or scandal,which might otherwise af

ford matter for painful repentance .

Observe this rule in general, whensoever it lies in your

power to lead the conversation, let it be directed to some

profitable point of knowledge or practice, so far as may be

done withdecency ; and let notthe discourse and the hours

be suffered to run loose without aim or design : And when

a subject is started , pass not hastily to another, before you

have brought the present theme of discourse to some toler .

able issue ,or a joint consent to drop it .
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X. Attend with sincere diligence while any one of the

company is declaring his sense of the question proposed ;

hear the argument with patience, though it differ ever so

much from your sentiments ; for you yourself are very de

sirous to be heard with patience by others who differfrom

you . Let not your thoughts be active and busy all the

while to find out something to contradict, and by what

means to oppose the speaker, especially in matterswhich are

not brought to an issue. This is a frequent and unhappy

temper and practice. You should rather be intent andso

licitous to take up the mind and meaning of the speaker,

zealous to seize and approve all that is true in his discourse ;

nor yet should you want courage to oppose where it is ne.

cessary, but let your modesty and patience, and a friendly

temper, be as conspicuous as your zeal.

XI. When a man speaks with much freedom and ease,

and gives his opinion in the plainest language of common

sense, do not presently imagine you shall gain nothing by

his company. Sometimes you will find a person who, in

his conversation or his writings, deliver his thoughts in so

plain , so easy, so fainiliar, and perspicuous a manner, that

you both understand and assent to every thing he saith as

fast as you read or hear it : hereupon some hearers have

been ready to conclude in haste, “ Surely this man says none

but common things, I knew as much before, or I could

have said all this myself." This is a frequent mistake, Pelo

Jucido was a very great genius ; whwhen he spoke in the se

nate he was wont to convey his ideas in so simple and happy

a manner, as to instruct and convince every hearer, andto

enforce the conviction through the whole illustrious assema

bly ; andthat with so much evidence, that you would have

been ready to wonder that every one who spoke had not

said the same things : but Pellucido was the only man that

could do it, the only speaker who had attained this art and

honour. Such is the writer of whom Horace would say,

Ut sibi quivis,

Speret idem , sudet multum,frustraque laboret
Ausus idem . De. Art. Poet.

Smooth be your style, and plain and natural,

To strike the sons of Wapping or Whitehall:

H
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While others think this easy to attain ,

Let them but try, andwiththeir utmost pain ,

They'll sweat and strive to imitate in vain.
}

XII. If any thing seem dark in the discourse of your

companion , so that you have not a clear idea of what is

spoken , endeavour to obtain a clearer conception of it by

a decent manner of inquiry. Do not charge the speaker

with obscurity, either in his sense or his words; but entreat

his favour to relieve your own want of penetration , or to

addan enlightening word or two, that you may take up his

whole meaning.

If difficulties arise in your mind, and constrain your dis

sent to the things spoken, represent what objections some

persons would be ready to make against the sentiments of

the speaker, without telling him you oppose. This manner

of address carries something more modest and obliging in

it, than to appear to raise objections of your own by way of

contradiction to him that spoke.

XIII. When you are forced to differ from him who

delivers his sense on any point, yet agree as far as you can,

and represent how far you agree; and if there be any room

forit, explain the words of the speaker in such a sense to

which you can in general assent, and so agree with him : or

at least, by a small addition or alteration of his sentiments,

shew your own sense of things. It is the practice and de

light of a candid hearer to make it appear how unwilling

he is to differ from him that speaks. Let the speaker

know that it is nothing but truth constrains you to oppose

him, and let that difference be always expressed in few , and

civil, and chosen words, such as give the least offence.

And be careful always to take Solomon's rule with you ,

and let your correspondent fairly finish his speech before

vou reply ; " for hethat answereth a matterbefore he hear .

eth - it, it is folly and shame unto him , " Prov. xviii. 13.

A little watchfulness, care, and practice in younger life,

will render all these things more casy, familiar, andnatural

to you , and will grow into habit.

XIV. As you
should carry about with you a constant

and sincere sense of your own ignorance, so you should not

be afraid nor ashamed to confess this ignorance, by taking

all proper opportunities to ask and inquire for farther in

formation ; whether it be the meaning of a word , the
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ing.

nature of a thing, the reason of a proposition, the custom

of a nation , &c. never remain in ignorance for want of ask.

Many a person had arrived at some considerable degree

of knowledge, if he had not been full of self -conceit, and

imagined that he had known enough already, or else was

ashamed to let others know that he was unacquainted with

it. God and man are ready to teach the meek, the humble,

and the ignorant ; but he that fancies himself to know any

particular subject well, or that will not venture to ask a

question about it, such an one will not put hiinself into the

way of improvement by inquiry and diligence. " A fool

may be wiser in his own conceit than ten men who can ren ,

dera reason ," and such a one is very likely to be an ever

lasting fool; and perhaps also it is a silly shame renders

his folly incurable.

Stultorum incurata pudor malus ulcera celat.

Hor. Epist. 16. Lib. i.

In English thus ;

If fools have ulcers, and their pride conceal 'en ;

They must have ulcers still,for none can heal ’ em .

XV. Be not too forward, especially in the younger part

of life, to determine any question in company with an infal..

lible and peremptory sentence, nor speak with assuming airs,

and with a decisive tone of voice. A young man, in the

presence of his elders, should rather hear and attend, and

weigh the arguments which are brought for the proof or

refutation of any doubtful proposition : and when it is your

turn to speak, propose your thoughts rather in way of in

quiry. By this means your mind will be kept in a fitter

temper to receive truth, and you will be more ready to cor

rect and iinprove your own sentiments, where you have

not been too positive in affirming them . But if you have

magisterially decided the point, you will find a secret un.

willingness to retract, though you should feel an inward

conviction that you were in the wrong.

XVI. It is granted indeed, that a season may happen

when some bold pretender to science may assume haughty

and positive airs to assert and vindicate a gross and danger

ous error, or to renounce ånd vilify some very important

truth : and if he has a popular talent of talking, and there

be no responstrance made against him, the company may be
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tempted too easily to give their assent to the impudence and

infallibility of the presumer. They may imagine a propo

sition so much vilified can never be true ; and that a doctrine,

which is so boldly censured and renounced , can never be

defended. Weak minds are too ready to persuade them .

selves that a man would never talk with so much assurance

unless he were certainly in the right, and could well main

· tain and prove what he said . By this means truth itself

is in danger of being betrayed or lost, if there be no oppo

sition made to such a pretending talker.

Now, in such a case, even a wise and modest man may

assume airs too, and repel insolence with its own weapons.

There is a time as Solomon the wisest of men, teaches us ,

when a fool should be answered according to his folly, lest

he be wise in his own conceit, and lest others too easily

yield up their faith and reason to his imperious dictates.

Courage and positivity are never more necessary than on

such an occasion . But it is good to join some argument

with them of real and convincing force, and let it bestrong

ly pronounced too.

When such a resistance is made, you shall find some of

these bold talkers will draw in their horns, when their fierce

and feeble pushes against truth and reason are repelled with

pushing and confidence. It is pity indeed that truth should

ever need such sort of defences ; but we know that a tri

umphant assurance hath sometimes supported gross false

hoods, and a whole company have been captivated to error

by this means, till someman with equal assurance has res.

cued them. It is pity that any momentous point of doc

trine should happen to fall under such reproaches, and re

quire such a mode of vindication : Though, if I happen to

hear it, I ought not to turn my back, and to sneakoff in

silence, and leave the truth to lie baffled, bleeding, and

slain . Yet I must confess I should be glad to haveno oc

casion ever given me to fight with any man at this sort of

weapons, even though I should be so happy as to silence his

insolence, and obtain an evident victory.

XVII. Be not fond of disputing every thing pro and con ,

nor indulge yourself to shew your talent of attacking and

defending. Alogic which teaches nothing else is little

worth. This temper and practice will lead you just so far

out of the way of knowledge, and divert your honest in

iry after the truth which is debatedor sought. In set dis
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putes, every little straw is often laid hold on to support our

own cause ; every thing that can be drawn in any way to

give colour to our argument is advanced, and that perhaps

with vanity and ostentation . This puts the mind out of a .

proper posture to seek and receive the truth .

XVIII. Do notbring a warm party -spirit into a free

conversation, which is designed for mutual improvement in

the search of truth . Take heed of allowing yourself in

those self-satisfied assurances, which keep the doors of the

understanding barred fast against the admission of any new

sentiments. Let your soulbeever ready to hearken to fure

ther discoveries, from a constant and ruling consciousness

of our present fallible and imperfect state ; and make it apo

pear to your friends that it is no hard task for you to learn

and pronounce those little words, I was mistaken, how hard

soever it be for the bulk of mankind to pronounce them .

XIX. As you may sometimes raise inquiries for your

own instruction and improvement, and draw out the learne

ing, wisdom, and fine sentiments of your friends, who per

liaps may be too reserved or modest ; so at other times, if

you perceive a person unskilful in the matter of debate,you

may, by questions aptly proposed inthe Socratic method,

lead him into a clearer knowledge of the subject : Then you

become his instructor in such a manner as may not appear

to make yourself his superior.

XX . Take heed of affecting always to shine in company

above the rest, and to display theriches of your own under

standing, or your oratory,as though you would render your

self admirable to all that are present. This is seldom well

taken in polite company, much less should you usé such

forms of speechas should insinuate the ignorance or dulness

of those with whom you converse.

XXI. Though you should not affect to flourish in a co

pious harangueand diffusive style in company, yet neither

should you rudely interrupt and reproach him that happens

to use it ; but when he has done speaking, reduce his senti

ments into a more contracted form , not with a shew of cor

recting, but as one who is doubtful whether you
hit upon his

true sense ornot. Thus mattersmay be brought more easi

ly from a wild confusion into a single point, questions may

be sooner determined, and difficulties more readily removed.

XXII. Be not so ready to charge ignorance , prejudice,

H 3
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and mistake upon others, as you are to suspect yourself of

it ; and in order to shew how free you are from prejudices,

learn to bear contradiction with patience : Let it be easy to

you to hear your own opinion strongly opposed, especially

in matters which are doubtful and disputable amongst men

of sobriety and virtue : Givé a patient hearing to arguments

on all sides, otherwise you give the company occasion to

suspect that it is not the evidence of truth has led you into

this opinion, but some lazy anticipation ofjudgment, some

beloved presumption , some long and rash possession ofa

party -scheme, in which you desire to rest undisturbed. If

your assent has been established upon just and sufficient

grounds, why should you be afraid to let the truth be put

to the trial of argument?

XXIII. Banish utterly out of all conversation , and espe

cially out of all learned and intellectual conference, every

thing that tends to provoke passion, or raisea fire in the

blood . Let no sharp language, no noisy exclamation , no

sarcasms, or biting jests be heard among you ; noperverse

orinvidious consequences be drawn from each other's opi.

nions, and imputed to the person : Let there be no wilful

perversion of another's meaning ; no sudden seizure of a

lapsed syllable to play upon it, nor any abused construction

of an innocent mistake : Suffer notyour tongue to insult a

modestopponent that begins to yield : Let there be no crow.

ing and triumph, even where there is evident victory on

your side. All these things are enemies to friendship ,and

the ruin of free conversation. The impartial search of

truth requires all calmness and serenity, all temper and

candour. Mutual instruction can never be attained in the

midst of passion , pride, and clamour, unless we suppose in

the midst of such a scene there is a loud and penetrating

lecture read by both sides on the folly and shameful infir

mities of human nature.

XXIV. Whensoever, therefore, any unhappy word shall

arise in company that might giveyou a reasonable disgust,

quash therisingresentment, be it ever so just,and cominand

your soul and your tongue into silence, lest you cancel the

hopes of all improvement for that hour, andtransform the

learned conversation into the mean and vulgar form of re

proaches and railing. The manwho begins to break the

-eace in such a society will fall under the shame and.con

*ion of such a silent reproof, if he has any thing inge
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nuous about him. If this should not be sufficient, let a

grave admonition, or a soft and gentle turn of wit, with an

air of pleasantry, give the warm dispute an occasion to stop

the
progress of his indecent fire, if not to retract the indee

cency, and quench the flame.

XXV. Inure yourself to a candid and obliging manner in

all your conversation ; and acquirethe art of a pleasing ad

dress, even when you teach, as well as when you learn , and

when you oppose, as well as when you assert or prove. This

degree of politeness is not to be attained without a diligent

attention to such kind of directions as are here laid down,

andafrequent exercise and practice of them.

XXVI. If you would know what sort of companions

you should select forthe cultivation and advantage of the

mind, the general ruleis, choose such as by their brightness

of parts, and their diligence in study, or by their superior

advancement in learning, or peculiar excellency in any art,

science or accomplishment, divine or human , may be capable

of administering to your improvement; and be sure to

maintain and keep some due regard to their moral character

always, lest, while you wander in quest of intellectual gain,

you fall into the contagion of irreligion and vice. No wise

man would venture into a house infected with the plague,

in order to see the finest collections of any virtuoso in

Europe.

XXVII. Nor is it every sober person of youracquaintance,

no, nor every man of bright parts, or rich in learning, that

is fit to engage in free conversation for the inquiry after

truth . Let a person have ever so illustrious talents, yet he

is not a proper associate for such a purpose, if he lie under

any of the following infirmities :

( 1.) If he be exceedingly reserved , and hath either no

Înclination to discourse, or no tolerable capacity of speech

and language for the communication of his sentiments.

(2.) If he be haughty and proud of his knowledge, ima

perious in his airs, and is always fand of imposing his sen .

timents on all the company .

(3. ) If he be positive and dogmatical in his own opinions,

and will dispute to the end ; if he will resist the brightest

evidence of truth rather than suffer himself to be overcome,

or yield to the plainest and strongest reasonings .

( 4.) If he be one who always affects to outshine all the

company, and delights to hear himself talk or flourish upon
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a subject, and make long hạrangues, while the rest must

be all silent and attentive.

( 5. ) If he be a person of a whistling and unsteady turn

of mind, who cannot keep close to a point of controversy ,

but wanders from it perpetually, and is always solicitous to

say something, whether it be pertinent to the question or

not.

( 6.) If he be fretful and peevish , and given to resentment

upon all occasions ; if he knows not how to bear contradic

tion, or is ready to take things in a wrong sense ; if he is

swift to feel a supposed offence, or to imagine himself af

fronted, and then break out into asudden passion, or retain

silent and sullen wrath.

(7. ) If he affeet wit on all occasions, and is full of his

conceits and puns, quirks or quibbles, jests and repartees ;

these may agreeably entertainand animate an hour ofmirth ,

but they have no place in the search after truth .

(8.) If he carry always abouthim a sort of craft, and

cunning, and disguise, and act rather like a spy than a

friend. Have care of such a one as will make an ill use of

freedom in conversation , and immediately charge heresy

upon you, when you happen to differ from those sentiments

which authority or custom has established.

In short, you should avoid the man in such select con.

versation , who practises any thing that is unbecoming the

character of a sincere, free, and open searcher after truth.

Now , though you may pay all the relative duties of life

to persons of these unhappy qualifications, and treat them

with decency and love, so far as religion and humanity 0

blige you, yet take careof entering into a free debate on

matters of truth or falsehood in their company, and especial.

ly about the principles of religion . ' I confess, if a person

of such a temper happens to judge and talk well on such

a subject, you may hear him with attention, and derive

what profit you can from his discourse ; but he is by no

means to be chosen for a free conference in matters of in

quiry and knowledge .

XXVIII. While I would persuade you to beware of

such persons, and abstain from too much freedom of dise

course amongst them , it is very natural to infer, that you

should watch against the working of these evil qualities in

your own breast, if you happen to be tainted with any of

them yourself. Men of learning and ingenuity will justly
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avoid your acquaintance, when they find such an unhappy

and unsociable temper prevailing in you.

XXIX. To conclude. Whenyou retire from company,

then converse with yourself in solitude, and inquire what

you have learnt from the improvement of your understand

ing, or for the rectifying your inclination, for the increase

of your virtues, or the meliorating your conduct and beha

viour in any future parts of life. If you have seen some of

your company candid, molesi, humble in their manner, wise

and sagacious, just and pious in their sentiments, polite and

graceful, as well as clear and strong in their expression, and

universaily acceptable and lovely in their behaviour, en

deavour to impress the idea of all these upon your memory,

and treasure them up for your imitation .

XXX. If the laws of reason, decency , and civility have

not been well observed amongst your associates, take notice

of those. defects for your own improvement ; and from

every occurrence of this kind , remark something to imitate

or to avoid , in elegant, polite, and useful conversation. Per

haps you will find that some persons present have really

displeased the company by an excessive and too visible an

affectation to please, i. e. by giving loose to servile flattery,

or promiscuous praise; while others were as ready to op

pose and contradict every thing that was said. Some have

deserved just censure for a morose and affected taciturnity,

and others have been anxious and careful lest their silence

should be interpreted a want of sense ; and therefore they

have ventured to inake speeches, though they had nothing

to say which was worth hearing. Perhaps you will observe

that one was ingenious in his thoughts, and bright in bis

language, but lie was so top full of himself, that he let it

spill on all the company ; that he spoke well indeed , but

that he spoke too long, and did not allow equal time or

liberty to his associates. You will remark, that another

was full charged to let out his words before his friend had

done speaking, or impatient of the least opposition to any

thing he said . You will remember that some persons have

talked at large, and with great confidence, of ihings which

they understand not ; and others counted every thing tedious

and intolerable that was spoken upon subjects out of their

sphere, and they would fain confine the conference entirely

within the limits of their own narrow knowledge and study.

The errors of conversation are almost infinite .
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XXXI. By a review of such irregularities as these, you

may learn to avoid those follies and pieces of ill conduct

which spoil good conversation , or make it less agreeable

and less useful; and by degrees you will acquire that de

lightful and easy manner of address and behaviour in all

useful correspondences which may render your company

every where desired and beloved ; and at the same time

among the best of your companions you may make the

highest improvement in your own intellectual acquisitions

that the discourse of mortal creatures will allow , under all

our disadvantages in this sorry state of mortality. But

there is a day coming when we shall be seized away from

this lower class in the school of knowledge, where we la

bour under the many dangers and darknesses, the errors and

the incumbrances of flesh and blood , and our conversation

shall be with angels and more illuminated spirits, in the

upper regions of the universe .

CHAP. X.

Of Disputes.

I. UNDER the general head of conversation for the im

provement of the mind, we may rank the practice of

disputing ; that is, when two or more persons appear to

maintain different sentiments, and defend their own, orop

pose the other's opinion, in alternate discourse, by some

methods of argument.

II. As these disputes often arise in good earnest, where

the two contenders do really believe the different proposi

tions which they support, so sometimes theyare appointed

as mere trials of skill in acadèmies or schools, bythe stu

dents : Sometimes they are practised, and that with ap

parent fervour, in courts of judicatureby lawyers, in order

to gain the fees of their different clients, while both sides

perhaps are really of the same sentiment with regard to

the cause which is tried.

III. In common conversation, disputes are often ma

naged without any forms of regularity or order ; and they

turn to good or evil purposes, chiefly according to the

temper of the disputants. They may sometimes be suc

cessful to search out truth , sometimes effectual to maintain

truth, and convince the mistaken ; but at other times a
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dispute is a mere scene of battle, in order to victory and

vain triumph.

IV. There are some few general rules which should be

observed in all debates whatsoever, if we would find out

truth by them , or convince a friend of his error, even

though they be not managed according to any settledforms

of disputation ; and as there arealmost as many opinions

and judgments of things as there are persons, so when

several persons happen to meet and confer together upon

any subject, they are ready to declare their different sentia

ments, and support them by such reasonings as they are

capable of. This is called debating, or disputing, as is

above described .

V. When persons begin a debate, they should always

take care that they are agreed in some general principles or

propositions, which either more nearly or remotely affect

the question in hand ; for otherwise they have no founda

tion or hope of convincing each other . They must have

some common ground to stand upon while they maintain

the contest.

When they find theyagree in some remote propositions,

then let them search farther, and inquire how near they

approach to each other's sentiments ; and whatsoever pro

positions they agree in , let these lay a foundation for the

mutual hope of conviction. Hereby you will be prevented

from running at every turn to some original and remote

propositions and axioms, which practice both entanglesand

prolongs a dispute. As for instance, if there was a debate

proposed betwixt a Protestant and a Papist, Whether there

be such a place as purgatory ? Let them remember that

they both agree in this point, that Christ has made satisface

tion, or atonement for sin , and upon this ground let them

both stand while they search out the controverted doctrine

of purgatory by way of conference, or debate .

VI. The question should be cleared from all doubtful

terms and needless additions ; and all things that belong to

the question should be expressed in plain and intelligible

language. This is so necessary a thing, that without itmen

will be exposed to such sort of ridiculous contests as was

found one day between the two unlearned combatants, Sar

tor and Sutor, who assaulted and defended the doctrine of

transubstantiation with much zeal and violence ; but Latino

happening to come into their company , and inquiring the
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subject of their dispute, asked each of them what he meant

by that long hard word transubstantiation ? Sutor readily

informed him that he understood bowing at thename of

Jesus ; but Sartor assured him that he meant nothing but

bowing at the high altar:- No wonder then ," said Latino,

o that you cannot agree, when you neither understand one

« another, nor the word about whichyou contend ." I think

the whole fainily of the Sartors and Sutors would be wiser

if they avoidedsuch kind of debates, till they understood

the terms better. But alas ! even their wives carry on such

conferences ; the other day one was heard in the street ex

plaining to her less learned neighbour the meaning of meta

physical science ; and she assured her that as physics were

medicines for the body, so metaphysics were physics for the

soul. Upon this they went on to dispute the point, how

far the divine excelled the doctor.

Audituin admissi risum tencatis amici ?

Ridentem dicere verum quid velat ? Нок.

Can it be faulty lo repeat

a dialogue that walk'd the street ?

Or canmy gravestfriends forbear

A laugh when such disputes they hear ?

VII. And not only the sense and meaning of the words

used in the question should be settled and adjusted between

the disputants, but the precise point of inquiry should be

distinctly fixed ; the question in debate should be limited

precisely to its special extent, or declared to be taken in its

more general sense. As for instance, if two men are con

tending whether civil government be of divine right or not,

here it must be observed, the question is not whether mo

narchy in one man , or a republic in multitudes of the peo

ple, or an aristocracy in a few of the chief, is appointed of

God as necessary ; but, Whether civil government in its

most general sense, or in any form whatsoever, is derived

from the will and appointment of God ? Again, the point

of inquiry should be limited further : Thus the question is

not, Whether government comes from the will of God by

the light of revelation , for that is granted ; but whether it

is derived from the will of God by the light of reason too.

This sort of specification, or limitation of the question hin.

ders and prevents the disputers from wandering away from

the precise point of inquiry :
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It is this trifling humour, or dishonest artifice of changing

the question, and wandering away from the first point of

debate, which gives endless length to disputes, and causes

both the disputants to part without any satisfaction. And

one chief occasion of it is this, when one of the combatants

feels his cause run low and fail, and is just ready to be con

futed and demolished, he is tempted to step aside to avoid

the blow, and betakes him to a different question . Thus, if

his adversary be not well aware of him, he begins to en

trench himself in a new fastness, and holds out the seige

with a new artillery of thoughts and words. It is the pride

of man which is the springof this evil, and an unwilling,

ness to yield up their own opinions, even to be overcome by

truth itself.

VIII. Keep this always therefore upon your mind as an

everlasting rule of conduct in your debates to find out truth,

that a resolute design, or even a warm affectation of victory,

is the bane of all real improvement, and an effectual bar

against the admission of the truth which you profess to seek.

This works with a secret, but a powerful and mischievous

influence in every dispute, unless we are much upon our

guard. It appears in frequent conversation . Every age,

every sex, and each party of mankind, are so fond of being

in the right, that they know nothow to renounce this un

happy prejudice, this vain love of victory.

When truth with bright evidence is ready to break in

upon a disputant, and to overcome his objections and mis

takes, how swift and ready is the mind to engage wit and

fancy, craft and subtilty, to cloud, and perplex, and puzzle

the truth , if possible ? How eager is he to throw in some

impertinent question to divert from the main subject ? How

swift to take hold of some occasional word , thereby to lead

the discourse off from the point in hand ? So much afraid is

human nature of parting with its errors, and being over

come by truth . Just thus a hunted hare calls up all the

shifts that nature hath taught her ; she treads back her

mazes , crosses and confounds her former track , and uses all

possible methods to divert the scent when she isin danger

of being seized and taken. Let puss practice what nature

teaches; but would one imagine that any rational being

should take such pains to avoid truth, and to escape the

improvement of its understanding !

I
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IX. When you come to a dispute, in order to find out

truth, do not presume that you are certainly possessed of

it before hand. Enter the debate with a sincere design of

yielding to reason on which side soever it appears.
Use

no subtile arts to cloud and entangle the question ; hide not

yourself in doubtful words and phrases; do not affect little

shifts and subterfuges to avoid the force of an argument ;

take a generous pleasure to espy the first rising beams of

truth, though it be on the side ofyour opponent. Endea

vour to remove the little obscurities thathang about it, and

suffer and encourage it to break out into open and convincing

light; that while your opponent perhapsmay gain the bet .

ter of yourreasonings, yet you yourselfmay triumph over

error, and I am sure that is a much more valuable acquisi.

tion and victory

X. Watch narrowly in every dispute that your oppo

nent does not lead you unwarily to grant some principle or

proposition which will bring with it a fatal consequence,

and lead youinsensibly into his sentiment, though it be far

astray from the truth ; and by this wrong step you will be,

as it were, plunged into dangerous errors before you are

aware . Polonides in free conversation led Incauto to agree

with him in this plain proposition, that the blessed God has

too much justice in any case to punish any being who is

in itself innocent ; till he not only allowed it with unthink

ing alacrity, but asserted it in most universal and unguarded

terms. A little after Polonides came in discourse to com

mend the virtues, the innocence, and the piety of our bless .

ed Saviour ; and thence inferred it was impossible that God

should ever punish so holy a personwho was never guilty

of any crime : Then Incauto espied the snare, and found

himself robbed and defraudedof the great doctrine of the

atonement by the death of Christ, upon whichhe had pla

ced his immortal hopes according to the gospel.

This taught him to bethink himself what a dangerous

concession he had made in so universal a manner , that God

would never punish any being who was innocent; and he

saw it needful to recal his words, or to explain them better,

by adding this restriction or limitation, viz. unless this inno

cent being were some way involved in another's sin, or stood

as a voluntary surety for the guilty. By this limitation he

secured the great and blessed doctrine of the sacrifice of

• The word punish here signifies to bring somenatural evil upon

a person , on account of moral evil done.
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Christ for the sins of men, and learnt to be more cautious

in his concessions for time to come.

Two months ago , Fatalio had almost tempted his friend

Fidens to leave off prayer, and to abandon his dependence

on the providence of God in thecommon affairs of life, by

obtaining of him a concession of the like kind. Is it not

evident to reason , says Fatalio , that God's immense scheme

of transactions in the universe was contrived and determin

ed long beforeyou and I were born ? Can you imagine, my

dear Fidens, that the blessed God changes his original con

trivances, and makes new interruptions in the courseof

them so often as you and I want his aid , to prevent the

little accidents of life, or to guard us from them ? Can you

suffer yourself to be persuaded that the great Creator ofthis

world takes care to support a bridge which was quite rotten,

and to make it stand firm a few minutes longer till
you

have

rode over it ? Or will he uphold a falling tower while we

two were passing by it, that such worms as you and I are

might escape the ruin ?

But you say you prayed for his protection in the morna

ing, and he certainly hears prayer. I grant he knows it :

But are you so fond and weak, said he , as to suppose that

the universal Lord of all had such a regard toa word or

two of your breath , as to make alterations in his own eter .

nal scheme upon that account ? Nor is there any other

way whereby his providence can preserve you in answer to

prayer, but by creating such perpetual interruptions and

changes in his own conduct according to your daily beha

viour.

I acknowledge, says Fidens, there is no other way to se.

cure the doctrine ofDivine Providence in all these common

affairs ; and therefore I begin to doubt whether God does,

or ever will, exert himself so particularly in our little con

cerns .

Have a care, good Fidens, that you yield not too far :

take heed lest youhave granted too much to Fatalio. Pray

let me ask of you, Could not the great God, who grasps

and surveys all future and distant things in one single view ,

could not he from the beginning foresee your morning

prayer for his protection, and appoint all second causes to

eoncur for the supportof that crazy bridge, or to make that

old tower stand firm till you had escaped the danger ? Or

could not he cause all the mediums to work so as to make
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it fall before you come near it ? Can he not appoint all his

own transactions in the universe, and every event in the

natural world, in a way of perfect correspondence with his

own fore-knowledge of all the events, actions, and appear

ances of the moral world in every part of it ? Can he not

direct every thing in nature, which is but his servant, to act

in perfect agreement with his eternal prescience of our sins

or of our piety ? And hereby all the glory of providence,

and our necessary dependence upon it by faith and prayer,

are as well secured as if he interposed to alter his own

scheme every moment.

Let me ask again, Did not he in his own counsels or de

crees appoint thunders, and lightnings, and earthquakes, to

burn upand destroy Sodom and Gomorrah, and turn them

into a dead sea , just at the time when the iniquities of those

cities were raised to their supreme height ? Did he not or

dain the fountains of the deep to be broken up, and over

whelming rains to fall down from heaven, just when a guilty

world deserved to be drowned ; while he took care of the

security of righteous Noah, by an ark which should float

upon that very deluge of waters ? Thus he can punish the

criminal when he pleases, and reward the devout worship

per in the proper season, by his original and eternal schemes

of appointment, as well as if he interposed every moment

Take heed, Fider · that you be not tempted away

by such sophisins of Fatalio to with-hold prayer fromGod,

and to renounce your faith in bis providence.

Remember this short and plain caution of the subtile

errors of men : Let a snake but once thrust in his head at

some small unguarded fold of your garment, and he will in

sensibly and unavoidably wind his whole body into your

bosom , and give you a pernicious wound.

XI. On the other hand , when you have found your op

ponent make any such concessions as may turn to your real

advantage in maintaining the truth , be wise and watchful to

observe it, and make a bappy improvement of it. Rhap

sodus has taken a great deal of pains to detract from the

honour of Christianity, by sly insinuations that the sacred

writers are perpetually promoting virtue and piety by pro

mises and threatenings ; whereas neither the fear of future

punishment, nor the hope of future reward, can possibly

be called good affections, or such as are the acknowledged

springs and sources of all actions truly good. He adds fura

anew.
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ther, that this fear, or this hope, cannot consist in reality

with virtue or goodness, if it either stands as essential to

any moral performance, or as a considerable motive to any

good action ; and thus he would fain lead Christians to be

ashamed of the gospel of Christ, because of its future and

eternal promises and threatenings, as being inconsistent with

his notion of virtue ; for he supposes virtue should be so

beloved and practised for the sake of its own beauty and

loveliness, that all other motives arising from rewards or

punishments, fear or hope, do really take awayjust so much

from the very nature of virtue as their influence reaches to ;

and no part of those good practices are reallyvaluable, but

what arises from the mere love of virtue itself, without any

regard to punishment or reward .

But observe, intwo pages afterwards, he grants, that this

principle of fear of future punishment,and hope offuture re

ward,howmercenary and servile soever it may be accounts

ed, is yet, in many circumstances, a great advantage, securi

ty, and support to virtue ; especially where there is danger

ofthe violence of rage or lust, or anycounter-working passion

to controul and overcome the good affections of themind.

Now the rule and the practice of Christianity , or the gos

pel, as it is closely connected with future rewards and pu .

nishments, may be well supported by this concession . Pray,

Rhapsodus, tell me, if every man in this present life, by the

violence of some counter-working passion, may nothave his

good affections to virtue controuled or overcome ? May not

therefore his eternal fears and hopes be a great advantage,

security, and support to virtue in sodangerous a state and

situation , as our journey through this world towards a bete

ter ? And this is all that the defence of Christianity necesa

sarily requires.

And yet further let me ask our rhapsodist, if you have

nothingelse, sir, but the beauty, and excellency, and love

liness of virtue to preach and flourish upon , before such sora

ry and degenerate creatures as the bulk of mankind are, and

you have no future rewards or punishments with which to

address their hopes and fears, how many of these vicious

wretches will you ever reclaim from all their varieties of

profaneness, intemperance, and madness ? How many have

you ever actually reclaimed by this smooth soft method, and

these fine words ? What has all that reasoning and rhetoric

I 3
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done which have been displayed by your predecessors, the

heathen moralists, upon this excellency and beauty of virtue ?

What has it been able to do towards the reforming of a sin .

ful world ? Perhaps now and then a man of better natural

mould has been a little refined, and perhaps also there may

have been here and there a man restrained or recovered from

injustice and knavery, from drunkenness, and lewdness, and

vile debaucheries, by this fair reasoning and philosophy: but

have the passions of revengeand envy,of ambition andpride,

and the inward secrect vices of the mind, been mortified mere.

ly by this philosophical language? Have any of thesemen

been made new creatures, men of realpiety and love to God ?

Go dress up all the virtues of human nature in all the

beauties of your oratory, and declaim aloud on the praise of

:social virtue, and the amiable qualities of goodness, till your

heart or your lungs ache, among the looser herdsof mankind,

and you will ever find, as your heathen fathers have done

before, that the wild passions and appetites of men are too

violent to be restrained by such mild and silken language.

You may as well build up a fence of straw and feathers to

resist a cannon -ball, or try to quench a flaming grenado with

a shell of fair water, as hope to succeed in these attempts.

But an eternal heaven and eternal hell carry divine force

and power with them . This doctrine from the mouth of Chris.

tian preachers has begun the reformation of multitudes :

this gospel has recovered thousands among the nations from

iniquity and death. They have been awakened by these

awful scenes to begin religion, and afterwards their virtue

has improved itself into superior and more refined principles

and habits by divine grace, and risen to high and eminent

degrees, though not to a consummate state. The blessed

God knows human nature much better than Rhapsodus doth,

and has throughout his word appointed a more proper
and

more effectual method of address to it by the passions of

hope and fear, by punishments and rewards.

If you read on four pages farther in these writings, you

will find the author makes another concession . He allows,

that the master of a family using proper rewards and gentle

punishments towards his children , teaches them goodness ;

and by this help instructs them in a virtue, which afterwards

they practise upon other grounds, and without thinking of a

penalty or a bribe : and this, says he, is what we call a lig

beral education and a liberal service.
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This new concession of that author may also be very

happily improved in favour of Christianity. What are the

best of men in this life ? They are by no means perfect in

virtue : We are all but children here under the great
Mas

ter of the family ; and he is pleased, by hopes and fears,

by mercies and corrections, to instruct us in virtue, and to

conduct us onward towards the sublimer and more perfect

practice of it in the future world, where it shall be per

formed , in his own language, perhaps without thinking of

penalties and bribes. And since he hath allowed that this

conduct may be called a liberal education and a liberal

service, let Christianity then be indulged the title of a li

beral education also ; and it is admirably fitted for such

frail and sinful creatures, while they are training up towards

the sublimer virtues of the heavenly state.

XII. When you are engaged in a dispute with a person

of very different principle from yourself, and you cannot

find any ready way to prevail with him to embrace the truth

by principles which you both freely acknowledge, you may

fairly make use of his own principles to shew himhis mise

take, and thus convince or silence him from his own con.

cessions.

If your opponent should be a Stoic philosopher, or a

Jew , you may pursue your argument in defence of some

Christian doctrine or duty against such a disputant, by

axioms or laws borrowed either from Zeno or Moses. And

though you do not enter into the enquiry , how many of the

lawsofMoses are abrogated, or whether Zeno was right or

wrong in his philosophy, yet if, from the principles and con

cession of your opponent, you can support your argument

for the gospel of Christ, this has always been counted a

fair treatment of an adversary, and itis called argumentum

ad hominem , or ratio ex concessis. St Paul sometimes makes

use of this sort of disputation when he talks with Jews or

heathen philosophers; and at least he silences, if not con,

vinces them ; which is sometimes necessary to be done

against an obstinate and clamorous adversary, that just

honour might be paid to truths which he knew were divine,

and that the only true doctrine of salvation might be con

firmed and propagated among sinful and dying men.

XIII. Yet great care must be taken lest your
debates

break in upon your passions, and awaken them to take part

in the controversy. When the opponent pushes hard , and
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gives just and mortal wounds to our own opinion, our pas.

sions are very apt to feel the strokes, and to rise in resentment

anddefence. Self is so mingled with the sentimentswhich

we have chosen , and has such a tender feeling of all the op

position which is made to them, that personal brawls are vem

ry ready to come in as seconds, to succeed and finish the dise

pute ofopinions. Then noise, and clamour, and folly appear

in their shapes, and chace reason and truth out of sight.

How unhappy is the caseof frail and wretched mankind

in this dark ordusky state of strong passion and glimmering

reason !How ready are we,when our passions are engaged

in the dispute, to consider more what loads of nonsense and

reproach we can lay upon our opponent, than what reason

and truth require in the controversy itself. Dismal are the

consequences mankind are too often involved in by this evil

principle : It is this common and dangerous practice that

carries the heart aside from all that is fair and honest in

our search after truth, or the propagation of it in the world.

One would wish from one's very soul, that none of the

Christian fathers had been guilty of such follies as these .

But St Jerome fairly confesses this evil principle in his

apology for himself to Pammachius, that he had not so much

regarded what was exactly to be spoken in the controversy

he had in hand, as what was fit to lay a load on Jovinian .

And indeed I fear this was the vile custom of many of the

writers, even in the church affairs of those times. But it will

be a double scandal upon us, in our more enlightened age ,

if we will allow ourselves in a conduct so criminal and disa

honest. Happy souls who keep such a sacred dominion

over their inferior and animal powers, and all the influens

ces of pride and secular interest, that the sensitive tumults,

or these vicious influences, never rise to disturb the su.

perior and better operations of the reasoning mind !

XIV . These general directions are necessary, or at least

useful in all debates whatsoever, whether they arise in oc

casional conversation, or are appointed at any certain time

or place ; whether they are managed with or without any

formal rules to govern them. But there are three sorts of

disputation in which there are some forms and orders ob

served, and which are distinguished by these three names ,

viz. Socratic, Forensic, andAcademic, i. e , the disputes of

the schools.

Concerning each of these it may not be improper to dise
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course a little, and give a few particular directions or re

marks about them.

C H 4 P. XI.

The Socratical Way of Disputation.

I.

THIS method of dispute derives its name from Socrates,

bywhom it was practised, and by other philosophers in

his age, long before Aristotle invented the particular forms

of syllogism in mood and figure, which are now used in

scholastic disputations.

II . The Socratical way is inanaged by questions and ana

swers, in such a manner as this ; viz. if I would lead a per

son into the belief of a heaven and a hell, or a future state

of rewards and punishments, I might begin in some such

manner of enquiry, and suppose the most obvious and easy
answers,

Quest. Does not God govern the world ?

Ans. Surely he that made it governs it.

Q. Is not God both a good and righteous governor ?

A. Both these characters doubtless belong to him .

Q. What is the true notion of a good and righteous goa

vernor ?

A. That he punishes the wicked , and rewards the good.

Q. Are the good always rewarded in this life ?

A. No surely ; for many virtuous men are miserable here,

and greatly afflicted.

Q. Are the wicked always punished in this life.

A. No certainly ; for many of them live without sorrow ,

and some of the vilest of men are often raised to great

riches and honour.

Q. Wherein then doth God make it appear that he is

good and righteous ?

A. I ownthere is but little appearance of it on earth.

Q. Will there not be a time when the tables shall be

turned, and the scene of things changed, since God governs

mankind righteously ?

A. Doubtless there must he a proper time, wherein God

will make that goodness and that righteousness to appear .

Q. If this be not before their death, how can it be done ?

A. I can think of noother way but by supposing man to

have some existence after this life.

Q. Are you not convinced , then , that there must be a

state of reward and punishment after death ?

هس ལམ་ ལ་ ཆགས་
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A. Yes surely ; I now see plainly that the goodness and

righteousness of God, as governor of the world, necessarily

require it.

III. Now the advantages of this method are very consi

derable.

1. It represents the form of a dialogue or common con

versation , which is a much more easy, more pleasant, and

a more sprightly way of instruction , and more fit to excite

the attention , and sharpen the penetration of the learner,

than solitary reading, or silent attention to a lecture. Man

being a sociable creature, delights more in conversation ,

and learns better this way, if it could always be wisely and

happily practised .

2. This method hath something very obliging in it, and

carries a very humble and condescending air, when he that

instructs seems to be the enquirer, and seeks information

from him who learns.

3. It leads the learner into the knowledge of truth as it

were by his own invention , which is a very pleasing thing

to human nature ; and by questions pertinently and artifici

ally proposed , it does as effectually draw him on to discover

his own mistakes, which he is much more easily persuaded to

relinquish when he seems to have discovered them himself.

4. It is managed in a great measure in the form of the

most easy reasoning, always arising from something asserted

or known in the foregoing answer ;and so proceeding to in

quire something unknown in the following question, which

way
for the next answer. Now such an exer

cise is very alluring and entertaining to the understanding,

while its own reasoning powers are all along employed , and

that without labour or difficulty , because the querist finds

out and proposes all the intermediate ideas or middle terms.

IV. There is a method very near a - kin to this, which

has much obtained of late, viz . writing controversies by

questions only, or confirming or refuting any position, or

persuading to, or dehorting from any practice, by the mere

proposal of queries. Theanswer tothem is supposed to be

so plain and so necessary, that they are not expressed, be

cause the query itself carries a convincing argument in it,

and seems to determine what the answer must be.

V. If Christian catechisms could be framed in the manner

a Socratical dispute, by question and answer, it would

rfully enlighten the minds of children, and it would

again makes
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improve their intellectual and reasoning powers, at the same

time that it leads them into the knowledge of religion ; and

it is upon one account well suited to the capacity of chil.

dren ; for the questions may be pretty numerous, and the

querist must not proceed too swiftly towards the determina

tion of his point proposed, that he may with more ease, with

brighter evidence, and with surer success, draw the learner

on to assent to those principles step by step, from whence

the final conclusion will naturally arise. The only incon

venience would be this, that if children were to reason out

all their way entirely into the knowledge of every part of

their religion, it would draw common catechisms into too

large a volume for their leisure, attention, or memory.

Yet those wlio explain their catechisms to them , may, by

due application and forethought, instruct them in this manner.

CH A P. XII.

Of Forensic Disputes.

1. THE Forum was a public place in Rome, where lawyers

and orators made their speeches before the proper

judge in matters of property, or in criminal cases, to accuse

or excuse, to complain or defend : thence all sorts of dispu

tations in public assemblies, or courts of justice, where se

veral persons make their distinct speeches for or againstany

person or thing whatsoever, but more especially in civil

matters, may comeunder the name of Forensic Disputes.

II. This is practised, not only in the courts of judicature,

where a single person sits to judge of the truth or goodness

of any cause, and to determine according to the weight of

reasons on either side, but it is used also in political senates

or parliaments, ecclesiastical synods, and assemblies of varie

ous kinds

In these assemblies, generally one person is chosen chair .

man , or moderator, notto give a determination to the con

troversy, but chiefly to keep theseveral speakers to the rules

of order and decency in their conduct ; but the final deter

mination of the questions arises from the majority of opie

nions or votes in the assembly, according as they are, or

ought to be swayed by the superior weight of reason ap

pearing in the several speeches that are made.

III. The method of proceeding is usually in some such

2
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form as this. The first person who speaks, when the court

is set, opens the case either more briefly or at large, and

proposes the case to the judge, or the chairman, or modera

tor of the assembly, and gives his own reasons for his opi

nion in the case proposed.

IV. This person is succeeded by one, or perhaps two or

several more, who paraphrase on the same subject, and argue

en the same side of the question ; they confirm what the

first has spoken , and urge new reasons to enforce the same :

then those who are of a different opinion stand up and make

their several speeches in a succession, opposing the cause

which others have maintained, giving their reasons against

it, and endeavouring to refute the arguments whereby the

first speakers have supported it.

V. After this, one and another rises up to make their re.

plies, to vindicate or to condemn, to establish or to confute

what has been offered before on each side of the question ;

till at last, according to the rules, orders, and customs of the

court or assembly, the controversy is decided either by a

single judge, or the sufferage of the assembly .

VI. Where the question or matter in debate consists of

several parts, after it is once opened by the first or second

speaker, sometimes those who follow take each of them a

particular part of the debate, according to their inclination

or their prior agreement, and apply themselves to argue

upon that single point only, that so the whole complexion

of the debate may not be thrown into confusion by the va,

riety of subjects, if every speaker should handle allthe sub

jects of debate.

VII. Before the final sentence or determination is given,

it is usual to have the reasons and arguments, which have

been offered on both sides, summed up and represented in a

more compendious manner ; and this is done either by the

appointed judge of the court, or the chairman, or somenoted

person in the assembly , that so judgment may proceed upon

the fullest survey of the whole subject,that, asfar as possia

ble in human affairs, nothing may be done contrary to truth

or justice.

VIII. As this is a practice in which multitudes of gentle«

men, besides those of the learned professions, may be en

gaged, at least in their maturer years of life, so it would be

?? very proper and useful thing to introduce this custom in

'r academies, viz. to propose cases, and let the students
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debate them in a forensic manner in the presence of their

tutors. There was something of this kind practised by the

Roman youth in their schools, in order to train them up

for orators, both in the forum and in the senate. Perhaps

Juvenal gives some hints of it when he says,

et nos

Concilium dedimus Sylla , privatus ut altum

Dormiret Sat. 1 .

Where with men -boys I strove to get renown,

Advising Sylla to a private gown,

That he might sleep the sounder.

Sometimes these were assigned to the boys as single sub

jects of a theme or declamation. So the same poet speaks

sarcastically to Hannibal,

I demens, et sævas curreper Alpes,

Ut pueris placeas, et declamatio fias, Sat. 10 .

Go climb the rugged Alps, ambitiousfool,

To please the boys, and be a theme at school.

See more of this matter in Kennet's Antiquities of Rome,

in the second essay on the Roman Education .

CH A P. XIII.

Of Academic, or Scholastic Disputation .

THE commonmethods in which disputes are managed in

the schools of learning are these :- viz .

1. The tutor appoints a question in someof the sciences

to be debated amongst his students : One ofthem undertakes

to affirm or deny the question , and to defend his assertion

or negation, and to answer all objections against it ; he is

called the respondent: And the rest of the students in the

same class, or who pursue the same science, are the oppoa

nents, who are appointed to dispute, or raise objections against

the proposition thus affirmed or denied .

11. Each of the students successively in their turn be.

comes the respondent, or the defender of that proposition,

while the rest oppose it also successively in their turns.

III. It is the business of the respondent to write a thesis

in Latin, or short discourse on the question proposed ; and

he either affirms or denies the question , according to the opi

K
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nion of the tutor , which is supposed to be the truth, and lie

reads it at the beginning of the dispute.

IV. In his discourse (which is written with as great ac

curacy as the youth is capable of ), he explains the termsof

thequestion, frees them from all ambiguity, fixes their sense,

declares the true intent and meaning of the question itself,

separates it from other questions with which it may have

been complicated, and distinguishes it from other questions

which may happen to be a -kin to it, and then pronounces

in the negativeor affirmative concerning it.

V. When this is done, then in the second part ofhis dis.

course he gives his own strongest arguments to confirm the

proposition he has laiddown ; i. e . to vindicate his own side

of the question : But he does not usually proceed to repre

sent the objections against it and to solve or answer them ;

for it is the business of the other students to raise objec

tions in disputing.

VI. Note, Insome schools, the respondent is admitted to

talk largely upon the question with many flourishes and ils

lustrations, to introduce great authorities from ancient and

modern writings for the support of it, and to scatter Latin

reproaches in abundance on all those who are of a differețſt

sentiment. But this is not always permitted , nor should it

indeed be ever indulged, lest it teach youth to reproach ,

instead of reasoning.

VII. When the respondent has read over his thesis in the

school, the junior student makes an objection , and draws it .

up in the regular form of a syllogism : The respondent re

peats the objection , and either denies the major or minor

proposition directly, or be distinguishes upon some word or

phrase in the major or minor, and shewsin what sense the

proposition may be true, but that that sense does not affect

the question ; and then declares that in the sense which af

fects the present question , the proposition is not true, and

consequently he denies it.

VIII. Then the opponent proceeds by another syllogism

to vindicate the proposition that is denied ; again the re

spondent answers by denying or distinguishing.

Thus the disputation goes on in a series or succession of

syllogisms and answers, till the objector is silenced , and

has no more 10 say.

IX . When he can go no further, the next student begins
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to propose his objection , and then the third and the fourth ,

even to the senior, who is the last opponent.

X. During this time, the tutor sits in the chair as pre

sident or moderator, to see that the rules of disputationand

decency be observed on both sides ; and so admonish each

disputant of any irregularity in their conduct. His work

is also to illustrate and explain the answer or distinction of

the respondent, where it is obscure, to strenghten it where

it is weak, and to correct it where it is false ; and when

the respondent is pinched with a strong objection, and is

at a loss for an answer, the moderatorassists him, and

suggests some answer to the objection of the opponent, in

defence of the question, according to his own opinion or

sentiment.

XI. In public disputes where the opponents and respon

dents choose their own side of the question, the moderator's

'work is not to favour either disputant ; but he only sits as

president, to see that the laws of disputation be observed,

and decorum maintained .

XII. Now the laws of disputation relate either to the op,

ponent or to the respondent, or to both .

The laws obliging the opponent are these :

1. That he must directly contradict the proposition of

the respondent, and not merely attack any of the arguments

whereby the respondent has supported that proposition ; for

it is one thing to confute a single argument of the respond,

ent, and another to confute the thesis itself.

2. " ( Which is a-kin to the former,) he must contradict or

oppose
the very sense and intention of the proposition as

the respondent has stated it, and not merely oppose the

words of the thesis in any.other sense ; for this would be

the way to plunge the dispute into ambiguity and darkness ,

to talk beside the question , to wrangle about words, and to

attack a proposition different from what the respondent has

espoused , which is called ignoratio elenchi.

3. He must propose his argument in a plain , short,and

syllogistic form , according to the rules of logic, without

dying to fallacies or sophisms; and as far as may be, he

should use categorical syllogisms.

4. Though the respondent may be attacked either upon

a point of his own concession, which is called argumentum

ex concessis, or by reducing him to an absurdity, which is

called reductio ad absurdum ; yet it is the neatest, the most
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useful, and the best sort of disputation, where the opponent

draws his objections from the nature of the question itself.

5. Where the respondent denies any proposition, the op

ponent, if he proceed, must directly vindicate and confirm

thatproposition, i. e . he must make that proposition the

conclusion of his next syllogism .

6. Where the respondent limits or distinguishes any pro

position , the opponent must directly prove his own propo

sition in that sense, and according to that member of the

distinction in which the respondent denied it.

XIII. The laws that oblige the respondent are these :

1. To repeat the argument of the opponent in the very

same words in which it was proposed , before he attempts to

answer it .

2. If the syllogism be false in the logical form of it, he

must discover the fault according to the rules of logic.

3. If the argument does not directly and effectually op

pose his thesis, he must shew this mistake, and make it

appear that his thesis is safe, even though the argument of

the opponent be admitted ; or at least that the argument

does only aim at it collaterally , or at a distance, and not

directly overthrow it, or conclude against it.

4. Where the matter of the opponent's objection is faulty

in any part of it, the respondent must grant what is true in

it, he must deny what is false , he must distinguish or limit

the proposition which is ambiguous or doubtful; and then ,

granting the sense in which it is true, he must deny the

sense in which it is false .

5. If an hypothetic proposition be false, the respondent

must deny the consequence; if a disjunctive, he must deny

the disjonction ; if a categoric, or relative, he must simply

deny it.

6. It is sometimes allowed for the respondent to use an

indirect answer after he has answered directly ; and he may

also shew how the opponent's argument may be retorted

against himself.

XIV. The laws that oblige both dispútants are these :

1. Sometimes it is necessary there shouid be a mention

of certain general principles in which theyboth agree, re .

lating tothe question, that so they may not dispute on those

things which either are, or ought to have been first granted

on both sides.

When the state of the controversy is well known, and
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plainly determined and agreed , it must not be altered by

either disputant in the course of the disputation ; and the

respondent especially should keep a watchful eye on the

opponent in this matter.

8. Let neither party invade the province of the other,

especially, let the respondent take heed that he does not turn

opponent, except in retorting the argument upon his ad

versary after a direct response ; and even this is allowed

only as an illustration or confirmation of his own response.

4. Let each waît with patience till the other has done

speaking. It is a piece of rudeness to interrupt another in

his speech.

Yet though the disputants have not this liberty , the mo .

derator maydo it, when either of the disputants breaks the

rules ; andhe may interpose so far as to keep them to order.

XV . It must be confessed there are some advantages to

be attained by academical disputation . It gives vigour and

briskness to the mind thus exercised, and relieves the lana

gour of private study and meditation : It sharpens the wit

and all the inventivepowers : It makes the thoughts active,

and sends them on all sidès to find arguments and answers

both for opposition and defence : It gives opportunity of

viewing thesubject of discourse on all sides, and of learning

what inconveniences, difficulties, and objections attend par

ticular opinions : It furnishes the soul with various occa

sions of starting such thoughts as otherwise would never

have come into the mind : It makes a student more expert

in attacking and refuting an error, as well as in vindicating

a truth : It instructs the scholar in the various methods of

warding off the force of objections, and of discovering and

refelling the subtile tricks of sophisters. It procures also

a freedom and readiness of speech, and raises the modest

and diffident genius to a due degree of courage.

XVI. But there are some very grievous inconveniences

that may sometimes overbalanceallthese advantages. For

manyyoung students, by a constant habit of disputing, grow

impudent and audacious, proud and disdainful, talkativeand

impertinent, and render themselves intolerable by an obsti

nate humour of maintaining whatever they have asserted,

as well as by a spirit of contradiction , opposing almost every

thing that they hear. The disputation itself often awakens

the passions of ambition, emulation, and anger ; it carries

K 3
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away the mind from that calm and sedate temper which is

so necessary to contemplate truth .

XVII. It is evident also, that by frequent exercises of

this sort, wherein opinions true and false are argued , sup

ported , and refuted on both sides, the mind of man is led by

insensible degrees to an uncertain and fluctuatingtemper,

and falls into danger of a sceptical humour, which never

comes to an establishment in any doctrines. Many persons

by this means become much more ready to oppose whatso

ever is offered in searching out truth : They hardly waittill

they have read or heard the sentiment of any person, before

their heads are busily employed to seek out arguments

against it . They grow naturally sharp in finding out diffi

culties ; and by indulging this humour, they converse with

the dark and doubtful parts of a subject so long, till they

almost render themselves incapable of receiving the full

evidenceof a proposition, and acknowledging the light of

truth . It has some tendency to make a youth a carping

critic, rather than a judiciousman.

XVIII. I would add yet further, that in these disputa

tions, the respondent is generally appointed to maintain the

supposed truth, that is, the tutor's opinion . But all the op ,

ponents are busy and warmly engaged in finding arguments

against the truth. Now if a sprightly young genius hap.

pens to manage
his argument so well as to puzzle and gravel

the respondent, and perhaps to perplex the moderator a

little too, he is soon tempted to suppose his
argument une

answerable , and the truth entirely to lie on his side. The

pleasure which he takes in having found a sophism which

has great appearance of reason , and which he himself has

managed with such success, becomes perhaps a strong pre

judice to engage his inward sentiments in favour of his ar .

gument, and in opposition to the supposed truth.

XIX. Yet perhaps it may be possible to reduce scholas .

tic disputations under such a guard as may in some mea

sure prevent most of these abuses of them, and the unhappy

events that too often attend them ; for it is pity that an ex

ercise which has some valuable benefits attending it, should

be utterly thrown away, if it be possible to secure young

minds against the abuse of it ; for which purpose some of

these directions may seem proper.

XX. General Directions for Scholastic Disputes.

1. Never dispute upon mere trifles, things that are utterly
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useless to be known, under a vain pretence of sharpening

the wit: for the same advantagemay be derived from solid

and useful subjects, and thus two happy ends may be at

tained at once. Or if such disputations are always thought

dangerous in important matters, let them be utterly aban

doned.

2. Do not make infinite and unsearchable things the mat

ter of dispute, nor such propositions as are madeup
of mere

words without ideas, lest it lead young persons into a most

unhappy habit of talking without a meaning, and boldly de

termine upon things that are hardly within the reach of hue

man capacity.

3. Let not obvious and known truths, or some of the

most plain and certain propositions be bandied about in a

disputation for a mere trial of skill ; for he that opposes

them in this manner will be in danger of contracting a habit

of opposing all evidence, will acquire a spirit of contradice

tion, and pride himself in a power of resisting the brightest

light , and fighting against the strongest i proofs : this will

insensibly injurethe mind, and tend greatly to anuniversal

scepticism . ,

Upon the whole, therefore, the most proper subjects of

dispute seem to bethose questions which are not of the very

highest importance and certainty, nor of the meanest and

trifling kind ; but rather the intermediate questions between

these two ; and there is a large sufficiency of them in the

sciences. But this I put as a mere proposal, to be deter

mined by the more learned and prudent.":

4. It would be well if every dispute could be so ordered

as to be a means of searching out truth, and not to gain a

triumph . Then each disputant might come to the work

without bias and prejudice, with a desire of truth, andnot

with ambition of glory and victory.

Nor should the aim and design of the respondent be . to

avoid artfully and escape the difficulties which the opponent

offers, but to discuss them thoroughly, and solve them fairly,

if they are capable of being solved.

Again, let the opponent be solicitous not to darken and

confound the responses that are given him by fresh subtilties,

but let him beibink himself whether they are not a just an

swer to the objection, and be honestly ready to perceive,

and accept them , and yield to them .,

5. For this end, let both the respondent and opponent use
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the clearest and most distinct and expressive language in

which they can clothe their thoughts. Let them seek and

practise brevity and perspicuity on both sides, without long

declamations, tedious circumlocutions, and rhetorical flou

rishes .

If there happen to be any doubt or obscurity on either

side, let neither the one or the other ever refuse to give a

fair explication of the words they use.

6. They should not indulge ridicule, either of persons or

things, in their disputation. They should abstain from all

banter and jest, laughter and merriment. These are things

that break in upon that philosophical gravity, sedateness

and serenity oftemper which ought to be observed in every

search after truth . However anargument on some subjects

maybe sometimes clothedwith a little pleasantry, yet ajest

or witticism should never be used tead of an argument,

nor should it ever be suffered to pass for a real and solid

proof.

But especially if the subjectbe sacred or divine, and have

nothing in it comical or ridiculous, all ludicrous turns, and

jocose or comical airs, should be entirely excluded , lest

young minds become tinctured witha silly and profane sort

of ridicule, and learn to jest and trifle with the awful som

lemnities of religion .

7. Nor should sarcasm and reproach, or insolentlanguage,

ever be used among fair disputants. Turn not off from

things to speak of persons. Leave all noisy contests, all

immodest clamours, brawling language, and especially all

personal scandal and scurrility to the meanest part of the

vulgar world. Let your manner be allcandour and gentles

ness, patient and ready to hear, humbly zealous to inform

and be informed ; you should be free and pleasant in every

answer and behaviour, rather like well-bred gentlemen in

polité conversation, than like noisy and contentious wrang

Jers.

8. If the opponent sees victory to incline to his side, let

him be contentto shew the force of his argument to the in

telligent part of the company, without too importunate and

petulant demands of an answer, and without insulting over

his antagonist, or putting the modesty of the respondent to

the blush. Nor let the respondent triumph over theoppo

nent when he is silent, and replies no more. On which side

soever victory declares herself, let neither of them manage
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with such unpleasingand insolent airs, as to awaken those

evil passions of pride, anger, shame,or resentment on either

side, which alienate the mind from truth , render it obstinate

in the defence of an error , and never suffer it to part with

any of its old opinions.

In short, when truth evidently appears on either side, let

them learn to yield to conviction. When either party is at

a nonplus, let them confess the difficulty, and desire present

assistance, or further time and retirement to consider of the

matter, and not rack their present invention to find out lite

tle shifts to avoid the force and evidence of truth .

9. Might it not be a safer practice, in order to attain the

best ends of disputation, and to avoid some of the ill effects

of it, if the opponents were sometimes engaged on the side

of truth , and produced their arguments in opposition to

error ? And what if the respondent was appointed to supe

port the error, and defend it as well as he could , till he was

forced to yield, at least to those arguments of the oppo

nents, which appear to be really just, and strong, and una

answerable ?

In this practice, the thesis of the respondent should only

be a fair stating of the question, with some of the chief ob

jections against the truth proposed and solved .

Perhaps this practice might not so easily be perverted

and abused to raise a cavilling, disputative, and sceptical

temper in the minds of youth .

I confess, in this method which I now propose, there

would be one among the students, viz . the respondent, al

ways engaged in the support of supposed error ; but all the

rest would be exercising their talents in arguing for the sup

posed truth : whereas, in the common methods of disputa

tion in the schools, especially where the students are nume

rous, each single student is perpetually employed to oppose

the truth , and vindicate error, except once in a long time,

when it comes to his turn to be respondent. ,

10. Upon the whole, it seems necessary, that these me.

thods of disputation should belearnt in the schools, in order

to teach students better to defend truth, and to refute error,

both in writing and conversation, where the scholastic forms

are utterly neglected .

But after all, the advantage which youth may gain by

disputations depends much on the tutor or moderator: He

should manage with such prudence, both in the disputation,
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and at the end of it, as to make all the disputants know the

very point of controversy wherein it consists ; he should

manifest the fallacy of sophistical objections, and confirm

the solid arguments and answers . This might teach stumi

dents how to make the art of disputation useful for the,

searching out the truth , and the defence of it, that it may

not be learnt and practised only as an art of wrangling,

which reigned in the schools several hundred years, and

divested the growing reason of youth of its best hopes and

improvements.

2

1

CHA P. XIV .

Of Study, or Meditation .

IThasbeen proved and established in some of the foregon

ing chapters, that neither our own observations, nor our

reading the labours of the learned, nor the attendance on the

best lectures of instruction, nor enjoying the brightest con

versation , can ever make a man truly knowing and wise,

without the labours of his own reason in surveying, exa

mining, and judging concerning all subjects upon the best

evidence he can acquire. A good genius, or sagacity of

thought, a happy judgment, a capacious memory, and large

opportunities of observation and converse, will do much of

themselves towards the cultivation of the mind, where they

are well improved : but where, to the advantage of learned

lectures, living instructions, and well chosen books, dili

gence and study are superadded , this man has all human

aids concurring to raise him to a superior degree of wisdom

and knowledge.

· Under the preceding heads of discourse, it has been al

ready declared how our own meditation and reflection should

examine, cultivate, and improve all other methods and ada

vantages of enriching the understanding. What remains in

this chapter is to give some further occasional hints how

to employ our own thoughts, what sort of subjects we

should meditate on , and in whatmanner we shouldregulate

our studies ; and how we may improve our judgment, so

as in the most effectual and compendious way to attain such

knowledge as may be most useful for every man in his cir «

cumstances of life, and particularly for those of the learned

professions.

II. The first direction for youth is this, Learn betimes to
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distinguish between words and things. Get clear and plain

ideas of the things you are set to study. Do not content

yourselves with mere words and names, lest your laboured

improvements only amass a heap of unintelligible phrases,

and you feed upon husks instead of kernals. This rule is

of infinite use in every science .

But the greatest and most common danger is in the sa

cred science of theology, where settled terms and phrases

have been pronounced divine and orthodox which yethave

had no meaning in them . The scholastic divinity would

furnish us with numerous instances of this folly : and yet

for many ages, all truth and all heresy have been deter.

mined by such senseless tests, and by words withoutideas ;

such shibboleths as these have decided the secular fates of

men ; and bishoprics, or burning ditres, or faggots, have

been the rewards of different persons, according as they

pronounced these consecrated syllables, or not pronounced

them. To defend them , was all piety, and pomp, and

triumph ; to despise them , to doubt or deny them , was

torture and death . A thousand thank-offerings are due to

that Providence which has delivered our age and ournation

from these absurd iniquities ! O that every specimen and

shadow of this madness were banished from our schools and

churches in every shape !

III. Let not young students apply themselves to search

out deep, dark , and abstruse matters, far above their reach ;

or spend their labour on any peculiar subjects, for which

they have not the advantages of necessary antecedent learn

ing, or books, or observations. Let them not be too hasty

to know things above their present powers, nor plunge

their inquiries at once into the depths of knowledge, nor

begin to study any science in the middle of it; this will con

found, rather than enlighten the understanding : Such prac

-tices may happen to discourage and jade themind by an at

tempt above its power, it may balk the understanding,

and create an aversion to future diligence ; and perhaps, by

despair, may forbid the pursuit of that subject for ever after

wards ; mas a limb overstrained by lifting a weight above its

power may never recover its former agility and vigour ; or,

if it does , the man may be frightened from ever exerting

his strength again.

IV . Nor yet let any student, on the other hand, frighten

himself at every turn with insurmountable difficulty, nor
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imagine that the truth is wrapt up in impenetrable darkness.

These are formidable spectres which the understanding

raises sometimes to flatter its own laziness. Those things

which, in a remote and confused view, seem very obscure

and perplexed , may be approached by gentle and regular

steps, and may then unfold and explain themselves at large

to the eye. The hardest problems in geometry, and the

most intricate schemes or diagrams, may be explicated and

understood step by step:-Everygreat mathematician bears

constant witness to this observation .

V. In learning any newthing, there should be as little as

possible first proposed to the mind at once, andthat being

understood, and fully mastered , proceed then to the next ad .

joining part yet unknown. This is a slow , but safe and sure

way to arrive at knowledge. If the mind apply itself at

first to easier subjects and things near a -kin to what is al

ready known, and then advance to the more remote and

knotty parts of knowledge by slow degrees, it will be able

in this manner to cope with great difficulties, and prevail

over them with amazing and happy success .

Mathon happened to dip intothe two last chapters of a

new book of geometry and mensurations ; as soon as hesaw

it, and was frightened with the complicated diagrams which

he found there, about the frustums of cones and pyramids,

&c. and some deep demonstrations among conic sections,he

shut the book again in despair, and imagined none but Sir

Isaac Newton was ever fit to read it. But his tutor happily

persuaded him to begin the first pages about lines and

angles ; and he found such surprising pleasure in three

weeks time in the victories he daily obtained, that at last

le became one of the chief geometers of his age . '

VI. Engage not the mind in the intense pursuit of too

many things at once, especially such as haveno relation to

one another. This will be ready to distract the understand

ing, and hinder itfrom attainingperfection in any one sub

ject of study. Such a practice gives a slight smattering of

several sciences, without any solid and substantial know

ledge of them, and withoutany real and valuable improve

ment; and though two or three - sorts of study may be

usually carried on at once , to entertain the mind with varie

ty, that it may not be over-tired with one sort of thoughts,

yet a multitude of subjects will too much distract the ata
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tention, and weaken the application of the mind to any one

of them.

Where two or three sciences are pursued at the same

time, if one of them be dry, abstracted, and unpleasant, as

logic, metaphysics, law, languages, let another be more en.

tertaining and agreeable, to secure the mind from weariness

and aversion to study. Delight should be intermingled with

labour as far as possible, to allure us to bear the fatigue of

dry studies the better. Poetry, practical mathematics, his

tory, &c. are generally esteemed entertaining studies, and

maybe happily used for this purpose. Thus, while we re .

lieve a dulland heavy hour by some alluring employments

of the mind, our very diversions enrich our understandings,

andour pleasure is turned into profit.

VII. In the pursuit of every valuable subject of know

ledge, keep the end always in your eye, and be not diverted

from it by every pretty trifle you meet with in the way .

Some persons have such a wandering genius that they are

ready to pursue every incidental theme, or occasional idea,

till they have lost sight of their original subject. These

are themen who, when they are engaged in conversation,

prolong their story bydwelling on every incident, and swell

their narrative with long parenthesis, till they have lost

their first design ; like a man who is sent in quest of

great treasure, buthe steps aside to gather every flower he

finds, or stands still to dig up every shining pebble he meets

with in his way, till the treasure is forgotten , and never

found.

VIII. Exert your care, skill, and diligence about every

subject, and every question, in a just proportion to the im .

portance of it, together with the danger and bad conse

quences of ignorance or error therein . Many excellent ada

vantages flow from this one direction.

1. This rule will teach you to be very careful in gaining

some general and fundamental truths, both in philosophy,

in religion, and in human life ; because they are of the

highest moment, and conduct our thoughts with ease into a

thousand inferior and particular propositions. Such is that

great principle in natural philosophy, the doctrine of gravi.

tation, or mutual tendency of all bodies toward each other,

which Sir Isaac Newton has so well established , and from

which he has drawn the solution of a multitude of appear

ances in the heavenly bodies as well as on earth .

L

some
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Such is that golden principle of morality which our bless ,

ed Lord has given us , “ Dothat to others which you think

just and reasonable that others should do to you ;" which is

almost sufficient in itself to solve all cases of conscience

which relate to our neighbour.

Such are those principles in religion , that a rational crea .

ture is accountable to his Maker for all his actions ; that the

soul of man is immortal ; that there is a future state of hap

piness and of misery depending on our behaviour in the

present life, on which allour religious practices are built or

supported.

We should be very curious in examining all propositions

that pretend to this honour of being general principles :

and we should not without just evidence admit into this

rank mere matters of common fame, or commonly received

opinions ; no, nor the general determinations of the learned ,

or the established articles of any church or nation, &c. for

there are many learned presumptions, mere synodical and

national mistakes, many established falsehoods, as well as

many vulgar errors, wherein multitudes of men have fol.

Jowed one another for whole ages almost blindfold. It is

of great importance for every man to be careful that these

general principles are just and true : for one errormay lead

us into thousands, which will naturally follow , if once a

leading falsehood be admitted.

2. This rule will direct us to be more careful about prao

tical points than mere speculations, since they are common

ly ofmuchgreater use and consequence ; therefore the spe

culations of algebra,the doctrine of infinities, and the quad

rature of curves in mathematical learning, together with all

the train of theorems in natural philosophy, should by no

means intrench upon our studies of morality and virtue.

Even in the science of divinity itself, the sublimest specu

lations of it are not of that worth and value, as the rules of

duty towards God and towards men.

3. In matters of practice we should be most careful to

fix our end right, and wisely determine the scope at which

we aim ; because that is to direct us in the choice and use

of all the means to attain it. If our end be wrong, all our

labour in the means will be vain, or perhaps so much the

more . pernicious, as they are better suited to attain that

mistaken end . If mere sensible pleasure, or human gran-,

deur or wealth , be our chief end, we shall choose means
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contrary to piety and virtue, and proceed apace toward

real misery.

4. This rule will engage our best powers and deepest at

tention in the affairs ofreligion , and things that relate to a

future world ; for those propositions, which extend only to

the interest of the present life, are but of small importance

when compared with those that have influence upon our

everlasting concernments.

5. And even in the affairs of religion, if we walk by the

conduct of this rule we shall be much more laborious in

our inquiries into the necessary and fundamental articles of

faith and practice than the lesserappendices ofCliristianity.

The great doctrines of repentance towards God, faith in our

Lord Jesus Christ, with love to men, and universal holiness,

will employ our best and brightest hours and meditations ;

while the mint, annise, and cummin, the gestures, and ves

tates, and fringes of religion, will be regarded no further

than they have a plain and evident connection with faith

and love, with holiness and peace.

6. This rule will make us solicitous, not only to avoid

such errors wliose influence will spread wide into the whole

scheme of our ownknowledge and practice, but such mis

takes also whose influence would yet be more extensive and

injurious to others as well as to ourselves ; perhaps to many

persons or many families , to a whole church , a town, a

country, or a kingdom. Upon this account, persons who

are called to instruct others, who are raised to any emi.

nence either in church or state, ought to be careful in

settling their principles in matters relating to the civil , the

moral, or the religious life ; lest a mistake of theirs should

diffuse wide mischief, should draw along with it most per

nicious consequences, and perhaps extend to following ge

nerations.

These are some of the advantages which arise from the

eighth rule ; viz. Pursue every inquiry and study in propor

tion to its real value and importance.

IX. Have a care , lest some beloved notion , or sume dar

ling science, so far prevail over your mind as to give a so

vereign tincture to all your other studies, and discolour all

your ideas ; like a person in the jaundice, who spreads a

yellow scene with his eyes over all the objects which he

meets. I have known a man of peculiar skill in music,

and much devoted to that science, who found out a great re
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semblance ofthe Athanasian doctrine of the Trinity in every

single note ; and he thought it carried something of argument

in it to prove that doctrine. I have read of another, who

accommodated the seven days of the first week of creation

to seven notes of music, and thus the whole creation be

came harmonious.

Under this influence, derived from mathematical studies,

some have been tempted to cast all their logical, their meta

physical, and their theological and moral learning into the

method of mathematicians, and bring every thing relating

to those abstracted, or those practical sciences, under theo

rems, problems, postulates, scholiums, corollaries, & c . where

as the matter ought always to direct the method ; for all sub

jects or matters of thought cannot be moulded or subdued 3

to one form . Neither the rules for the conduct of the un

derstanding, or the doctrines nor duties of religion and

virtue, can be exhibited naturally in figures and diagrams.

Things are to be considered as they arein themselves; their

natures are inflexible, and their natural relations unalterable ;

and therefore, in order to conceive them aright, we must

bring our understandings to things, and not pretend to bend

and strain things to comport with our fancies and forms. ·

X. Suffer not any beloved study to prejudice your mind

so far in favour of it as to despise all other learning. This,

is a fault of some little souls who have got a smattering of

astronomy, chemistry, metaphysics, history, &c. and for

want of a due acquaintance with other sciences, make a scoff

at them all in comparison of their favourite science. Their

understandings are hereby cooped up in narrow bounds, so

that they never look abroad into other provinces of the in

tellectual world, which are more beautiful perhaps, and ,

more fruitful than their own : If they would search a little

into other sciences, they might not only find treasures of

new knowledge, but might be furnished also with rich hints

of thought, and glorious assistances to cultivate that very

province to which they have confined themselves.

Here I would always give some grains of allowance to

the sacred science of theology, which is incomparably supe

rior to all the rest, as it teaches us the knowledge of God,

and the
way to his eternal favour. This is that noble study

which is every man's duty ; and every one who can be called

a rational creature is capable of it. This is that science

which would truly enlarge the minds of men, were it studied
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with that freedom , that unbiassed love of truth , and that

sacred charity which it teaches ; and if it were not made,

contrary to'it's own nature, the occasion of strife, faction,

malignity, a narrow spirit, and unreasonable impositions on

themind and practice. Let this therefore stand always chief.

XI. Let every particular study have due and proper

time assigned it ; and let not a favourite science prevail with

you to lay out such hours upon it as ought to be employed

upon the more necessary and more important affairs or

studies of your profession. When you have , according to

the best ofyour discretion , and according to the circum

stances of your life, fixed proper hours for particular studies,

endeavour to keep to those rules, not indeed with a super

stitious preciseness, but with some good degrees of a regular

constancy. Order and method, in a course of study, saves

much time, and makes large improvements. Such a fixa

tion of certain hours will have a happy influence to secure

you from trifling and wasting away your minutes in imper

tinence.

XII. Do not apply yourself to any study at one time

longer than the mind is capable of giving a close attention

to it without weariness or wandering. Do not over -fatigue

the spirits at any time, lest the mind be seized with a lassi

tude ,and thereby be tempted to nauseate and grow tired of

a particular subject before you have finished it .

'XII . In the beginning of your application to any new

subject, be not too uneasy under present difficulties that

occur, nor too importunate and impatient for answers and

solutions to any questions that arise. Perhaps a little more

study, a little further acquaintance with the subject, a little

time and experience, will solve those difficulties, untie the

knot, and make your doubts vanish : Especially if you are

under the instruction of a tutor, he can inform you, that

your inquiries are perhaps too early, and that you have not

yetlearned those principles upon which the solution of such

a difficulty depends.

XIV. Do not expect to arrive at certainty in every sub

ject which you pursue. There are a hundred things wherein

we mortals in this dark and imperfect state must be content

with probability, where our best light and reasonings will

reach no further. We must balance arguments as justly as

we can, and where we cannot find weight enough on either
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side to determine the scale with sovereign force and assu

rance, we mustcontent ourselves perhaps with a small pre

ponderation . This will give us a probable opinion , and

those probabilities are sufficient for the daily determination

of a thousand actions in human life, and many times even

in matters of religion .

It is admirably well expressed by a late writer, “When

there is great strength of argument set before us,if we will

refuse to do what appears most fit for us until every little

objection is removed, we shall never take one wise resolue

tion as long as we live . ”

Suppose I had been honestly and long searching what

religion I should choose, and yet I couldnot find that the

arguments in defence of Christianity arose to complete cer

tainty, but went only so far as to give me a probable evi

dence of the truth of it, though many difficulties still re

mained, yet I should think myself obliged to receive and

practise that religion ; for the God of nature and reason has

bound us to assent and act according to the best evidence

wehave, even though it be not absoluteand complete ; and

as he is our supreme Judge, his abounding goodness and

equity will approve and acquit the man whose conscience

honestly and willingly seeks the best light, and obeys it as

far as he can discover it.

But in matters of great importance in religion, let him

join all due diligence with earnest and humble prayer for

divine aid in his inquiries; such prayer and such diligence

as eternal concerns require, and such as he may pleadwith

courage before the Judge of all .

XV. Endeavour to apply every speculative study, as far

as possible, to some practical use, that both yourself and

others may be the better for it. Inquiries even in natural

philosophy should not be mere amusements, and much less

in the affairs of religion. Researches into the springs of

natural bodies and their motions, should lead men to invent

happy methods for the ease and convenience of human life ;

or at least they should be improved to awakeri us to admire

the wonderous wisdom and contrivance of God our Creator

in all the works of nature.

If we pursue mathematical speculations, they will inure

us to attend closely to any subject, to seek and gain clear

leas, to distinguish truthfrom falsehood , to judge justly ,

d to argue strongly ; and these studies do more directly
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furnish us with all the various rules of those useful arts of

life, viz. measuring, building, sailing, &c.

· Even our inquiries and disputations about vacuum or

space, and atoms, about incommensurable quantities, and the

infinite divisibility of matter, and eternal duration, which

seem to be purely speculative, will shew us some good prac

tical lessons, will lead us to see the weakness of our nature,

and should teach us humility in arguing upon divine sub

jects and matters of sacred revelation . This should guard

us against rejecting any doctrine which is expressly and e

vidently revealed, though we cannot fully understand it . It

is good sometimes to lose and bewilder ourselves in such

studies for this very reason, and to attain this practical ada

vantage, this improvement in true modesty of spirit.

XVI. Though we should always be ready to change our

sentiments of things upon just conviction of their falsehood ,

yet there is not the same necessity of changing our ac

customed methods of reading, or study, and practice, even

though we have not been led at first into the happiest me

thod . Our thoughts may be true, though we may have hit

upon an improper order of thinking. Truth does not al

ways depend upon the most convenient method. There may

bea certain form and order in which we have long accusa

tomed ourselves to range our ideas and notions, whichmay

be best for us now, though it was not originally best in ito

self. The inconveniencies of changing, may be much

greater than the conveniences we could obtain by a new

method.

As for instance, if a man in his younger davs has ranged

all his sentiments in theology, in the method of Ames's Me.

dulla Theologiæ , or Bishop Usher's Body of Divinity, it

may be much more natural and easy for him to continue to

dispose all his further acquirements in the same order ;

though perhaps neither of these treatises are in themselves

written in the most perfect method . So, when we have

long fixed our cases of shelves in a library, and ranged our

books in any particular order, viz . according to their lan

guages, or according to their subjects, or according to the

alphabetical names of the authors, & c. we are perfectly

well acquainted with the order in which they now stand,

and we can find any particular book which we seek, or add

a new book which we have purchased, with much greater

ease than we do in finer cases of shelves where the books
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were ranged in any different manner whatsoever ; any dif

ferent position of the volumes would be new, and strange,

and troublesome to us, and would not countervail the incon .

venience of a change.

So if a man of forty years old has been taughtto hold

his pen awkwardly in his youth, and yet write sufficiently

well for all the purposes of his station, it is not worth while

to teach him now the most accurate methods of handling

that instrument ; for this would create him more trouble

without equal advantage, and perhaps he might never at

tain to write better after he has placed all his fingers per

fectly right with this new accuracy.

CH A P. XV .

Of fixing the Altention.

A Student should labour by all proper methods to ac

quire a steady fixation of thought. Attention is a very

necessary thing in order to improve our minds. The evi.

dence of truth does not always appear immediately, nor

strike the soul at first sight. It is by long attention and

inspection that we arrive at evidence, and it is for want of

it we judge falsely of many things. We make haste to des

termine upon a slight and a sudden view, we confirm our

guesses which arise from a glance, we pass a judgment

while we have but a confused or obscure perception , and

thus plunge ourselves into mistakes.
This is like a man,

who, walking in a mist, or being at a great distance from

any visible object ( suppose a tree, a man, a horse, or a

church ,) judges much amiss of the figure, and situation,

and colours of it, and sometimes takes one for the other ;

whereas if he would but withhold his judgment till he

come nearer to it, or stay till clearer light comes, and then

would fix his eyes longer upon it, he would secure himself
from those mistakes.

Now, in order to gain a greater facility of attention, we

may observe these rules.

I. Get a good liking to the study or knowledge you

would pursue. We may observe, that there is not much

difficulty in confining the mind to contemplate what we have

a great desire to know ; and especially if they are matters

of sense, or ideas which paint themselves upon the fancy,

It is but acquiring an hearty good-will and resolution , to

search out and survey the various properties and parts of
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such objects, and our attention will be engaged , if there be

any delight or diversion in the study or contemplation of

them. Therefore mathematical studies have a strange in

fluence towards fixing the attention of the mind, and giving

a steadiness to a wandering disposition, because they deal

much in lines, figures, and numbers, which affect and please

the sense and imagination. Histories have a strong tenden

cy the same way, for they engage the soul by a variety of

sensible occurrences. When it hath begun, it knows not how

to leave off ; it longs to know the final event, through a na.

tural curiosity that belongs to mankind. Voyagesand tra

vels, and accounts of strange countries, and strange appear

ances, will assist in this work. This sort of study detains

the mind by the perpetual occurrence and expectation of

something new, and that which may gratefully strike the

imagination

II. Sometimes we may makeuse of sensible things and

corporeal images for the illustration of those notions which

aremore abstracted and intellectual. Therefore diagrams

greatly assist the mind in astronomy and philosophy; and

the emblemsof virtues and vices may happily teach children,

and pleasingly impress those useful moral ideas on young

minds, whichperhaps might be conveyed to them with much

more difficulty by mere moraland abstracted discourses.

I confess, in this practice of representing moral subjects,

by pictures, we should be cautious Jest we so far immerse

the mind in corporeal images as to render it unfit to take ,

in an abstracted and intellectual idea, or cause it to form

wrong conceptions of immaterial things. This practice there

fore is rather to be used at first in order to get a fixed ha .

bit of attention, and in some cases only ; but it can never

be our constant way and method of pursuing all moral, abe

stracted , and spiritual themes ,

III . Apply yourself to those studies, and read those au

thors who draw out their subjects into a perpetual chain of

connected reasonings, wherein the following parts of the dis

course are naturally and easily derived from those which go

before. Several of the mathematical sciences, if not all , are

happily useful for this purpose. This will render the labour

of study delightful to a rational mind, and will fix the powers

of the understanding with strong attention to their proper

operations by the very pleasure of it . Labor ipse voluptus“

is a happy proposition wheresoever it can be applied.
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IV. Do not chuse your constant place of study by the

finery of the prospects, or the most variousand entertaining

scenes of sensible things. Too much light, or a variety of

objects which strike the eye or the ear, especially while they

are ever in motion, or often changing, have a natural and

powerful tendency to steal away the mind too often from its

steady pursuit of any subject which we contemplate ; and

thereby the soul gets a babit of silly curiosity and impertia

nence, of trifling and wandering. Vagerio thought himself

furnished with the best closet for his study among the benuta

ties, gaieties, and diversions of Kensington, or Hampton

court; but after seven years professing to pursue learning,

he was a mere novice still.

V. Be not in too much haste to come to the determina

tion of a difficult or important point. Think it worth your

waiting to find out truth . Do not give your assent up to

either side of a question too soon, merely on this account,

that the study of it is long and difficult.
Rather be con

tented with ignorance for a season , and continue in suspense,

till your attention, and meditation, and due labour have

found out sufficient evidence on one side. Some are so fond

to know a great deal at once, and love to talk of thingswith

freedom and boldness before they thoroughly understand

them, that they scarcely ever allow themselves attention

enough to search the matter through and through.

VI. Have a care of indulging the more sensual passions

and appetites of animal nature ; they are great enemies to

attention . Let not the mind of a student be under the in .

fluence of any warm affection to the things of sense when he

comes to engage in the search of truth, or the improvement

of his understanding. A person under the power of love,

or fear, or anger, great pain, or deep sorrow, hath so little

government of his soul, that he cannot keep it attentive to

the proper subject of his meditation. The passions call away

the thoughts with incessant importunity towards the object

that excited them ; and if we indulge the frequent rise and

roving of passions, we shall thereby procure an unsteady

and inattentive habit of mind.

Yet this one exception must be admitted, viz. if we

can be so happy as to engage any passion of the soul on the

șide of the particular study which we are pursuing, it may

have a great influence to fix the attention more stronglŷ

to it,
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VII . It is therefore very useful to fix and engage the

mind in the pursuit of any study, by a considerationof the

divine pleasures of truth and knowledge, by a sense of our

duty to God,by a delight in the exercise of our intellectual

faculties, by the hope offutureservice to our fellow - creatures,

and glorious advantage to ourselves, both in this world and

that which is to come. These thoughts, though they may

move our affections, yet they do it with a proper influence :

these will rather assist and promote our attention, than dise

turb or divert it from the subject of our present and proper

meditations. A soul inspired with the fondest love of truth ,

and the warmest aspirations after sincere felicity and celes

tial beatitude, will keep all its powers attentive to the in

cessant pursuit of them : Passion is then refined , and conse.

crated to its divinest purposes.

C H A P. XVI.

Of Enlarging the Capacity ofthe Mind .

THERE are three thingswhichinan especial mannergo

tomake up that amplitude or capacity of mind, which

is one of the noblest characters belonging to the understand

ing : ( 1.) When the mind is ready to take in great and

sublime ideas without pain or difficulty. (2.) When the

mind is free to receive new and strange ideas, upon just

evidence, without great surprise or aversion. ( 3.) When

the mind is able to conceive or survey many ideas at once

without confusion, and to form a true judgment derived

from that extensive survey. The person who wants either

of these characters may , in that respect, be said to have a

narrow genius. Let us diffuse our meditations a little upon

this subject.

1. That is an ample and capacious mind which is ready

to take in vast and sublime ideas without pain or difficulty.

Persons who have never been used to converse with any

thing but the common, little, and obvious affairs of life,

have acquired such a narrow or contracted habit of soul, that

they are not able to stretch their intellects wide enough to

admit large and noble thoughts ; they are ready to inake

their domestic, daily, andfamiliar images of things, the mea

sure of all that is, and all that can be.

Talk to them of the vast dimensions of the planetary

worlds ; tell them that the star called Jupiter, is a solid
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globe, two hundred and twenty times bigger than our earth,

that the sun is a vast globe of fire above a thousand times

bigger than Jupiter ; that is, two hundred and twenty thous

sand times bigger than the earth ; that thedistance from the

earth to the sun is eighty - one millions of miles ; and that a

cannon - bullet, shot from the earth , would not arrive at the

nearest of the fixed stars in some hundreds of years ; -- they

cannot bear the belief of it, but hear all these glorious la .

bours of astronomy as a mere idle romance.

Inform them of the amazing swiftness of the motion of

some of the smallest or the biggest bodies in nature ; assure

them according to the best philosophy, that the planet Ve.

nus, ( i. e . our morning or evening star, which is near as big

as our earth ,) though it seems tomove from its place but a

few yards in a month, does really flyseventy thousand miles

in an hour ; tell them that the rays of light are shot from the

sun to our earth at the rate of one hundred and eighty thou

sand miles in the second of a minute ; they stand aghast at

such sort of talk, and believe it no more than the tales of

giants fifty yards high, and the rabbinical fables of Levia

than, whoevery day swallows a fish of three miles long, and

is thus preparing himself to be the food and entertainment

of the blessed at the feast of Paradise.

These unenlarged souls are in the same manner disgusted

with the wonderswhich the microscopehas discovered con

cerning the shape, the limbs, and motions of ten-thousand

little animals, whose united bulk would not equal a pepper

corn ; they are ready to give the lie to all the improvements

of our senses by the invention of a variety of glasses, and

will scarcely believe any thing beyond the testimony of their

naked eye, without the assistance of art.

Now if we would attempt, in a learned manner, to relieve

the minds that labour under this defect,

( 1.) It is useful to begin with some first principles of

geometry, and lead them onward by degrees to the doc

trine of quantities which are incommensurable, or which

will admit of no common measure, though it be never so

small . By this means they will see the necessity of admite

ting the infinite divisibility of quantity or matter.

The same doctrine may also be proved to their undere

standings, and almost to their senses, by some easier argu

ments in a more obvious manner. As the very opening and

closing of a pair of compasses will evidently prove, that if
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the smallest supposed part of matter or quantity be put be

tween the points, there will be still less and less distances or

quantities all theway between the legs, till you come to the

head or joint ; wherefore, there is no such thing possible as

the smallest quantity. But a little acquaintance with true

philosophy, and mathematical learning, would soon teach

them that there are no limits either as to the extension of

space, or to the division of body, and would lead them to

believe there are bodies amazingly great or small beyond

their present imagination.

(2. ) It is proper also to acquaint them with the circum

ference of our earth , which may be proved by very easy

principles of geometry, geography, and astronomy, to be

about twenty -four thousand miles round, as it has been ac

tually found to have this dimension by mariners, who have

sailed round it. Then let them be taught, that in every

twenty -four hours either the sun and stars must all move

round this earth , or the earth must turn round upon its own

axis. If the earth itself revolve thus, then each house or

mountain near the equator must move at the rate of a thou

sand miles in an hour ; but if (as they generally suppose)

the sun or stars move round the earth, then (the circum

ference of their several orbits, or spheres, being vastly greater

than this earth ) they must have a motion prodigiously swift

er than a thousand miles an hour. Such a thought as this

will, by degrees enlarge their minds, and they willbe taught,

even upon their own principle of the diurnal revolutions of

the heavens, to take in some of the vast dimensions of the

heavenly bodies, their spaces and motions.

(3. ) To this should be added the use of telescopes, to help

them to see the distant wonders in the skies, and micro

scopes, which discover the minutest part of little animals,

and reveal some of the finer and most curious works ofnature .

They should be acquainted also with some other noble in

ventions of modern philosophy, which have a great influence

to enlarge the human understanding, of which I shall take

occasion to speak more under the next head .

(4.) For the same purpose they may be invited to read

those parts of Milton's admirable poem , entitled Paradise

Lost, where he describes the armies and powers of angels;

the wars and the senate of devils, the creation of this earth ,

together with the descriptions of heaven, hell, and paradise.

It must be granted, that poesy often deals in these vast

M
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and sublime ideas. And even if the subject or matter ofthe

poem doth not require suchamazing and extensive thoughts,

yet tropes and figures, which are some of the main powers

and beauties of poesy, do so gloriously exalt the matter as

to give a sublime imagination its proper relish and delight.

So when a boar is chased in hunting,

His nostrils flamesexpire,

And his red eye-balls roll with living fire .-- DREDEN.

When Ulysses withholds and suppresses his resentment,

His wrath comprest

Recoiling, mutter'd thunderin his breast. Pope.

But especially where the subject is grand, the poet fails

not to represent it in all its grandeur.

So when the supremacy of God is described,

He sees with equal eye, as Godof all,

A hero perish, or a sparrow fall ;

Atoms or systems into ruin hurld,

And now a bubble burst, and now a world . PoPE..

These sorts of writings havea natural tendency to enlarge

the capacity of the mind, and make sublime ideas familiar

to it .
And instead of running always to the ancient Hea

then poesy with this design, we may, with equal, if not su

perior advantage, apply ourselves to converse with some of

the best of our modern poets, as well as with the writings

of the prophets, and the poetical parts of the Bible, viz. the

book of Job and the Psalms ; in which sacred authors we

shall find sometimes more sublime ideas, more glorious de

scriptions, more elevated language, than the fondest critics

have ever found in any of the Heathen versifiers either of

Greece or Rome ; for the Eastern writers use and allow

much stronger figures and tropes than the Western .

Now there are many, and great, and sacredadvantages

to be derived from this sort ofenlargement of the mind.

It will lead us into more ' exalted apprehensions of the

great God our Creator, than ever we had before. It will

entertain our thoughts with holy wonder and amazement,

while we contemplate that Being who created these various

works of surprising greatness, and surprising smallness ; who

bas displayed most inconceivable wisdom in the contrivance

of all the parts, powers, and motions of these little animals,

invisible to the naked eye ; who has manifested a most divine
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extent of knowledge, power, and greatness, in forming, moya .

ing, and managing the most extensive bulk of the heavenly

bodies, and in surveying and comprehending all those im

measurable spaces in which they move. Fancy, with all her

images, is fatigued and overwhelmed in following the plane

tary worlds through such immense stages, such astonishing

journies as these are, and resigns its place to thie pure intel

lect, which learnsby degrees to take in such ideas asthese,

and to adore its Creator with new and sublime devotion.

And not only are we taught to form juster ideas of the

great God by these methods, but this enlargement of the

mind carries us on to nobler conceptions of his intelligent

creatures. The mind that deals only in vulgar and common

ideas, is ready to imagine the nature and powers of man to

come sonething too near to God his maker, because we do

not see or sensibly converse with any beings superior to our.

selves . But when the soul has obtained a greater amplitude

of thought, it will not then immediately pronounce every

thing tobe God which is above man .
It then learns to sup

pose
there may be as many various ranks of beings in the

invisible world, in a constant gradation , superior to us, as we

ourselves are superior to all the ranks of being beneath us in

this visible world ; even though we descend downward for

below the ant and the worin , the snail and the oyster, to the

least and to the dullest animated atoms which are discovered

to us by microscopes.

By this means we shall be able to suppose what prodigious

power angels, whether good or bad, must be furnished with,

and prodigious knowledge, in order to oversee the realms of

Persia and Græcia of old, or if any such superintend the

affairs of Great Britain , France, Ireland, Germany, &c. in

our days. What power and speed is necessary to destroy

one hundred eighty -five thousand armed men in one night

in the Assyrian camp of Sennacherib, and all the first-born

in the land of Egypt in another, both which are attributed

to an angel .

By these steps we shall ascend to form more just ideas of

the knowledge and grandeur, the power and glory of the

man Jesus Christ ,who is intimately united to God, and is

one with him . Doubtless he is furnished with superior

powers to all the angels in heaven, because heis employed

in superior work, and appointed to be the sovereign Lord

of all the visible and invisible worlds. It is his human na
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ture, in which the Godhead dwells bodily, that is advanced

to these honours, and to this empire ; and perhaps there is

Jittle or nothing in the government of the kingdoms of naa

ture and grace but what is transacted by the man Jesus,

inhabited by the divine power and wisdom , and employed

as a medium, or conscious instrument of this extensive gu .

bernation.

II. I proceednow to consider the next thing wherein the

capacity or amplitude ofthe mind consists ; andthat is , when

the mind is free to receive new and strange ideas and pro

positions, upon just evidence without any great surprise or

aversion. Those who confine themselves within the circle

of their own hereditary ideas and opinions, and who never

give themselves leave so much as to examine or believe any

thing beside the dictates of their own family, or sect, or

party, are justly charged with a varrowness of soul. Let

us survey some instances of this imperfection , and then die

rect to the cure of it.

( 1. ) Persons who have been bred up all their days within

the smoke of their father's chimney, or within the limits of

their native town or village, are surprised at every new

sight that appears, when they travel a few miles from home.

The ploughman stands amazed at the shops, the trade, the

crowds of people, the magnificent buildings, the pomp, and

riches, and equipage of the court and city ,and would hardly

believe what was told him before he saw it. On the other

hand , the cockney, travelling into the country, is surprised

at many actions of the quadruped and winged animals in

the field, and at many common practices of rural affairs.

If either of these happen to hear an account of the fami.

liar and daily.customs of foreign countries, they pronounce

them at once indecent and ridiculous ; so narrow are their

understandings, and their thoughts so confined, that they

know not how to believe any thing wisé or proper, besides

what they have been taught to practise.

This narrowness of mind should be cured by hearing and

reading the accounts of different parts of the world, and the

histories of past ages , and of nations and countries distant

from our own, especially the more polite parts of mankind.

Nothing tends, in this respect, so much toenlarge the mind

as travelling, i. e. making a visit to other towns, cities, or

countries, besides those in which we were born and edu.

red ; and where our condition of life does not grant us
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this privilege, we must endeavour to supply the want of it

by books.

(2.) It is the same narrowness of mind that awakens the

surprise and aversion of some persons, when they hear of

doctrines and schemes in human affairs, or in religion, quite

different from what they have embraced. Perhaps they

have been trained up from their infancy in one set of no

tions, and their thoughts have been confined to one single

tract, both in the civil or religious life, without ever hear

ing or knowing what other opinions are current among

mankind : or at least, they have seen all other notions bear

sides their own represented in a false and malignant light,

whereupon they judge and condemn at once every senti

ment but what their own party receives, and they think it

a piece ofjustice and truth tolay heavy censures upon the

practice of every different sect in Christianity or politics.

They have so rooted themselves in the opinions of their

party, that they cannot hear an objection with patience, nor

can they bear a vindication, or somuch as an apology, for

any set of principles besides their own : all the rest is non

sense or heresy, folly or blasphemy .

This defect also is to be relieved by free conversation

with persons of different sentiments ; this will teach us to

bear with patience a defence of opinions contrary to our

own. If we are scholars, we should also read the objections

against our own tenets, and view the principles of other

parties, as they are represented in their own authors, and

not merely in the citatỉons of those who would confute

them. We should take anhonest unbiassed survey of the

force of reasoning on all sides, and bring all to the test of

unprejudiced reason , and divine revelation. Note, this is

not to be done in a rash and self -sufficient manner, butwith

humble dependence on divine wisdom and grace, while we

walk among snares and dangers.

By such a free converse with persons of different sects ,

(especially those who differ only in particular forms of

Christianity, but agree in the great and necessary doctrines

of it ,) we shall find that there are persons of good sense and

virtue, persons of piety and worth, persons of much can

dour and goodness, who belong to different parties, and

have imbibed sentiments opposite to each other. This will

soften the roughness of an unpolished soul, and enlarge the

avenues of our charity toward others, and incline us to re

M 3
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ceive them into all the degrees of unily and affection which

the word of God requires.

( 3. ) I'might borrow further illustrations, both of this

freedom and this aversion to receive new truths, from mo

dern astronomy, and natural philosophy. How muchis the

vulgar part of the world surprised at the talk of the diurnal

and annual revolutions of the earth ! They have ever been

taught by their senses and their neighbours to imagine the

earth stands fixed in the centre of the universe, and that the

sun, with all the planets and the fixed stars, are whiried

round this little globe orice in twenty -four hours ; not consie

dering that sucha diurnal motion , by reason of the distance

of some of those heavenly bodies, must be almost infinitely

swifter and more inconceivable than any which the mos

dern astronomers attribute to them. Tell these persons

that the sun is fixed in the centre ; that the earth , with all

the planets, roll round the sun in their several periods ; and

that the moon rolls round the earth in a lesser circle, while,

together with the earth, she is carried round the sun ; they

cannot admit a syllable of this new and strange doctrine,

and they pronounce it utterly contrary to all sense and

reason .

Acquaint them that there are four moons also perpetually

rolling round the planet Jupiter, and carried along with him

in his periodical circụit round the sun, which little moons

were never known till the year 1610, when Galileo disco

vered them by his telescope : inform them that Saturn has

five moons of the same kind attending him ; and that the

body of that planet is encompassed with a broad flat cira

cular ring, distant from the planet twenty -one thousand

miles, and twenty -one thousandmiles broad ; they look upon

these things as tales and fancies, and will tell you that the

glasses do but delude your eyes with vain images ; and even

when they themselves consult their own eye-sight in the use

of these tubes, the narrowness of their mind is such that

they will scarcely believe their senses when they dictate

ideas so new and strange.

And if you proceed further, and attempt to lead them

into a belief that all these planetary worlds are habitable,

and it is probable they are replenished with intellectual bem

ings dwelling in bodies, they will deride the folly of him

that informs them ; for they rusolie to believe there are

nohabitable worlds but this earth, and no spirits dwellingia
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bodies besides mankind ; and it is well if they do not fix the

brand of heresy on the man who is leading them out of their

own long imprisonment, and loosing the fetters of their souls.

There are manyother things relating to mechanical ex

periments, and to theproperties of the air, water, fire, iron ,

the loadstone, and other minerals and metals, as well as the

doctrine of the sensible qualities, viz . colours, sounds, tastes,

&c. which this rank of men cannot believe for want of a

greater amplitude of mind.

The best way to convince them is by giving them some

acquaintance with the various experiments in philosophy,

and proving by ocular demonstration the multiform and

amazing operations of the air-pump, the loadstone, the

chemical furnace, optical glasses , and mechanical engines.

By this means the understanding will stretch itself by de

grees, and when they have found there are so many new

and strange things that are most evidently true, they will

not be soforward to condemn every new proposition in any

of the other sciences, or in the affairs of religion or civil life.

III. The capacity of the understanding includes yét an .

other qualification in it, and that is an ability to receive many

ideas at once without confusion . The ample mind takes a

survey of several objects with one glance, keeps them all

within sight and present to the soul, that they may be com

pared together in their mutual respects ; it forms just judga

ments, and it draws proper inferences from this comparison,

even to a great length of argument, and a chain ofdemon

strations.

The narrowness that belongs to human souls in general,

is a great imperfection and impediment to wisdom and hap

piness. There are but few persons who can contemplate or

practice several things at once ; our faculties are very limit

ed, and while we are intent upon one part or property of a

subject,we have but a slight glimpse ofthe rest, or we lose

it out of sight. But it is a signof a large and capacious

mind, if we can , with one single view, take in a variety of

objects ; or at least when the mind can apply itself to see

veral objects with so swift a succession and in so few mo

ments, as attains almost the same ends as if it were all done

in the same instant.

: This is a necessary qualification in order to great know

ledge and good judgment; for there are several things in

human life, in religion, and in the sciences, which have va
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rious circumstances, appendices, and relations attending

them ; and without a survey of all those ideas which stand

in connection with, and relation to each other, we are often

in danger of passing a false judgment on the subject pro

posed. It is for this reason that thereare so numerous con

troversies found among the learned and unlearned world ,

in matters ofreligion as well as in the affairsof civil go

vernment. The notions of sin and duty to God and our

fellow - creatures ; of law, justice, authority, and powers ; of

covenant, faith, justification, redemption, and grace ; of

church, bishop, presbyter, ordination, &c. contain in them

such complicated ideas, that when we are to judge of any

thing concerning them, it is hard to take into our view at

once all the attendants or consequents that must and will be

concerned in the determination of a single question : and

yet, without a due attention to many, ormostof these, we

are in danger of determining that question amiss.

It is owing to the narrowness of our minds that we are

exposed to the same peril in the matters of human duty and

prudence. In many things which we do, we ought not

only to consider the merè naked action itself, but the persons

who act, the persons towards whom, the time when, the

place where, the manner how , the end for which the action

is done, together with the effects that must, or that may

follow, and all other surrounding circumstances: These

things must necessarily be taken into our view, in order to

determine whether the action , which is indifferent in itself,

be either lawful or unlawful, good or evil, wise or foolish,

decent or indecent, proper or improper, as it is so circum

stantiated .

Let megive a plain instance for the illustration of this

matter. Mario kills a dog, which , considered merely in it

self, seems to be an indifferent action :-Now the dog was

Timon's, and not his own ; this makes it look unlawful.

But Timon bid him do it : This gives it an appearance of

lawfulness again :-It was done at church, and in time of

divine service ; these circumstances added , cast on it an air

of irreligion. But the dog flew at Mario, and put him in

danger of his life : This relieves the seeming impiety of the

action .-- Yet Mario might have escaped by flying thence ;

therefore the action appears to be improper. But the dog

was known to be mad : This further circumstance makes it

almost necessary that the dog should be slain, lest he might
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worry the assembly, and do much mischief.- Yet again ,

Mario killed him with a pistol , which he happened to have

in his pocket since yesterday's journey. Now hereby the

whole congregation was terrified and discomposed , and di

vine service was broken off. This carries an appearance of

great indecency and impropriety in it : but after all, when

we consider a further circumstance, that Mario being thus

violently assaulted by a mad dog, had no way of
escape ,

and had no other weapon about him , it seems to take away

all the colours of impropriety, indecency, or unlawful

ness, and to allow that the preservation of one or inany

lives will justify the act as wise and good.-- Now all these

concurrent appendices of the action ought to be surveyed,

in order to pronounce with justice and truth concerning it.

There are a multitude of human actions in private life, in

domestic affairs, in traffic, in civil gove : nment, in courts of

justice, in schools of learning, & c. which have so many

complicated circumstances, aspects, and situations with ree

gard to time and place, persons and things, that it is im

possible for any one to pass a right judgment concerning

them without entering into most of these circumstances,

and surveying them extensively, and comparing and ba•

lancing them all aright.

Whence, by the way, I may take occasion to say, How

many thousands are there who take upon them to pass their

censures on the personal and the domestic actions of others,

who pronounce boldly on the affairs of the public, and deter

mine the justice or madness, the wisdom or folly of national

administrations , of peace and war, & c. whom neither God

nor men ever qualified for such a post of judgment ? They

were not capable of entering into the numerous concurring

springs of action , nor had they ever taken a survey of the

twentieth part of the circumstances which were necessary

for such judgments or censures.

It is the narrowness of our minds, as well as the vices of

the will , that oftentimes prevents us from taking a full view

of all the complicatedand concurring appendices that belong

to human actions. Thence it comes to pass that there is so

little right judgment, so little justice, prudence, or decency,

practised among the bulk of mankind ; thence arise infinite

reproaches andcensures, alike foolish and unrighteous. You

see therefore how needful and happy a thing it is to be
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possessed of some measure of this amplitude of soul, in oru

der to make us very wise, or knowing, or just, or prudent,

or happy

I confess this sort of amplitude, or capacity of mind; is in

a great measure the gift of nature , for some are born with

niuch more capacious souls than others.

The geniusof some persons is so poor and limited, that

they can hardly take inthe connection of two or three pro

positions, unless it be in matters of sense, and which they

have learnt hy experience : They are utterly unfit for specu .

lative studies : It is hard for them to discern the difference

betwixt right and wrong in matters of reason on any ab.

stracted subjects : These ought never to set up for scholars,

but apply themselves to those arts and professions of life,

which are to be learnt at an easier rate , by slow degrees,

and daily experience.

Others have a soul a little more capacious, and thesecan

take in the connection of a few propositions pretty well ;but

if the chain of consequences be a little prolix, here they

stick, and are confounded. If persons of this make ever

devote themselves to science, they should be well assured of

in solid and strong constitution of body, and well resolved

to bear the fatigue of hard labour and diligence in study. If

the iron be blunt, king Solomon tells us, we must put to more

strength.

But, in the third place, there are some of so bright and

happy a genius, and ample a mind, that they can take in a

long train of propositions, if not at once, yet in a very few

moments, and judge well concerning the dependence of

them . They can survey a variety of complicated ideas

without fatigue or disturbance, and a number of truths of

fering themselves as it were in one view to their under •

standing, doth not perplex or confound them. This makes

a great man.

Now though there inay be much owing to nature in this

case , yet experience assures us, that even a lower degree of

this capacity and extent of thought may be increased bydie

ligence and application ,by frequent exercise, and the obser .

vation of such rules as these :

I. Labour by all means to gain an attentive and patient

temper of mind, a power of confining and fixing your

thoughts so long on any one appointed subject, till you have

surveyed it on every side, and in every situation, and run
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through the several powers, parts, properties, and relations,

effectsand consequences of it. Hewhose thoughts are very

fluttering and wandering, and cannot be fixed attentively

to a few ideas successively,' will never be able to survey

many and various objects distinctly at once , but will cer

tainly be overwhelmed and confounded with the multipli

city of them . The rules for fixing the attention in the

former chapter are proper to be consulted here.

II. Accustom yourself to clear and distinct ideas in every

thing you think of. Be not satisfied with obscure and

confused conceptions of things, especially where clearer

may be obtained ; for one obscure or confused idea, espe

cially if it be of great importance in the question, intere

mingled with many clearones, and placed in its variety of

aspects towards them , will be in danger of spreading con

fusion over the whole scene of ideas, and thus may have

an unhappy influence to overwhelm the understanding with

darkness , and pervert the judgment. A little blackpaint

will shamefully tincture and spoil twenty gay colours.

Consider yet further, that if you content yourself free

quently with words instead of ideas, or with cloudy and

confused notions of things, how impenetrable will that darke

ness be, and how vast and endless that confusion which

must surround and involve the understanding, when many

of these obscure and confused ideas come to be set before

the soul at once ? And how impossible will it be to fora

clear and just judgment about them ?

III . Use ali diligence to acquire and treasure up a large

store of ideas andnotions ; take every opportunity to add

something to your stock, and by frequent recollection fix

them in your memory. Nothing tends to confirm and ena

large the memory like a frequent review of its possessions,

Then the brain, being well furnished with various traces,

signatures, and images, will have a rich treasure always

ready to be proposed or offered to the soul, when it directs

its thought towards any particular subject. This will gra

dually give the mind a faculty of surveying many objects

at once .; as a room that is richly adorned and hung round

with a great variety of pictures, strikes the eye almost at

once with all that variety, especially if they have been well

surveyed one by one at first : This makes it habitual and

more easy to the inhabitants to take in many of those

painted scenes with a single glance or two.
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Here note, that by acquiring a rich treasure of notions I

do not mean only single ideas,but also propositions , obser

vations, and experiences, with reasonings, and arguments

upon the various subjects that occur among natural or mo

ral, common or sacred affairs ; that when you are called to

judge concerning any question, you will have some princi

ples of truth, some useful axioms and observations always

ready at hand to direct and assist your judgment.

IV. It is necessary that we should, as far as possible, en

tertain and lay up our daily new ideas in a regular order,

and rangethe acquisitions of our souls under proper heads,

whether of divinity, law, physics, mathematics, morality ,

politics, trade, domestic life, civility, decency , & c. whether

of cause, effect,substance, mode, power, property, body, spi

rit, &c. We should inure our minds to method and order

continually ; and when we take in any fresh ideas, occur

rences, and observations, we should dispose of them in their

proper places, and see how they stand and agree with the

rest of our notions on the same subject ; as a scholar-would

dispose of a new book on a proper shelf among its kindred

authors ; or as an officer at the post-house in London dis

poses of every letter he takes in, placing it in the box that

belongs to the proper road orcounty.

In any of thesecases, if things lay all in a heap, the ad.

dition of any new object would increase the confusion ; but

method gives a speedyand short survey of them with ease

and pleasure. Method is of admirable advantage to keep

our ideas from a confused mixture, andto preserve them

ready for every use . The science of ontology , which dis

tributes all beings, andall the affections of being, whether

absolute or relative, under proper classes, is of good service

to keep our intellectual acquisitions in such order as that the

mind may survey them at once.

V. Asmethod is necessary for the improvement of the

mind, in order to make your treasure of ideas most useful,

so, in all your further pursuits of truth and acquirement of

rational knowledge, observe a regular progressive method.

Begin with the most simple, easy, and obvious ideas ; then

by degreesjoin two, and three, and more of them together :

Thus the complicated ideas, growing up under your eye and

observation, will not give the sameconfusion of thought as

they would do if they were all offered to the mind at once,

without your observing the original and formation of them.
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An eminent example of this appears in the study of arith

metic. If a scholar just admitted into the school observes.

his master performing an operation in the rule of division,

his head is at once disturbed and confounded with the mani

fold comparisons of the numbers of the divisor and dividend,

and the multiplication of the one, and subtraction of it from

the other ; but if he begin regularly at addition , and so pro.

ceed by subtraction and multiplication, he will then in a

few weeks be able to take in an intelligent survey of all

those operations in division, and to practise them himself

with ease and pleasure, each of which at first seemed all in

tricacy and confusion .

An illustration of the like nature may be borrowed from

geometry and algebra, and other mathematical practices.

How easily does an expert geometrician with one glance of

hiseye take in a complicated diagram made up of many lines

and circles, angles and arches ? How readily does he judge

of it, whether the demonstration designed by it be true or

false ? It was by degrees he arrived at this stretch of un

derstanding : He began with a single line or a point ; he

joined two lines in an angle ; he advanced to triangles and

squares, polygons and circles: Thus the powers of his un

derstanding were stretched and augmented daily, till by di

ligence and regular application, he acquired this extensive

faculty of mind .

But this advantage does not belong only to mathematical

learning. If we apply ourselves at first in any science to

clear and single ideas, and never hurry ourselves on to the

following and more complicated parts of knowledge till we

thoronghly understand the foregoing, we may practise the

same method of enlarging the capacity of the soul with

success in any one of the sciences, or in the affairs of life and

religion .

Beginning with A, B , C , and making syllables out of leto

ters, and words out of syllables, has been the foundation of

all that glorious superstructure of arts and sciences which

have enriched the minds and libraries of the learned world

in several ages. These are the first steps by which the am

ple and capacious souls among mankind have arrived at

that prodigious extent of knowledge, which renders them

the wonder and glory of the nation where they live. Though

Plato and Cicero, Descartes and Mr Boyle, Mr Locke and

N
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Sir Isaac Newton , were doubtless favoured by nature with a

genius of uncommon amplitude; yet in their early years

and first attempts of science, this was but limited and nar

row in comparison of what they attained at last. But how

vast and capacious were those powers which they afterwards

acquired by patient attention and watchful observation, by

the pursuit of clear ideas , and a regular method of thinking.

VI. Another means of acquiring this amplitude and ca

pacity of mind is a perusal of difficult entangled questions,

and of the solution of them in any science. Speculative

and ecclesiastical divinity will furnish us with many such

cases and controversies. There are some such difficulties

in reconciling several parts of the epistles of St Paul re.

lating to the Jewish law and the Christian gospel , a happy

solution whereof will require such an extensive view of

things, and the reading of these happy solutions will enlarge

this faculty in younger students. In moral and political

subjects, Puffendorf's Law of Nature and Nations, and se

veral determinations therein , will promote the same ampli

tude of mind . An attendance on public trials and argu

ments in the civil courts of justice will be of good advan

tage for this purpose ; and after a man has studied the

general principles of the law of nature, and the laws of

England, in proper books, the reading the reports of ad

judged cases, collected by men of great sagacity and judg

ment, will richly improve his mind toward acquiring this

desirable amplitude and extent of thought, and more espe

cially in persons of that profession .

CHAP, XVII.

Of Improving the Memory.

MEMORY isa distinctfaculty ofthe mind of man,

very different from perception, judgment, and reason

ing, and its other powers. Then we are said to remember

any thing when the idea of it arises in the mind, with a con

sciousness at the same time that we have had this idea be

fore. Our memory is our natural power of retaining what

welearn, and of recalling it on every occasion. Therefore

we can never be said to remember any thing, whether it be

ideas or propositions, words or things, notions or arguments,

of which we have not had some former idea or perception,

either by sense or imagination, thought or reflection ; but

whatsoever we learn from observation, books, or conversa.
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- tion, &c. it must all be laid up and preserved in the me

mory, if we would make it really useful.

So necessary and so excellent a faculty is the memory of

man, that all other abilities of the mindborrow from hence

their beauty and perfection ; for other capacities of the soul

are almost useless without this . To what purpose are all

our labours in knowledge and wisdom, if we want memory

to preserve and use what we have acquired ? What signify

all other intellectual or spiritual improvements, if they are

lost as soon as they are obtained ? It is memory alone that

enriches the mind, by preserving what our labour and in

dustry daily collect. In a word , there can be neither know -

ledge, nor arts, nor sciences, without memory ; nor can :

there be any improvement of mankind in virtue or morals , -

or the practice of religion , without the assistance and in

fluence of this power. Without memory the soul of man

would be buť a poor, destitute, naked being, with an ever

lasting blank spread over it, except the feeting ideas of the

present moment.

Memory is very useful to those who speak, as well as to

those who learn . It assists the teacher and the orator as

well as the scholar or the hearer. The best speeches and

instructions are almost lost, if those who hear them imme

diately forget them . And those who are called to speak in

public are much better heard and accepted, when they can

deliver their discourse by the help of a lively genius and a

ready memory, than when they are forced to read all that

theywould communicate to their hearers. Reading is cer

tainly a heavier way of the
conveyance of our sentiments ;

and there are very few mere readers who have the felicity •

of penetrating the soul , and awakening the passions of those

who hear by such grace and power of oratory, as the man :

who seems to talk every word from his very heart, and

pours out the riches of hisown knowledge upon the people

round about him by the help of a free and copious memory.

This gives life and spirit to every thing that is spoken, and

has anatural tendency to make a deeper impression on the

minds of men ; it awakens the dullest spirits, causes them

to receive a discourse with more affection and pleasure, and

adds a singular grace and excellency both to the person and

his oration.

A good judgment and a good memory are very different

qualifications. A person may have a very strong , capacious,
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and retentive memory , where the judgment is very poor

and weak ; as sometimes it happens in those who are but

one degree above an idiot, who have manifested an amazing

strength and extent of memory, but have hardly been able

to join or disjoin two or three ideas in a wise and happy

manner, to make a solid rational proposition .

There have been instances of others who have had but a

very tolerable power of memory, yet their judgment has

been of a much superior degree, just and wise , solid and

excellent.

Yet it must be acknowledged, that where a happy me.

mory is found in any person, there is one good foundation

laid for a wise and just judgment of things, wheresoever

the natural genius has any thing of sagacity and brightness

to make a right use of it. A good judgment must always

in some measure depend upon a survey and comparison of

several things together in the mind, and determining the

truth of some doubtful proposition by that survey and come

parison. When the mind has, as it were , set all those va

rious objects present before it, which are necessary to form

a true proposition, or judgment concerning any thing, it

then determines that such and such ideas are to be joined or

disjoined, to be affirmed or denied ; and this in a consistency

and correspondence with all those other ideas or propositions

which anyway relate or belong to the same subject. Now

there can be vo such comprehensive survey ofmanythings

without a tolerable degree of memory ; it is by reviewing

things past we learn to judge of the future: And it happens

sometimes, that if one needful or important object or idea be

absent, the judgment concerning the thing inquired will

thereby become false or mistaken .

You will inquire then, How comes it to pass that there

are some persons who appear in the world of business, as

well as in the world of learning, to have a good judgment,

and have acquired the just character of prudence and wis

dom, and yet have neither a very bright genius nor sagacity

of thought, nor a very happy memory, so that they cannot

set before their minds at once a large scene of ideas in or

Now.we may learn from Penseroso some account of this

You shall scarcely ever find this man forward

in judging and determining things proposed to him ; but he

ys takes time,anddelays, and supsends, and ponders

der to pass a
judgment.

difficulty .
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things naturally, before he passes his judgment : then he

practices a slow meditation, ruminates on the subject, and

thus perhaps in two or three nights and days, rouses and

awakens those several ideas, one after another as he can,

which are necessary in order to judge aright of the thing

proposed , and makes them pass before his review in succesa

sion : this he doth to relieve the want both of a quick sa

gacity of thought, and of a ready memory and speedy re

collection ; and this caution and practice lays the founda .

tion of his just judgment and wise conduct. He surveys

well before he judges.

Whence I cannot but take occasion to infer one good rule

of advice to persons of higher, as well as lower genius, and

of large as well as narrow memories ; viz. that they do not

too hastily pronounce concerning matters of doubt or in

quiry, where there is not an urgent necessity of present acía

tion. The bright genius is ready to be so forward as often

betrays itself into great errors in judgment, speech, and con

duct, without a continual guard upon itself, and using the

bridle of the tongue. And it is by this delay and precaution

that many a person of much lower natural abilities shall

often excel persons of the brightest genius in wisdom and

prudence.

It is often found , that a fine genius has but a feeble me

mory : for where the genius is bright, and the imagination

vivid, the power of memory may be too much neglected,

and lose its improvement. An active fancy readily wan

ders over a multitude of objects, and is continually enter

taining itself with new flying images : It runs through a

number of new scenes or new pages with pleasure, but

without due attention, and seldom suffers itself to dwell

long enough upon any one of them to make a deep im

pression thereof upon the mind, and commit it to lasting

remembrance. This is one plain and obvious reason why

there are some persons of very bright parts and active spi

rits, who have but short and narrow powers of remem

brance ; for, having riches of their own, they are not solicit

ous to borrow,

And as such a quick and various fancy and invention

may be some hinderance to the attention and memory ; so

a mind of a good retentive ability, and which is ever

crowding its memory with things which it learns and reads

continually, may prevent, restrain, and cramp the inven

N 3
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tion itself. The memory of Lectorides is ever ready upon

all occasions to offer to his mind something out of other

men's writings or conversations, and is presenting him with

the thoughts of other persons perpetually : thus the man

who had naturally a good flowinginvention does not suffer

himself to pursue his own thoughts. Some persons who

have been blessed by nature with sagacity, and no con

temptible genius, have too often forbid the exercise of it,

by tying themselves down to the memory of the volumes

they have read, and the sentiments of other men contained

in them.

Where the memory has been almost constantly employing

itself in scraping together new acquirements, and where

there has not been a judgment sufficient to distinguish what

things were fit to be recommended andtreasured up in the

memory, and what things were idle, useless, or needless, the

mind has been filled with a wretched heap and hotch - potch

of words or ideas, and the soul may be said to have had

large possessions, but no true riches .

I have’read in some of Mr Milton's writings a very beau .

tiful simile, whereby he represents the books of the fathers,

as they are called in the Christian church. Whatsoever,

(saith he) Old Time, with his huge drag- net, has conveyed

down to us along the stream of ages, whether it be shells or

shell-fish, jewels or pebbles, sticks or straws, sea -weeds or

mud, these are the ancients, these are the fathers. The

case is much the same with the memorial possessions of the

greatest part of mankind. A few useful things perhaps,

mixed and confounded with many trifles, and all manner of

rubbish, fill up their memories, and compose their intellec

tual possessions. It is a great happiness, therefore, to disa

tinguish things aright, and to lay up nothing in the memory

but what has somejust value in it, and is worthy to be num

bered as a part of our treasure .

Whatsoever improvements arise to the mind of man from

the wise exercise of his own reasoning powers, these may

be called his proper manufactures ; and whatsoever he bor

rows from abroad, these may be termed his foreign treasures ;

both together make a wealthy and happy mind.

How many excellent judgments and reasonings are framed

in the mind of a man of wisdom and study in a length of

years : How many worthy and admirable notions has he

been possessed of in häs life , both by his own reasonings, and
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by his prudent and laborious collections in the course of his

reading ? But alas ! how many thousands of them vanish

away again, and are lost in empty air ,for want of a stronge

er and more retentive memory ? When a young practi

tionerin the law was once said to contest a pointof debate

with that great lawyer in the last age, Sergeant Maynard ,

he is reported to have answered him , Alas! young man, I

have forgot much more law than ever thou hast learnt or

read .

What an unknown and unspeakable happiness would it

be to a man ofjudgment, and who is engaged in the pursuit

of knowledge, if hehad but a power of stamping all his own

best sentiments upon his memory in some indelible charace

ters ; and if he could but imprint every valuable paragraph

and sentiment of the most excellent authors he has read up

on his mind, with the same speed and facility with which

he read them ? If a man of good genius and sagacity could

but retain and survey all those numerous, those wise and

beautiful ideas at once, which have ever passed through his

thoughts upon any one subject, how admirably would he be

furnished to pass a just judgment about all present objects

and occurrences ? Whata glorious entertainment would fill

and felicitate his spirit, if hecould grasp all these in a single

survey ; as the skilful eye of a painter runs over a fine and

complicate piece of history wrought by the hand of a Titian

or a Raphael, views the whole scene at once, and feeds him

self with the extensive delight ? But these are joys that do

not belong to mortality.

Thus far I have indulged some loose and unconnected

thoughts and remarks with regard to the different powers

of wit, memory, and judgment; for it was very difficult to

throw them into a regular form or method without more

room . . Let us now, with more regularity, treat of the me

Though the memory be a natural faculty of the mind of

man, and belongs to spirits which are not incarnate, yet it

is greatly assisted or hindered, and much diversified by the

brain or the animal nature, to which the soul is united in

this present state . But what part of the brain that is,

wherein the images of things lie treasured up, is very hard

for us to determine with certainty. It is most probable

that those very fibres, pores, or traces of the brain, which

assist at the first idea or perception of any object, are the

mory alone.

1
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same which assist also at the recollection of it : and then it

will follow that the memory has no special part of the brain

devoted to its own service, but uses all those parts in gene

ral which subserve our sensations, as well as our thinking

and reasoning powers.

As the memory grows and improves in young persons

from their childhood, and decays in old age , so it may be

increased by art, and labour, and proper exercise ; or it may

be injured and quite spoiled by sloth , or by a disease, or a

stroke on the head. There are some reasonings on this

subject which make it evident, that the goodness of a me

mory depends, in a great degree, upon the consistence and

the temperature of that part of the brain which is appointed

to assist the exercise of all our sensible and intellectual fa .

culties.

So for instance in children ; they perceive and forget a

hundred things in anhour ; the brain is so soft that it re .

ceives immediately all the impressions like water or liquid

mud, and retains scarcely anyof them : all thetraces, forms,

or images, which are drawn there, are immediately effaced

or closed up again , as though you wrote with your finger on

the surface of a river, or on a vessel of oil.

On the contrary, in old age, men have a very feeble re

membranceof things that were done of late, i. e. the same

day, or week, or year ; the brain is grown so hard that the

present images or strokes make little or no impression, and

therefore they immediately vanish : Prisco, in his seventy

eighth year, will tell long stories of things done when he

was in the battle at the Boyne almost fifty years ago, and

when he studied at Oxford seven years before ; for those

impressions were made when the brain was more suscep

tive of them ; they have been deeply engraven at the proper

season , and therefore they remain . But words or things

which he lately spoke or did , they are immediately forgot

ten, because the brain is now grown more dry and solid in

its consistence, and receives not much more impression than

if you wrote with your finger on a floor of clay, or a plas

tered wall .

But in the middle stage of life, or it may be from fifteen

to fifty years of age, the memory is generally in its hap

piest state, the brain easily receives, and long retains the

images and traces which are impressed upon it, and the na

tural spirits are more active to range theselittle infinite un
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known figures of things in their proper cells or cavities, to

preserve and recollectthem.

Whatsoever therefore keeps the brain in its best temper

and consistence, may be a help to preserve the memory ;

bụt excess of wine, or luxury of any kind, as well as excess

in the studies of learning or the business of life, may over.

whelm thememory, by overstraining and weakening the

fibres of the brain, over -wasting the spirits, injuring the

true consistence of that tender substance, and confounding

the images that are laid up there.

A good memory has these several qualifications : ( 1.) It

is ready to receive and admit with great ease the various

ideas both of words and things which are learnt ortaught.

(2.) It is large and copious to treasure up these ideas in

great number and variety. (3. ) It is strong and durable to

retain for a considerable time those words or thoughts which

are committed to it. (4.) It is faithful and active to suggest

andrecollect, upon every proper occasion, all those words

or thoughts which have been recommended to its care , or

treasured up in it .

Now in every one of these qualifications, a memory may

be injured, or may be improved ; yet I shall not insist dis

tinctly on these particulars, but only in general propose a

few rules or directions, whereby this noble faculty ofme

mory, in all its branches and qualifications, may bepresery

ed or assisted, and shew what are the practices that both

by reason and experience have been found of happy influe

ence to this
purpose.

There is one great and general direction which belongs to

the improvement of other powers as well as of the memory ,

and that is, to keep it always in due and proper exercise.

Many acts by degrees form a habit, and thereby the ability

or power is strengthened, and made more ready to appear

again in action . Our memories should be used and inured

from childhood to bear a' moderate quantity of knowledge

let into them early , and they will thereby become strong

for use and service. As any limb well and duly exercised

grows stronger, the nerves of the body are corroborated

thereby. Milo took up a calf, and daily carried it on his

shoulders : as the calf grew his strength grew also , and he

at last arrived at firmness of joints enough to bear the bull,

Ourmemories will be in a great measure moulded and

formed, improved or injured , according to the exercise of
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them. If we never use them, they will be almost lost.

Those who are wont to converse or read about a few things

only, will retain but a few in their memory : Those who are

used to remember things but for an hour, and charge their

memories with it no longer, will retain them but an hour

before theyvanish. And let words be remembered as well

as things, that so you may acquire a copia verborum as well

as rerum , and be more ready to express your mind on all

occasions.

Yet there should be a caution given in some cases. The

memory of a child , or any infirm person, should not be

overburdened ; for a limb or joint may be overstrained by

being too much loaded, and its natural power never be re

covered. Teachers should wisely judge of the power and

constitution of youth, and impose no more on them than

they are able to bear with cheerfulness and improvement.

And particularly they should take care thatthe memory

of the learner be not too much crowded with a tumultuous

heap or overbearing multitude of documents or ideas at one

time: This is the way to remember nothing ; one idea ef

faces another. An overgreedy grasp does not retain the

Jargest handful. But it is the exercise of memory with

due moderation that is one general rule towards the im

provement of it.

The particular rules are such as these :

1. Due attention and diligence to learn and know things

which we would commit to our remembrance, is a rule of

great necessity in this case. When the attention is strongly

fixed to any particular subject, all that is said concerning it

makes a deeper impression upon the mind.

some persons who complain they cannot remember divine

or human discourses which they hear, when in truth their

thoughts are wandering half the time, or they hear with

such coldness and indifferency , and a trifling temper of

spirit, that it is no wonder the things which are read or

spoken make but a slight impression on the brain , and get

no firm footing in the seat of memory , but soon vanish and

are lost.

It is needful therefore, if we would maintain a long re

membrance of the things which we read or hear, that we

should engage our delight and pleasure in those subjects,

and use the other methods which are before prescribed, in

order to fix the attention . Sloth , indolence, and idleness,

a

There are
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will no more bless the mind with intellectual riches, than

it will fill the hand with gain," the field with corn, or the

purse with treasure.

Let it be added also, that not only the slothful and the

negligent deprive themselves of proper knowledge for the

furniture of their memory, but such as appear to have active

spirits, who are ever skimming over the surface of things

with a volatile temper, will fixnothing in their mind. Vas

rio will spend whole mornings in running over loose and

unconnected pages, and withfresh curiosity is ever glancing

over new words and ideas that strike his present fancy ; he

is fluttering over a thousand objects of art and science, and

yet treasures up but little knowledge. There must be the

labour and the diligence of close attention to particular sub

jects of thought and inquiry, which only can impress what

we read or think of upon the remembering faculty in man,

2. Clear and distinct apprehension of the things which

we commit to memory is necessary in order to make them

stick and dwell there. If we would remember words, or

learn the names of persons or things, we should have them

recommended to our memory by clear and distinct pronun

ciation, spelling, or writing. If we would treasure up the

ideas of things, notions, propositions, arguments, and scien

ces, these should be recoinmended also to our memory by a

clear and distinct perception of them . Faint, glimmering,

and confused ideas will vanish like images seen in twilight.

Every thing which we learn should be conveyed to the un

derstanding in the plainest expressions, without any ambi

guity, that we maynot mistake what we desire to remember.

This is a general rule whether we would employ the memory

about words or things, though it must be confessed that mere

sounds and words are much harder to get by heart than the

knowledge of things and real images .

For this reason , take heed (as I have often before warned, )

that
you do not take up with words instead of things, nor

mere sounds instead of real sentiments and ideas. Many a

lad forgets what has been taught him , merely because he

never well understood it ; he never clearly and distinctly

took in the meaning of those sounds and syllables which he

was required to get by heart .

This is one true reason why boys make so poor a pro

ficiency in learning the Latin tongue, under masters who

teach them by grammars and rules written in Latin, of
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up

which I have spoken before. And this is a common case

with children when they learn theircatechisms in their early

days. The language and the sentiments conveyed in those

catechisms are far above the understanding of creatures of

that age, and they have no tolerable ideas under the words.

This makes the answers much harder to be remembered,

and in truth they learn nothing but words without ideas ;

and if they are ever so perfect in repeating the words, yet

they know nothing of divinity.

And for this reason it is a necessary rule in teaching chile

dren the principles of religion , that they should be expressed

in very plain, easy, and familiar words, brought as low as

possible down to their understandings, according to their

different ages and capacities, and thereby they will obtain

some useful knowledge when the words are treasured in

their memory, because at the same time they will treasure

up those divine ideas too.

3. Method and regularity in the things we commit to me

mory
is necessary , in order to make them take more effectual

possession ofthemind, and abide there long. A: «nuch as

systematical learning is decried by some vain and humorous

triflers of the age, it iscertainly thehappiest way to furnish

the mind with a variety of knowledge.

Whatsoever you would trust to your memory , let it be

disposed in a proper method, connected well together, and

referred to distinct and particular heads or classes, both ge.

neral and particular. An apothecary's boy will much sooner

learn all the medicines in his master's shop, when they are

ranged in boxes or on shelves according to their distinct na.

tures (whether herbs, drugs, or minerals, whether leaves or

roots, whether chemical or Galenical preparations, whether

simple or compound, &c. ) and when they are placed in some

order according to their nature, their fluidity or their con

sistence, &c. in phials, bottles, gallipots, cases, drawers, &c.

So the genealogy of a family is more easily learnt when you

begin at some great grandfather as the root, and distinguish

the stock, the large boughs, the lesser branches, the twigs,

and the buds, till you come down to the present infants of

the house. And indeed all sorts of arts and sciences taught

in a method something of this kind, are more happily com

mitted to the mind or memory.

I might give another plain simile to confirm the truth of

this. What horse or carriage can take up and bear away all
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the various, rude, and unwieldy loppings of a branchy tree

at once ? But if they are divided yet further, so as to be

laid close, and bound up in a more uniform manner into se

veral faggots, perhaps those loppings may be all carried as

one single load or burden .

The mutual dependence of things on each other help the

memory of both . A wise connection of the parts of a dis

course, in a rational method, gives great advantage to the

reader or hearer in order to his remembrance of it. There

fore many mathematical demonstrations ina long train may

be remembered much better than a heap of sentences which

have no connection . The book of Proverbs, at least from

the tenth chapter and onwards, is much harder to remember

than the book of Psalms, for this reason ; and some Chris

tians have told me, that they remember what is written in

the Epistle to the Romans, and that to the Hebrews, much

better than many others of the sacred epistles, because there

is more exact method and connection observed in them.

He that would learn to remember a sermon which he

hears, should acquaint himself by degrees with the method in

which the several important parts of it are delivered . It is

a certain fault in a multitudeof preachers, that they utterly

neglect method in their harangues : or at least, they refuse

to render their method visible and sensible to the hearers.

One would be tempted to think it was for fear lest their audi

tors should remember too much oftheirsermons, and prevent

their preaching them three or four times over ; but I have

candour enough to persuade myself that the true reason is,

they imagineit to be a more modish way of preaching with

out particulars ; I am sure it is a much more useless one.

And it would be of great advantage, both to the speaker

and hearer, to have discourses for the pulpit cast into a plain

and easy method, and the reasons or inferences ranged in a

proper order, and that under the words,first, secondly, and

thirdly, however they may be now fancied to sound unpolite

or unfashionable : but Archbishop Tillotson did not think

so in his days. Et to beto

4. A frequent review and careful repetition ofthe things

we would learn, and an abridgment of them in a narrow

compass for this end, has a great influence to fix them in

the memory ; therefore it is, that the rules of grammar, and

useful examples of the variation of words, and the peculiar

forms of speech in any language, are so often appointed by
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the master as lessons for the scholars to be frequently repeat

ed ; and they are contracted into tables for frequentreview ,

that what isnot fixed in the mind at first may be stamped

upon the memory by a perpetual survey and rehearsal.

Repetition is so very useful a practice, that Mnemon ,

even from his youth to his old age ,never read a book with

out making some small points, dashes, or hooks in the mar

gin to mark what parts of the discourse were proper for a

review ; and whenhe came to the end of a section or chap

ter, he always shut his book, and recollected all the senti

ments or expressions he had remarked, so that hecould give

a tolerable analysis and abstract of every treatise he had

read, just after he had finished it. Thence he became so

well furnished with a rich variety of knowledge.

Even when a person is hearing a sermon or lecture, he

may give his thoughts leave now and then to step back so

far as to recollect the several heads of it from the begin

ning, two or three times before the lecture or sermon is

finished ; the omission or the loss of a sentence or two among

the amplifications is richly cornpensated by preservingin the

mind the method and order of the wholediscourse in the

most important branches of it.

If we would fix in the memory the discourses we hear, or

what we design to speak, let us abstract them into brief

compends, and review them often. Lawyers and divines

have need of such assistances ; they write down short notes

or hints of the principal heads of what they desire to com

mit to their memory, in order to preach orplead ; for such

abstracts and epitomes may be reviewed much sooner, and

the several amplifying sentiments orsentences will be more

easily invented or recollected in their proper places. The

art of short-hand is of excellent use for this as well as other

purposes. It must beacknowledged that those who scarcely

ever take a pen in their hands towrite short notes or hints

of what they are to speak or learn, who never try to cast

things into method, or to contract the survey of them, in

order to commit them to their memory , had need to have a

degree of that natural power of retaining and recol.

lecting what they read or hear, or intend to speak.

Do not plunge yourself into other business or studies,

amusements or recreations, immediately after you have at

tended upon instruction, ifyou can wellavoid it. Get time,

if possible, to recollect thethings you have heard, that they
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may not be washed all away from the mind by a torrent

of other occurrences or engagements, nor lost in the crowd

or clamour of other loud and importunate affairs.

Talking over the things which you have read with your

companions, on the first proper opportunity you have for it,

is a most useful manner of review or repetition , in order to

fix them upon the mind. Teach them your younger friends,

in order to establish your own knowledge while you com

municate it to them . The animal powers of your tongue

and of your ear, as well as your intellectual faculties, willall

join together to help the memory. Hermetas studied hard

in a remote corner of the land, and in solitude, yet he be

came a very learned man. He seldom was so happy as to

enjoy suitable society at home, and therefore he talked over

to the fields and the woods in the evening what he had been

reading in the day , and found so considerable advantage by

this practice, that he recommended it to all his friends, since

he could set his probatum to it for seventeen years.

5. Pleasure and delight in the things we learn givesgreat

assistance towards the remembrance of them . Whatsoever ,

therefore, we desire that a child should commit to his me

mory , make it as pleasant to him as possible ; endeavour to

search his genius and his teinper ; and let him take in the

instructions you give him , or the lessons you appoint him ,

as far as may be, in a way suited to his naturalinclination .

Fabellus would never learn any moral lessons till they were

moulded into the form of some fiction or fable like those of

Æsop, or till they put on the appearance of a parable, like

those wherein ourblessed Saviour taughtthe ignorant world ;

then he remembered well the emblematical instructions that

were given him , and learnt to practise the moral sense and

meaning of them. Young Spectorius was taught virtue by

setting before him avariety ofexamples of the variousgood

qualities in human life ; and he was appointed daily to re

peat some story of this kind out of Valerius Maximus. The

same lad was early instructed to avoid the common vices

and follies of youth in the same manner. This is a-kin to

the method whereby the Lacedæmonians trained up their

children to hate drunkenness and intemperance ; viz. by

bringing a drunken man into theircompany, and shewing

them what a beast he had made of himself. Such visible

and sensible forms of instruction will make long and useful

impressions upon the memory .
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Children may be taught to remember many things in a

way of sport and play. Some young creatures have learnt

their letters and syllables, and the pronouncing and spelling

of words, by having them pasted or written upon many

little flat tables ordies. Some have been taught vocabu

Jaries of different languages, having a word on one tongue

written on one side of these tablets, and the same word in

another tongue on the other side of them .

There might be also many entertaining contrivances for

the instruction of children in several things relating to geo

metry, geography, and astronomy, in such alluring andlusorý

methods, which would make a most agreeable and lasting

impression on their minds.

6. The memory of useful things may receive considerable

aid if they are thrown into verse. For the numbers, and mea .

sures, and rhyme, according to the poesy of different lan

guages, have a considerable influence upon mankind both to

make them receive with more ease the things proposed to

their observation , and preserve them longer in their remem

brance. How many are there of the common affairs ofhu

man life, which have been taught in early years by the help

of rhyme, and have been like nails fastened in a sure place,

and rivetted by daily use ?

So the number of the days of each month are engraven

on the memory of thousands by these four lines :

Thirty days hath September,

June, April, and November ;

Februarytwenty - eight alone,

And all the resi have thirty -one.

So lads have been taught frugality by surveying and

judging of their own expences by these three lines:

Compute the pence but of one day's expence,

Somany pounds and angels, groats and pence,

Are spent in one whole year's circumference,

For the number of days in a year is three hundred and

sixty - five, which number of pence makes one pound, one

angel, one groat, and one penny.

So have rules of health been prescribed in the book called

Schola Salernitana, and many a person has preserved himsel

doubtless from evening gluttony, and the pains and diseases

consequent upon it, by these two lines.

A
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Ex magna cæna stomachofit maxima pæna :

Ut sis nocte levis, fit tibi cæna brevis.

Englished :

To be easy all night,

Let your supper be light ;

Or else you'll complain

Of a stomach in pain.

And a hundred proverbial sentences in various languages

are formed into rhyme or a verse, whereby they are made

to stick upon the memory of old and young.

It is from this principle that moral rules have been cast

into a poetic mould from all antiquity. So the golden verses

of the Pythagoreans in Greek ; Cato's distiches De Moribus

in Latin ; Lilly's precepts to scholars, called Qui mihi, with

many others ; and this has been done with very good success.

A line or two of this kind recurring on the memory, have

often guarded youth from a temptation to vice and folly, as

well as put them in mind of their present duty .

It is for this reason also, that the genders, declensions,

and variations of nouns and verbs have been taught in verse

by those who have complied with the prejudice of long cus

tom , to teach English children the Latin tongue by rules

written in Latin ; and truly those rude heaps of words and

terminations of anunknown tongue would have never been

so happily learnt by heart by a hundred thousand boys

without this smoothing artifice ; nor indeed do I know any

thing else that can be said with good reason to excuse or

relieve the obvious absurdities ofthis practice.

When you would remember new things or words, endea

your to associate and connect them with some words or things

which you have well known before, and which were fixed

and established in your memory. This association of ideas

is of great importanceand force, and may be of excellent use

in many instances of human life. One idea, which is famia

liar to the mind, connected with others which are new and

strange, will bring those new ideas into easy remembrance.

Maronides had got the first hundred lines of Virgil's Æneis

printed upon his memory so perfectly, that he knew not

only the order and number of every verse from one to a

hundred in perfection , but the order and number of every

word in each verse also ; and by this means he would un.

03
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dertake to remember two or three hundred names of per

sons or things by some rational or fantastic connection be

tween some word in the verse, and some letter, syllable,

property, or accident of the name or thing to be remem

bered, even though they had been repeated but once or

twice at most inhis hearing. Animato practised much

the same art of memory by getting the Latin names of

twenty-two animals into his head according to the alphabet ;

viz. asinús, basiliscus, canis, draco, elephas, felis, gryphus,

hircus,juvencus, leo, mulus, noctua, ovis, panthera, quadrupes,

rhinoceros, simia , taurus, ursus, xiphias, hyæna, or yæna ,

zibetta . Most of these he divided also into four parts, viz.

head and body, feet, fins or wings, and tail, and by some

arbitrary or chimerical attachment of each of these to a

word or thing which he desired to remember, he committed

them to the care of his memory, and that with good success.

It is also by this association of ideas that we may better

imprint any new idea upon the memory, by joining with it

some circumstance of the time, place, company, & c. where

in we first observed, heard, or learnt it. If we would re

cover an absent idea, it is useful to recollect those circum

stances of time, place, &c. The substance will many times

be recovered and brought to the thought by recollecting

the shadow : A man recurs to our fancy by remembering

his garment, his size or stature, his office or employment,

& c. A beast, bird, or fish, by its colour, figure, or mo

tion , by the cage, or court- yard, or cistern , wherein it was

kept.

To this head also we may refer that remembrance of

names and things which may be derived from our recollec

tion of their likeness to other things which we know ;

either their resemblance in name, character, form , accident,

or any thing that belongs to them. An idea or word which

has been lost or forgotten, has been often recovered by

hitting upon some other kindred word or idea, which has

the nearest resemblance to it , and that in the letters, syl

lables, or sound of the name, as well as properties of the

thing.

If we would remember Hippocrates, or Galen, or Para .

celsus, think of a physician's name beginning with H, G, or

P. If we shall remember Ovidius Naso, wemay represent

a man with a great nose ; if Plato , wemay think upon a per

-
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son with large shoulders ; if Chrispus, we shall fancy ano

ther with curled hair ; and so of other things.

And sometimes a new or strange idea may be fixed in the

memory,by considering its contrary or opposite. So if we

cannot hit on the word Goliath, the remembrance of David

may recover it ; or the name of a Trojan man be recovered

by thinking of a Greek , &c.

8. In such cases, wherein it may be done, seek after a

local memory , or a remembrance of what you have readby

the side or page where it is written or printed ; whether

the right or the left, whether at the top, the middle, or the

bottom ; whether at the beginning of a chapter or a para

graph, or the end of it. It has been some advantage, for

this reason , to accustom one's self to books of the same edi.

tion ; and it has been of constant and special use to divines

and private Christians, to be furnished with several Bibles of

the same edition, that wheresoever they are, whether in

their chamber, parlour, or study, in the younger or elder

years of life, they may find the chapters and verses stand

ing in the same parts of the page.

This is also a great conveniency to be observed by prin

ters in the new editions of Grammars, Psalms, Testaments,

&c. to print every chapter, paragraph, or verse , in the same

part of the page as the former, that so it mayyield an hap

py assistance to those young learners, who find and even

feel the advantage of a local memory .

9. Let every thing we desire to remember, be fairly and

distinctly written and divided into periods, with large cha

racters in the beginning ; for by this means we shall the

more readily imprint the matter and words on our minds,

and recollect them with a glance, the more remarkable the

writing appears to the eye. This sense conveys the ideas

to the fancy better than any other ; and what we have seen

is not so soon forgotten as what we have only heard. What

Horace affirms of the mind or passions may be said also of

the memory.

Segnius irritant animos demissa per aurum

Quam quæ sunt oculis subjecta fidelibus, et quæ

Ipse sibi tradit spectator.

Applied thus in English :

Sounds which address the ear, are lost and die

In one short hour ; but that which strikes the eye
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Lives long upon the mind ; the faithful sight

Engravesthe knowledge with a beam of light.

For the assistance of weak memories, the first letters of

words of every period, in every page, may be written in

distinct colours ; yellow, green, red, black, &c. and if you

observe the same order of coloursin the following sentences,

it may be still the better. This will make a great impres

sion, and may much aid the memory.

Under this head we may take notice of the advantage

which the memory gains, by having the several objects of

our learning drawn out into schemes and tables ; matters

of mathematical science and natural philosophy are not only

let into the understanding, but preserved in the memory by

figures and diagrams. The situation of the several parts

of the earth are better learnt by one day's conversing with

a map or a sea-chart, than by mere reading the description

of their situation a hundred times over in books of geogra

phy. So the constellations in astronomy, and their posi

tion in the heavens, are more easily remembered by hemi

spheres of the stars well drawn . It is by having such sort

of memorials, figures, and tables hung round our studies,

or places of residence or resort, that our memory of these

things will be greatly assisted and improved, as I have

shewn at large in the twentieth chapter of the Use of the

Sciences.

I might add here also, that once writing over what we.

design to remember, and giving due attention to what we

write, will fix it more in the mind than reading it five times.

And in the same manner, if we had a plan of the naked

lines of longitude and latitude, projected on the meridian

printed for this use, a learner might much more speedily

advance himself in the knowledge of geography by his own

drawing the figures of all the parts of the world upon it by

imitation , than by many dayssurvey of a map of the world

so printed . The same also may be said concerning the

constellations of heaven drawn by the rner on a naked

projection of the circles of the sphere upon the plane of the

equator.

10. It has sometimes been the practice ofmen to imprint

names or sentences on their memory, by taking the first let

ters of every word of that sentence, or of those names, and

making a new word out of them. So the name of the Mac
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cabees is borrowed from the first letters of the Hebrew

words which make that sentence, Mi Camoka Baelim

Jehovah, i. e. Who is like thee among the gods ? Which

was written on their banners. Jesus Christ, our Saviour,

hath been called a fish , in Greek IxoYE, by the fathers,

because these are the first letters of those Greek words,

Jesus Christ, God's Son, the Saviour. So the word

vibgyor teaches us to remember the order of the seven

original colours, as they appear by the sun-beams cast

through a prism on white paper, or formed by the sun

in a rainbow , according to the different refrangibility of

the rays, viz. violet, indigo, blue, green , yellow , orange,

and red.

In this manner the Hebrew grammarians teach their stu .

dents to remember the letters which change their natural

pronunciation by the inscription of a dagesh, by gathering

these six letters, beth, gimel, daleth , caph, pe,and thau,

into the word begadchephat ; and that they might not for

get the letters namedquiescent, viz. a , h, v, and i, they are

joined in the word ahevi. So the universal and particular

propositions in logic, are remembered by the words, barbara,

celarent, Darii, fc.

Other artificial helps to memory may be just mentioned

here.

Dr Grey, in his book called Memoria Technica, has ex

changed the figures, 1 , 2 , 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, for some con

sonants, b, d , t, f, l , y, p , k , n , and some vowels, a, e , i, o , u ,

and several dipthongs, and thereby formed words that de

note numbers which may be more easily remembered ; and

Mr Lowe has improved his scheme, in a small pamphlet

called Mnemonicsdelineated, whereby in seven leaves he

has comprized almost an intinity of things in science and in

common life, and reduced them to a sort of measure like

Latin verse ; though the words may be supposed to be very

barbarous, being such a mixture of vowels and consonants

as are very unfit for harmony.

But after all , the very writers on this subject have con

fessed , that several of these artificial helps of memory are

so cumbersome, as not to be suitable to every temper or per

son ; nor are they of any use for the delivery of a dis

course by memory, nor of much service in learning the

sciences : but they may be sometimes practised for the as
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sisting our remembrance of certain sentences, numbers, or

names .

CH A P. XVIII.

OfDetermining a Question .

1. WHEN a subject is proposed to your thoughts, consider

whether it be knowable at all or not ; and then

whether it be not above the reach of your inquiry and

knowledge in the present state ; and remember that it is a

great waste of time to bury yourselves too much amongst

unsearchables : the chief use of these studies is to keep the

mind humble, by finding its own ignorance and weakness.

II. Consider again whether the matter be worthy of

your inquiry at all ; and then how far it may be worthy

of your present search and labour, according to your age,

your time of life, your station in the world , your capacity ,

your profession, your chief design and end. There are

many things worth inquiry to one man, which are not so

to another ; and there are things that may deserve the study

of the same person in one part of life, which would be im .

proper or impertinent at another. To read books of the

art of preaching, or disputes about church -discipline,are pro

per for a theological student in the end of his academical

studies, but not at the beginning of them. Topursue ma

thematical studies very largelymay be useful for a profese

sor of philosophy, but not for a divine.

III. Consider whether the subject of your inquiry. be easy

or difficult ; whether you have sufficient foundation or skill ,

furniture and advantages, for the pursuit of it. It would

be madness for a young statuary to attempt at first to carve

a Venus or Mercury, and especially without proper tools.

And it is equal folly for a man to pretend to make great

improvements in natural philosophy without due experi

ments .

IV. Consider whether the subject be any ways useful or

not before you engage in the study of it ; often put this

question to yourselves, Cui bono ? to what purpose? What

end will it attain ? Is it for the glory of God , for the good

ofmen, for yourown advantage, for the removal of any natu

ral or moral evil, for the attainment of any natural or mo

ral good ? Will the profit be equal to the labour . There
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are many subtile impertinences learnt in the schools ; many

painful trifles even among the mathematical theorems and

problems; many difficiles ungæ , or laborious follies of va

rious kinds, which some ingenious inen have been engaged

in. A due reflection upon these things will call the mind

away from vain amusements, and save much time.

V. Consider what tendency it has to make you wiser

and better, as well as to make you more learned ; and those

questions which tend to wisdom and prudence in our con

duct among men, as well as piety toward God, are doubt

less more important and preferable beyond all those inqui.

ries which only improve our knowledge in mere specula

tions.

VI. If the question appearto be well worth your diligent

application, and you are furnished with the necessary requis

sites to pursue it, then consider whether it be drest up and

entangled in more words than is needful, and contain or in

clude more complicated ideas than is necessary ; and if so ,

endeavour to reduce it to a greater simplicity and plainness,

which will make the inquiry and argument easier and plain

er all the way.

VII . If it be stated in an improper, obscure, or irregular

form , it may be meliorated by changing the phrase, or trans

posing the parts of it ; but be careful always to keep the

grand and important point of inquiry the same in your new

stating the question. Little tricks and deceits of sophistry

by sliding in , or leaving out such words as entirely change

the question, should be abandoned and renounced by all fair

disputants and honest searchers after truth.

The stating a question with clearness and justice goes a

great way many times toward the answering it. The great

est part of true knowledge lies in a distinct perception of

things which are in themselves distinct ; and some men give

more light and knowledge by the bare stating of the question

with perspicuity and justice, than others by talking of it

in gross confusion for whole hours together.
To state a

question is but to separate and disentangle the parts of it

from one another, as well as from everything which doth not

concern the question, and then to lay the disentangled parts

of the question in due order and method . Oftentimes with

out more ado this fully resolves the doubt, and shews the

mind where the truth lies, without argument or dispute.

VIII. If the question relate to an axiom or first principle
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of truth , remember that a long train of consequences may

depend upon it, therefore it should not be suddenly admitted

orreceived .

It is not enough to determine the truth of a proposition,

much less to raise itto the honour of an axiom or first prin

ciple, to say, that it has been believed through many ages,

that it has been received by many nations, that it is almost

universally acknowledged, or nobody denies it, that it is es

tablished by human laws, or that temporal penalties or re

proaches will attend the disbelief of it.

IX. Nor is it enough to forbid any proposition the title

of an axiom , because it has been denied by some persons,

and doubted of by others; for some persons have been un

reasonably credulous, and others have been as unreasonably

sceptical. Then only should a proposition be called an

axiom or a self -evident truth, when, by a moderate attention

to the subject and predicate, their connection appears in so

plain a light,and so clear an evidence, as needs no third

idea, or middle term, to prove them to be connected.

X. While you are in search after truth in questions of

a doubtful nature, or such asyou have not thoroughly ex

amined, keep up a just indifference to either side of the

question, if you would be led honestly into the truth ; for

a desire or inclination of leaning to eitherside, biasses the

judgment strangely ; whereas, by this indifference for every

thing but truth, you will be excited toexamine fairly, in .

stead of presuming, and your assent will be secured from

going beyond your evidence.

XI. For the most part people are born to their opinions ;

and never question the truthof what their family , or their

country, ortheir party profess. They clothe their minds as

they do their bodies, after the fashion in vogue ; nor one of

a hundred ever examines their principles. It is suspected

oflukewarmness to suppose examination necessary ; and it

will be charged as a tendency to apostacy if we go about to

examine them . Persons are applauded for presuming they

are in the right, and (as Mr Locke saith ) he that considers

and inquires into the reason of things, is counted a foe to

orthodoxy, because possibly he may deviate from some of

the received doctrines . And thus men, without any industry

or acquisition of their own , (lazy and idle as they are,) in .

herit local truths, i. e. the truths of that place where they

live, and are inured to assent without evidence.
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Thishath a long and unhappy influence; for if a mancan

bring his mind once to be positive and fierce for propositions

whose evidence he hath never examined, and that in matters

of the greatest concernment, he will naturally follow this

short and easy way ofjudging and believingin cases of less

moment, andbuild all his opinions upon insufficient grounds.

XII . In determining a question, especially when it is a

matter of difficulty and importance , do not take up with

partial examination, but turn your thoughts on all sides, to

gather in all the light you can toward the solution of it..

Take time, and use all the helps that are to be attained bee

fore you fully determine, except only where present neces .

sity of action calls for speedy determination.

If you would know what may be called a partial exami

nation, take these instances : viz.

When you examine an object of sense, or inquire into

some matter of sensation at too great a distance from the

object, or in an inconvenient situation of it, or under any

indisposition of the organs, or any disguise whatsoever relat

ing to the medium or theorgan of the object itself ; or when

you examine it by the sense only, where others might be

employed ; or when you inquire into it by sense only ,withe

out the use of the understanding, and judgment, and reason .

If it be a question which is to be determined by reason

and argument, then your examination is partial, when you

turn the question only in one light, and do not turn it on

all sides ; when you look upon it only in its relations and

aspects to one sort of objects, and not to another ; when you

consider only the advantages of it, and the reasons for it,

and neglect to think of the reasons against it, and never

survey its inconveniences too, when youdetermine on a sud

den, before you have given yourself a due time for weighing

all circumstances, &c.

Again, if it be a question of fact depending upon the re

port or testimony ofmen , your examination is but partial,

when you enquire only what one man or a few say, and

avoid the testimony of others ; when you only ask what

those report who were not eye or ear witnesses, and neglect

those who saw and heard it ; when you content yourself

with mere loose and general talk about it, and never enter

into particulars ; or when there are many who deny the

fact, and you never concern yourself about their reasons for

denying it, but resolve to believe only those who affirm it.

Р
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There is yet further a fault in your partial examination

of any question, when you resolve to determine it by natural

reason only, where you might be assisted by supernatural

revelation ; or when you decide the point by some word or

sentence,or by some part of revelation without comparing

it with other parts, which might give further light and bel

ter help to determine the meaning.

It is also a culpable partiality ifyou examine some doubt

ful or pretended vision or revelation without the use of

reason, or without the use of that revelation which is un

doubted, and sufficiently proved to be divine. These are

all instances ofimperfect examination, and we should never

determine a question by one or two lights, where we may

have the advantage of three or four.

XIII. Take heed lest some darling notion, sume fa

vourite hypothesis, some beloved ine, or some common,

but unexampled opinion, be made a test of the truth or

falsehood of all other propositions about the same subject.

Dare not build much upon such a notion or doctrine till it

be very fully examined,accurately adjusted, and sufficiently

confirmed . Some persons, by indulging such a practice,

have been led into long ranks of errors ; they have found

themselves involved ina train of mistakes, by taking up

some pretty hypothesis or principle, either in philosophy,

politics, orreligion, upon slight and insufficient grounds,

and establishing that as a test and rule by which to judge

of all other things.

XIV. For thesame reason , have a care of suddenly de

termining any one question on which the determination of

any kindred or parallel cases will easily or naturally follow .

Take heed of receiving any wrong turn in your early judg

ment of things, be watchful, as faras possible, against any

false bias which may be given to the understanding, espe

cially in younger years. The indulgence of some one silly

opinion, or the giving credit to onefoolish fable, lays the

mind open to be imposed upon bymany. The ancient Ro.

mans were taught to believe that Romulus and Remus, the

founders of their state and empire, were exposed in the

woods, and nursed by a wolf : this story prepared their

minds for the reception of any tales of the like nature re

lating to other countries. Trogus Pompeiuswould enforce

the belief, that one of the ancient kings of Spain was also

rsed and suckled by a hart, from the fable of Romulus
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and Remus. It was by the same influence they learned to

give up their hopes and fears to omens and soothsaying,

when they were once persuaded that thegreatness
of their

empire, and the glory of Romulus their founder, were pre

dicted by the happy omen of twelve vultures appearing to

him when he sought where to build the city. They readily

received all the following legends of prodigies,.auguries, and

prognostics, for many ages together, with which Livy has

furnished his huge history.

So the child who is once taught to believe any one oc

currence to be a good or evil omen, or any day of the month

or week to be lucky or unlucky, hath a wide inroad made

on the soundness of his understanding in the following judge

ments of his life ; he lies ever open to all the silly impresa

sions and idle tales of nurses , and imbibes many a foolish

story with greediness, which he must unlearn again if ever

bebecome acquainted with truth and wisdom .

XV. Have à care of interesting your warm and religious

zeal in those matters which are not sufficiently evident in

themselves , or which are not fully and thoroughly examined

and proved : for this zeal , whether right or wrong, when it

is once engaged, will have a powerful influence toestablish

your own minds in those doctrines which are really doubts

ful, and to stop up all the avenues of further light. This

will bring upon the soul a sort of sacred awe and dread of

heresy, with divine concern to maintain whatever opi .

nion you have espoused as divine, though perhaps you

have espoused it without any just evidence, and ought to

have renounced it as false and pernicious.

We ought to be zealous for the most important points

of our religion, and to contend earnestly for the faith once

delivered to the saints ; but we ought not to employ this

sacred fervour of spirit in the service of any article, till we

have seen it made out, with plain and strong conviction, that

it is a necessary or important point of faith or practice ; and

is either an evident dictate of the light of nature, or an as

sured article of revelation . Zeal must not reign over the

powers of our understanding, but obey them : God is the

God of light and truth , a God of reason and order, and he

never requires mankind to use their natural faculties amiss

for the support of his cause. Even the most mysterious

and sublime doctrines of revelation are not to be believed

without a just reason for it ; nor should our pious affections
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be engaged in the defence of them , till we have plain and

convincing proof that they are certainly revealed, though

perhaps wemay never in this world attain to such clear

and distinct ideas of them as we desire.

As a warm zealought never to be employed in the de

fence of any revealed truth , till our reason bewell convinced

of the revelation ; so neither should wit and banter, jest and

ridicule, ever be indulged to oppose and assault any doc

trine of professed revelation, till reason has proved they

are not really revealed ; and even then , these methods should

be used very seldom, and with the utmost caution and prue

dence . Raillery and wit were never made to answer our

inquiries after truth, and to determine a question of ra

tional controversy ; though they may sometimes be ser

viceable to expose to contempt those inconsistent follies

which have been first abundantly refuted by argument;

they serve indeed only to cover nonsense with shame,when

reason has first proved it to be mere nonsense.

It is therefore a silly and most unreasonable test which

some of our Deists have introduced to judge of divine re

velation, viz. To try if it will bear ridicule and laughter.

They are effectually beaten in all their combats at thewea

pons of men, that is, reason and argnment ; and it would

not be unjust ( though it is a little uncourtly) to say, that

they would now attack our religion with the talents of a vile

animal, that is, grin and grimace.

I cannot think that a jester or a monkey, a droll or a

puppet, can be proper judges or deciders of controversy.

That which dresses up all things in disguise is not likely to

lead us into any just sentiments about them . Plato or So

crates, Cæsar or Alexander, might have a fool's coat clapt

upon any of them ; and perhaps, in this disguise, neither the

wisdom of the one, nor the majesty of the other, would se

cure them from a sneer ; this treatment would never inform

us whether they were kings or slaves, whether they were

fools or philosophers. The strongest reasoning, the best

sense, and the politest thoughts, may be set in a most ridi

culous light by this grinning faculty ; the inost obvious

axioms of eternaltruth may be dressed in a very foolish form ,

and wrapped up in artful absurdities by this talent, but they

are truth, and reason, and good sense still . Euclid , with

all his demonstrations, might be so covered and overwhelm

with banter, that a beginner in the mathematics might
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be tempted to doubt whether his theorems were true or not,

and to imagine they could never be useful. So weaker

minds might be easily prejudiced against the noblest princi

ple of truth and goodness ; and theyounger part of mankind

might be beat off from the belief of the most serious, the

most rational and important points, even of natural religion ,

by the impudent jests of a profane wit. The moral duties

of the civil life, as well as the articles of Christianity, may

be painted over with the colours of folly, and exposed upon

a stage, so as to ruin all social and personal virtue among

the
gayand thoughtless part of the world.

XVII. It should be observed also, that these very men

cry out loudly against theuse of all severe railing and re

proach in debates, all penalties and persecutions of the state,

in order to convince the minds and consciences of men, and

determine points of truth and error. Now I renounce these

penal and smarting methods of conviction as much as they

do, and yet I think still these are every whit as wise, as just,

and as good for this purpose, as banter and ridicule . Why

should public mockeryin print, or a merry joke upon a stage,

be a better test of truth, than severe railing, sarcasms, and

public persecutions and penalties ? Why should more light

be derived to theunderstanding by a song ofscurrilousmirth,

or a witty ballad, than there is by a rude cudgel ? When a

professor of any religion is set up to be laughed at, I cannot

see how this should help us to judge of the truth of his faith

any better than if he were scourged. The jeers of a theatre,

the pillory, and the whipping post, are very near a-kin .

When theperson or his opinion is made the jest ofthe mob,

or his back the shambles of the executioner, I think there

is no more conviction in the one than in the other.

XVIII. Besides, supposing it is but barely possible that

the great God should reveal his mind and will to men by

miracle, vision , or inspiration, it is a piece of contempt and

profane insolence to treat any tolerable or rational appear

ance of such a revelation with jest and laughter, in order to

find whether it be divine or not. And yet if this be a proa

per test of revelation, it may be properly applied to the

true as well as the false, in order to distinguish it. Suppose

a royal proclamation were sent to a distant part of the kinga

dom, and some of the subjects should doubtwhether it came

from the king or not, is it possible that wit and ridicule

P 3
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should ever decide the point ? Or would the prince ever

think himself treated with just honour to have his proclama

tion canvassed in this manner on a public stage, and become

the sport of buffoons, in order todetermine the question,

Whether it is the word of a king or not ?

Let such sort of writers go on at their dearest peril, and

sport themselves in their own deceivings : Let them at their

peril make a jest at the Bible, and treat the sacred articles

of Christianity with scoff and merriment ; but then let them

lay aside all their pretences to reason as well as religion ;

and as they expose themselves by such writings to the ne

glect and contempt of men, so let them prepare to meet the

majesty and indignation of God without timely repentance .

XIX. In reading philosophical, moral , or religious con

troversies, never raise your esteem of any opinionby the as

surance and zeal wherewith the author asserts it, nor by the

highest praises he bestows upon it ; nor, on the other hand,

let youresteem of an opinion be abated, nor your aversion

to it raised by the supercilious contempt cast upon it by a

warm writer , nor bythe sovereign airs with which he con

demns it. Let theforce of argument alone influence your

assent or dissent. Take care that your soul be not warped

or biassed on one side or the other by any strains of flatter

ing or abusive language ; forthereis no question whatsoever

but hath some such sort of defenders and opposers. Leave

those writers to their own follies who practise thus upon the

weakness of their readers without argument : Leave them

to triumph in their own fancied possessions and victories :

It is oftentimes found, that their possessions are but a heap

of errors, and their boasted victories are but overbearing

noise and clamour to silence the voice of truth .

In philosophy and religion, the bigots of all parties are

generally the most positive , and deal much in this sort of

argument. Sometimes these are the weapons of pride ; for

a haughty man supposes all his opinions to be infallible, and

imagines the contrary sentiments are ever ridiculous, and

not worthy of notice. Sometimes these ways of talking are

the mere armsof ignorance: The men who use them know

little of the opposite side of the question, and therefore they

exult in their own vain pretences to knowledge, as though

no man of sense could oppose their opinion. They rail at

an objection against their own sentiments, because they can

find no other answer to it but railing. And men of learn .
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ing, by their excessive vanity, have been sometimes tempt

edinto the same insolent practice as well as the ignorant.

Yet let it be remembered too, that there are some truths

so plain and evident, that the opposition to them is strange,

unaccountable, and almost monstrous. And, in vindication

of such truths, a writer of good sense may sometimes be

allowed to use a degree of assurance, and pronounce them

strongly with an air of confidence, while he defends them

with reasons of convincing force.

XX. Sometimes a question may be proposed, which is of

80 large and extensive a nature, and refers to such a mul

titude of subjects, as ought not in justice to be determined

at once by a single argument or answer : As if one should

ask me, Are you a professed disciple of the Stoics or the

Platonists ? Do you receive and assent to the principles of

Gassendus, Descartes, or Sir Isaac Newton ? Have you

chosen the hypothesis of Tycho or Copernicus ? Have you

devoted yourself to the sentiments of Arminius or Calvin ?

Are your notions Episcopal, Presbyteria
n

, or Independen
t
,

&c. ? I think it may be very proper in such cases not to

give an answer in the gross, but rather to enter into a detail

of particulars, and explain one's own sentiments. Perhaps

there is no man, nor set of men upon earth , whose sentie

ments I entirely follow. God has given me reason to judge

for myself, and though I may see sufficient ground to agree

to the greatest part of the opinions of one person or party,

yet it does by no means follow that I should receive them

all. Truth does not always go by the lump, nor does error

tincture and spoil all the articles of belief that some one

party professes.

Since there are difficulties that attend every scheme of

human knowledge, it is enough for me in themain to in

cline to that side which has the fewest difficulties ; and I

would endeavour, as far as possible, to correct the mistakes

or the harsh expressions of one party, by softening and re

conciling methods, by reducing the extremes, and by bor

rowing some of the best principles or phrases from another.

Cicerowas one of the greatest men of antiquity, and gives

us an account of the various opinions of philosophers in his

age ; but he himself was of the Eclectic sect, and chose out

of each of them such positions as in his wisestjudgmentcame

nearest to the truth .

XXI. When you are called in the course of life or reli.
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gion to judge and determine concerning any question , and

to affirm ur deny it, take a full survey of the objections

against it , as well as of the arguments for it, as far as your

time and circumstances admit , and see on which side the

preponderation falls. If either the objections against any

proposition, or the arguments for the defence of it, carry in

them most undoubted evidence, and are plainly ununanswerable,

they will, and ought to constrain the assent, though there

may be many seening probabilities on the other side, which

at first sight would flatter the judgment to favour it. But

where thereasonson both sides are very near of equal weight,

there suspension or doubt is our duty , unless in cases where

in present determination or practice is required , and there

we must act according to the present appearing prepondera .

tion of reasons.

XXII. In matters of moment and importance, it is our

duty indeed to seek after certain and conclusive arguments

(if they can be found ), in order to determine a question :

But where the matter is of little consequence, it is not worth

our labour to spend much time in seeking after certainties ;

it is sufficient here if probable reasons offer themselves.

And even in matters of greater importance, especially where

daily practice is necessary, and where we cannot attain any

sufficient or certain grounds to deterinine a question on either

side, we must then take up with such probable arguments as

we can arrive at. But this general rule should be observed,

viz. to take heed that our assent be no stronger, or rise no

higher in the degree of it, than the probable argument will

support.

XXIII. There aremany things even in religion, as well

as in philosophy and civil life, which we believe with

very different degrees of assent ; and this is, or should be,

always regulated according to the different degrees of evi

dence which we enjoy. And perhaps there are a thousand

gradations in our assent to the things we believe, because

there are thousands of circumstances relating to different

questions, which increase or diminish the evidence we have

concerning them, and that in matters both of reason and

revelation.

I believe there is a God, and that obedience is due to him

from every reasonable creature. This I am most fully as

sured of, because I have the strongest evidence, since it is

the plain dictate both of reason and revelation.
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and express.

Again, I believe there is a future resurrection of the

dead , because scripture tells us so in the plainest terms,

though reason says nothing of it. I believe also that the

same matter of our bodies which died (in part at Icast)

shall arise ; but I am not so fully assured of this circum

stance, because the revelation of it is not quite so clear

Yet further, I believe that the good men

who were acquainted here on earth , shall know each other

in heaven ; but my persuasion of it is not absolutely cer .

tain, because my assent to it arises only from circumstantial

reasoning of men upon whatGod has told us, and therefore

my evidences are not strong beyond a possibility ofmis

take. This direction cannot be tou often repeated, that

our assent ought always to keep pace with our evidence ;

and our belief of any proposition should never rise high

er than the proof or evidence we have to support it , nor

should our faith run faster than right reason can encou.

rage it.

XXIV . Perhaps it will be objected here, Why then does

our Saviour, in the histories of the gospel, so much come

mend a strong faith , and lay out both his miraculous benefits

and his praises upon some of those creatures of little reason

ing, who professed an assured belief of his commission and

power to heal them ?

I answer, The God of nature has given every man his

own reason to be the judge of evidence to himself in parti

cular, and direct his assent in all things about which he

is called to judge ; and even the matters of revelation are to

be believed by us, because our reason pronounces the reve

lation to be true. Therefore the great God will not, or

cannot, in any instance, require us to assent to any thing.

without reasonable or sufficient evidence, nor to believe any

proposition more strongly than what our evidence for it

will support. ' We have therefore abundant ground to be.

lieve, that those personsof whom our Saviour requiressuch

a strong faith , or whom he commends for their strong faith,

had as strong and certain evidence of his power
and commis

sion from the credible and incontestible reports they had

heard of his miracles, which were wrought on purpose to

give evidence to his commission* .
Now in such a case,

* When our Saviour gently reproves Thomas for his unbelief, John

IX. 29, he does it in these words, " Because thou hast seen me, Thomas,
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both this strong faith, and the open profession of it, were

very worthy of public encouragement and praise from our

Saviour, because of the great and public opposition which

the magistrates, and the priests, and the doctors of the age,

made against Jesus, the man of Nazareth, when he appear

ed as the Messiah.

And besides all this, it may be reasonably supposed,

with regard to some of those strong exercises of faith which

are required and commended, that these believers had some

further hints of inward evidence and immediate revelation

from God himself ; as when St Peter confesses Christ to be

the Son of God, Matth . xvi . 16, 17. our blessed Saviour

commends him, saying, “ Blessed art thou, Simon Barjona ; "

but he adds, “ flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto

thee, but my Father which is in heaven .” .

And the same may be said concerning the faith ofmi

racles , the exercise whereof was sometimes required of the

disciples and others, i. e. when by inward and divine in

fluences God assured them such miracles should be wrought,

their obedience to, and compliance with these divine

illuminations was expected and commended . Now this

supernatural inspiration carried sufficient evidence with it

to them , as well as to the ancient prophets, though we

who never felt it are not so capable to judge and distinguish

it .

XXV. What is said before concerning truth or doctrines,

may be also affirmed concerning duties .The reason of both

is the same. As the one are truths for our speculation, the

others are truths for our practice. Duties which are ex

pressly required in the plain language of scripture, or dic

tated by the most evident reasoning upon first principles,

ought to bind our consciences more than those which are

but dubiously inferred , and that only from occasional oc

currences, incidents, and circumstances; as for instance, I

am certain that I ought to pray to God ; my conscience is

bound to this, because there are most evident commands for

thou hås believed : blessed are they who have not seen , and yet have

believed ," i . e. Blessed are they who , though they have not been fa

voured with the evidence of their senses , as thou hast been , yet have

been convinced by the reasonable and sufficient moral evidence of the

well-grounded rej.ort of others , and have believed in me upon that

evidence. Of this mural evidence, Mr Ditton writes exceedingly well

in his book of the Resurrection ofChrist,
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at all

it to be found in scripture, as well as to be derived from rea .

son. I believe also that I may pray to God either by a writa

ten form , or without one, because neither reason nor revela

tion expressly requires either of these modes of prayer

times, or forbids the other. I cannot therefore bindmy con

science to practise the one so as utterly to renounce the

other ; but I would practise either of them as my reason

and other circumstances direct me.

Again,I believe that Christians ought to remember the

death of Christ by the symbols of bread and wine: and I

believe there ought to be pastors in a Christian church some

way ordained or set apart to lead the worsliip, and to bless

and distribute these elements ; but the last ofthese practices

is not so expressly directed, prescribed , and required in

scripture as the former ; and therefore I feel my.conscience

evidently bound to remember the death of Christ with some

society of Christians or other, since it is a most plain com

mand, though their methods of ordaining a pastor be very

different from other men , or from my own opinion ; or

whether the person who distributes these elements be only

an occasional or a settled administrator, since none of these

things are plainly determined in scripture. I must not omit

or neglect an express command, because someunnecessary

circumstances are dubious. And I trust I shall receive ap

probation from the God of nature, and from Jesus my Judge

at the last day, if I have endeavoured in this manner to be

lieve and practise every thing in proportion to the degree of

evidence which God has given me about it, or which he has

put me into a capacity toseek and obtain in the age and na

tion wherein I live.

Query, Whether the obstinate Deists, and the Fata

lists of Great Britain, will find sufficient apology from this

principle ? But I leave them to venture the awful experi

ment.

XXVI. We may observe these three rules, in judging of

probabilities which are to be determined by reason, relating

either to things past, or things to come.

1. That which agrees most with the constitution of na

ture, carries the greatest probability in it , where no other

circumstance appears to counterpoise it : as if I let loose a

greyhound within sight of a hare upon a large plain, there

is great probability the greyhound will seize her ; that à
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thousand sparrows will fly away at the sight of a hawk

among them .

2. That which is most conformable to the constant obser

vations of men , or to experiments frequently repeated , is

most likely to be true : as , that a winter will not pass away

in England without some frost and snow ; that if you deal

out great quantities of strong liquor to the mob, there will

be many drunk ; that a large assembly of men will be of

different opinions in any doubtful point; that a thief will

make his escape out of prison if the doors of it are unguard

ed at midnight.

3. In matters of fact, which are past at present, which

neither nature, nor observation , nor custom gives us any

sufficient information on either side of the question, that we

may derive a probability from the attestation of wise and

honest men by word or writing, or the concurring wit

nesses of multitudes who have seen and known what they

relate, &c. This testimony in many cases will arise to the

degree of moral certainty. So we believe that the plant tea

grows in China ; and that the emperor of the Turks lives

at Constantinople ; that Julius Cæsar conquered France ,

and that Jesus our Saviour, lived and died in Judea ; that

thousands were converted to the Christian faith in a cen

tury after the death of Christ ; and that the books which

contain the Christian religion, are certain histories and

epistles, which were written above a thousand years ago.

There is an infinite variety of such propositions which can

admit of no reasonable doubt, though they are not matters

which are directly evident to our own senses, or our mere

reasoning powers.

XXVII. When a point hath been well examined , and

our own judgment settled upon just arguments in our man

ly age, and after a large survey of the merits of the cause ,

it would be a weakness for us always to continue Buttering

in suspense . We ought therefore to stand firm in such

well -established principles, and not to be tempted to change

and alter for the sake of every difficulty, or every occasional

objection . We are not be carried about with every fly

ing doctrine, like children tossed to and fro, and waver

ing with the wind . It is a good thing to have the heart

established with grace, not with meats ; that is, in the great

doctrines of thegospel of grace, and in Jesus Christ,who

is the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever ; but it is not
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80 necessary in the more minute matters of religion, such

as meats and drinks, forms and ceremonies, which are of less

importance , and for which scripture has not given such ex

press directions. This is the advice of the great apostle,

Eph . iv. 14. Heb. xiii . 8, 9.

In short, those truths which are the springs of daily prac

tice should be settled as soon as we can with the exerciseof

our best powers, after the state of manhood. But those

things wherein we may possibly mistake should never be

so absolutely and finally established and determined as

though we were infallible . If the Papists of Great Britain

had indulged such a resolute establishmentand assurance in

the days of King Henry VIII. or Queen Elizabeth, there

never had been a reformation : Nor would any
Heathen

have been converted even under the ministry of St Paul,

if their obstinate settlement in their idolatries had kept

their eyes shut against all further light. Yet this should

not hinder us from settling our most important principles

of faith and practice, where reason shines with its clearest

evidence, and the word of God plainly determines truth and

duty.

XXVIII. But let us remember also, that though the

gospel be an infallible revelation, we are butfallible inter

preters, when we determine the sense even of some import

ant propositions written there ; andtherefore, though we

seem to be established in the belief of any particular sense

of scripture, and though there may be just calls of provi.

dence to profess and subscribe it, yet there is no need that

we should resolve or promise, subscribe or swear, never to

change our mind : Since it is possible, in the nature and

course of things, we may meet with such a solid and sub

stantial objection as may give us a quite different view of

things from what we once imagined, and may lay before us

sufficient evidence of the contrary . We may happen to

find a fairer light cast over the same scriptures, and see

reason to alter our sentiments even in some points of mo

ment. Sic sentio, sic sentiam , i. e. So I believe, and so I will

believe, is the prison of the soul for lifetime, and a bar against

all the improvements of the mind . To impose such a pro .

fession onother men in mattersnot absolutely necessary, and

not absolutely certain , is a criminal usurpation and tyranny

over faith and conscience, and none has power to require it

but an infallible dictator.

Q
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CH A P. XIX.

Of Inquiring into Causes and Effecls.

SOME effects arefound out by their causes, andsome
causes by their effects. Let us consider both these.

I. When we are inquiring into the causes of any parti

cular effect or appearance, either in the world of nature, or

in the civil or moral concerns of men, we may follow this

method :

1. Consider what effects or appearances you have known

of a kindred nature, and what have been the certain and

real causes of them ; for like effects have generally like

causes , especially when they are found in thesame sort of

subjects.

2. Consider what are the several possible causes which

may produce such an effect ; and find out by some circum

stances how many of those possible causes are exeluded in

this particular case ; thence proceed by degrees to the pro

bable causes, till a more close attention and inspection shall

exclude someof them also, and lead you gradually to the

real and certain cause.

3. Consider what things preceded such an event or ap

pearance, which might have any
influence upon it ; and

though we cannot certainly determine the cause of any thing

only from its going before the effect, yet among the many

forerunners, we may probably light upon the true cause by

further and more particular inquiry.

4. Consider whether one cause be sufficient to produce the

effect, or whether it does not require a concurrence of several

causes ; and then endeavour as far as possible to adjust the

degrees of influence that each cause might have in produ

cing the effect, and the proper agency and interest of each of

them therein .

So in natural philosophy, if I would find what are the

principles or causes of that sensation which we call heat

when I stand near the fire , here I shall find it is necessary

that there be an agency of the particles of fire on my flesh ,

either mediately by themselves, or at least by the interme

diate air ; there must be a particular sort of motion and

vellication impressed upon my nerves ; there must be a

derivation of that motion to the brain ; and there must

be an attention of my soul to this motion : If either of
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these are wanting, the sensation of heat will not be pro

duced .

So in the moral world , if I inquire into the revolution of

a state or kingdom , perhaps I find it brought about by the

tyranny or folly of a prince, or by the disaffection of his

own subjects ; and this disaffection and opposition may arise,

either upon the account of impositions in religion , or in

júries relating to their civil rights ; or the revolution may

be effected by the invasion of a foreign army, or by the

opposition of some person at home or abroad that lays claim

to the government, &c. or a hero who would guard the li

berties of the people ; or by many of these concurring to

gether : then we must adjust the influences of each as wisely

as we can , and not ascribe the whole event to one of them

alone.

II. When we are inquiring into the effects of any parti

cular cause or causes, we may follow this method :

1. Consider diligently the nature of every cause apart,

and observe what effect every part or property of it will

tend to produce.

2. Consider the causes united together in their several

natures, and ways of operation ; inquire how far the powers :

or properties of one will hinder or promote the effects of

the other, and wisely balance tlie proportions of their influ .

ence.

3. Consider what the subject is, in or upon which the

cause is to operate ; for the same cause on different subjects

will often produce different effects, as the sun which softens

wax will harden clay .

4. Be frequent and diligent in making all proper experi

ments, in setting such causes at work, whose effects you

desire to know, and putting together in an orderly manner

such things as are most likely to produce some useful effects

according to the best survey you can take of all the concur

ring causes and circumstances.

5. Observe carefully all the events which happen either

by an occasional concurrence of various causes, or by the

industrious application of knowing men : and when you see

any happy effect certainly produced, and often repeated,

treasure it up, together with the known causes of it,amongst

your improvements.

6. Take a just survey of all the circumstances which at

tend the operation of any cause or causes, whereby any spe
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cial effectis produced, and find out as far as possible how

far any of those circumstances had a tendency either to ob

struct, or promote, or change those operations, and conse

quently how far the effect might be influenced by them.

In this manner physicians practise and improve their

skill. They consider the various known effects of parti

cular herbs or drugs; they meditate what will be the effect

of their composition , and whether the virtues of the one

will exalt or diminish the force of the other, or correct any

of its innocent qualities. Then they observe the native con .

stitution , and the present temper or circumstances of the

patient, and what is likely to be the effect of such a medie

cine on such a patient. And in all uncommon cases they

make wise and cautious experiments, and nicely observe

the effects of particular compound medicines on different

constitutions, and in different diseases : and by these trea

suries of just observations, they grow up to an honourable

degree of skill in the art of healing.

So the preacher considers the doctrines and reasons, the

precepts, the promises, and threatenings of the word of God ,

and what are the natural effects of them upon the mind ; he

considers what is the natural tendencyof such a virtue or

such a vice ; he is well apprised that the representation of

some of these things may convince the understanding, some

may terrify the conscience, some may allure the slothful,

and someencouragethe desponding mind ; he observes the

temper of his hearers, or ofany particular person that con

verses with him about things sacred, and he judges what

will be the effects of each representation on such persons ;

he reviews and recollects what have been the effects of some

special parts and methods of his ministry ; and by a careful

survey of all these, he attains greater degrees of skill in his

sacred employment.

Note, In all these cases we must distinguish those causes

and effects which are naturally and necescessarily connected

with each other, from those which have only an accidental

or contingent connection. Even in those causes where the

effeet is but contingent, we may sometimes arrive at a very

high degree of probability ; yet we cannot arrive at such

certainty as where the causes operate by an evident and

natural necessity, and the effects necessarily follow the ope

ration .

See more on this subject, Logic, Part II. chap. V. sect. 7.
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Of the principles and rules ofjudging concerning things

past, present, and to come, by the mere use of reason .

CH A P. XX.

of the Sciences, and their use in particular Professions.

1. THEbest way to learn anyscience is to begin with a re

gular system, or a short and plain scheme of that

science well drawn up into a narrow compass, omitting the

deeper and more abstruse parts of it, and that also under the

conduct and instruction of some skilful teacher. Systems

are necessary to give an entire and comprehensive view of

the several parts of any science, which may have a mutual

influence toward the explication or proof of each other :

whereas, if a man deals always and only in essays and disa

courses on particular parts of a science, he will never ob

tain a distinct and justidea of the whole, and may perhaps

omit some important part of it, after seven years reading of

such occasional discourses.

For this reason , young students should apply themselves

to their systems much more than pamphlets. That man is

never so - fit to judge of particular subjects relating to any

science, who has never taken a survey of the whole.

It is the remark of an ingenious writer, should a barbar.

ous Indian , who had never seen a palace nor a ship, view

their separate and disjointed parts, and observe the pillars,

doors, windows, cornices, and turrets of the one, or the

prow and stern , the ribs and masts, the ropes and shrouds,

the sails and tackle of the other, he would be able to form

but a very lame and dark idea of either of those excellent

and useful inventions. In like manner, those who contem .

plate only the fragments, or pieces broken off from any

science, dispersed in short unconnected discourses, and do

not discern their relation to each other, and how they may

be adapted, and by their union procure the delightful sy

metry of a regular scheme, can never survey an entire body

of truth, but must always view it as deformed and dismem .

bered ; while their ideas, which must be ever indistinct, and

often repugnant, will lie in the brain unsorted , and thrown

together without order or coherence : such is the knowledge

of those men who live upon the scraps of the sciences,

A youth of genius and lively imagination, of an active

Q 3
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and forward spirit, may form within himself some alluring

scenes and pleasing schemes in the beginning of a science

which are utterly inconsistent with some of the necessary

and substantial parts of it which appear in the middle or

the end. And if he never read and pass through the whole,

he takes up and is satisfied with his own hasty pleasing

schemes, and treasures these errors up amongst his solid

acquisitions ; whereas his own labour and study farther pur

sued would have shewn him his early mistakes, and cured

him of his self-flattering delusions.

Hence it comes to pass, that wehave so many half -scholars

now - a -days, and there is so much confusion and inconsiste

ency in the notions andopinions of some persons, because

they devote their hours ofstudy entirely toshort essays and

pamphlets, and cast contempt upon systems, under apre

tence of greater politeness ; whereas the true reason of this

contempt of systematical learning is mere laziness and want

ofjudgment.

II. After we
are grown well acquainted with a short

system or compendium of a science, which is written in the

plainest and most simple manner, it is then proper to read a

Jarger regular treatise on that subject, if we design a com

plete knowledge and cultivation of it : and either while we

are reading this larger system , or after we have done it, the

occasional discourses and essays upon theparticular subjects

and parts of that science may be read with the greatestpro

fit : for in these essays we may often find very considerble

corrections and improvements of what these compends, or

even the larger systems may have taught us, mingled with

some mistakes.

And these corrections or improvements should be as ree

marks adjoined by way of note or commentary in their

proper places, and superadded to the regular treatise we

have read. Then a studious andjudicious review of the

whole will give us a tolerable acquaintancewith that science.

III. It isa great happiness to have sucha tutor, or such

friends and companions at hand, who are able to inform us

what are the best books written on any science, or any special

part of it. For want of this advantage many a man has

wasted his time in reading over perhaps some whole vom

fumes, and learnt little more by it than to know that those

volumes were not worth his reading.
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IV. As for the languages, they are certainly best learned

in the younger years of life. The memory is then most

empty and unfurnished, and ready to receive new ideas con

tinually. We find that children, in two years time after

they are born , learn to speak their native tongue.

V. The more abstracted sciences, which depend more

upon the understanding 'and judgment, and which deal

much in abstracted ideas, should not be imposed upon chil

dren too soon ; such are logic, metaphysics, ethics, politics,

or the depths and difficulties of grammar and criticism .

Yet it must be confessed the first rudiments of grammar

are necessary, or at least very convenient to be known when

a youth learns a new language; and some general easy prin

ciples and rules of morality and divinity areneedful, in order

to teach a child his duty to God and man ; but to enter far

into abstracted reasonings on these subjects is beyond the

capacity of children.

VI. There are several of the sciences that will more

agreeably employ our younger years, and the general parts

ofthem may be easily taken in by boys. The first principles

and easier practices of arithmetic, geometry, plane trigo

nometry , measuring heights, depths,lengths, distances, &c.

the rudiments of geography and astronomy, together with

something of mechanics, may be easily conveyed into the

minds of acute young persons from nine or ten years old

and upward. These studies may be entertaining and use

ful to young ladies as well as to gentlemen, and to all those

who are bred up to the learned professions. The fair sex

may intermingle those with the operations of the needle,

and the knowledge of domestic life . Boys may be taught

to join them with their rudiments of grammar, and their la

bour in the languages. And even those, who never learn

any language but their mother-tongue, may be taught these

sciences with lasting benefit in early days.

That this may be done with ease and advantage, take

these three reasons,

( 1.) Because they depend so much upon schemes and

numbers, images, lines, and figures, and sensible things,

that the imagination or fancy will greatly assist the under

standing, and render the knowledge ofthem much more

easy .

(2. ) These studies are so pleasant, that they will make

the dry labour of learning words, phrases, and languages,
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more tolerable to boys in a Latin school by thismost agree

able mixture. The employment of youth in these studies

will tempt them to neglect many of the foolish plays of

childhood, and they will find sweeter entertainment for theme

selves and their leisure hours by a cultivation of these pretty

pieces of alluringknowledge.

(3.) The knowledge of these parts of scienceare both

easy and worthy to be retained in memory by all children

when they come to manly years, for they are useful through

all the parts of human life ; they tend to enlarge the under .

standing early, and to give a various acquaintance with use

ful subjects betimes. And surely it is best, as far as poss

sible, to train up children in theknowledge of those things

which they should never forget, rather than to let them waste

years of life in trifles, or in hard words which are not worth

remembering.

And here by the way I cannot but wonder, that any au

thor in our age should have attempted to teach any of the

exploded physics of Descartes, or the nobler inventions of

Sir Isaac Newton, in his hypothesis of the heavenly bodies

and their motions , in his doctrine of light and colours, and

other parts of his physiology, or to instruct children in the

knowledge of the theory of the heavens, earths, and planets,

without any figures or diagrams. Is it possible to give a

boy or a young lady the clear, distinct, and proper appre

hensions of these things, without lines and figures to de

scribe them ? Does not their understanding want the aid of

fancy and images to convey stronger and juster ideas of them

to the inmust soul ? Or do they imagine that youth can pe

netrate into all these beauties and artifices of nature with

out these helps which persons of maturer age find necessary

for that purpose ? I would not willingly name the books,

because some of the writers are said to be gentlemen of ex

cellent acquirements.

VII . After we have first learnt and gone through any of

those arts or sciences which are to be explained by diagrams,

figures, and schemes, such as geometry, geography, astrono

my, optics, mechanics, &c. we may best preserve them in

memory,by having those schemes and figures in large sheets

of paper hanging always before the eye in closets, parlours,

halls , chambers, entries, stair-cases, &c. Thus the learned

images will be perpetually imprest on the brain , and will

keep the learning that depends upon them alive and fresh in
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the mind through the growing years of life ; the mere dia

grams and figures will ever recal to our thoughts those

theorems, problems, and corollaries which have been demon

strated by them.

. It is incredible how much geography may be learnt this

way by the two terrestrial hemispheres, and by particular

mapsand charts of the coasts and countries of theearth hap

pily disposed round about us. Thus we may learn also the

constellations, by just projections of the celestial sphere,

hung up in the same manner. And I must confess, for the

bulk of learners of astronomy, I like that projection of the

stars best, which includes in it all the stars in our horizon ,

and therefore it reaches to the 38 degree of southern lati.

tude, though its centre is the north - pole. This gives us a

better view of the heavenly bodies as they appear every

night to us, and it may be made use of with a little instruc

tion, and with ease to serve for a nocturnal, and shew the

true hour of the night.

But remember, that if there be any colouring upon these

maps or projections, it should be laid on so thin as not to

obscure or conccal any part of the lines, figures, or letters ;

whereas most times they are daubed so thick with gay
and

glaring colours, and hung up so high above the reach ofthe

eye that should survey andread them , as though their only

design were to make a gaudy shew upon the wall , and they

hung there merely to cover the naked plaister or wainscot.

Those sciences which may be drawn out into tables, may

also be thus hung up and disposed in proper places, such as,

brief abstracts of history, chronology, &c. and indeed the

schemes of any of the arts or sciences may be analysed in a

sort of skeleton, and represented upon tables, with the va

rious dependencies and connections of their several parts and

subjects that belong to them . Mr Solomon Lowehashap

pily thrown the grammar of several languages into such

tables; and a frequent review of these abstracts and epitomes

would tend much to imprint them on the brain, when they

have been once well learned. This would keep those learned

traces always open , and assist the weakness of a labouring

memory . In this manner may a scheme of the scripture

history be drawn out, and perpetuate those ideas in the mind

with which our daily reading furnishes us.

VIII. Every man who pretends to the character of a
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scholar should attain some general and superficial idea of

most or all the sciences ; for there is a certain connection

among the various parts of human knowledge, so that some

notions borrowed from any one science may assist our ac

quaintance with any other, either by way of explication, il

lustration , or proof ; though there are some sciences con

joined by a much nearer affinity than others .

IX . Let those parts of every science be chiefly studied

at first, and reviewed afterward, which have a more direet

tendency to assist our proper profession as men, or our ge

neral profession as Christians, always observing what we

ourselves have found most necessary and useful to us in

the course of our lives. Age and experience will teach us

to judge which of the sciences, andwhich parts of them ,

have been of greatest use , and are most valuable ; but in

younger years of life we are not sufficient judges of this

matter, and therefore should seek advice from others who

are elder.

X. There are three learned professions among us, viz.

divinity, law, and medicine. Though every manwho pre

tends to be a scholar or a gentleman, should so far acquaint

himself with a superficial scheme of all the sciences, as not

to stand amazed like a mere stranger at the mention of the

common subjects that belong to them , yet there is no ne

cessity for every man of learning to enter into their difficul

ties and deep recesses, nor to climb the heights to which

some others have arrived . The knowledge of them in a

proper measure may be happily useful to every profession ,

not only because all arts and sciences have a sort of com

munion and connection with each other, but it is an angelic

pleasure to grow in knowledge ; it is a matter of honour and

esteem , and renders a man more agreeable and acceptable

in every company.

But let us survey several of them more particularly

with regard to the learned professions ; and first of the ma

thematics.

XI. Though I have so often commended mathematical

studies, and particularly the speculations of arithmetic and

geometry, asa means to fix a wavering mind, to beget an

habit of attention , and to improve the faculty of reason, yet

I would by no means be understood to recommend to all a

pursuit of these sciences, to those extensive lengths to which

the moderns have adyanced them . This is neither neces.
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sary nor proper for any students, but those few who shall

make these studies their chief profession and business of life,

or those gentlemen whose capacities and turn of mind are

suited to these studies, and have all manner of advantage

to improve in them .

The general principles of arithmetic, algebra, geometry,

and trigonometry, of geography, of modern astronomy,me

chanics, statics, and optics, have their valuable andexcel.

lent uses, not only for the exercise and improvement of the

faculties of the mind, but the subjects themselves are very

well worth our knowledge in a.moderate degree, and are of.

ten inade of admirable service in human life. So much of

these subjects as Dr Wells has given us in his three vo

lumes, entitled, The Young Gentleman's Mathematics, is

richly sufficient for the greatest part of scholars or gentle

men ; though perhaps there may be some single treatises,

at least onsome of these subjects, which may be better

written and more useful to be perused than those of that

learned author.

But a penetration into the abstruse difficulties and depths

of modern algebra and Auxions, the various methods of quad

ratures, the mensuration of all manner of curves, and their

mutual transformation, and twenty other things that some

modern mathematicians deal in , are not worth the labour of

those who design either of the three learned professions, di

vinity, law, orphysic, as the business of life. This is the

sentence of a considerable man, viz. Dr George Cheyne,

who was a very good proficient and writer on these subjects ;

he affirms that they are but barren and airy studies for a

man entirely to live upon, and that for a man to indulge

and riot in these exquisitely bewitching contemplations is

only proper for public professors, or for gentlemen of estates,

who have a strong propensity this way, and a genius fit to

cultivate them.

But, says he, to own a great, but grievous truth , though

they may quicken and sharpen the invention, strengthen and

extend the imagination, improve and refine the reasoning

faculty, and are of use both in the necessary and the luxu

rious refinement of mechanical arts, yet having no tendency

to rectify the will, to sweeten the temper, or mend the

heart, they often leave a stiffness, a positiveness and suffi

ciency on weak minds, which is much more pernicious to

society, and to the interests of the great end of our being,
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than all their advantages can recompense. Headds further

concerning the launching into the depth of these studies,

that they are apt to beget a sacred and refined pride, and

over -weening and over-bearing vanity, the most opposite

temper to the true spirit of the gospel. This tempts them

to presume on a kind of omniscience in respect to their

fellow - creatures, who have not risen to their elevation ; nor

are they fit to be trusted in the hands of any but those who

have acquired a humble heart, a lowly spirit, and a sober

and a teachable temper. See Dr Cheyne's preface to his

Essay on Health and Long Life.

XII . Some of the practical parts of geometry, astronomy,

dialling, optics, statics, mechanics, &c. may be agreeable

entertainments and amusements to students in every pro

fession at leisure hours, if they enjoy such circumstances of

life as to furnish them with conveniences for this sort of

improvement ; but let them take great care lest they in

trench upon more necessary employments, and so fall under

the charge and censure of wasted time.

Yet Icannot help making this observation, that where

students, or indeed any young gentlemen have, in their

early years, made themselvesmasters of a variety of elegant

problems in the mathematic circle of knowledge,and gained

the most easy, neat, and entertaining experiments in natural

philosophy, with some short and agreeable speculations or

practices in any other of the arts or sciences, they have

hereby laid a foundation for the esteem and love of mankind

among those with whom they converse , in higher or lower

ranksof life ; they have been often guarded by this means

from the temptation of nocent pleasures, and have secured

both their own hours and the hours of their companions

from running to waste in sauntering and trifles, and from a

thousand impertinencies in silly dialogues. Gaming and

drinking, and many criminal and foolish scenes of talk and

action, have been prevented by these innocent and improve

ing elegancies of knowledge.

XIII. History is a necessary study in the supreme place

for gentlemen who deal in politics. The government of

nations, and distressful and desolating eventswhich have in

all
ages attended the mistakes of politicians, should be ever

present on their minds, to warn them to avoid the like con

duct. Geography and chronology, which precisely inform

us of the place and time where such transactions or events
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happened , are the eyes of history , and of absolute necessity

in some measure to attend it.

But history, so far as relates to the affairs of the Bible'

is as necessary to divines, as to gentlemen of any profession:

It helps us to reconcile many difficulties in scripture, and

demonstrates a divine providence. Dr Prideaux's Connec

tion of the Old and New Testament is an excellent treatise

of this kind.

XIV. Among the smaller histories, biography, or the

memoirs of the lives of great and good men , has a high rank

in my esteem , as worthy of the perusal of every person who

devotes himself to the study of divinity. Therein we free

quently find our holy religion reduced to practice, and many

parts of Christianity shining with a transcendent and exem

plary light. We learn there how deeply sensible great and

good men have been of the ruins of human nature by the

first apostacy from God, and how they have toiled , and la.

boured, and turned themselves on all sides, to seek a reco

very in vain, till they have found the gospel of Christ an

all-sufficient relief. We are there furnished with effectual

and unanswerable evidences that the religion of Jesus, with

all its self-denials, virtues, and devotions, is a very practi

cable thing, since has been carried to such a degree of ho

nour by some wise and holy men. We have been there as.

sured, that the pleasures and satisfactions of the Christian

life, in its present practice, and its future hopes, are not the

mere raptures of fancy and enthusiasm , when some of the

strictest professors of reason have added the sanction of

their testimony.

In short, the lives or memoirs of persons of piety, well

written , have been of infinite and unspeakable advantage to

the disciples and professors of Christianity, and have given

us admirable instances and rules how to resist every tempta .

tion of a soothing or a frowning world, how to practise ime

portant and difficult duties, how to love God above all, and

to love our neighbours as ourselves, to live by the faith of

the Son of God, and to die in ' the same faith, in sure and

certain hope of a resurrection to eternal life.

XV . Remember that logic, and ontology, or metaphysics,

are necessary sciences, though they havebeen greatly abus

ed by scholastic writers who have professed to teach them

in former ages. Not only all students, whether they design

the profession of theology, law, or physic, but all gentlemen

R
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should at least acquire a superficial knowledge of them.

The introduction of so many subtleties, nice distinctions,

and insignificant terms, without clear ideas, has brought a

great part ofthelogic and metaphysics of the schoolsinto

just contempt. Their logic hasappeared the mere art of

wrangling, and their metaphysics the skill of splitting an

hair,of distinguishing without a difference, and of putting

long hard names uponcommon things, and sometimes upon

a confusedjumble of things which have no clear ideas be

longing to them .

It is certain that an unknown heap of trifles and imperti.

nences have been intermingled with these useful parts of

learning, upon which account many persons in this polite

age bave made it a part of their breeding to throw a jest

upon them ; and to rally them well, has been esteemed a

more valuable talent than to understand them .

But this is running into wide extremes ; nor ought these

parts of science to be abandoned by the wise, because some

writers of former ages have played the fool with them.

True logic teaches us to use our reason well, and brings a

light into the understanding ; true metaphysics, or ontology,

casts a light upon all the objects of thought and meditation,

by ranging every being with all the absolute and relative

perfections and properties, modes and attendants of it, in

proper ranks or classes ; and thereby it discovers the various

relations ofthings to each other, and what are their general

or special differences from eachother, wherein a great part

of human knowledge consists . And by this means itgreatly

conduces to instruct us in method, or the dispositionofevery

thing into its proper rank and class of beings, attributes, or

actions.

XVI. If I were to say any thing of natural philosophy, I

would venture to lay down my sentiments' thus :

I think it must needs be very useful to a divine to under .

stand something of natural science. The mere natural

history of birds , beasts, and fishes, of insects, trees, and

plants, as well as ofmeteors, such as clouds, thunders,light

nings, snow, hail, frost, &c. in all their common or uncom

mon appearances, may be of considerable use to one who

studies divinity, to give him a wider, and more delightful

view of the work of God, and to furnish him with lively

and happy images and metaphors drawn from the large vo
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our age

lume of nature, to display and represent the things of God

and religion in the mostbeautiful and affecting colours.

And if themere history of these things be useful for this

purpose, surely it will beof further advantage to be led into

the reasons, causes , and effects of these natural objects

and appearances, and to know the established laws of na

ture, matter, and motion, whereby the great God carries on

his extensive works of providence, fromthe creation to this

day.

I confess the old Aristotelian scheme of this science will

teach us very little that is worth the knowing about these

matters: but the later writers, who have explained nature

and its operations in a more sensible and geometrical man

ner, are well worth the moderate study of a divine, especial.

ly those who have followed the principles of that wonder of

and nation , Sir Isaac Newton. There is much plea

sure and entertainmnent, as well as real profit, to be derived

from those admirable improvements which have been ad

vanced in natural philosophy inlate years by the assistance

of mathematical learning, as well as from the multitude of

experiments which have been made, and are still making

in natural subjects.

XVII. This is the science which indeed eminently be

longs to the physician : He ought to know all the parts of

human nature, what are thesound and healthy functions ofan

animal body, and what are the distempers and dangers which

attend it ; he should also be furnished with a large know ,

ledge of plants and minerals, and every thing which makes

up the materiamedica, or the ingredients of which medicines

are made ; and many other things in natural philosophy

are subservient to his profession, as well as to the kindred

art of surgery

XVIII. Questions about the powers and operations of

also sometimes come into the lawyer's cogni

zance, especially such as relate to assaults, wounds, mure

ders, & c . I remember I have heard a trial of a man for

murder by drowning, wherein the judge on the bench heard

several arguments concerning the lungs being filled or not

filled with water by inspiration or expiration , &c. to all

which he professed himself so much a stranger, as did not

do him any great honour in public.

XIX. But I think wo divine, who can obtain it, should be

utterly destitute of this knowledge. By the assistance of

nature may
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this study, he will be better able to survey the variousmo

numentsof creating wisdom in the heavens, the earth, and

the seas, with wonder and worship : and by the use of a mo

derate skill in this science, he may communicate so much

of the astonishing works of God in the formation and go

vernment of this visible world , and so far instruct many of

his hearers, asmay assist the transfusion of thesame ideas

into their minds, and raise them to the same delightful ex

ercises of devotion. O Lord, how manifold are thy works !

In wisdom hast thou made them all ! They are sought out

by all that have pleasure in them .

Besides, itis worthy of the notice of every student in

theology, that he ought to have some acquaintance with

the principles of nature, that he may judgea little how far

they will go ; so that he may not be imposed upon to take

every strange appe ance in nature for a miracle, that he

may reason the clearer upon this subject, thathe may
bet

terconfirm the miracles of Moses and of Christ, nor yield

up hisfaith to any pretences of prodigy and wonder, which

are either the occasional and uncominon operations of the

elements, or the crafty sleights of men, well skilled in phi

losophy and mechanical operations, to delude the simple.

XX. The knowledge also of animal nature, and of the

rational soul of man , and the mutual influence of these two

ingredients of our composition upon each other, is worthy

the study of a divine. It is of great importance to persons

of this character and office to judge how far the animal

powers have influenceupon such and such particular appear

ances and practices of mankind ; how far the appetites or

passions of human nature are owing to the flesh and blood,

or to the mind ; how far they may be moderated, and how

far they ought to be subdued ; and what are the happiest

methods of obtaining these ends. By this science also we

may be better informed how far these passions or appetites

arelawful, and how far they are criminal, by considering

how far they are subject to the power of the will, and how

far they may be changed and corrected by our watchfulness,

care, and diligence.

It comes also very properly under the cognizance of this

profession to be able in some measure to determine questions

which may arise relating to real inspiration or prophecy, to

wild enthusiasm , to fits of a convulsive kind, to melancholy or
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phrenzy, &c. and what directions are proper to be given

concerning any appearances of this nature.

XXI. Next to the knowledge of natural things, and ac

quaintance with the human nature and constitution , which

is made up of soul andbody, I think natural religion pro ,

perly takes its place. This consists of these two parts, viz.

( 1.) The speculative or contemplative, which is the knowa

ledge of God in his various perfections and in his relations

to his rational creatures, so far as may be known by the

light of nature, which heretofore used to be called the second

part of metaphysics. It includes also (2.) That which is

practical or active,which is the knowledge of the several

duties which arise from our relation to God, and our rela

tion to our fellow - creatures, and the proper conduct and

government of ourselves : This has been used to be called

ethics, or moral philosophy.

XXII. The knowledge of these things is proper for all

men of learning, not only because it teaches them to obtain

juster views of the several parts of revealed religion and of

Christianity, which are built upon them, but because every

branch of natural religion andof moral duty is contained,

and necessarily implied, in all the revealed religions that

ever God prescribed to the world. Wemay well suspect

that religion does not come from God which renounces any

part of natural duty.

Whether mankind live under the dispensation of the paa

triarchs, or of Moses, or the prophets, or of our Lord Jesus

Christ, still we are bound to know the one true God, and

to practice all that adoration and reverence, all that love to

him , that faith in his perfections, with that obedience and

submission to his will, which natural religion requires :

We are still bound to exercise that justice, truth , and good

ness towards our neighbours, that restraint and moderation

of our own appetites and passions, and that regular beha

viour towards ourselves and all our fellow - creatures, around

us, which moral philosophy teaches. There is no sort of

revealed religion that will dispense with these natural obli .

gations : And a happy acquaintance with the several appe

tites, inclinations, and passions ofhuman nature, and thebest

methods to rule and restrain, to directand governthem , are

our constant business, and ought to be our everlasting study.

Yet I would lay down this caution , viz. That since stua

R3
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dentsare instructed in the knowledge of the true God in

their lectures on Christianity, and since amongthe Chris.

tian duties they are also taught all the moral dictates of the

light of nature, or a complete scheme of ethics, there is no

absolute necessity of learning these two parts of natural

religion, as distinct sciences , separate and by themselves :

But still it is of great importance for a tutor, while he is

reading to his pupils these parts of the Christian religion ,

to give them notice how far the light of nature or mere

reason will instruct us in these doctrines and duties, and

how far we are obliged to divine revelation and scripture

for clearing up and establishing the firm foundations of the

one, for affording us superior motives and powers to prac

tise theother, for raising them to more exalted degrees,

and building so gloriousa superstructure upon them .

XXIII. The study of natural religion, viz. The know

ledge of God, and the rules of virtue and piety, as far as

they are discovered by the light ofnature, is needfulindeed

to prove the truth of divine revelation or scripture in the

most effectual manner ; but after the divine authority of

scripture is established, that will be a very sufficient spring

from whence the bulk of mankind may derive their know

ledge of divinity, or the Christian religion, in order to their

own present faith and practice, and their future and eternal

happiness. In this sense theology is a science necessary for

every one that hopes for the favour of God, and the felicity

of another world , and it is of infinitely more importance

than any of the arts and sciences which belong to the learn

ed professions bere on earth .

XXIV . Perhaps it will be thought necessary I should say

something concerning the study of the civil law, or the law

of natureand nations.

If we could speak with great justness and propriety, the

civil law signifies the peculiar law of each state, country, or

city ; but what we now-a-days usually mean by the civil law ,

is a body of laws composed out of the best of the Roman

and Grecian laws, and which was in the main received and

observed through all the Roman dominions for above twelve

hundred years.

The Romans took the first grounds of this law from what

they call the twelve tables, which were the abridgments of

thelaws of Solon at Athens, and of other cities in Greece,

famous for knowledge and wisdom ; to which they added
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their own ancient customs of the city of Rome, and the laws

which were made there. These written laws were subject

to various interpretations, whence controversies daily arising,

they were determined by the judgmentof the learned ; and

these determinations were what they first called Jus Civile.

All this by degrees grew to a vast number of volumes ; and

therefore the Emperor Justinian commanded his chancellor

Tribonianto reduce them to a perfect body, and this is calle

ed the body of the civil law.

XXV. But that which is of most importance for all learn .

ed men to be acquainted with , is the law of nature, or the

knowledge of right and wrong among mankind , whether it

be transacted between single persons or communities, so far

as common reason and the light of nature dictate and direct.

This is what Puffendorf calls the law of nature and nations,

as will appearif you consult sect. 3. chap. iii . of the most

valuablefolio he has written on that subject, which is well

worthy the study of every man of learning, particularly

lawyers and divines, together with other treatises on the

same theme.

If any question proposed relate to right, and property,

and justice between man and man, in any polite and civi.

lized country , though it must be adjudged chiefly according

to the particular statutes and laws of that country, yet the

knowledge of the law of nature will very considerably assist

the lawyer and the civil judge in the determination thereof.

And this knowledge will be of great use to divines, not

only in deciding of cases of conscienceamong men, and an .

swering any difficult inquiries which may be proposed to

them on this subject, but it will greatly assist them also in

their studies relating to the law of God, and the perform

ance or violation thereof, the nature of duty and sin, reward

and punishment.

XXVI. I have spoken something of the languages be

fore, but let me here resume the subject, and put in a few

thoughts about those studies which are wont to be called

philological ; such as history , languages, grammar, rhetoric .

poesy , and criticism .

An acquaintance with some of the learned languages at

leastisnecessary for all the three learned professions.

XXVII. The lawyers who have the least need of foo

reign tongues, ought to understand Latin . During many

ages past, very important matters in the law werealways

.
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written and managed in that language by the lawyers, as

prescriptions in medicine by the physicians, and citations of

the scriptures in divinity werealways made in Latin by the

divines . Prayers also were ordained to be said publicly and

privately in the Roman tongue : pater nosters and ave marias

were half the devotion of thoseages. These cruel imposi.

tions upon the people would not suffer them to read in their

own mother -tongue what was done, either to or for their

own souls, their bodies, or their estates . I am ready to sus

pect this was all owing to the craft and policy of the priesto

hood and church of Rome, which endeavoured to aggrandize

themselves, and exalt their own profession into a sovereign

tyranny, and to make mere slaves of the laity among man

kind, by keeping them in utter ignorance, darkness, and

dependence. And they were willing to compound the mat

ter with the physicians and the lawyers, and allow them a

small share in this tyranny over the populace, to maintain

their own supreme dominion over all.

But we thank God the world is grown something wiser,

and of late years the British Parliament has been pleased to

give relief from that bondage in matters relating to the law

also, as in the age of the reformation we were delivered from

saying our prayers in Latin , from being bound to read the

word of God in a tongue unknown to the people, and from

living in an everlasting subjection to the clergy in matters

of this life, and the life to come.

But to return : There are still so many formsof proceed

ings in judicature, and things called by Latin names in the

profession of the law, andso many barbarous words with

Latin terminations , that it is necessary lawyers should un

derstand this language. Some acquaintance also with the

old French tongue isneedful for the same persons and pro

fession, since the tenures of Lyttleton, which are a sort of

bible to the gentlemen of the long robe, were written in that

language : and this tongue has been interwoven in some

forms of the English law, from the days of William the

conqueror, who came from Normandy in France.

XXVIII. Physicians should be skilled in the Greek, as

well as in the Latin , because their great master Hippo

crates wrote in that tongue, and his writings are still of

good value and use. A multitude of the names, both ofthe

parts of the body, of diseases, and of medicines, are derived

from the Greek language : and there are many excellent
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books of physic, both in the theoretical and practical parts

of it, which are delivered to the world in the Roman tongue,

and of which that profession should not be ignorant.

XXIX . Such as intend the study of theology should be

well acquainted also with the Latin, because it has been

for many hundred years the language of the schools of

learning : their disputations are generally limited to that

language, and many and excellent books of divinity must

be entirely concealed from the students, unless they are ac

quainted with Latin authors.

But those that design the sacred profession of theology

should make it their labour of chief importance to be very

conversant with their Bibles, both in the Old and New Tes

tament; and this requires some knowledge of those original

languages, Greek and Hebrew , in which the scriptures

were written . All that will pursue these studies with ho

nour, should be able to read the Old Testament tolerably in

the Hebrew tongue ; at least they should be so far ac

quainted with it as to find out the sense of a text by the

help of a dictionary. But scarce any man should be thought

worthy of the name of a solid divine, or a skilful teacher

of the gospel, in these days of light and liberty, unless he

has pretty good knowledge of the Greek, since all the im

portant points of the Christian religion are derived from

the New Testament, which was first written in that lan.

guage.

XXX. As for the Syriac and Arabic tongues, if one

divine in thirty, or in three hundred, travel far into these

regions, it is enough. A few learned men skilled in these

languages will make sufficient remarks upon them for the

service of the whole Christian world ; which remarks may

sometimes happen to be of use to those divines who are un

acquainted with them, in reading the Bible. But the ad

vantage of these tongues is not of so great importance as it

has been too often represented. My reader will agree with

me when he considers that the chief uses of them are these :

The Arabic is a language which has some kindred and

affinity to the Hebrew, and perhaps we may now and then

guess at the sense of some uncommon and doubtful Hebrew

word, which is found but once or twice in the Bible, by

its supposed affinity to the Arabic ; but whatsoever conjec

tures may be made by some kindred of a Hebrew word to

an Arabic root, yet there is no certainty to be gathered
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from it ; for even words of the same language, which are

undoubtedly derived from thesame theme or primitive, will

give us but very doubtful and sorry information concern

ing the true sense of kindred words which spring from the

same theme.

Let me give a plain instance or two of this uncertainty.

The words strages signifies slaughter ; stratum is Latin fora

bed ; stramen is straw ; and stragulum is a quilt or coverlet:

they are all derived from sterno, which signifies to throw

down, to kill, or to spread abroad. Let the critics tell me

what certain sense they could put upon either of these four

words by their mere cognation with each other, or their

derivation from one common verb . Again, who could tell

me the certain meaning and precise idea of the word honest

in English, and assure me that it signifies a man of inte

grity, justice, and probity, though it is evidently derived

from honestus in Latin ? Whereas honestushath a very dif

ferent idea, and signifies a man ofsomefigure in the world,

or a man of honour. Let any man judge then how little

service toward explaining the Hebrew tongue can be fur .

nished from all the language of Arabia. Surely a great part

of the long learned fatigues and tiresome travels of inen

through this country is almost vain and useless to make the

Hebrew Bible better understood.

As for the Syriac language, it is granted there may be

some small advantage drawn from the knowledge of it, be

cause there is a very ancient translation of the New Testa

ment in that tongue; and perhaps this may sometimes give

a proper and apposite meaning to a difficult and doubtful

text, and offer a fair hint for recovering the true meaning

of the scripture from the perverse glosses of other writers.

But there are several commentatorsand lexicographers who

have been acquainted with the Syriac languages, and have

given us the chief of these hints in their writings on scripture.

And after all, since none of these assistances can yield us

a sufficient proof of a true interpretation, and give us the

certain sense of a text, who would be persuaded to waste

any great number of his better hours in such dry studies,

and in labours of so little profit ?

XXXI. The Chaldean language indeed is much nearer

to the Hebrew, and it is properfor a divine to have some

acquaintance with it, because there are several verses or

chapters of Ezra and Daniel which are written in that lan .
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guage : And the old Jewish targums or commentaries,

which are written in the Chaldean tongue, may sometimes

happen to cast a little light upon a doubtful scripture of the

Old Testament.

But it must still be owned, that the knowledge of these

Eastern tongues does not deserve to be magnified to such a

degree as some of the proficients in them have indulged ;

wherein they have carried matters beyond all reason and

justice, since scarce any of the most important subjects of

the gospel of Christ and the way of salvation can gain any

advantage from them .

XXXII. The art of grammar comes now to bemen .

tioned. It is a distinct thing from the mere knowledge of

the languages ; for all mankind are taught from their in.

fancy to speak their mother tongue, by anatural imitation

of their mothers and nurses, andthose who are round about

them , without any knowledge of the art of grammar, and

the various observations andrules that relate to it. Gram

mar indeed is nothing else but rules and observations drawn

from the common speech of mankind in their several lan

guages ; and it teaches us to speak and pronounce, to spell

and write with propriety and exactness, according tothe

custom of those in every nation, who are, or were supposed

to speak and write their own language best.
Now it is a

shame for a man to pretend to science and study in any of

the three learned professions, who is not in some measure

acquainted with the propriety of those languages with which

he ought to be conversant in his daily studies, and more ese

pecially in such as he may sometimes be called upon to write

as well as read .

XXXIII. Next to grammar we proceed to consider rhe.

toric .

Now rhetoric in general is the art of persuading, which

may be distinguished into these three parts : viz .- ( 1.) Con

veying the sense of the speaker to the understanding ofthe

hearers in the clearest and most intelligible manner, by the

plainest expressions, and the most lively and striking repre

sentations of it, so that the mind may be thoroughly con.

vinced of the thing proposed. (2.) Persuading the will ef

fectually to choose or refuse the thing suggested and repre .

sented . (3. ) Raising the passions in the most vivid and fore

cible manner, so as to set all the soul and every power of

nature at work, to pursue or avoid the thing in debate.
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na .

To attain this end, there is not only a great deal of art

necessary in the representation of matters to the auditory ,

but alsoin the disposition or method of introducing these

particular representations, together with the reasons which

might convince, and the various methods which might per

suade and prevail upon the bearers. There are certain sea .

sons wherein a violent torrent of oration, in a disguised and

concealed method, may be more effectual than all the nice

forms of logic and reasoning. The figures of interrogation

and exclamation have sometimes a large place and happy

effect in this sort of discourse, and no figure of speech should

be wanting here where the speaker has art enough happily

to introduce it.

There are many remarks and rules laid down by the

teachers of this art to improve a young genius into those

glorious talents whereby Tully and Demosthenes acquired

that amazing influenceand success in their own age and

tion, and that immortal fame through all nations and ages.

And it is withgreat advantage these rules may be perused

and learned. But a happy genius, a lively imagination, and

warm passions, togetherwith a due degree of knowledge

and skill in the subject to be debated , and a perpetual per

usal of the writings of the best orators, and hearing the best

speakers, will do more to make an orator than all the rules

of art in the world, without these natural talents, and this

careful imitation of the most approved and happiest orators.

XXXIV. Now you will presently suppose that pleaders

at the bar have great need of this art of rhetoric ; but it has

been a just doubt, whether pleading in our British courts

of justice, before a skilful judge, should admit of any other

aid from rhetoric than that which teaches to open a cause

clearly, and spread it in the most perspicuous, complete,

and impartial manner before the eyes of him that judges :

for impartial justice being the thing which is scught, there

should be no artifices used , no eloquence or powers of lan

guage employed to persuade the will , or work upon the

passions, lest the decisive sentence of the judge should be

biassed or warped into injustice. For this reason Mr Locke

would banish all pleaders in the law for fees out of his go

vernment of Carolina, in his posthumous works, though

perhaps that great manmightpossibly be too severe in so

universal a censure of the profession.
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XXXV. But the case is very different with regard to

divines : the eloquence of the pulpit, beyond all controversy ,

has a much larger extent.

Their business is not to plead a cause of right and wrong

before a wise and skilful judge, but to address all the ranks

of mankind, the high and low, the wise and the unwise,

the sober and the vicious, and persuade them all to pursue

and persevere in virtue with regard to themselves, in jus

tice and goodness with regard totheir neighbours, and piety

towards God . These are affairs of everlasting importance,

and most of the persons to whom these addresses are made

are not wise and skilful judges, but are influenced and drawn

strongly to the contrary side by their own sinful appetites

and passions, and bribed or biassed by the corrupt customs

of the world .

There is therefore a necessity not only of a clear and

faithful representation of things to men, in order to convince

their reason and judgment, but of all the skill and force of

persuasion addressed to the will and the passions. So Tully

addressed the whole senate of Rome, and Demosthenes

the Athenian people, among whom were capacities and in

clinations of infinite variety,and therefore they made use of

all the lightning and thunder, all the entreaties and terrors,

all the soothing elegancies and the flowery beauties of lan

guage with which their art could furnish them. Divines

in the pulpit have much the same sort of hearers, and there

fore they should imitate those ancient examples. The un

derstanding indeed ought to be first convinced by the plain

est and strongest force of reasoning ; but when this is done,

all the powerful motives shouldbe used, which have any

just influence upon human nature ; all the springs of passion

should be touched , to awaken the stupid and the thought

less into consideration , to penetrate and melt the hardest

heart, to persuade the unwilling, to excite the lazy, to re

claim the obstinate ,and reformthe vicious part of mankind ,

as well as to encourage those who are humble and pious,

and to support their practice and their hope. The tribes of

men are sunk into so fatal a degeneracy and dreadful dis

tance from God, and from all that is holy and happy, that

all the eloquence which a preacher is master of, should be

employed in order to recover the world from its shameful

ruin and wretchedness by the gospel of our blessed Saviour,

and restore it to virtue and piety, to God and happiness,

S
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by the divine power of this gospel. O may such glorious

Inasters of sacred oratory never be wanting in the pulpits

of Great Britain !

XXXVI. Shall I now speak something of rny sentiments

concerning poesy ?

As for books of poesy , whether in the learned or in the

modern languages, they areof great use to be read at hours

of leisure, by all persons that make any pretence to good

education or learning ; and that for several reasons.

1. Because there are many couplets or stanzas written in

poetic measures which contain a variety of morals or rules

of practice relating to the common prudentials of mankind,

as well as to matters of religion ; and the poetic numbers

(or rhyme, if there be any) add very considerable force to

the memory

Besides, many an elegant and admirable sentiment or de

scription of things which are found among the poets are

well worth committing to memory, and the particular mea

sures of verse greatly assist us in recollecting such excellent

passages, which might sometimes raise our conversation

from low and grovelling subjects.

2. In heroic verse, but especially in the grander lyrics,

there are sometimes such noble elevations of thought and

passion as illuminate all things around us, and convey to the

soul most exalted and magnificent images and sublime senti

ments ; these furnish us with glorious springs and mediums

to raise and aggrandize our conceptions, to warm our souls,

to awaken the better passions, and to elevate them even to

a divine pitch, and that for devotional purposes. It is the

lyric ode which hasshewn to the world some of the happiest

examples of this kind ; and I cannot say but this part of

poesy has been my favourite amusement above all others.

And for this reason it is that I have never thought the

heroic poems, Greek, Latin, or English , which have obtain

ed the highest fame in the world, are sufficiently diversified ,

exalted , or animated, for want of the interspersion of now

and then an elegiac or lyric ode. This might have been

done with great and beautiful propriety, where the poet has

introduced a song at a feast, or the joys of a victory , or the

soliloquies of divine satisfaction , or the pensive and despair

ing agonies of distressing sorrow . Why should that which

is called the most glorious form of poesy be bound down

and confined to sucha long and endless uniformity of mea
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sures , when it should kindle or melt the soul, swell or sink

it into all the various and transporting changes of which

human nature is capable ?

Cowley, in his unfinished fragment of the Davideis, has

shewn us the way to improvement ; and whatever blemishes

may be found inother parts of that heroic essay, this beauty

and glory of it ought to be preserved for imitation. I am

well assured , that if Homer and Virgil had happened to prac

tise it, it would have been renowned and glorified byevery

critic. I am greatly mistaken, if this wisemixture ofnum .

bers would not be a further reach of perfection than they

have ever attained to without it ; let it be remembered , that

it is not nature and strict reason, but a weak and awful re

verence for antiquity, and the vogue of fallible men,that has

established those Greek and Roman writings as absolute and

complete patterns. In several ages there have been some

men of learning who have very justly disputed this glory,

and have pointed to many of their mistakes.

3. But still there is another end of reading poesy , and

perhaps the most considerable advantage to be obtained from

it by the bulk of mankind, and that is, to furnish our tongues

with the richest and the most polite variety of phrases and

words upon all occasions of life or religion. He that writes

well in verse will often find a necessity to send his thoughts

in search through all the treasure of words that express any

one idea in the same language, that so he may coinport

with themeasures or the rhymeofthe verse whichhe writes,

or with his own most beautiful and vivid sentiments of the

thing he describes. Now by much readingof this kind, we

shall insensibly acquire the habit and skill of diversifying

our phrases upon all occasions, and of expressing our ideas

in the most proper and beautiful language, whether we write

or speak of the things of God or men.

It is pity that some of these harmonious writers have ever

indulged any thing uncleanly or impure to defile their paper ,

and abuse the ears of their readers, or to offend against the

rules of the nicest virtue and politeness ; but still amongst

the writings of Mr Dryden , andMr Pope, and Dr Young,

as well as others, there is a sufficient choice in our own

language, wherein we shall not find any indecency to shock

themost modern tongue or ear.

Perhaps there has hardly been a writer in any nation,

and I may dare to affirm , there is none in ours , has a richer
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and happier talent of painting to the life, or has ever dise

covered such a large and inexhausted variety of description ,

as the celebrated Mr Pope . If you read his translation of

Homer's Iliad, you will find almost all the terms or phrases

in our tongue that are needful to express anything that is

grand or magnificent; but if you peruse his Odyssey, which

descends much more into common life, there is scarce any

useful subject of discourse or thought, or any ordinary oc

currence which he has not cultivated and dressed in the

most proper language ; and yet still he has ennobled and

enlivened even the lower subjects with the brightest and

most agreeable ornaments .

I should add here also, that if the same author had more

frequently employed his pen on divine themes, his short

poem on the Messiah, and some part of his letters between

Abelard and Eloisa, with that ode on the dying Christian,

&c. sufficiently assure us that his pen would have honour

ably imitated some of the tender scenes of penetential sor

row , as well as the sublimer odes of the Hebrew Psalmist,

and perhaps discovered to us, in a better manner than any

other translation has done, how great a poet sat upon the

throne of Israel.

4. After all that I have said , there is yet a further use

of reading poesy , and that is, when the mind has been fa .

tigued with studies of a more laborious kind, or when it is

any ways unfit for the pursuit of more difficult subjects, it

may be as it were unbent, and repose itself a while on the

flowery meadows wherethe muses dwell. It is a very sen

sible relief to the soul when it is over-tired, to amuse it

self with the numbers and the beautiful sentiments of the

poets, and in a little time this agreeable amusement may re

cover the languid spirits to activity and more important ser

vice.

XXXVII. All this I propose to the world as my best ob

servations about reading of verse. But if the question were

offeredto me, Shall a student of a bright genius never divert

himself with writing poesy ? I would answer, Yes, when he

cannot possibly help it ; a lower genius in mature years

would heartilywish that he had spent much more time in

reading the best authors of this kind, and employed much

fewer hours in writing. But it must be confessed , or sup

ed at least, that there may be seasons when it is hardly

ible for a poetic soul to restrain the fancy, or quench
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the flame, when it is hard to suppress the exuberant flow of

lofty sentiments, and prevent the imagination from this sort

of style or language ; and that is the only season , I think,

wherein this inclination should be indulged ; especially by

persons who have devoted themselves to professionsof a

different kind ; and one reason is, because what they write

in that hour is more likely to carry in it some appearance

above nature, some happy imitation of the dictates of the

muse * .

XXXVIII, There are other things besides history, gram

mar, and languages, rhetoric and poesy ,which havebeen

included under the name of philological knowledge ; such

as an acquaintance with the notions, customs, manners,

tempers, polity , &c, of the various nations of the earth , or

the distinct sects and tribes of mankind. This is necessary

in order to understand history the better ; and every man

who is a lawyer or a gentleman, ought to obtain some ac

quaintance with these things, without which he can never

read historyto any great advantage, nor can he maintain

his
own station and character in life with honour and dige

nity without some insight into them .

XXXIX. Students in divinity ought to seek a larger ac

quaintance with the Jewish laws, polity, customs, &c. in

orderto understand many passages of the Old Testament

and the New, and to vindicate the sacred writers from the

reproaches of infidels. An acquaintance also with many of

the Roman and Grecian affairs is needful to explain several

texts of Scripture in the New Testament, to lead sincere ina

quirers into the true and genuine sense of the evangelists

and apostles, and to guard the writings from the unreasona

able cavils of men.

XL . The art of criticism is reckoned by some as a dise

tinct part of philology ; but it is in truth nothing else than

a more exact and accurate knowledge or skill in the other

partsof it,and a readiness to applythatknowledge upon all

occasions, in order to judge well of what relates to these

subjects, to explain what is obscure in the authors which we

read, to supply what is defective, and amend what is erro

neous in manuscripts or ancient copies, to correct the mis,

The muse in the ancient Heathen sense is supposed to be a gode

dess ; but in the philosophic sense it can mean no more than a bright

genius, with a warm and strong imagination , elevated to an uncom

mop degree

S 3
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takes of authors and editors in the sense or the words, to

reconcile the controversies of the learned, and by this means

to spread a juster knowledge of these things among the in

quisitive part of mankind.

Every man who pretends tothe learned professions, if he

doth not arise to be a critic himself in philological matters,

he should be frequently conversing with those books, whe

ther dictionaries, paraphrasts, commentators, or other cri.

tics, which may relieve any difficulties he meets with , and

give him a more exact acquaintance with those studies

which he pursues.

And whensoever any person is arrived to such a degree

of knowledge in these things as to furnish him well for the

practice of criticism , let him take great care that pride and

vanity, contempt of others, with inward wrath and inso

lence, do not mingle themselves with his remarks and cen

Let him remember the common frailties of human

nature, and the mistakes to which the wisest man is some

times liable, that he may practise this art with due modesty

and candour.

sures.



THE

IMPROVEMENT OF THE MIND.

PART SECOND.

CONTAINING

VARIOUS REMARKS AND RULES ABOUT THE COMMUNI

CATION OF USEFUL KNOWLEDGE ,

PREFACE.

THE author's name, which is prefixed to thisbook, renders

it altogether needlessfor us tosay any thing in order to re

commend it; and we need not assure anyjudicious reader who

has been conversant with Dr Watts writings, that this is

the genuine work of that excellentauthor ; forhecannotfail

ofdiscerning the doctor's easy stile, and beautiful manner of

expression in every page. We esteem it an honour done us by

that truly great man, that he was pleased, by his last will,

to entrust us with his manuscripts which he designed for the

press ; however he lived to publish several of those himself,

after his will was made, so that not many remain to be pub

lished by us. Some indeed there are remaining which he did

originally intendfor the press, but his broken state of health

did not permit him to finish them , and they are left too ime

perfect to be ever published . Of this sort, among others, is

the larger discourse on psalmody, which he gave notice of his

intention to publish in the preface to the second edition of his

Hymns, when he withdrew the shorter Essay on that subject,

which was annered to thefirst edition . There are alsoamong

his manuscripts some tracis relating to a doctrinal controversy,

which the doctor had been engaged in, but which the world

seems to be tired of ; so that, most probably , this second

part of the Improvement of the Mind,with theDiscourse on

Education, and some additions to the Reliquiæ Juveniles, are
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all theposthumous works ofDr Watts that will ever be print

ed .

As to this work in particular a considerable part of itwas

correctedfor thepress by the doctor's own hand ; and as to

the rest of it he didnot leave itso farunfinished as should, in

his own judgment,discourage the publishing of it ; for he has

left this note in a paper along with it, “ Though this book, or

the second volume of the Improvement of the Mind, is not

so far finished as I could wish , yet Ileave it among the number

of books corrected for the press ; for it is very easy for any

person ofgenius and science to finish it, and publish it in a

form sufficiently useful to the world . " The correctionswe have

presumed to make are comparatively but few and trivial ; and

when now and then it was thought needful to add a line or

twofor the illustration ofany passage, it is generally put in

the form ofa note at the footofthe page.

It may perhaps beexpected we should makesome apologyfor

delaying the publishingofthis book so long after the author's

death ; a book that hasbeen somuch expected, andso earnestly

desired , as appears by several letters found in the doctor's

study,from eminent persons and from learned societies. There

are various causes that have contributed to the delay, which

the world need not to be informed of; but the remote distance of

our habitations, and the multiplicity of business in which each

of us is statedly engaged, are circumstances prelly generally

known, and which we hope will be admitted in excuse for

some part of the delay, and somepart the booksellers must an

swer for .However,we are the less solicitous to apologize for

not publishing this book sooner, as we are satisfied it will be

welcome nowit comes ; and that thosewho, upon reading the

first volume, have so earnestly desired the second, will not be

disappointed when they read it.

We have only toadd our most sincere wishes and prayers,

that a book so admirably suited to improve the minds of men ,

especially of the rising generation, and to promote universal

goodness as this appears to be, may be attended with a bless

ing from on high .

D. JENNINGS.

P. DODDRIDGE.June 26, 1751 ,
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PART II.

COMMUNICATION OF USEFUL KNOWLEDGE.

INTRODUCTION.

THE chief design of the former part of this book is to

lead us into proper methods for the improvement of our

knowledge : Let us now consider what are the best means

of improving the minds of others, and of communicating

to them the knowledge which we have acquired . If the

treasures of the mind should be hoarded up and concealed,

they would profit none besides the possessor, and even his

advantage by the possession wouldbe poor and narrow, in

comparison of what the same treasures would yield, both

to himself and to the world , by a free communication and

diffusion of them . Large quantities of knowledge acquired

and reserved by oneman , likeheaps of gold and silver would

contract a sortof rust and disagreeable aspect, by lying in

everlasting secrecy and silence ; but they are burnished and

glitter by perpetual circulation through the tribes of man

kind .

The two chief ways of conveying knowledge to others

are, that of verbal instruction to our disciples , or by writ

ing and publishing our thoughts to the world.

Here, therefore, I shall first propose some observations

which relate to the conveyance of knowledge to others, by

regular lectures of verbal instructions, or by conversation :

I shall represent several of the chief prejudices of which

learners are in danger, with directions to guard against

them, and then mention some of the easiest and most effec .

tual ways of convincing persons of their mistakes, and of

dealing with their understandings, when theylabour under

the power of prejudice. I shall afterwards add, by way of

appendix , an Essay written many years ago, on the subject

of education, when I designed a more complete treatise of it.

CHAP. I.

Methods of Teaching and Reading Lectures.

HE that has learned any thing thoroughly in a clear and

methodical manner, and hasattained a distinct percep
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have a

tion, and an ample survey of the whole subject, is generally

best prepared to teach the same subject in a clear and easy

method ; for having acquired a large and distinct idea of

it, and made it familiar to himself by frequent meditation ,

reading, and occasional discourse, he is supposed to see it

on all sides, to grasp it with all its appendices and relations

in one survey , and is better able to represent it to the learn

er in all its views, with all its properties, relations, and

consequences.. He knows which view or side of the subject

to hold out first to his disciple,and how to propose to his

understanding that part of it which is easiest to apprehend ;

and also knows how to set it in such a light as is most

likely to allure and to assist his further inquiry.

But it is not every one who is a great scholar that always

becomes the happiest teacher, even though he may

clear conception , and a methodical as well as an extensive

survey of the branches of any science. He must also be

well acquainted with words, as well as ideas, in a proper

variety ; that when his disciple does not take in the ideas

in one form of expression , he may change the phrase into

several forms, till at last he hits the understanding of his

scholar, and enlightens in iha just idea of truth .

Besides this, a tutor shouldbe a person of a happyand

condescending temper, who has patience to bear with a slow .

ness of perception , or want of sagacity in some learners.

He should also have much candour of soul to pass a gentle

censure on their impertinences, and to pity them intheir

mistakes, and use every mild and engaging method for insi.

nuating knowledge into those who are willing and diligent

in seeking truth , as well as reclaiming those who are wan

dering into error . But of this I have spoken somewhat

already in a chapter of the former part, and shall have oc

casion to express something more of it shortly.

A very pretty and useful way to lead a person into the

knowledge of any particular truth is, by question and an

swer, which is the Socratical method of disputation, and

therefore I refer the reader to that chapter orsection which

treats of it. On this account dialogues are usedas a polite

and pleasant method of leading gentlemen and ladies into

some of the sciences, who seek not the most accurate and

methodical treasure of learning,

But the most usual, and perhaps the most excellent way
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of instructing students in any of the sciences, is by reading

lectures, as tutors in the academy do, to their pupils.

The first work is to choose a book well written, which

contains a short scheme or abstract of that science, or at

least it should not be a very copious and diffusive treatise.

Or if the tutor knows not any such book already written ,

he should draw up an abstract of that science himself, con

taining the most substantial and important parts of it, dis

posed in such a method as he best approves.

Let a chapter or section of this be read daily by the

learner, on which the tutor should paraphrase in this man

ner, namely,

He should explain both words and ideas more largely,

and especially what is dark and difficult should be opened

and illustrated, partly by various forms of speech, and

partly by apt similitudes and examples. Where the sense

of the author is dubious, it must also be fixed and detera

mined .

Where the arguments are strong and cogent, they should

be enforced by some further paraphrase, and the truth of

the inferences should be made plainly to appear. Where

the arguments are weak and insufficient, they should be

either confirmed or rejected as useless, and new arguments,

if need be, should be added to support that doctrine.

What is treated very concisely in the author should be

amplified, and where several things are laid closely toge

gether, they must be taken to pieces, and opened by parts.

Where the tutor differs from the author which he reads,

he should gently point out and confute his mistakes.

Where the method and order of the book is just and hap

py, it should be pursued and commended : where it is de

fective and irregular, it should be corrected .

The most necessary ,the most remarkable and useful parts

of that treatise, or of that science, should be peculiarly re

commended to the learners, and pressed upon them, that

they would retain it in memory : and what is more unne

cessary or superfluous should be distinguished, lest the

learner should spend too much time in the more needless

parts of a science.

The various ends, uses, and services of that science, or of

any part of it, should be also declared and exemplified, as

far as the tutorhath opportunity and furniture to doit, par

ticularly in mathematics and natural philosophy. And if
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there be any thing remarkably beautiful or defective in the

style of the writer, it is proper for the tutor to make a just

remark upon it.

While he is reading and explaining any particular trea

tise to his pupils, he may compare the different editions of

the same book, or different writers upon the same subject :

he should inform them where that subject is treated by

other authors, which they may peruse, and lead his disciples

thereby to a further elucidation, confirmation , or improve

ment of that theme of discourse in which he is instructing

them .

It is alluring and agreeable to the learner also now and

then to be entertained with some historical remarks, or any

occurrences or useful stories which the tutor has met with ,

relating to the several parts of such a science, provided he

does not put off his pupils merely with such stories, and

neglect to give them a solid and rational information of the

theme in hand. Teachers should endeavour, as far as pos

sible, to join profit and pleasure together, and mingle de

light with their instructions ; but at the same time they

must take heed that they do not merely amuse the ears,

and gratify the fancy of their disciples, without enriching

their minds.

In reading lectures of instruction, letthe teacher be very

solicitous that the learners take up his meaning, and there

fore he should frequently inquire whether he expresses

himself intelligibly, whether they understand his sense, and

take in all his ideas, as he endeavours to convey them in

his own forms of speech .

It is necessary that he who instructs others should use

the most proper style for the conveyance of his ideas easily

into the minds of those who hear him ; and though, in

teaching the sciences, a person is not confined to thesame

rules by which we must govern our language in conversa

tion, for he must necessarilymake use of many terms of

art and hard words, yet he should never use them merely

to shew his learning, nor affect sounding language without

necessity ; a caution which we shall soon fartherinculcate .

I think it very convenient and proper , if not absolutely

necessary, that when a tutor reads a following lecture to

his pupils, he should run over the foregoing lecture in ques

tions proposed to them , and by this means acquaint him
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self with their daily proficiency *. It is in vain for the

learner to object, surely we are not school-boys, to say our

lessons again ; we came to be taught, and not to be catechised

and examined . But alas ! how is it possible for a teacher

to proceed in his instructions, if he knows not how far the

learner takes in and remembers what he has been taught ?

Besides, I must generally believe it is sloth or idleness,

it is real ignorance, incapacity, or unreasonable pride, that

makes a learner refuse to give his teacher an account how

far he has profited by his last instructions. For want of

this constant examination, young gentlemen have spent some

idle and useless years, even under the daily labours and in

spection of a learned teacher ; and they have returned from

theacademy without the gain of any onescience, and even

with the shameful loss of their classical learning, that is

the knowledge of Greek and Latin, which they had learnt

in the grammar school.

Let the teacher always accommodate himself to the ge

nius, temper, and capacity of his disciples, and practise

various methods of prudence to allure, persuade, and assist

every one of them in their pursuit of knowledge.

Where the scholar has less sagacity, let the teacher en.

large his illustrations : Let him search and find out where

the learner sticks ; what is the difficulty ; and thus let

himhelp the labouring intellect.

Where the learner manifests forward genius, and a spright

ly curiosity by frequent inquiries, let the teacher oblige such

an inquisitive soul by satisfying those questions, as far as

may be done by decency and conveniency ; and where

these inquiries are unreasonable, let him not silence the

young inquirer with a magisterial rebuff, but with much

candour and gentleness postpone those questions, and refer

them to a proper hour.

Curiosity is a useful spring of knowledge : It should be

encouraged in children, and awakened byfrequent and fa

Note.-- This precaution , though never to be neglected , is of spe

cial importance when a pupil is entering on any new branch of learn

ing where it is absolutely necessary the fundamental definitions and

principles should not only be clearly understood , but should be ren

dered very familiar to the mind ; and probably most tutors have ,

found young persons sadly bewildered , as they have gone on in their

Lectures, for want of a little more patience and care in this respect.

T
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miliar methods of talking with them. · It should be indulged

in youth, but not without a prudent moderation. In those

who have too much, it should be limited by a wise and gen

tle restraint or delay, lest, by wandering after every thing,

they learn nothing to perfection. In those who have too

little it should beexcited, lest they grow stupid, narrow

spirited , self-satisfied , and never attain a treasure of ideas,

or an aptitude of understanding.

Let not the teacher demand or expect things too sublime

and difficult from the humble, modest, and fearful disciple :

And where such a one gives a just and happy answer, even

to plain and easy questions, let him have words of com

mendation and love ready for him . Let him encourage

every spark of kindling light, till it grow up to bright evi.

dence and confirmed knowledge.

Where he finds a lad pert, positive, and presuming, let

the tutor take every just occasion to shew him his error :

Let him set the absurdity in complete light before him, and

convince him by a full demonstration of his mistake, till

he sees and feels it, and learns to be modest and humble.

A teacher should not only observe the different spirit and

humour among his scholars, but he should watch the various

efforts of their reason , and growth of their understanding.

He should practise in his young nursery of learning, as a

skilful gardener does in his vegetable dominions, andapply

prudentmethods of cultivation to every plant. Let him ,

with a discreet and gentle hand , nip or prune the irregular

shoots : Let him guard and encourage the tender buddings

of the understanding, till they be raised to a blossom ; and

let him kindly cherish the younger fruits.

The tutor should take every occasion to instil knowledge

into his disciples, and make use of every occurrence in life

to raise some profitable conyersation upon it : He should

frequently inquire something of his disciples that may set

their young reason to work, and teach them how to form

inferences, and to draw one proposition out of another.

Reason being that faculty of the mind which he has to

deal with in his pupil, let him endeavour, by all proper and

familiar methods, to call it into exercise, and to enlargethe

powers of it. He should take frequent opportunities toshew

them when anidea is clear or confused, when the proposition

is evident or doubtful, and when an argument is feeble or

stiong : And by this means their mindswill be so formed ,
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that whatsoever he proposes with evidence and strength of

reason they will readily receive.

When any uncommon appearances arise in the natural,

moral, or political world, he should invite and instruct them

to make their remarks on it, and give them the best reflec

tions of his own, for the improvement of their minds.

He should by all means make it appear that he loves his

pupils, and that he seeks nothing so much as their increase

of knowledge, and their growth in all valuable acquirements :

this will engage their affection to his person, and procure a

just attention to his lecturcs.

And indeed there is but little hope that a teacher should

obtain any success in his instructions, unless those that hear

him havesome good degree of esteem and respect for his

person and character. And here I cannot buttake notice

by the way, that it is a matter of infinite and unspeakable

injury to the people of any town or parish, where the mis

nister lies under contempt. If he has procured it by his

own conduct, he is doubly criminal, because of the injury

he does to the souls of them that hear him : but if this cone

tempt and reproach be cast upon him by the wicked, mali

cious, and unjust censures of men, they must bear all the ill

consequences of receiving no good by his labours, and will

be accountable hereafter to the greatand divine Judge of all,

It would be very necessary to add in this place, (if

tutors were not well apprised of it before,) that since

learners are obliged to seek a divine blessing on their

studies, by fervent prayer to the God of all wisdom , their

tutors should go before them in this pious practice, and ,

make daily addresses to Heaven for the success of their in

struction.

CH A P. II.

Ofan Instructive Style.

THE most necessary and the most usefulcharacter of a

style fit for instruction is, that it be plain, perspicious,

and easy. And here I shall first point out all those errors

in style, which diminish or destroy the perspicuity ofit, and

then mention a few directions how to obtain a perspicuous

and easy style.

The errors of a style, which must be avoided by teachers,

are these that follow :

1. The use of many foreign words, which are not suffi
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ciently naturalized and mingled with the language which we

speak or write. It is true, that in teaching the sciences in

English, we must sometimes use words borrowed from the

Greek and Latin, for we have not in English names for a

variety of subjects which belong to learning ; but when a

man affects, upon all occasions, to bring in long sounding

words from the ancient languages without necessity, and

mingles French and other outlandish terms and phrases,

where plain English would serve as well, he betrays a vain

andfoolish genius unbecoming a teacher.

II. Avoida fantastic learned style, horrowed from the

various sciences, where the subject and matter do not re .

quire the use of them. Do not affect terms of art on every

occasion, nor seek to shew your learning by sounding words

and dark phrases : this is properly called pedantry.

Young preachers just come from the schools, are often

tempted to fill their sermons with logical and metaphysical

terms in explaining the text, and feed their hearers with

sonorous words of vanity. This scholastic language, pero

haps, may flatter their own ambition , and raise a wonder.

ment at their learning among the staring multitude, with

out any manner of influence toward the instruction of the

ignorant, or the reformation of the immoral or impious :

these terms of art are but the tools of an artificer, by which

his work is wrought in private; but the tools ought not to

appear in the finished workmanship.

There are some persons so fond of geometry, that they

bring in lines and circles, tangents and parabolas, theorems,

problems, and postulates, upon all occasions. Others who

have dealt in astronomy borrow even their nouns and their

verbs, in their common discourse, from the stars and

planets ; instead of saying, Jacob had twelve sons, they tell

you, Jacob had as many sons as there are signs in the zodiac.

If they describe an inconstant person , they make a planet

of him, and set him forth in all his appearances, direct, re

trograde, and stationary, If a candle be set behind the

screen , they call it eclipsed ; and tell you fine stories of

the orbit and the revolutions, the radii and the limb, or cir

cumference of a cart-wheel.

Others again dress up their sense in chemical language ;

extracts and oils, salts and essences, exalt and invigorate

their discourses; a great wit with them is sublimated spirit;

and a blockhead is caput mortuum . A certain doctor in
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hisbill swells in his own idea when he tells the town that

he has been counsellor to the counsellors of several kings

and princes, and that he has arrived at the knowledge of

the green, black, and goblen dragon, known only to magi

cians and hermetic philosophers. It would be well if the

quacks alone had a patent for this language.

III. There are some fine affected words that are used

only at Court, and some peculiar phrases that are sounding

or gaudy, and belong only to the theatre ; these should not

come into the lectures of instruction. The language ofpoets

has too much of metaphor in it to lead mankind into clear

and distinct ideas of things : the business of poesy is to

strike the soul with a glaring light, and to urge the passions

into a flame by splendid shows, by strong images,and a pa

thetic vehemence of style ; butit is another sort of speech

that is best suited to lead the calm inquirer into justconcep

tions of things.

IV. There is a mean vulgar style, borrowed from the

lower ranks of mankind, the basest characters, andmeanest

affairs of life : this is also to be avoided ; for it should be

supposed, that persons of a liberal education have not been

bred up within the hearing of such language, and conse

quently they cannot understand it : besides,that it would

create very offensive ideas, should we borrow even similes

for illustration from the scullery or the dunghill .

V. An obscure and mysterious manner of expression and,

cloudy language is to beavoided. Some persons have been

led by education, or by some foolish prejudices, in

and unintelligible way of thinking and speaking, and this

continues with them all their lives, and clouds andconfounds

their ideas. Perhaps some of these may have been blessed

with a great and comprehensive genius, with sublime naa

tural parts, and a torrent of ideas flowing in upon them ;

yet for want ofclearness in the manner of their conception

and language, they sometimes drown their own subject of

discourse, and overwhelm their argument in darkness and

perplexity . Such preachers as have read much of the mys

tical divinity of the Papists, and imitated their manner of

expression, have many times buried a fine understanding

under the obscurity ofsuch a style.

VI . A long and tedious style is very improperfor a

teacher ; for this also lessons the perspicuity of it. Some

learned writers are never satisfied unless they fill up every

a dark

T 3
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sentence with a great number of ideas and sentiments : they

swell their propositions to an enormous size, by explications,

exceptions, and precautions, lest they should be mistaken,

and crowd them all into the same period ; they involve and

darken their discourse by many a parenthesis, and prolong

their sentences to a tiresome extent, beyond the reach of a

eommon comprehension ; such sorts of writers or speakers

may be rich in knowledge, but they are seldom fit to com.

municate it. He that would gain a happy talent for the in

struction of others, must know how to disentangle and divide

his thoughts, if too many of them are ready to crowd into

one paragraph ; and let him rather speak three sentences

distinctly and perspicuously, which the bearer receives at

once with his ears and hissoul, than crowd all the thoughts

into one sentence, which the hearer has forgotton before he

can understand it.

But this leads me to the next thing I proposed, which was

to mention some methods, whereby such a perspicuity of

style may be obtained as is proper for instruction .

1. Accustom yourself to read those authors who think

and write with great clearness and evidence, such as convey

their ideas intoyour understanding as fast as your eye or

tongue can run overtheir sentences : This will imprintupon

themind an habit of imitation, we shall learn the syle with

which we are very conversant, and practise it with ease and

2. Get a distinct and comprehensive knowledge of the

subject which you treat of ; survey it on all sides, and make

yourself perfect master of it ; then you will have all the sen

timents that relate to it in your view , and under your com

mand, and your tongue will very easily clothe those ideas

with words which your mind has first made so familiar and

success .

easy to itself.

Scribendi recte sapere est et principium etfons,

Verbaque provisam rem non invita sequentur.

Hor. de Arte Poeta

Good teaching from good knowledge springs,

Words will make haste tofollow things.

3. Be well skilled in the language which you speak ; ac

quaint yourself with all the idiomsand special phrases ofit,

which are necessary to convey the needful ideas on the

subject of which you treat, inthe most various and most
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easy manner to the understanding of the hearer : The varia

tion of a phrase in several forms is of admirable use to in

struct ; it is like turning all sides of the subject to view ;

and if the learner happens not to take in the ideas in one

form of speech, probably another may be successful for

that end.

Upon this account I have always thought it an useful

manner of instruction , which is used in some Latin schools,

which they call variation . Take some plain sentence in the

English tongue, and then turn it into many forms in Latin ;

as for instance, a wolf let into the sheep fold will devour the

sheep. If you let a wolf into the fold, the sheep will be

devoured ; the wolf will devour the sheep if the sheep- fold

be left open : If the fold be not left shut carefully, the

wolf will devour the sheep : The sheep will be devoured by

the wolf, if it find the way into the fold open : There is no

defence of the sheep from the wolf unless itbe kept out of

the fold : A slaughter will be made among the sheep, if the

wolf can get into the fold . Thus by turning the active

voice of verbs into the passive, and the nominative case of

nouns into the accusative, and altering the connection of

short sentences by different adverbs or conjunctions, and

by ablative caseswith a preposition brought instead of the

nominative, or by participles sometimes, put instead of the

verbs, the negation of, and the contrary , instead of the asser

tion of the thing first proposed, agreat variety of forms of

speech will be created, which shall express the same sense...

4. Acquire a variety of words, a copia verborum , let your

memory be rich in synonymous terms or words, expressing

the same happy effect with the variation of the same thing:

This will not only attain the phrases in the foregoing direca '

tion , but it will add a beauty also to your style,by securing

you from an appearance of tautology, or repeating the same

words too often , which sometimes may disgust the ear of the

learner .

5. Learn the art ofshortening your sentences, by divid

ing a long complicated period into two or three small ones.

When others connect and join two or three sentences in one

by relative pronouns, as, which, whereof, wherein , whereto,

& c. and by parenthesis frequently inserted , do you rather

divide them into distinct periods; or at least, if they must be

united, let it bedone rather by conjunctions and copulatives,
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that they may appear like distinct sentences,
and give less

confusion to the hearer or reader.

I know no method so effectual to learn what I mean, as

to take now and then some page of an author, who is guilty

of such a long involved parenthetical style, and translate it

into plainer English, by dividing the ideas or the sentences

asunder, and multiplying the periods, till the language be

come smooth and easy, and intelligible at first reading.

6. Talk frequently to young and ignorant persons upon

subjects which are new and unknown to them , and be dili.

gent to inquire whether they understand you or not ; this

will put you upon changing yourphrases and forms ofspeech

in a variety, till you can hit their capacity, and convey your

ideas into their understanding.

CHAP. III.

Ofconvincing other Persons of any Truth ; or delivering

them from Errors and Mistakes.

WHEN we are arrived at a just and rational establish

ment in an opinion, whether it relate to religion or

common life, we are naturallydesirous of bringing all the

world into our sentiments ; and this proceeds from the affec

tation and pride of superior influence upon the judgment of

our fellow -creatures, much more frequently than it does

from a sense of duty or love to truth ; so vicious andcorrupt

is human nature. Yet there is such a thing to be found as

an honest and sincere delight in propagating truthi, arising

from a dutiful regard to the honour of ourMaker, and an

hearty love to mankind. Now if we would be successful

in our attempts to convince men of their errors, and to pro

mote the truth, let us divest ourselves, as far as possible,

of that pride and affectation which I mentioned before, and

seek to acquire that disinterested love to men, and zeal for

the truth , which will naturally lead us into the best methods

to promote it. And here the following directions may be

useful.

1. If you would convince a person of his mistake, choose

a proper place, a happy hour, and the fittest concurrentcir . '

cumstances for this purpose. Do not unseasonably set upon

him when he is engaged in the midst of other affairs, but

when his soul is at liberty, and at leisure to hear and attend.

Accost him not upon that subject when his spirit is ruffled
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or discomposed with any occurrences of life, and especially

when he has heated his passions in the defence of a contrary

opinion, but rather seize a golden opportunity, when some

occurrences of life may cast a favourable aspect upon the

truth of which you would convince him, or which may

throw some dark and unhappy colour or consequences upon

that error from which you would fain deliver him . There

are in life some mollissima tempora fundi, some veryagree

able moments of addressing a person, which, if rightly ma

naged, may render your attempts more successful, and his

conviction easy and pleasant.

II. Make it appear by your whole conduct to the person

you would teach, that you mean him well, that your design

is not to triumph over his opinion, nor to expose his igno.

rance, or his incapacity of defending what he asserts. Let

him see that it is not your aim to advance your own charac

ter as a disputant, nor to set yourself up for an instructor

to mankind ; but that you love him, and seek his true ine

terest : and not only assure him of this in words, when you

are entering on an argument with him , but let the whole

of your conduct to him at all times demonstrate your real

friendship for him. Truth and argument come with parti

cular force from the mouth of one whom we trust and love.

III. The softest and gentlest address to the erroneous,

is the best way to convince them of their mistakes. Some

times it is necessary to represent to your opponent that he

is not far off from the truth , and that you would fain draw

him a little nearer to it ; commend and establish whatever

he
says that is just and true, as our blessed Saviour treated

the young scribe, when he answered well concerning the

two great commandments ; “ Thou art not far ," says our

Lord , “ from the kingdom of heaven ," Mark xii. 34. Imie

tate the mildness and conduct of the blessed Jesus.

Come as near to your opponent as you can in all your

propositions, and yield to him as much as you dare, in a

consistence with truth and justice.

It is a very great and fatal mistake in persons,who at

tempt to convince or reconcile others to their party, when

they make the difference appear as wide as possible ; this

is shocking to any person who is to be convinced , he will

choose rather to keep and maintain his own opinions, if he

cannot come into yours without renouncing and abandoning

every thing that he believed before. Human nature must

1
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be flattered a little, as well as reasoned with, that so the ar

gument may be able to come at his understanding, which

otherwise will be thrust off at a distance. If youcharge a

man with nonsense and absurdities, with heresy and self

contradiction, you take a very wrong step towards convin

cing him .

Remember that error is not to be rooted out of the mind

of man by reproaches and railings, by fashes of wit and

biting jests, by loud exclamations or sharp ridicule. Long

declamations and triumph over our neighbour's mistake will

not prove the way to convince him ; these are signs either

of a bad cause, or of want of arguments or capacity for the

defence of the good one.

IV. Set, therefore, a constant watch over yourself, lest

you grow warm in dispute before you are aware. The

passions never clear the understanding, but raise darkness,

clouds, and confusion in the soul : human nature is like

water which has mud at the bottom of it , it may be clear

while it is calm and undisturbed, and the ideas, like pebbles

appear bright at the bottom ; but when once it is stirred

and moved by passion, the mud rises uppermost, and spreads

confusion and darkness over all the ideas ; you cannot set

things in so just and so clear a light before the eyes of your

neighbour, while your own conceptions are clouded with

heat and passion.

Besides, when your cwn spirits are a little disturbed, and

your wrath is awakened , this naturally kindles the same fire in

your correspondent, and prevents him from taking in your

ideas , were they ever so clear ; for his passions are engaged

all on a sudden for the defence of his own mistakes , and

they combat as fiercely as yours do, which perhaps may be

awakened on the side of truth .

To provoke a person whom you would convince, not

only rouses his anger, and sets it against your doctrine,

but directs its resentment against your person , as well as

against all your instructions and arguments. You must

treat ,an'opponent like a friend, if you would persuade him

to learn any thing from you ; and this is one greatreason why

there is so little success on either side between two dispu

tants or controversial writers, because they are so ready to

interest their passions in the subject of contest, and prevent

the mutual light that might be given and received on either

side : ambition, indignation, and a professed zeal, reign on
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both sides : victory is the point designed, while truth is pre

tended , and truth oftentimes perishes in the fray , or retires

from the field of battle : the combatants end just wherethey

began , the understandings hold fast thesame opinions ; per .

haps with this disadvantage, that they are a little more obe

stinate, and rooted in them , without fresh reason, and they

generally come off with the loss of temperand charity.

V. Neither attempt nor hope to convince a person of

his mistake, by any penal methods or severe usage : there

is no light brought into the mind by all the fire and sword ,

and bloody persecutions that were ever introduced into the

world . One would think that the princes, the priests ,and

the people, the learnedand the unlearned, the great and the

mean, should have all, by this time, seen the folly and mad

ness of seeking to propagate the truth by the laws of

cruelty ; we compel a beast to the yoke by blows, because

the ox and the ass have no understanding ; but intellectual

powers are not to be fettered and compelled at this rate.

Men cannot believe what they will, nor change their reli

gion and their sentiments as they please. They may be made

hypocrites by the forms of severity, and constrained to pro

fess what they do not believe ; they may be forced to com,

ply with external practices and ceremonies, contrary to

their own consciences; but this can never please God, nor

profit men .

VI. In order to convince another, you should always

make choice of those arguments that are best suited to his

understanding and capacity, his genius and temper, his .

state, station, and circumstances. If I were to persuade a

ploughman of the truth of any form of church -government,

it should not be attempted by the use of the Greek and

Latin fathers ; but from the word of God , the light of naa

ture, and the common reason of things.

VII. Arguments should always be proposed in such a

manner as may lead the mind onward to perceive the truth

in a clear and agreeable light, as well as to constrain the

assent by the power of reasoning. Clear ideas in many

cases are as useful towards conviction, as a well-formed and

unanswerable syllogism .

VIII. Allow the person you desire to instruct a reason

able time to enter into the force of your argument. When

you have declared yourown sentiments in the brightest man

ner of illustration, and enforced them with the most con
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vincing arguments, you are not to suppose that your friends

should immediat
ely

be convinced and receive the truth ;

habitude in a particular way of thinking, as well as in

most other things, obtains the force of nature, and you

cannot expect to wean a man from his accustom
ed

errors

but by slow degrees, and by his own assistance ; entreat

him therefore not judge on the sudden, nor determin
e

against you at once, but that he would please to review

your scheme, reflect upon your argument
s
with all the im

partiality he is capable of, and take time to think these over

again at large ; at least that he would be disposed to hear

you speak yet further on this subject, without pain or aver

sion .

Address him therefore in an obliging manner, and say,

I am not so fond as to think I have placed the subject in

such lights, as to throw you on a sudden into a new track

of thinking, or to make you immediately lay aside your

present opinions or designs ; all that I hope is, that some

hint or other which I have given is capable of being im

proved by you to your own conviction , or possibly it may

lead you into such a train of reasoning, as intimeto effect

a change in your thoughts. Which hint leads me to add,

IX. Labour as much as possible to make the person

you would teach his own instructor. Human nature may

be allured by a secret pleasure and pride in its own rea

soning, to seem to find out by itself the very thing that you

would teach : and there are some persons that have so much

of this natural bias towards self, rooted in them, that they

can never be convinced of a mistake by the plainest and

strongest arguments to the contrary , though the demonstra

tion glare in their faces; but they maybe tempted by such

gentle insinuations to follow a track of thought, which you

propose, till they have wound themselves out of their own

error, and led themselves hereby into your opinion, if you

du but let it appear that theyare under theirown guidance

rather than yours. And perhaps there is nothing which

shews more dexterity of address than this secret influence

over the minds of others, which they do not discern even

while they follow it.

X. If you gain the main point inquestion, be not very

solicitous about the nicety with which it shallbe expressed.

Mankind is so vain a thing, that it is not willing to derive

from another ; and though it cannot have every thing from

1
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itself, yet it would seem at least to mingle something of its

own with what it derives elsewhere : Therefore, when you

have set your sentiment in the fullest light, and proved it

in the most effectual manner, an opponent will bring in some

frivolous and useless distinction, on purpose to change the

form of words in the question, and acknowledge that he re

ceives your proposition in such a sense, and in such a man.

ner of expression, though he cannot receive it in your terms

and phrases. Vanillus will confess he is now convinced,

that a man who behaves well in the state ought not to be

punished for his religion ; but yet he will not consent to

allow an universal toleration of all religions that do not in

jure the state, which is the proposition I had been proving.

Well, let Vanillus therefore use his own language ; I am

glad he is convinced of the truth : He shall have leave to

dress it in his own way .

To these directions I shall add two remarks in the con

clusion of this chapter, which would not so properly fall

under the preceding directions.

I. Rem . — When you have laboured to instruct a person

in some controverted truth, and yet he retains some preju

dice against it, so that he doth not yield to the convincing

force of your arguments, you may sometimes have happy

success in convincinghimof that truth, by setting himto

read a weak author who writes against it. A young reader

will find such pleasure in being able to answer the argue

ments of the opposer, that he will drop his former preju .

dices against the truth, and yield to thepower and evidence

of your reasons. I confess this looks like setting up one

prejudice to overthrow another; but where prejudices can

pot be fairly removed by dint of reason , the wisest and best

of teachers will sometimes find it necessary to make a way

for reason and truth to take place by this contrast of pre

judices.

II . Rem . When our design is to convince a whole fami

ly or community of persons of any mistake, or to lead them

into any truth , we may justly suppose there are various

reigning prejudices among them ; and therefore it is not

safe to attempt, nor so easy to effect it, by addressing the

whole number at once. Such a method has been often

found to raise a sudden alarm , and has produced a violent

opposition even to the most fair, pious, and useful proposal;

U
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so that he who made the motion , could never carry his

point.

We must therefore first make as sure as we can of the

most intelligent and learned, at least the most leading per

sons amongst them , by addressing them apart prudentlyand

offering proper reasons, till theyare convinced and engaged

on the sideof the truth ; and these may with more success

apply themselves to others of the samecommunity; yet the

original proposer should not neglect to make a distinct ap

plication to all the rest, so far as circumstances admit.

Where a thing is to be determined by a number of votes,

he should labourto secure a good majority, and then take

care that the most proper persons should move and argue

the matter in public, lest it be quashed in the very first

proposal by some prejudice against the proposer.

So unhappily are our circumstances situated in this world ,

that if truth , and justice, and goodness can put on human

forms, and descend from heavento propose the most divine

and useful doctrines, and bring with them the clearest evi.

dence, and publish them at once to a multitudewhose pre

judices are engaged against them, the proposal would be

vain and fruitless, and would neither convince nor persuade.

So necessary is it to join art and dexterity, together with

the force ofreason, to convince mankind of truth, unless

we came furnished with miracles or omnipotence to create

a conviction * .

CHAP. IV.

Of Authority, of the abuse of it, and of its real and

proper Use and Service.

THE influence whichother persons have upon ouropi

nions is usually called authority. The power of it is so

great and widely extensive, that there is scarcely any per

son in the world entirely free from the impression of it, even

after their utmost watchfulness and care to avoid it. Our

parents and tutors, yea, our verynurses, determine a multi

• The conduct of Christ and his apostles, (armed as they were with

supernatural powers) in the gradual openings of truth, against which

the minds of their disciples were strongly prejudiced , may not only

secure such an address from the imputation of dishonest craft , but

may demonstrate the expediency, and in some cases the necessity of

attending to it.
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' tude of our sentiments ; our friends, our neighbours, the cus

tom of the country where we dwell, and the established opi

nions of mankind, form our belief ; the great, the pious, the

learned, and the ancient ; the king, the priest, and the phi.

losopher, are characters of mighty efficacy to persuade us

to receive what they dictate. These may be ranked under

different heads of prejudice, but they are all of a kindred

nature, and may be reduced to this one spring or head of

authority .

I have treated of these particularly in Logic, part II,

chap. iii . sect. 4th . Yet a few other remarks occurring

among my papers, I thought it not improper to let them find

a place here.

Cicero was well acquainted with the unhappy influences

of authority , and complains of it in his first book, De natura

Deorum . " In disputes and controversies ( says he) it is not

so much theauthor, or patrons of any opinion, as the weight

and force of argument, which should influence the mind.

The authority of those who teach is a frequent hindrance

to those who learn, because they utterly neglect to exercise

their own judgment, taking for granted whatsoever others

whom they reverence have judged for them . I can hy no

means approve what we learn from the Pythagoreans, that

if any thing asserted in disputation was questioned, they

were wont to answer, Ipse dixit.'i. e. he himself said so,

meaning Pythagoras.” So far did prejudice prevail, that

authority withoutreason was sufficient to determine disputes,

and to establish truth.

All human authority, though it be ever so ancient,

though it hath had universal sovereignty, and swayed all

the learned and the vulgar world for some thousands of

years, yet has no certain and undoubted claim to truth ;

nor is it any violation of good manners to enter a caveat with

due decency against its pretended dominion: What is there

among all the sciences that has been longer established

and more universally received ever since the days of Aristo

tle, and perhaps for ages before he lived, than this, that all

heavy bodieswhatsoever tend toward the centre of the earth ?

But Sir Isaac Newton has found that those bulky and

weighty bodies, the earth and the planets, tend towards the

centre of the sun, whereby the authority of near three thoua

sand years or more, is not only called in question, but ac

tually refuted and renounced.
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Again , was ever any thing more universally agreed

among the nation of the poets and critics, than that Homer

and Virgil are inimitable writers of heroic poems ? And

whoever presumed to attack their writings or their reputa

tion was either condemned for his malice, or derided for

his folly. These ancient authors bave been supposed to

derive peculiar advantages to aggrandize their verses from

the Heathen theology, and that variety of appearances in

which they could represent their gods, and mingle them

with the affairs of men ; yet within these few years Sir

Richard Blackmore (whose prefaces are universally esteem ,

ed superior in their kind to any of his poems) hasventured

to pronounce some noble truths in that excellent preface to

his poem called Alfred, and has bravely demonstrated there,

beyond all possible exception , that both Virgil and Homer,

are often guilty of very gross blunders, indecencies, and

shameful improprieties; and that they were so far from de.

riving any advantage from the rabble of Heathen gods, that

their theology almost unavoidably exposed them to many of

those blunders ; and that it is not possible, upon the foot

of Gentile superstition, to write a perfect epic poem ; -where

as the sacred religion of the Bible would furnish a poem

with much more just and glorious scenes, and a nobler mae

chinery:

MrDennis also had made it appear in his essays some

years before, that there were no images so sublime in the

brightest of the Heathen writers as those with which we are

furnished in the poetic parts of the holy scripture ; and

Rapin , the French critic, dared to profess the same senti

ments, notwithstanding the world of poets and critics had

so universally and unanimously exalted the Heathen writers

to the sovereignty for so many ages. If we would find out

the truth in many cases, we must dare to deviate from the

long -beaten track , and venture to think with a just and un

biassed liberty.

Though it be necessary to guard against the evil influ .

ences of authority, and the prejudices derived thence, be

cause it has introduced thousands of errors and mischiefs

into the world, yet there are three eminent and remarkable

cases wherein authority, or the sentiments of other persons,

must, or will determine the judgments and practice ofman

kind :

1. Parents are appointed to judge for their children in
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their younger years, and to instruct them what they should

believe, and what they should practise in the civil and re

ligious life. This is a dictate of nature, and doubtless it

would have been so in a state of innocence. It is impose

sible that children should be capable of judging for thema

selves, before their minds are furnished with a competent

number of ideas, before they are acquainted with any prin

ciples and rules of justjudgment, and before their reason is

grown up to any degrees of maturity and proper exercises

upon such subjeets.

* I will not say that a child ought to believe nonsense

and impossibility, because his father bids him ; for so far as

the impossibility appears, he cannot believe it : nor will I

say he ought to assent to all the false opinions of his paa

rents, or to practise idolatry, and murder or mischief, at

their command : yet a child knows not any better way to

find out what he should believe, and what he should prac

tise, before he can possibly judge for himself, than to run

to his parents, and receive theirsentiments and their direc

tions.

You will say this is hard indeed, that thechild of a

Heathen idolater, or a cruel cannibal, is laid under a sort of

necessity by nature of sinning against the light of nature. I

grant it is hard indeed ; but it is only owing to our original

fall and apostacy . The law of nature continues as it was in

innocence, namely, that a parent should judge for his child ;

but if the parent judges ill, the child is greatly exposed by

it, through that universal disorder that is brought into the

world by the sin of Adam our common father ; and from

the equity and goodness of God we may reasonably infer,

that the great Judge of all will do right; he will balance

the ignorance and incapacity of the child , with the criminal

nature of the offence in those puerile instances, and will not

punish beyond just demerit.

Besides, what could God , as a Creator, đo better for

children in their minority than to commit them to the care

and instruction of parents, none are supposed to be so much

concerned for the happiness of children as their parents

are ; therefore it is the safest step to happiness, according

to the original law of creation , to follow their directions,

their parents' reason acting for them , before they have rear

son of their own in proper exercise ; nor indeed is there

any better general rule in our fallen state , by which chiko

U 3
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and years .

dren are capable of being governed, though in many partia

cular cases it may lead them far astray from virtue and hap

piness.

If children by providence be cast under some happier in

structions, contrary to their parents erroneous opinions, I

cannot say it is the duty of such children to follow error,

when they discern it to be error, because their father be

lieves it : What I said before is to be interpreted only of

those that are under the immediate care and education of

their parents, and not yet arrived at years capable of exa

mination ; I know not how these can be freed from receive

ing this dictate of parental authority in their youngest years,

except by immediate or divine inspiration.

It is hard to say at what exact time of life the child is

exempted from the sovereignty of paternal dictates. Per

haps it is much juster to suppose that this sovereignty die

minishes by degrees as the child grows in understanding

and capacity, and is more and more capable of exerting his

own intellectual powers, than to limit this matter by months

When childhood and youth are so far expired, that the

reasoning faculties are grown up to any just measure of

maturity, it is certainthat personsought to begin to inquire

into the reasons of their own faith and practice in all the

affairs of life and religion ; but as reason does not arrive at

this power and self -sufficiency inany single moment oftime,

so there is no single moment when a ebild should at once

cast off all its former beliefsand practices ; but by degrees,

and in slow succession, he should examine them , as oppor

tunity and advantages offer; and either confirm , or doubt

of orchange them , according to the leadings of conscience

and reason, with all its best advantages of information.

When we are arrived at manly age, there is no person on

earth , no set or society of men whatsoever, that have power

and authority given them byGod, the Creator and Governor

of the world, absolutely to dictate to others their opinions

or practices in the moral and religious life. God has given

every man reason to judge for himself, in higher or in lower

degrees. Where less is given, less will be required : But we

are justly chargeable with criminal sloth, and misimprove

ment of the talents with which our Creator has entrusted us,

if we take all things for granted which others assert, and
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believe and practise all things which they dictate, without

due examination .

II . Another case wherein authority must govern our as

sent is in many matters of fact. Here we may and ought

to be determined by the declarations, or narratives of other

men ; though Imust confess this is usually called testimony,

rather thanauthority. It is upon this foot that every son

or daughter among mankind are required to believe that

such and such persons are their parents, for they can never

be informed of it but by the dictates of others. It is by

testimony that we are to believe thelaws of our country,

and to pay all proper deference to the prince, and to ma

gistrates, in subordinate degrees of authority, though we

did not actually see them chosen, crowned, or invested with

their title and character. It is by testimony that we are

necessitated to believe there is such a city as Canterbury or

York, though perhaps we have never been at either ; that

there are such persons as papists at Paris and Rome, and

that there are many sottish and cruel tenets in their reli

gion. It is by testimony we believe that Christianity, and

the books of the Bible, have been faithfully delivered down

to us through many generations ; that there was such a per

son as Christ our Saviour ; that he wrought miracles, and

died on the cross ; that he rose again , and ascended to

heaven.

The authority or testimony of men, if they are wise and

honest, if they had full opportunities and capacities of

knowing the truth , and are free from all suspicion of de

ceit in relating it, ought to sway our assent, especially when

multitudes concur in the same testiinony, and when there

aremanyother attending circumstancesthat raise the pro

position which they dictate to the degree of moral certainty.

But in this very case, even in matters of fact, and affairs

of history, we should not too easily give in to all the dice

-tates of tradition, and the pompous pretences to the testi

mony of men, till we have fairly examined the several

things which are necessary to makeup a credible testimony,

and to lay a just foundation for our belief. There are and

have been so many falsehoods imposed upon mankind , with

specious pretences of eye and ear witnesses, that should

make us wisely cautious and justly suspicious of reports,

where the concurrent signs of truth do not fairly appear ;

and especially where the matter is of considerable import
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ance. And the less probable the fact testified is in itself,

the greater evidence may we justly demand of the veracity

of that testimony on which it claims to be admitted .

III. The last case wherein authority must govern us is,

when we are called to believe what persons under inspira

tion have dictated to us . This is not properly the autho

rity ofmen, but of God himself; and we are obliged to be

lieve what that authority asserts, though our reason at pre

sent may not be able any other way to discover the certainty

or evidence of the proposition : It is enough if our faculty

of reason , in its best exercise, can discover the divine aus

thority which has proposed it. Where doctrines of divine

revelation are plainly published, together with sufficient

proofs of their revelation, all mankind are bound to receive

them , though they cannot perfectly understand them ; for

we know that God is true, and cannot dictate falsehood.

But if these pretended dictates are directly contrary to

the natural faculties of understanding and reason which God

has given us, we may be well assured these dictates were

never revealed to us by God himself. When persons are

really influenced by authority to believe pretended myste

ries, in plain opposition to reason, and yet pretend reason

for what they believe, this is but a vain amusement.

There is no reason whatsoever that can prove or establish

any authority so firmly as to give it power to dictate in

matters of belief, what is contrary to all the dictates of our

reasonable nature. God himself has never given us any

such revelations ; and I think it may be said , with reverence,

he neither can nor will do it, unless, he changes our facul

ties from what they are at present. To tell us we must

believe a proposition which is plainly contrary to reason , is

to tell us that we must believe two ideas are joined, while

(if we attend to reason ) we plainly see and know them to

be disjoined.

What could ever have established the nonsense of trane

substantiation in the world, if , men had been fixed in this

great truth , that God gives no revelation contradictory to

our own reason ? Things may be above our reason , that is,

reason may have but obscure ideas of them , or reason may

not see the connection of these ideas, or may not know at

present the certain and exact manner of reconciling such

propositions, either with one another, or with other rational

truths, as I have explained in some of my logical papers.;
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but when they stand directly and plainly against all sense

and reason, as transubstantiation does, no divine authority

can be pretended to enforce their belief, and human autho

rity is impudent to pretend to it. Yet this human autho.

rity, in the Popish countries, has prevailed over millions of

souls, because they have abandoned their reason , they have

given up the glory of human nature to be trampled upon

by knaves, and so reduced themselves to the condition of

brutes.

It is by this amusement of authority (says a certain au

thor,) that the horse is taught to obey the words of com.

mand, a dog to fetch and carry, and aman to believe incon .

sistencies and impossibilities. Whips and dungeons, fire

and the gibbet, and the solemn terrors of eternal misery

after this life, will persuade weak minds to believe against

their senses, and in direct contradiction to all their reason

ing powers. A parrot is taught to tell lies with much

more ease and more gentle usage ; but none of all these

creatures would serve their masters at the expence of their

liberty, had they but knowledge, and the justuse of reason.

I have mentioned three cases, wherein mankind must or

will be determined in their sentiments by authority ; that

is, the case of children in their minority, in regard of the

commands of their parents ; the case of all men with re

gard to universal, complete, and sufficient testimony of

matter of fact ; and the case of every person , with regard

to the authority of divine revelation, and of men divinely

inspired ; and under each of these I have given such limita.

tions and cautions as were necessary.

I proceed now to mention some other cases, wherein we

ought to pay a great deference to the authority and senti

ments of others, though we are not absolutely concluded

and determined by their opinions.

1. When we begin to pass out of our minority, and to

judge for ourselves in matters of the civil and religious life,

we ought to pay very great deference to the sentiments of

our parents, who in the time of our minority were our na.

tural guides and directors in these matters. So in matters

of science, an ignorant and unexperienced youth should pay

great deference to the opinions of his instructors ; and though

he mayjustly suspend his judgment in matters which his

tutors dictate, till he perceive sufficient evidence for them,

yet neither parents nor tutors should be directly opposed
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without great and most evident reasons, such as constrain

the understanding or conscience of those concerned .

2. Persons of years and long experience of human affairs,

when they give advice of matters of prudence of civil con

duct, ought to have a considerable deference paid to their

authority by those that are young, and have not seen the

world ; for it is most probable that the elder persons are in

the right.

3. In the affairs of practical godliness, there should be

much deference given to persons of long standing in virtue

and piety. I confess, in the particular forms and ceremonies

of religion, there may be as much bigotry and superstition

amongst the old as the young ; but in questions of inward

religion, and pure devotion, or virtue, a man who has been

long engagedin the sincere practice of those things is justly

presumed to know more than a youth ; with all his ungo

verned passions , appetites, and prejudices about him .

4. Men in their several professions and arts, in which

they have been educated, and in which they have employed

themselves all their days, must be supposed to have greater

knowledge and skill than others ; and therefore there is due

respect to be paid to their judginent in those matters.

5. In inatters of fact, where there is not sufficient testi

mony to constrain our assent, yet there ought tobe due de.

ference paidto the narratives of persons wise and sober, ac

cording to the degrees of their honesty, skill, and opportu

nity to acquaint themselves therewith.

I confess, in many of these cases , where the proposition

is a mere matter of speculation , and doth not necessarily

draw practice along with it, we may delay our assent till

better evidence appear; but where the matter is of a praca

tical nature, and requires us to act one way or another, we

ought to pay much deference to authority or testimony, and

follow such probabilities where we have no certainty ; for

this is the best light we have ; and surely it is better to fol .

low such sort of guidance, where we can have no better, than

to wanderand fluctuate in absolute uncertainty . It is not

reasonable to put outour candle, and sit still in the dark,

because we have not the light of sun - beams.
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CHAP. V.

Of Trealing and Managing the Prejudices ofMen *.

IF we had nothing but the reason of men to dealwith ,and

that reason were pure and uncorrupted, it would then be a

matter of no great skill or labour to convince another per

son of common mistakes, or to persuade him to assent to

plain and obvious truths ; but alas ! mankind stand wrapt

round in errors, and intrenched in prejudices; and every

one of their opinions is supported and guarded by something

else beside reason. A young bright genius, who has fur

nished himself with a variety of truths and strong argu

ments, but is yet unacquainted with the world, goes forth

from the schools like a knight errant, presuming bravely

to vanquish the follies of men, and to scatter light and truth

through all his acquaintance ; but he meets withhugegiants

and enchanted castles, strong prepossessions ofminds, habits,

customs, education , authority, interest, together with all the

various passions ofmen,armed and obstinate to defend their

old opinions; and he is strangely disappointed in his gene

rous attempts. He finds nowthat he must not trust merely

to the sharpness of his steel, and to the strength of his arm,

but he must manage the weapons of his reason with much

dexterity and artifice, with skill and address, or he shall

never be able to subdue errors , and to convince mankind .

Where prejudices are strong, there are these several me

thods to be practised inorderto convince persons of their

mistakes, and make a way for truth to enter into their

minds.

I. By avoiding the power and influence of the prejudice,

without any direct attack upon it : and this is done by

choosing all the slow, soft, and distant methods of propos

ing your own sentiments, and your arguments for them ,

andby degrees leading the person step by step into those

truths which his prejudices would not bear if they were pro

posed all at once.

Perhaps your neighbour is under the influence of super

stition and bigotry in the simplicity of his soul; you must

not immediately run upon him with violence, and shew

For the nature and causes of prejudices, and for the preventing or

curing them in ourselves, see the Doctor's System of Logic, part II.

chap. iii. Of the Springs of false Judgment, or the Doctrine of Preju.
dices.
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him the absurdity or folly of hisown opinions, though you

might be able to set them in a glaring light; but you must

rather begin at a distance, and establishhis assent to some

familiar and easy propositions, which have a tendency to

refute bis mistakes, and to confirm the truth ; and then sie

lently observe what impression this makes upon him, and

proceed by slow degrees as he isable to bear.; and you must

carry on the work ,perhaps at distant seasons of conversa

tion . The tender or diseased eye cannot bear a deluge of

light at once.

Therefore we are not to consider our arguments merely

according to our own notions of their force,and from thence

expect the immediate conviction of others; but we should

regard how they are likely to be received by the persons

we converse with ; and thus manage our reasoning , as the

nurse gives a child drink by slow degrees, lest the infant

should be choked, or return it all back again , if poured in

too bastily. If your wine be ever so good, and you are

ever so liberal in bestowing it on your neighbour, yet if his

bottle, into which you attempt to pour it with freedom has

a narrow mouth, you will sooner overset the bottle than fill

it with wine.

Over- hastiness and vehemence in arguing is oftentimes

the effect of pride ; it blunts the poignancy ofthe argument,

breaks its furce, and disappoints the end . If you were to

convince a person of the falsehood of the doctrine of tran

substantiation, and you take up the consecrated bread before

him, and say, “ You may see, and taste, and feel, this is

nothing but bread ; therefore, whilst you assert that God

commands you to believe it is not bread, you mostwickedly

accuse God of commanding you to tell a lie.” This sort

of language would only raisethe indignation of the person

against you, instead of making any impressions upon bim.

He will not so much as think at all on the argument you

have brought, but he rages at you as a profane wretch, set

ting up your own sense and reason above sacred authority ;

so that though what you affirm is a truth of great evidence,

yet you lose the benefit of your whole argument by an ill

management, and the unseasonable use of it.

II . We may expressly allow and indulge those prejudices

for a season , which seem to stand against the truth, and en.

deavour to introduce the truth by degrees while those pre

judices are expressly allowed, till by degrees the advancing
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truth may of itself wear out the prejudice. Thus God

himself dealt with his own people, the Jews, after the resur

rection of Christ ; for though from the following days of

Pentecost, when the gospel was proclaimed and confirmed

at Jerusalem , the Jewish ceremonies began tobe void and

ineffectual for any divine purpose , yet the Jews, who re

ceived Christ the Messiah , were permitted to circumcise

their children, and to practise many Levitical forms, till

that constitution, which then waxed old , should in time
yanish away.

Where the prejudices of mankind cannot be conquered

at once, but they will rise up in arms against the evidence

of truth, we must make some allowances, and yield to them

for the present, as far as we can safely do it without real

injury to truth : and if we would have any success in our

endeavours to convince the world, we must practise this

complaisance for the benefit of mankind.

Take a student who has deeply imbibed the principles of

the Peripatetics, and imagines certain immaterial beings,

called substantial forms, to inhabit every herb, flower, mi

neral, metal, fire, water, & c. and to be the spring of all its

properties and operations : or take a Platonist who believes

an anima mundi, an universal soul of the world to pervade

all bodies, to act in and by them according to their nature ,

and indeed to give them their nature and their special

powers, perhaps it may be very hard to convince these

persons byarguments,and constrain them to yield up these

fancies. Well, then, let the one believe his universal soul,

and the other go on with his notion of substantial forms,

and at the same time teach them how, by certain original

laws of motion, and the various sizes, shapes, and situations

of the parts of matter, allowing a continued divine con

course in , and with all, the several appearances in nature

may be solved, and the variety of effects produced, accord .

ing to the corpuscular philosophy, improved by Descartes,

Mr Boyle, and Sir Isaac Newton ; and when they have ata

tained a degree of skill in this science, they will see these

airy notions of theirs, these imaginary powers to be so

useless and unnecessary, that they will drop them of their

own accord ; the Peripatetic formswill vanish from the mind

like a dream , and the Platonic soul of the world will expire .

Or suppose a young philosopher under a powerful per .

suasion that there is nothing but what has three dimensions

X
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length, breadth , and thickness, and consequently that every

finite being has a figure or shape ( for shape is but the term

and boundary of dimension) suppose this person, through

the long prejudices of sense and imagination, cannot be

easily brought to conceive of a spirit,or a thinking being

without shape and dimensions ; let him then ntinue to

conceive a spirit with dimensions, but be sure in all his

conceptions to retain the idea of cogitation , or a power of

thinking, and thus proceed to philosophize upon the subject.

Perhaps in a little time he will find that length, breadth ,

and shape have no share in any of the actions of a spirit,

and that he can manifest all the properties and relations of

such a being, with all its operations of sensation , volition,

&c. to be as well performed without the use of this sup

posed shape, or these dimensions ; and thatall these opera

tions and these attributes may be ascribed to a spirit, con

sidered merely as a power of thinking. And when he fur

ther conceives that God, the infinite Spirit, is an almighty,

self -existing, thinking power, without shape and dimensions

of length , breadth, and depth , he may then suppose the

human spirit may be an inferior self -subsisting power of

thought; and he may be inclined to drop the ideas of dimen

sion and figure by degrees, when he sees and is convinced

they do nothing towards thinking, nor are they necessary

to assist or explain the operations or properties of a spirit.

I may give another instance of the saine practice, where

there is a prejudicate fondness of particular words and phrases.

Suppose a man is educated in an unhappy form of speech,

whereby he explains some great doctrine of the gospel, and

by the means of this phrase he has imbibed a very false idea

of that doctrine ; yet he is so bigoted to his form of words,

that he imagines, if those words are omitted , the doctrine is

lost . Now, if I cannot possibly persuade him to part with

his improper terms, I will indulge them a little, and try to

explain them in a scriptural sense , rather than let him go

on in his mistaken ideas.

Credonius believes that Christ descended into hell : I

think the word hell, as nowcommonly understood, is very

improper here ; but since the bulk of Christians, and Crea

donius among them, will by no means part with the word

out of their English creed, I will explain the word hell to

signify the stateof the dead, or the separate state of souls,

and thus lead my friend into more just ideas of the truth ;
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namely, that the soul of Christ existed three days in the

stateof separation from his body, or was in the invisible

world, which might be originally called hell in English, as

well as hades in Greek .

Anilla has been bred a Papist all her days, and though

she does not know much of religion, yet she resolves never

to part from the Roman Catholic faith , and is obstinately

bent against a change. Now , I cannot think it unlawful to

teach her the true Christian , that is, the Protestant religion ,

out of the epistle to the Romans ; and shew her that the

same doctrine is contained in the Catholic epistles of St Pe.

ter, James, and Jude, and thus let her live and die a good

Christian , in the belief of the religion I teach her out of the

New Testament, while she imagines she is a Roman Ca.

tholic still, because she finds the drctrine she is taught in

the Catholic epistles, and in that to the Romans.

I grant it is most proper there should be different words

(as far as possible ), applied to different ideas, and this rule

should never be dispensed with, if we had to do only with

the reason of mankind; but their various prejudices and

zeal for some party phrases sometimes make it necessary

that we should lead them into truth under the covert of

their own beloved forms of speech, rather than permit them

to live and die obstinate and unconvincible in any dangerous

mistake : whereas an attempt to deprive them of their old

established words would raise such a tumult within them

as to render their conviction hopeless.

III. Sometimes we may make use of the very prejudices

under which a person labours, in order to convincehim of

some particular truth, and argue with him upon his own

professed principles as though they were true. This is call

ed argumentum ad hominem , and is another way of dealing

with the prejudices of men .

Suppose a Jew lies sick of a fever, and is forbidden flesh

by his physician ; but hearing that rabbits were provided

for the dinner of the family, desired earnestly to eat of them ;

and suppose he became impatient because his physician did

not permit him, and he insisted upon it, that it could do

him no hurt ; surely, rather than let him persist in that

fancy and that desire, to the danger of his life, I would tell

himthat these animals were strangled, which sort of food

was forbidden by the Jewish law, though I myself may bee

lieve that law is now abolished .
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In the same manner was Tenerilla persuaded to let Das

mon her husband prosecute a thief, who broke open their

house on a Sunday. At first she abhorred the thoughts of

it, and refused it utterly, because if the thief were condemn

ed, according to the English law , he must be hanged ;

whereas (said she) the law of God, in the writings ofMoses,

does not appoint death to be the punishment of such cri.

minals, but tells us, that a thief shall be sold for his theft,

Exod. xxii . 3. But when Damon could no otherwise cons

vince her that the thief ought to be prosecuted, he put her

in mind that the theft wascommitted on a Sunday morning,

now the same law of Moses requires that the Sabbath -break

er shall surely be put to death, Exod. xxxi. 15. Numb. xv .

35. This argument prevailed with Tenerilla, and she con

sented to the prosecution.

Encrates used the same means of conviction when he sav

a Mahometan drink wine to excess, and heard him maintain

the lawfulness and pleasure of drunkenness : Encrates re

minded him that his own prophet Mahomet had utterly for

bidden all wine to his followers; and the good man restrain

ed his vicious appetite by his superstition, when he could no

otherwise convince him that drunkenness was unlawful, nor

withhold him from excess.

Where we find any person obstinately persisting in a mis

take in opposition to all reason , especially if the mistake be

very injurious or pernicious, and we know this person will

hearken to the sentiment or authority of some favourite name,

it is needful sometimes to urge the opinion and authority of

that favourite person, since that is likely to be regarded much

more than reason . I confess I am almost ashamed to speak

of using any influence of authority, while I would teach the

art of reasoning. But in some cases it is better that poor ,

silly, perverse , obstinate creatures, should be persuaded to

judge and act right, by a veneration for the sense of others,

than to be left to wander in pernicious errors, andcontinue

deaf to all argument, and blind to all evidence. They are

but children of a larger size ; and since they persist all their

lives in their minority, and reject all true reasoning, surely

we may try to persuade them to practise what is for their

own interest by such childish reasons as they will hearken

to ; we may overawe them from pursuing their own ruin by

the terrorsof a solemn shadow , or allurethem by a sugar

plumb to their own happiness.
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But after all, we must conclude, that wheresoever it can

be done, it is best to remove and root out those prejudices

which obstruct the entrance of truth into the mind, rather

than to palliate, humour, or indulge them ; and sometimes

this must necessarily be done, before you can make a per

son part with some beloved error, and lead him into better

sentiinents.

Suppose you would convince a gamester that “ gaming is

not a lawful calling, or business of life, to maintain one's

self by it,” and you make use of this argument, namely,

." That which doth not admit us to ask the blessing of God ,

that we may get gain by it, cannot be a lawful employment;

but we cannot ask the blessing of God on gaming, there

fore," &c. The minor is proved thus : “ We cannot pray

that our neighbour may lose ; this is contrary to the rule of

seeking our neighbour's welfare, and loving him as ourselves,

this is wishingmischief to our neighbour. But in gaming,

we can gain but just so much as our neighbour loses ; there

fore in gaming we cannot pray for the blessing of God that

we may gain by it .”

Perhaps the gamester shrugs and winces, turns and twists

the argument every way, but he cannot fairly answer it ;

yet he will patch up an answer to satisfy himself, and will

never yield to the conviction , because he feels so much of

the sweet influence of gaming, either towards the gratifica

tion of his avarice, or the support of his expences. Thus

he is under a strong prejudice in favour of it, and is not

easily convinced.

Your first work, therefore, must be to lead him by de

grees to separate the thoughts of his own interest from the

argument, and shew him that our own temporal interests,

our livelihood, or our loss, hath nothing to do to determine

this point, in opposition to the plain reason of things, and

that he ought to put these considerations quite out of the

question, if he would be honest and sincere in his search af .

ter truth or duty ; and that he must be contented to heare

ken to the voice of reason and truth , even though it should

run counter to his secular interest. When this is done,

then an argument may carry some weight or force with it

toward his conviction .

In like manner, if the question were, whether Matrissa

ought to expose herself and her other children to poverty

and misery, in order to support the extravagancies of afa

X 3
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vourite son ? Perhaps the mother can hear no argument

against it ; she feels no conviction in the most cogent rea

sonings, so close do her fond prejudices stick to her heart.

The first business here is to remove thisprejudice. Ask her

therefore, whether it is not a parent'sduty to love all her

children, so as to provide for their welfare ? Whether duty

to God and her family ought not to regulate her love to a

favourite ? Whether her neighbour Floris did well in dresse

ing up her daughters with expensive gaudery, and neglect

ing the education of her son till she saw his ruin ? Perhaps

bythis method she might be brought to see, that particular

fondness for one child should have no weight or force in

determining the judgment in opposition to plain duty ;

and she may thengive herself upto conviction in her own

case, and to the evidence of truth , and thus correct her

mistaken practice.

Suppose you would convert Rominda from Popery, and

you set all the absurdities, errors, and superstitions ofthat

church before her in the most glaring evidence, she holds

them fast still, and cannot part with them, for she hath a

most sacred reverence for the faith and the church of her

ancestors, and cannot imagine that they were in the wrong.

The first labour must be therefore to convince her that our

ancestors were fallible creatures ; that we may part with

their faith without any dishonour done to them ; that all

persons must chuse their religion for themselves ; that we

must answer for ourselves in the great day of judgment,and

not we for our parents, nor they for us ; that Christianity

itself had never been received by her ancestors in this na

tion, if they had persistéd always in the religion of their

parents, for they were all Heathens. And when she has

by these methods of reasoning been persuaded that she

is not bound always to cleave to the religion of her parents,

she may then receive an easier conviction of the errors of

Rome *.

* But perhaps of all these different methods of curing prejudices,

none can be practised with greater pleasure to a wise and good man , or

withgreater success, where success is most desirable , than attemptingto

turn the attention of well-meaning people from some point in which

prejudice prevails to some other of great importance, and fixing their

thoughts and heart on some great truth which they allow, and which

leads unto consequences contrary to some other notion which they es

pouse and retain . By this means they may be led to forget their errors ,

while attentive to opposite truth ; and in proportion to the degree in
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CHAP. VI.

Of Instruction by Preaching.

SECT. I.

Wisdom better than learning in the Pulpit.

TYRO is ayoung preacher just come from the schools of

logic and divinity,and advanced to the pulpit : he was

counted a smart youngster in the academy for analyzing a

proposition , and is full, even to the brim , with the terms of

hisart and learning. When he has read his text, after a

short Aourish of introduction, he tells you in how many

senses the chief word is taken, first among Greek Heathen

writers, and then in the New Testament ; he cites all the

chapters and the verses exactly, and endeavours to make you

understand many a text before he lets you know fully what

he means by hisown. He finds these things at large in the

critics which he has consulted, where this sort ofwork is

necessary and beautiful, and therefore he imagines it will

become his serinonwell. Then he informs you very leamed

ly of the various false expositions which have been given by

divines and commentators on this part of scripture, and it

may be the reasons of each of them too ; and herefutes them

with much zeal and contempt. Having thus cleared his

way, he fixes uponthe exposition which his judgment best

approves, and dwells generally five or ten minutes upon the

arguments to confirm it ; andthis he does, not only in texts

of darkness and difficulty , but even when scarcely a child

could doubt of his meaning.

This grammatical exercise being performed, he applies

himself to his logic ; the text is divided and sub-divided into

many little pieces, he points you precisely to the subject and

the predicate, brings you acquainted with the agent and the

object, shews you all the properties and the accidents that

attend it, and would fain make you understand the matter

and the form of it as well as he does himself, When he

has thus done, two-thirds of the hour is spent, and his hear

ers are quite tired : then he begins to draw near to his doc

which their minds open , and their tempers grow more generous and

virtuous, may be induced to resign'it. And surely nothing can give

a benevolent mind more satisfaction , than to improve his neighbour

in knowledge, and in goodness at the same time,
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trine, or grand theme of discourse ; and having told the au

dience, with great formality and exactness, what it is, and

in what method he shall manage it, he names you one or two

particulars under the first general head ; and by this time

finds it necessary to add, “ He intended indeed to have been

larger in the illustration of his subject, and he should have

given you some reasons for thedoctrine, but he is sorry that

he is prevented ; and then he designed also to have brought

it down to the conscience of everyman by a warm address,

but his time being gone, he must break of. ” He hurries

over a hint or two, which should have been wrought up into

exhortation or instruction , but all in great haste, and thus

concludes his work. The obstinate and the careless sinners

go away unawakened, unconvinced ; and the mourning soul

departs uncomforted ; the unbeliever is not led to faith in

the gospel, nor the immoral wretch to haste to forsake his

iniquities ; the hypocrite and the man of sincerity are both

unedified, because the preacher had not time. In short, he

has finished his work, and he has done nothing.

When I hear this man preach, it brings to my remem

brance the account which Ihave heard concerning the Czar

of Muscovy , the first time that his army beseiged a town in

Livonia : he was then just come from his travels in Great

Britain , where he and his ministers of state had learned the

mathematics of an old acquaintance of mine ; the Czar took

great care to begin the seige in form ; he drew all his lines

of circumvallation and contravellation according to the rules

of art ; but he was so tedious and so exact in these mathe

matical performances, that the season was spent, he was

forced to break up the seige, and retire without any execu

tion done upon the town.

Ergates is another sort of preacher, a workman that need

not be ashamed : he had in his younger days but few of

these learned vanities, and ageand experience have now

worn them all off': He preaches like a man who watches for

our souls , as one that must give an account : He passes over

lesser matters with speed, and pursues his great design ,

namely, to save himself and them that hear him , 1 Tim . iv.

16. And by following this advice of St Paul, he happily

complies with that great and natural rule of Horace, always

to make haste towards the most valuable end :

sis Dar eslovas

Semper ad eventum festinat Susalso
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Henever affects to choose a very obscure text, lest he should

waste too much of the hour in explaining the literal sense

of it. He reserves all those obscurities till they come in

course at his seasons of public exposition ; for it is his opi

nion that preaching the gospel for the salvation of men care

ries in it a little different idea from a learned and critical

exposition of the difficult texts of Scripture.

He knows well how to use his logic in his composures ;

- but he calls no part of the words by their logical name, if

there be any vulgar name that answers it : Reading and me

ditation have furnished him with extensive views of his

subject, and his own good sense hath taught him to give

sufficient reasons for every thing he asserts; but he never

uses one of them till a proof is needful : He is acquainted

with the mistaken glosses of expositors ; buthe thinks it

needless to acquaint his hearers with them, unless there be

evident danger that they might run into the same mistake :

He understands well what his subject is not, as well as

what it is ; but when he would explain it to you, he never

says, first, negatively, unless some remarkable error is at

hand, and which his hearers may easily fall into for want

of such a caution.

Thus in five or ten minutes at the most he makes his way

plain to theproposition or theme on which he designs to dis

course ; and being so wise as to know well what to say, and

what to leave out, he proportions every part of his work to

his time : He enlarges a little upon the subject, by way of

illustration, till the truth becomes evident and intelligible to

the weakest of his hearers ; then he confirms the point with

a few convincing arguments, where the matter requires it,

and makes haste to turn the doctrine into use and improve

ment. Thus the ignorant are instructed, and the growing

Christians are established and improved ; the stupid sinner

is loudly awakened, and the mourning soul receives consola

tion ; the unbeliever is led to trust in Christ and his gos

pel, and the impenitent and immoral are convinced and sof,

tened, are melted and reformed . The inward voice of the

Holy Spirit joins with the voice of the minister ; the good

man and the hypocrite have their proper portions assigned

them , and the work of the Lord prospers in his hand.

This is the usual course and manner of his ministry. This

method being natural, plain, and easy , he cast many of his

discourses into this form ; but he is no slavę to forms and
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methods of any kind : He makes the nature of his subject,

and the necessity ofhishearers, the great rule to directhim

what method he shall choose in every sermon, that he may

the better enlighten, convince, and persuade. Ergates well

knows, that where the subject itself is entirely practical he

has no need of the formality of long uses and exhortations ;

he knows that practice is the chief design of doctrine ; therea

fore he bestows most of his labour upon this part of his of ,

fice, and intermingles much of the pathetic under every

particular ; yet he wisely observes the special dangers of

his flock, and the errors of the times he lives in ; and now

and then (though very seldom ) he thinks it necessary to

spend almost a whole discourse in mere doctrinal articles.

Upon such an occasion he thinks it proper to take up a lite

tle larger part of his hour in explaining and confirming the

sense of his text, and brings itdown to the understanding

of a child.

At another time, perhaps, he particularly designs to en

tertain the few learned and polite among his auditors ; and

that with this view, that he may ingratiate his discourses

with their ears, and may so far gratify their curiosity in

this part of his sermon , as to give an easier entrance for

the more plain , necessary, and important parts of it into

their hearts. Then he aims at and reaches the sublime,

and furnishes out an entertainment for the finest taste ;

buthe scarcely ever finishes his sermon without compassion

to the unlearned, and an address that may reach their con

sciences with words of salvation.

I have observed him sometimes, after a learneddiscourse,

come down from the pulpit as a man ashamed , and quite out

of countenance : He has blushed and complained to his in ,

timate friends, lest he should be thoughtto have preached

himself, and not Christ Jesus his Lord : He has been ready

to wish he had entertained the audience in a more unlearned

manner, and on a more vulgar subject, lest the servants,

and the labourers, and tradesmen there, should reap no ad

vantage to their souls , and the important hour of worship

should be lost as to their improvement. Well he knows,

and keeps it upon his heart, that the middle and lower ranks

of mankind, and people of an unlettered character, make

up the greater part of the assembly ; therefore he is ever

seeking how to adapt his thoughts and his language, and

far thegreatest part of all his ministrations, to the instruc
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tion and profit of persons of common rank and capacity, it

is in the midst of these that he hopes to find his triumph,

his joy, and crown in the last greatday ; for not many wise,

not many noble are called .

There is so much spirit and beauty in his common con

versation, that it issought and desired bytheingenious men

of his age :: But he carries a severe guard of piety always

about him , that tempers the pleasant air of his discourse,

even in his brightestand freest hours, and before heleaves

the place (if possible) he will leave something of the savour

of heaven there ; in the parlour he carries on the design of

the pulpit, but in so elegant a manner that it charms the

company, and gives not the least occasion for censure.

His polite acquaintance will sometiines rally him for talk.

ing so plainly in his sermons, and sinking his good sense to

so low a level : But Ergates is bold to tell the gayest
of

them, “ Our public business, my friend, is chiefly with the

weak and the ignorant, that is, the bulk of mankind ; the

poor receive the gospel ; the mechanics and day labourers,

the women and children of my assembly, have souls to be

saved ; I will imitate my blessed Redeemer, in preaching

the gospel to the poor ; and learn of St Paul to become all

things to all men, that I may win souls, and lead many sin

ners to heaven by repentance, faith , and holiness .”

SECT. II.

A branching Sermon.

I have always thought it a -mistake in the preacher to

mince his text or his subject too small, by a great number

of sub-divisions;for it occasions great confusion of the under

standings of the unlearned . Where a man divides his mate

ter intomore general, less general, special, and more parti.

cular heads, he is under a necessity, sometimes of saying,

firstly , or secondly, two or three times together, which the

learned may observe ; but the greater part of the auditory,

not knowing the analysis, cannot so much as take it into

their minds, and much less treasure it up in their memories

in a just and regular order ; and when such hearers are des

siredto give some account of the sermon, they throw the

thirdly's and secondly's into heaps, and make very confused

workin a rehearsal, by intermingling the general and the

special heads. In writing a large discourse this is much
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more tolerable ; * but in preaching it is less profitable and

more intricate and offensive.

. It is as vain anaffectation also to draw out a long rank

of particulars in the same sermon under any one general,

and run up the numberof them to eighteenthly or seven -and

twentiethly. Men that take delight in this sort of work,

will cut out all their sense into shreds ; and every thing that

they can say upon any topic shall make a new particular.

This sort of folly and mistaken conduct, appears weekly

in Polyramus's lectures, and renders all his discourses lean

and insipid. Whether it proceed from a mere barrenness

of thought, and a native dryness of soul, that he is not able

to vary his matter and to amplify beyond the formal topics

of analysis, or whether it arise from affectation of such a

way of talking, is hard to say : But it is certain that the

chief part of his anditory are not over -much profited or

pleased. When I sit under his preaching, I fancy myself

brought into the valley of Ezekiel's vision ; it was full of

bones, and behold, therewere many in the valley, and lo,

they were very dry, Ezek. xxxvii . 1 , 2.

It is the variety of enlargement upon a few proper heads

that clothes the dry bones and flesh, and animates them

with blood and spirits ; it is this that colours the discourse,

makes it warm and strong, and renders the divine proposi

tions bright and persuasive ; it is this bringsdown the doc

trine or the duty to the understanding and conscience of

the whole auditory, and commands the natural affections

into the interest of the gospel. In short it is this that,

under the influence of the Holy Spirit, gives life and force,

beauty and success to a sermon, and provides food for souls.

A single rose -bush , or a dwarf-pear, with all their leaves,

flowers, and fruit about them , have more beauty and spirit

in themselves, and yield more food and pleasure to mankind,

than the innumerable branches, boughs, and twigs of a long

hedge of thorns. The fruit will feed the hungry, and the

flower will refresh the fainting ; which is more than can be

said of the thickest oak in Bashan , when it has lost its vital

juice ; it may spread its limbs indeed far and wide, but they

are naked , withered , and sapless .

Especially as words may be used to number the generals and

figures of different kinds and forms, to marshal the primary and

Secondary ranks of particulars under them.

3
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SECT. III.

The Harangue.

Is it not possible to forsake one extreme without runa

ning into a worse? Is there no medium between a sermon

made up of sixty dry particulars, and a long loose declama

tion, without any distinction of the parts of it ? Must the

preacher divide his worksby the breaks of a minute -watch,

or let it run on incessantly to the last word, like the flowe

ing stream of the hour -glass that measures his divinity ?

Surely Fluvio preaches as though he knew no medium ;

and having taken a disgust heretofore at one of Polyra

mus's lectures, he resolved his own discourses should have

no distinction of particulars in them . His language flows

smoothly in a long connection of periods, and glides over

the ear like a rivulet of oil over polished marble, and like

that tvo leaves no trace behind it. The attention is detaine

ed in a gentle pleasure ; and (to say the best thing possible

of it, ) the hearer is soothed into something like divine de

light; but he can give the inquiring friend scarcely any ac

count what it was that pleased him . He retains a faint idea

of the sweetness, but has forgotten the sense.

Tell me, Fluvio, Is this the most effectual way to instruct

ignorant creatures in the several articles of faith , and the

various duties of the Christian life ? Will such a long uni

form flow of language imprint all the distant parts of Chrisa

tian knowledge on the mind, in their best form andorder ?

Do you find such a gentle and gliding stream of words

most powerful to call up the souls of sinners from their

dangerous or fatal lethargy ? Will this indolent and move

less species of oratory make a thoughtless wretch attend to

matters of infinite moment? Can a long purling sound

awaken a sleepy conscience, and give a perishing sinner just

notices of his dreadful hazard ? Can it furnish his under

standing and his memory with all the awful and tremendous

topics of our religion, when it scarcely ever leaves any dis

tinct impression of one of themon his soul ? Can youmake

the arrow wound where it will not stick ? Where all the

discourse vanishes from the remembrance, can you sup

pose the soul to be profited or enriched ? When

you brush
over the closed eye- lids with a feather, did you ever find it

give light to the blind ? Have any of your soft harangues,

your continued threads of silken eloquence, ever raise the

Y
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dead ? I fear your whole aim is to talk over the appointed

number of minutes upon the subject, or to practisea little

upon the gentler passions, without any concern how to give

the understanding its due improvement, or to furnish the

memory with any lasting treasure, or to make a knowing

and a religious Christian .

Ask old Wheatfield , the rich farmer, ask Plowdown, your

neighbour, or any of his family who have sat all their lives

under your ministry, what they know of the common truths

of religion, or of the special articles of Christianity ? De

sire them to tell you what the gospel is, or what is salva

tion ? What are their duties toward God, or what they

mean by religion ? Who is Jesus Christ, or what is the

meaning of his atonement, or redemption by his blood ?

Perhaps you will tell me yourself, that you have very sel

dom entertained them with these subjects. Well, inquire

of them , What is heaven ? Which is the way to obtain it ;

or what hope they have of dweiling there ? Entreat them

to tell you wherein they have profited as to holiness of.

heart, or life, or fitness for death . They will soon make it

appear by their awkward answers, that they understood

very little of all your fine discourses, and those of your

predecessors, and have made but wretched improvement of

forty years attendance at church. They have now and

then been pleased, perhaps, with the music of your voice,

as with the sound of a sweet instrument, and they mistook

that for devotion : But their heads are dark still, and their

hearts earthly ; they are mere Heathens with a Christian

name, and know little more of .God than their yokes of

oxen . In short, Polyramus's auditors have some conſusion

in their knowledge, but Fluvio's hearers have scarcely any

knowledge at all .

But you will tell me, your discourses are not all made

up of harangue: Your design is sometimes to inform the

mind by a train of well-connected reasonings, and that all

your paragraphs, in their long order, prove and support each

other; and though you do not distinguish your discourse

into particulars, yet you have kept some invisible method

all the way, and, by some artificial gradations, you have

brouglit your sermon down to the concluding sentence.

It may be so sometimes, and I will acknowledge it : But

believe me, Fluvio, this artificial and invisible method care

ries darkness with it instead of light ; nor is it by any
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means a proper way to instruct the vulgar, that is, the bulk

of your auditory: their souls are not capable of so wide

a stretch, as to take in the whole chain of your long con

nected consequences: you talk reason and religion to them

in vain , if you do not make the argument so short as to

come within their grasp, and give a frequent rest for their

thoughts : you must break the bread of life into pieces to

feed children with it, and part your discourses into distinct

propositions,to give the ignorant a plain scheme of any one

doctrine, and enable them to comprehend or retain it .

Every day gives us experiments to confirm what I say,

and to encourage ministers to divide their sermons into sem

veral distinct heads of discourse. Myrtylla, a little creature

of nine years old , was at church twice yesterday ; in the

morning the preacher entertained his audience with a run

ning oration, and the child could give her parents no other

account of it, but that he talked smoothly and sweetly

about virtue and heaven. It was Ergate's lot to fulfil the

service of the afternoon ; he is an excellent preacher, both

for the wise and unwise : in the evening, Myrtylla very

prettily entertained her mother with a repetition of the

most considerable parts of the sermon ; for “ Here, " said

she, “ I can fix my thoughts upon first, secondly , and

thirdly, upon the doctrine, the reasons, and the inferences ;

and I know what I must try to remember, and repeat it

when my friends shall ask me : but as for the morning ser

mon , I could do nothing but hear it, for I could not tell

what I should get by heart .”

This manner of talking in a loose harangue has not

only injured our pulpits, but it makes the several essays

and treatises, that are written now a-days, less capable of

improving the knowledge, or enriching the memory of the

reader.

I will easily grant, that where the whole discourse reach

es not beyond a few pages, there is no necessity ofthe for

mal proposal of the several parts, before you handle each

of them distinctly, nor is there need of such a set method ;

the unlearned and narrow understanding can take an easy

view of the whole, without the author's pointing to the sea

veral parts. But where the essay is prolonged to a greater

extent, confusion grows upon the reader almost at every page,

without some scheme or method of successive heads in the

discourse to direct the mind, and aid the memory.
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If it be answered here, That neither such treatises nor

sermons are a mere heap, for there is a just method observed

in the composure, and the subjects are ranked in a proper

order ; it is easy to reply, That this method is so con

cealed, that a common reader or hearer can never find it ;

and you must suppose every one that peruses such a book,

and much more that attends such a discourse, to have some

good knowledge of the art of logic before he can distin

guish the various parts and branches, the connections and

transitions of it. Το uncleared eye or ear it appears a

mere heap of good things, without any method, forın , or

order ; and if you tell your young friends, they should get

it into their heads and hearts, they know not how to set

about it .

If we enquire how itcomesto pass that our modern in

genious writers should affect this manner ? I know no juster

reason to give for it than a humorous and wanton contempt

of the customs and practices of our forefathers ; a sensible

disgust, taken at some of their mistakes and ill conduct, at

first tempted a vain generation into the contrary extreme

near sixty years ago ; and now , even to this day, it continues

too much in fashion, so that the wise, as well as the weak ,

are ashamed to oppose it, and are borne down with the

current.

Our fathers formed their sermons much upon the model of

doctrine, rcason , and use ; and perhaps there is no one me.

thod of more universal service, and more easily applicable to

most subjects, though it is not necessary or proper in every

discourse : but the very names of doctrine and use are be

come now-a- days such stale and old fashioned things, that a

modish preacher is quite ashamed of them ; nor can a mo

dish hearer bear the sound of those syllables : a direct and

distinct address to the consciences of saints and sinners must

not be named or mentioned, though these terms are scrip

tural, lest it should be hissed out of the church, like the

garb of a round -head or a puritan .

Some of our fathers have multiplied their particularsun .

der one single head of discourse, and ran up the tale of them

to sixteen or seventeen . Culpable indeed, and too numerous !

But, in opposition to this extreme, we are alınost ashamed

in our age to say thirdly ; and all fourthly's and fifthly's are

very unfashionable words.

Our fathers made too great account of the sciences of logic

the
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and metaphysics, and the formalities of definition and divie

sion, syllogism and method, when they brought them so

often into the pulpit ; but we hold those arts so much in

contempt and defiance, that we had rather talk a whole hour

without order, and without edification , than be suspected of

using logic or method in our discourses.

Someofour fathers neglected politeness perhaps too much,

and indulged a coarseness of style, and a rough or awkward

pronunciation ; butwe have such a value forelegancy, and

so nice a taste for what we call polite, that we dare not spoil

the cadence of a period to quote a text of Scripture in it,

nor disturb the harmony of our sentences to number or to

name the heads of our discourse. And for this reason I

have heard it hinted, that the name of Christ has been

banished out of polite sermons, because it is a monosyllable

of so many consonants, and so harsh a sound.

But, after all , our fathers, with all their defects, and

with all their weaknesses, preached the gospel of Christ to

the sensible instruction of whole parishes, to the conversion

of sinners from the errors of their way , and the salvation

of multitudes of souls. But it has been the late complaint

of Dr Edwards, and other worthy sons of the established

church, that in too many pulpits now a -days there are only

heard some smooth declamations, while thehearersthat were

ignorant of the gospel abide still without knowledge, and

the profane sinners are profane still . O that divine grace

would descend and reformn what is amiss in all the sanctua.

ries of the nation ! *

CHAP. VII.

Of Writing Books for the Public.

In the explication anddistinction ofwords and things by

definition and description, in the division of things into

their several parts, and in the distribution of things into their

several kinds, be sure to observe a just medium . We must

* It appears by the date at the bottom of this paper in the MSS.

that it was written in the year 1718. The first and perhaps the se .

cond section of it inay seem now to be grown in a great measure out

of date ; but whether the third is not at least as seasonable now as

ever , may deserve serious consideration. The author , since this was

drawn up, hath delivered his sentiments more fully in the first part:

of that excellent piece entitled , on Humble Attempt for the Revival

of Religion, fc.

Y 3
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not always explain and distinguish, define, divide, and dis

tribute, nor must we always omit it: Sometimes it is use

less and impertinent, sometimes it is proper and necessary .

There is confusion brought into our argument and discourse

by too many, or by toofew ofthese. One author plunges

his reader into the midst of things without due explication

of them ; another jumbles together without distinction all

those ideas which have any likeness ; a third is fund of ex

plaining every word, and coining distinctions between ideas

which have little or no difference ; but each of these runs

into extremes ; for all these practices are equal hindrances

to clear, just, and useful knowledge. It is not a long train

of rules, but observation and good judgment, can teach us

when to explain , define, and divide, and where to omit it.

In the beginning of a treatise, it is proper and necessary

sometimes to premise some præcognita ,orgeneral principles,

which may serve for an introduction to the subject in hand,

and give light or strength to the following discourse; but

it is ridiculous, under a pretence of such introductions or

prefaces, to wander to the most remote or distant themes,

which have no near or necessary connection with the thing

in hand : This serves for no other purpose but to make a

gaudy shew of learning. There was a professor of divinity ,

who began an analytical exposition of the epistle to the

Romans with such præcognita as these : First, he shewed

the excellence of man above other creatures , who was able

to declare the sense of his mind by arbitrary signs : Then he

harangued upon the origin of speech : After that he told

of the wonderful invention of writing, and inquired into

the author of that art which taught us to paint sounds :

When he had given us the various opinions of the learned

on this point, and distributed writing into its several kinds,

and laid down definitions of them all, at last he came to

speak of epistolary writing, and distinguished epistles into

familiar, private, public, recommendatory credentials, and

what not . Thence he descended to speak of the superscrip

tion , subscription, &c. and some lectures were finished be .

fore he came to the first verse of St Paul's epistle : The

auditors, being half starved and tired with expectation, drop

ped away one by one, so that the professor had scarce any

hearers ' to attend the college or the lectures which he had

promised on that part of Scripture.

The rules which Horace has given in his Art of Poetry
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would instruct many a preacher and professor of theology,

if they would but attend to them . He informs us that a

wise author, such as Homer, who writes a poem of the

Trojan war, would not begin a long and far- distant story

of Jupiter, in the form of a swan impregnating Leda with

a double egg ; from one part whereof Helen was hatched ,

who was married to Menelaus, a Greek general, and then

stolen from him by Paris, son of Priam king of Troy,

which awakened the resentment of the Greeks against the

Trojans.

Nec gemino bellum Trojanum orditur ab ovo.

But the writer, says he, makes all proper haste to the event

of things, and does not drag on slowly, perpetually turning

aside from his point, and catching at every incident to pro

long his story, as though he wanted matter to furnish out

his tale .

Semper ad eventum festinal.

Though, I must confess, I cannot think Homer has always

followed this rule in either of his two famous epic poems :

but Horace does not hear what I say.
There is also another

rule near a-kin to the former ,

As awriter or a speaker should not wander from his sub

ject to fetch in foreign matters from afar, so neither should

he amass together and drag in all that can be said, even on

his appointed theme of discourse ; but he should consider

what is his chief design, what is the end he hath in view,

and then to make every part of his discourse subserve that

design. If he keep his great end always in his eye, he will

pass hastily over those parts or appendages of his subject

which have no evident connection with his design , or he will

entirely omit them, and hasten continually towards his in

tended mark ; employing his time, his study, and labour,

chiefly on that part of his subject which is most necessary

to attain his present and proper end .

This might be illustrated by a multitude of examples ;

but an author, who should heap them together on such an

occasion, inight be in danger of becoming himself an exam

ple of the impertinence he is cautioning others to avoid.

After
you have finished any discourse which you design

for the public, it would be always best, if other circumstan

ces would permit, to let it sleep some time before you ex
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pose it to the world, that so you may have opportunity to

review it with the indifference of a stranger, and to make

the whole of it pass under a new and just examination ; for

no man can judge so justly of his own work, while the

pleasure of his invention and performance is fresh, and has

engaged his self -love too much on the side of what he has

newly finished.

If an author would send a discourse into the world, which

shouldbe mostuniversally approved, he should consult per

sons of very different genius, sentiment, and party, and en

deavour to learn theiropinions ofit. In the world it will

certainly meet with all these. Set it therefore to view

amongst several of your acquaintance first, who may survey

the argument on all sides, and one may happen to suggest a

correction which is entirely neglected by others, and be sure

to yield yourself to the dictates of true criticism , and just

censure, wheresoever you meet with them ; nor let a fond

ness for what you have written blind your eyes against the

discovery of your own mistakes.

When an author desires a friend to revise his work, it is

too frequent a practice to disallow almost every correction

which a judicious friend would inake ; he apologizes for this

word, and the other expression ; he vindicates this sentence,

and gives his reasons for another paragraph, and scarcely

ever submits to correction ; and this utterly discourages the

freedom that a true friend would take in pointing out our

mistakes. Such writers, who are so full of themselves,

may goon to admiretheir own incorrect performances, and

expose their works and their follies to the world without pity *.

Horace, in his Art of Poetry, talks admirably well on this

subject :

Quinctilio si quid recitares, Corrige, sodes,

Hoc, aiebat, et hoc ; melius te posse negares,

Bis terque expertum frustra ; delere jubebat,

Et malè tornatos incudi reddere versus :

Si defendere delictum , quam vertere, malles ;

Nullum ullra verbum , aut operam insumebat inanem,

Quin sine rivali teque et tua solus amares.

To cut off such chicanery, it may perhaps be the most expedient

for a person consulted , on such an occasion , to note down on a disa

paper , proper references, the advised alterations , referring

it to the author to make such use of them as he, on due deliberation

shall think fit,

tinct with
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Let good Quinctilius all your lines revise ,

And he will freely say , mend this and this ;

Sir, I have often try'd, and try'd again,

I'm sure I can't do better, ' tis in vain ;

Then blot out every word, or try once more,

And file these ill turn'd verses o’er and o'er ;

But ifyou seem in love with your own thought,

More eager to defend than mend your fault,

He
says no more, but lets the fopgo on,

And rival free, admire his lovely own .
CREECH.

If you have not the advantage of friends to survey your

writings, then read them over yourself ; and all the way

consider what will be the sentence and judgment of all the

various characters of mankind upon them : Think what one

of your own party would say , or what would be the sense

of an adversary : imagine what a curious or a malicious

man, what a captious or an envious critic, what a vulgar or

a learned reader would object, either to thematter, the man

ner, or the style ; and be sure and think with yourself what

you yourself could say against your own writing, if you

were of a different opinion, or a stranger to the writer ; and

by these means you will obtain some hints whereby to cor ,

rect and improve your own work, and to guard it better

against the censures of the public, as well as to render it

more useful to that part of mankind for whom you chiefly

design it.

CHAP. VIII.

Of Writing and Reading Controversies.

SECT. I.

Of Writing Controversies.

a person of good sense writes on any controvert

ed subject, he will generally bring the strongest argu

ments that are usually to be found for the support of his

opinion ; and when that is done, he will represent the most

powerful objections against it in a fair and candid manner,

giving them their full force ; and at last will puton such an

answer to those objections as he thinks will dissipate and

dissolve the force of them ; and herein the reader will ge

nerally find a full view of the controversy , together with

the main strength of argument on both sides,

WHE
N
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When a good writer has set forth his own opinion at large,

and vindicated it with its fairest and strongest proofs, he shall

be attacked by some pen on the other side of the question ;

and if his opponent be a wise and sensible writer, he will

shew the best reasons why the former opinions cannot be

true ; that is, he will draw out the objections against them

in their fullest array, in order to destroy what he supposes a

mistaken opinion ; and here we may reasonably suppose that

an opponent will draw up his objections against the supposed

error in a brighter light, and with stronger evidence , than

the first writer did , who propounded his opinion which was

contrary to those objections.

If, in the third place, the first writer answers his oppne

nent with care and diligence, and maintains his own point

against the objections which were raised in the best man.

ner, the reader may then generally presume, that in these

three pieces he has a complete view of the controversy, to

gether with the most solid and powerful arguments on both

sides of the debate.

But when a fourth , and fifth , and sixth volume appears

in rejoinders and replies, we cannot reasonably expect any

great degrees of light to be derived, from daily experience,

that many mischiefs attend this prolongation of controver

sies among men of learning, which, for the most part, do

injury to the truth , either by turning the attention of the

reader quite away from the original point to other matters,

or by covering the truth with a multitude of occasional in

cidents and perplexities, which serve to bewilder, rather

than guide a faithful inquirer.

Sometimes, in these latter volumes, the writers on both

sides will hang upon little words and occasional expressions

of their opponent, in order to expose them , which have no

necessary connection with the grand point in view, and

which have nothing to do with the debated truth.

Sometimes they will spend many a page in vindicating

their own character, or their own little sentences or acci

dental expressions, from the remarks of their opponent, in

which expressions or remarks the original truth has no

concern .

And sometimes again you shall find even writers of good

sense, who havehappened to express themselves in an im

proper and indefensible manner, led away by the fondness

ofself-love to justify those expressions, and vindicate those
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little lapses they were guilty of, rather than they will con

descend to correct those little mistakes, or recal those im

proper expressions. O that we could put off our pride, our

self -sufficiency, and our infallibility, when we enter into a

debate of truth ! But if the writer is guilty of mingling

these things with his grand argument, happy will that

reader be who has judgment enough to distinguish them ,

and to neglect every thing that does not belong to the ori

ginal theme proposed and disputed.

Yet here it may be proper to put in one exception to this

general observation or remark ; namely, when the second

writer attacks only a particular or collateral opinion which

was maintained by the first, when the fourth writing may be

supposed to contain a necessary part of the complete force

of the argument, as well as the second and third, because

the first writing only occasionally or collaterally mentioned

that sentiment which the second attacks and opposes ; and,

in such a case, the second may be esteemed as the first

treatise on that controversy. It would take up too much

time should we mention instances of this kind, which might

be pointed to in most of our controversial writers, and it

might be invidious to enter into the detail *.

SECT. II,

Of Reading Controversies.

WHEN we take a book into our hands, wherein any doc

trine or opinion is printed in a way of argument, we

are too often satisfied and determined beforehand whether

it be right or wrong ; and if we are on the writer's side,

*
Upon this it may be remarked farther , that there is a certain spirit

of modesty and benevolence which never fails to adorn a writer on such

occasions, and which generally does him much more service , in the

judgment of wise and sensible men , than any poignancy of satire with

which he might be able to animate his productions ; and as this al

ways appears amiable , so is it peculiarly charming, when the opponent

shews that pertness and petulency which is so very common on such

occasions. When a writer, instead of pursuing with eager resent

ment the antagonist that has given such provocation , calmly attends

to the main question in debate, with a noble negligence of those little

advantages which ill -nature and ill manners always give, he acquires

a glory far superior to any trophies which wit can raise. And it is

highly probable that the solid instruction his pages may contain will

give a continuance to bis writings far beyond what tracts of peerish
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we are generally tempted to take his arguments for solid

and substantial ; and thus our own former sentiment is ese

tablished more powerfully, without a sincere search after

truth.

If we are on the other side of the question, we then take

it for granted that there is nothing of force in these argu

ments, and we are satisfied with a shortsurvey of the book ,

and are soon persuaded to pronounce mistake, weakness,

and insufficiency concerning it. Multitudes of common

readers, who are fallen into an error, when they are dia

rected and advised to read a treatise that would set them

right, read it with a sort of disgust which they have before

entertained ; they skim lightly over the arguments, they

neglect or despise the force of them, and keep their own

conclusion firm in their assent, and thus they maintain their

error in the midst of light, and grow incapable of convic

tion .

But if we would indeed act like sincere searchers for the

truth, we should survey every argument with a careful and

unbiassed mind, whether it agree with our former opinion

or not : we should give every reasoning its full force, and

weigh it in our sedatest judgment. Now the best way to

try what force there is in the arguments which are brought

against our own opinions is, to sit down and endeavour to

give a solid answer, one by one, to every argument that the

author brings to support his own doctrine : and in this at

tempt, if we find there some arguments which we are not

able to answer fairly to our own minds , we should then be

gin to hethink ourselves, whether we have not been hitherto

in a mistake, and whether the defender of the contrary sen.

timents may not be in the right. Such a method as this

will effectually forbid us to pronounce at once against those

doctrines, and those writers, which are contrary to our sen.

timents : and we shall endeavour to find solid arguments to

refute their positions, before we entirely establish ourselves

in a contrary opinion .

Volatilis had given himself up to the conversation of the

free -thinkers of our age upon all subjects ; and being pleased

with the wit and appearance of argument in some of our

controversy are to expect, of which the much greater part are borne

away into oblivion by the wind they raise , or burn in their own

Aames.
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modern Deists, had too easily deserted the Christian faith,

and gone over to the camp of the infidels. Among other

books which were recommended to him, to reduce him to

the faith of the gospel, he had Mr John Reynold's Three

Letters to a Deist put into his hands, and was particularly

desired to peruse the third of themwith the utmost care, as

being an unanswerable defence of the truth of Christianity.

He took it in hand, and after having given it a short survey ,

he told his friend he saw nothing in it but the common ar

guments which we all use to support the religion in which

we have been educated, but they wrought no conviction in

him ; nor did he see sufficient reason to believe that the

gospel of Christ was not a piece of enthusiasm , or a mere

imposture.

Upon this the friend, who recommended Mr Reynold's

Three Letters to his study, being confident of the force of

truth which lay there, entreated of Volatilis that he would

set himself down with diligence, and try to answer Mr Rey

nold's third Letter in vindication of the gospel ; and that

he would shew, under every head, how the several steps

which were taken in the propagation of the Christian re

ligion might be the natural effects of imposture or enthu

siasm ; and consequently, that it deserves no credit among

men.

Volatilis undertook the work, and after he had entered

a little way into it, found himself so bewildered, and his

arguments to prove the apostles either enthusiasts or im

postors so muddled, so perplexed, and so inconclusive, that,

by a diligent review of this Letter to the Deist, at last he

acknowledged himself fully convinced that the religion of

Jesus was divine ; for that Christian author had made it

appear it was impossible that doctrine should have been pro

pagated in the world by simplicity or folly , by fraud or

falsehood ; and accordingly resigned his soul up to the gos

pel of the blessed Jesus.

I fear there have been multitudes of such unbelievers as

Volatilis : And he himself has confessed to me, that even

his most rational friends would be constrained to yield to

the evidence of the Christian doctrine, if they would ho.

neatly try the same method .

Z
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DISCOURSE

ON THE

EDUCATION OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH.

INTRODUCTION.

Ofthe Importance of Education, and the Design of this Dis .

course , with a Plan of it.

THE children of the present age are the hope of the age

to come. We whoare now acting our several parts in

the busy scenes of lifeare hasting off the stage apace : Months

and days are sweeping us away from the business and the

surface of this earth, and continually laying some of us to

sleep under ground. The circle of thirty years will plant

another generation in our room : Another set of mortals will

be the chief actors in all the greater and lesser affairs of this

life, and will fill the world with blessings or with mischiefs,

when our heads lie low in the dust.

Shall we not then consider with ourselves, what can we do

now to prevent those mischiefs, and to entail blessings on

our successors ? What shall we do to secure wisdom , good

ness , and religion, among the next generation of men ?

Have we any concern for the glory of God in the rising

age ? Any solicitude for the propagation of virtue and happi

ness to those who shall stand up in our stead ? Let us then - -

hearken to the voice of God and Solomon, and we shall

learn how this may be done : The all-wise God, and the

wisest of men , join to give us this advice :

child in the way he should go , and when he is old he will

not depart from it.” The sense of itmay be expressed more

at large in this proposition, namely, Let children lave a good

education given them in the younger parts of life, and this

is the most likely way to establish them in virtue and piety

in their elder years.
In this discourse, I shall not enter into any enquiries

L" . Train up a
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about the management of children in the two or three first

years of their life ; I leave that tender age entirely to the

care of the mother and the nurse ; yet not without a wish

that some wiser and happier pen would give advice or

friendly notice to nurses and mothers of what they ought

to avoid, and what they ought to do in those early seasons :

and indeed they may do much towards the future welfare

of those young buds and blossoms, those lesser pieces of

human nature, which are their proper charge. Some ofthe

seeds of virtue and goodness may be conveyed almost into

their very constitution betimes, by the pious prudence of

those who have the conduct of them : and some forward

vices may be nipped in the very bud, which, in three years

time, might gain too firm a root in their heartand practice,

and may not easily be plucked up by all the following care

of their teachers.

But I begin with children when they can walk and talk,

when they have learned their mother- tongue, when they

begin to give some more evident discoveries of their intel

lectual powers, and are more manifestly capable of having

their minds formed and moulded into knowledge, virtue,

and piety.

Now the first andmost univeral ingredient which enters

into the education of children, is an instruction of them in

those things which are necessary and useful for them in their

rankand station, and that with regard to this world and the

world to come.

I limit these instructions ( especially such as relate to this

world) by the station and rank of life in which children

are born and placed by the providence of God . Persons of

better circumstances in the world should give their sons

and their daughters a much larger share of knowledge, and

a richer variety of instruction, than meaner persons can or

ought. But since every child that is born into this world

hath a body and a soul, since its happiness or misery in this

world and the next depends very much upon its instructions

and knowledge, it hath a right to be taught by its parents,

according to their best ability, so much as is necessary

for its well- being, both in soul and body, here and here

after.

It is true, that the great God our Creator hath made us

reasonable creatures : we are by nature capableof learning

a million of objects : but, as the soulcomes into the world, it

t'a
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is unfurnished with knowledge ; we are born ignorant of

every good and useful thing ; we know not God , we know

not ourselves, we know not what is our duty and our inte

rest, nor where lies our danger ; and if left entirely to our

selves, should probably grow up like the brutes of the

earth ; we should trifle away the brighter seasons of life in

a thousand crimes and follies, and endure the fatigues and

burdens of it, surrounded with a thousand miseries; and

at last we should perish and die wíthout knowledge or hope,

if we had no instructors .

All our other powers of nature, such as the will and the

various affections, the senses, the appetites, and the limbs,

would become wild instruments of madness and mischief, if

not governed by the understanding ; and the understanding

itself would run into a thousand errors, dreadful and perni

cious, and would employ all the other powers in mischief

and madness, if it hath not the happiness to be instructed

in the things of God and men . And who is there among all

our fellow - creatures so much obliged to bestow this instruc

tion on us, as the persons who, by divine providence, have

been the instruments to bring us into life and being ? It is

their duty to give their young offspring this benefit of in

struction, as far as they are able ; or at least to provide

such instructions for them , and to put the children under

their care.

Here let us therefore inquire what are the several things

in which children should be instructed ? And upon a due

survey, we shall find the most importanť things which chil.

dren ought to learn and know are these which follow :

SECT. I.

Of Instructing Children in Religion.

Religion, in all the parts of it, both what they are to be

lieve, and what they are to practise, is most necessary to

be taught. I mentionthis in the first place, not only be

cause it is a matter of the highest importance, and of most

universal concern to all mankind, but because it may be

taught even in these very early years of life. As soon as

children begin to know almost any thing, and to exercise

their reason about matters that lie within the reach of their

knowledge, they may be brought to know so much of
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religion as is necessary for their age and state. For in .

stance,

1. Young children may be taught that there is a God, a

great and almighty God, who made them , and who gives

them every good thing : That he sees them every where,

though they cannot see him ; nd that he takes notice of

all their behaviour.

2. They must be told what they should do, and what

they should avoid, in order to please God. They should

be taught in general to know the difference between good

and evil. They may learn that it istheir duty to fear,and

love, and worship God ; to pray to him for what they want,

and to praise him for what they enjoy ; to obey parents, to

speak truth , and to be honest and friendly to all mankind';

and to set a guard upon their own appetites and passions.

And that to neglect these things, or to do any thing con

trary to them, is sinful in the sight of God.

3. Their consciences are capable of receiving conviction

when they have neglected these duties, or broken the com

mands of God, or of their parents ; and they may be made

sensible that the great and holy God, who loves the righ

teous, and bestows blessings upon them , is angry with those

-who have broken his commands and sinned against him ;

and therefore that they themselves are become subject to

his displeasure.

4. They may be told that there is another world after

this ; and that their souls do not die when their bodies die ;

that they shall be taken up into heaven, which is a state of

pleasure and happiness, if they have been good and holy in

this world ; but if they have been wicked children , they

must down to hell, which is a state of misery and tor

ment.

5. You may also inform them, that though their bodies

die and are buried , yet God can and will raise them to life

again ; and that their body and soul together must be made

happy or miserable according to their behaviour in this life.

6. They may be taught that there is no way for such

sinful creatures as we are to be received into God's favour,

but for the sake of Jesus Christ the Son of God ; who came

down from heaven into our world , and lived a life of pure

and perfect holiness, and suffered death to reconcile sinners

to the great and holy God, who is offended by the sins of

1
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men ; and now he lives in heaven to plead for mercy fop

them ; and that as this Jesus Christ is the only reconciler

between God and man, so all their hope must be placed in

him.

7. They may be taught that their very natures are sin

ful : they may be convinced that they are inclined naturally

to do evil ; and they should be informed that it is the Holy

Spirit of God who must cure the evil temper of their own

spirits, and make them holy and fit to dwell with God in

heaven.

8. They should also be instructed to pray to God, that

for the sake of Jesus Christ, the great Mediator or Recon

ciler, he would pardon their sins past, and help them by his

Spirit to love and serve him with zeal and faithfulness for

the time to come ; that he would bestow all necessary bless

ings upon them in this world , and bring them safe at last

tohis heavenly kingdom .

9. In the last place, they should be informed , that our

blessed Saviour has appointed two ordinances to be observ

ed by all his followers to the end of the world, which are

usually called sacraments.

The one is baptism , wherein persons are to be washed

with water in the name of the Father, the Son, and the

Holy Spirit, to signify their being given up to Christ as his

disciples, or professors of Christianity ; and as an emblem

of that purity of heart and life which, as such, they must

aim at, and endeavour after.

The other is the Lord's supper, wherein bread is broken,

and wine is poured out, and distributed, to be eaten and

drank by Christians in remembrance of the body of Christ,

which was put to a bloody death, as a sacrifice to obtain

pardon for the sins of men .

The first of these, namely baptism, is but once to be ad

ministered to any person ; but the last, namely the Lord's

supper, is to be frequently performed, to keep us always in

mind of the death of Christ, till he comes again from hea

ven to judge the world .

This is the sum and substance of the Christian religion,

drawn out into a very few plain articles ; and I think a

child of common capacity, who is arrived at three or four

years
ofage, may be taught some part of these articles, and

may learn to understand them all at seven, or eight, or nine ;

at least so far as is needful for all his own exercises of deyoa
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tion and piety. As his age increases, he may be instructed

more at large in the principles and practices of our holy re

ligion, as I shall shew more particularly in the third section .

SECT. II.

The Exercise and Improvement of their Natural Powers.

HAVING mentioned religion as the principal thing in

which children should be instructed, I proceed to say,

in the second place, that children should be taught the true

use, the exercise, and improvement of their natural powers ;

and we may, for order sake, distinguish these into the powe

ers of the body, and those of the mind. Now, though nas

ture gives these powers and faculties, yet it is a good edus

cation that must instruct us in the exercise and improve

ment of them ; otherwise, like an cultivated field , they

will be ever barren and fruitless, or produce weeds and

briers, instead of herbs and corn .

Among the powers of the mind which are to be thus

cultivated, we may reckon the understanding, the memory,

the judgment, the faculty of reasoning, and the conscience.

1. Teach them to use their understanding aright . Per

suade them to value their understanding as a noble faculty,

and allure them to seek after the enrichment of it with a

variety of knowledge. Let no day escape without adding

some new ideas to their understanding, and giving their

young unfurnished minds some further notions of things.

Almost every thing is new to a child, and novelty will

entice them onward to new acquisitions: Shew them the

birds, the beasts, the fishes , and insects, trees, herbs, fruits,

and all the several parts and properties of the vegetable and

the animal world : Teach them to observe the various oc

currences in nature and providence, the sun, moon, and stars,

the day and night, summer and winter , the clouds and the

sky, the hail, snow, and ice, winds, fire, water, earth, air,

fields, woods, mountains, rivers, &c. Teach them that the

great God made all these things, and his providence governs

them all. Acquaint a child also with domestic affairs so

far as is needful, and with the things that belong to the

civil and the military life, the church and the state, with

the works of God and the works of men. A thousand ob

jects that strike their eyes, their ears , and all their senses,

3
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will furnish out new matter for their curiosity and your in.

structions.

There are some books which are published in the world,

wherein a child may be delightfully led into the knowledge

of a great number of these things,by pictures, or figures of

birds, beasts, &c. well graven with the names under them ;

this will much assist the labour of the teacher, and add to

thepleasure of children in their daily learning.

You who instruct them should allure their young
curiosi.

ty to ask many questions, encourage them in it, and gratify

their inquiries, by giving them the best and most satisfactory

answersyou can frame, and accommodate all your language

to their capacity .

Give them, as far as possible, clear ideas of things, and

teach them how to distinguish' one thing from another, by

their different appearances, by their different properties, and

by their different effects. Shew them how far some things

agree with others, and how far they differ from them ; and

above all things teach them, as far as their young under

standing will admit, todistinguish between appearances and

realities, between truth and falsehood, between good and

evil, between trifles and things of importance ; for these are

the most valuable pieces of knowledge and distinction which

can be lodged in the young understandings of children .

2. The memory is another faculty of the soul which

should be cultivated and improved : Endeavour carefully to

impress on their minds things of worth and value. Such

are short, and useful, and entertaining stories, which carry

in them some virtue recommended, some vice ridiculed or

punished ; various human and divine truths, rules of piety

and virtue, precepts of prudence, &c. Repeat these things

often to them by day and by night : Teach them these

things in verse and in prose : Rehearse them in their ears

at all proper seasons, and take occasion to make them re

peat these things to you .

Be solicitous to know what it is they learn when they

are out of your sight, and take good care that their memo

ries be not charged with trifles and idle trumpery. The me

mory is a noble repository or cabinet of the soul ; it should

not be filled with rubbish and lumber. Silly tales and fool

ish
songs , the conundrums of nurses, and the dull rhymes

that are sung to lull children asleep, or to sooth a froward

humour, should be generally forbidden to entertain those
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children where a good education is designed. Something

more innocent, more solid and profitable,may be invented,

instead of these fooleries. If it were possible, let a very

things be lodged in the memory of children which they

need to forget when they are men.

The way to strengthen and improve the memory is to put

it upon daily exercise. I do not mean that young children

should be kept so close to their book as to be crammed with

lessons all the day long, and made to receive and sustain a

heavy load every hour. The powers of the soul (especially

such as act in close concert with the body, and are so much

aided by the brain) may be overburdened and injured as

well as the limbs : the mind may be perplexed and confound

ed, the head may be overstrained and weakened, and the

health impaired in those tender years of life, byan excessive

imposition on the memory : the teachers of children should

have some prudence to distinguish their ages and their se

veral capacities ; they should know how to avoid extremes.

But in general it maybe said that the powers of the

mind , as well as those ofthe body, grow stronger by a con

stant and moderate exercise. Every day let the memory

of a child be entrusted with something new ; every day let

some lesson be learned ; and every Lord's day at least, even

in their youngest years, let them learn by heart some one

text of scripture ( chiefly that on which the minister preach

es :) this will grow up in time to a considerable treasure of

scriptural knowledge, which will be of unspeakable use to

them in the Christian life. I have known children , who,

from their early years, have been constantly trained up and

taught to remember a few sentences of a sermon besides the

text, and by this means have grown up by degrees to know

all the distinct parts and branches of a discourse, and in time

to write down half the sermon after they came home, to

their own consolation, and the improvement of their friends :

whereas those who have been never taught to use their me

mories in their younger parts of life, lose every thing from

their thoughts when it is past off from their ears, and come

home from noble and edifying discourses, pleased it may be)

with the transient sound, and commending the preacher,

but uninstructed, unimproved, without any growth in know

ledge or piety.

3. The judgment is another natural power of the mind,

which should be exercised and improved in children . They
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should be taught to pass no judgment on men or things

rashly or suddenly, but to with- hold their judgment till

they see sufficient reason to determine them . To this end

shew them, in little common instances, how often they are

deceived when they judge on a sudden, without due consi

deration, and how often they are forced to change their

opinions. Put them in mind how soon they have found

themselves mistaken, when they have given their opinions

too hastily . This will make them cautious, and afraid of

being so rash, either in praising one thing, or in condemn

ing another.

Teach them to judge, not merely by outward shewand

appearance, but by searching things to the bottom . Con

vince them that every man who hath fine clothes is not rich ,

and that every man who talks hard words is not wise or

learned ; and that every one who wears a red coat is not a

soldier ; nor is every person good-humoured who speaks

very complaisant things in company. Take frequent occa

sion to shew them how much they will be mistaken if they

judge immediately by outward appearances of things.

Tell them that they must notjudge of things by custom,

nor by the common opinions of the multitude, nor by the

practises of the rich and the great ; for all these things may

deceive them ; but that they must judge of things merely

by reason, except in matters of religion, and there they must

judge rather by scripture or the word of God . Let them

know that customs change and alter, and the customs of

one age or of one nation differ greatly from those of another,

and that the nature and the reason of things is still the

same, and that scripture is the constant and unchangeable

rule of our religion.

To confirm this let them be informed, that it was the

custom of our ancestors in England , and it is now the cus.

tom in France and Spain, to say their prayers in Latin, and

to worship images ; but it is a sinful custom , though the

multitudes of the common people agreein it, and though

the great and the rich practise it also. " Nor is our present

custom in Great Britain, of praying in English, and wore

shipping no images, to be esteemed the right way of wor.

ship, because it is the custom of the nation, but because it

is agreeable to the word of God, which forbids us to wore

shipimages, or to pray in an unknown tongue.

Take every occasion to guard them against prejudices,
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and passing a judgment on men or things upon insufficient

grounds.

4. The reasoning powers of the mind should be cultivated

and improved in children . This is very " near a-kin to the

former, and therefore I shall be very brief here.

Whensoever children give you theiropinion of any thing,

ask them to give you also the reason why they are of that

opinion : whensoever they desire or wish for any thing, or

shew an aversion to it, when they have done any thing of

their own will, ask them the reason why they did it . And

when you
doany thing that is for their good, shew them

the reason why you do it , and convince them that it was fit

and necessary to be done, though perhaps it was not so

pleasing to them .

By calling their young reason thus into exercise, you

will teach them wisdom betimes : you will awaken manly

thoughts within them, and soon lead them toa rational and

manly conduct in their childish years ; by this means also

you will always have a handle to take hold of, in order to

persuade them to their duty, and to save them frorn mis

chief. But if their reasoning powers be neglected , you will

train them up like the horse and the mule who have no un

derstanding ; they will grow up like brutes in the shape of

men, and reason will have but little power over them in the

following parts of life.

5. Conscience is another natural power of the soul, where

in the principles of virtue andrules of duty to God and man

are to be laid up ; it is something within us that calls us to

account for our faults, and by which we pass a judgment

concerning ourselves and all our actions.

Children have a conscience within them , and it should be

awakened early to its duty. They should be taught to re

flect and look back upon their own behaviour, to call them

selves often to account, to compare their deeds with those

good rules and principles laid up in their minds, and to see

how far they have complied with them , and how far they

have neglected them . Parents should teach their children to

pay a religious respect to the inward dictates of virtue within

them, to examine their actions continually by the light of

their own consciences, and to rejoice when they can approve

themselves to their own minds, that they have acted well

according to the best of their knowledge; they ought also

to attend to the inward reproofs of conscience, and mourn ,
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and be ashamed , and repent when they have sinned against

their light. It is of admirable use toward all the practices

of religion, and every virtue to have conscience well stored

with good principles, and to be always kept tender and

watchful; it is proper that children should learn to reve

rence and obey this inward monitor betimes, that every

wilful sin may give their consciences a sensible pain and

uneasiness, and that they may be disposed to sacrifice every

thing else to consideration of conscience, and to endure any

extremities rather than act contrary to it.

I proceed, in thenext place, to consider the several powers

of the body which ought to be regulated and managed by

the due instruction of children in their younger years.

Now, as the God of nature has given children eyes , and

tongues, and feet, and arms, and hands, it is expedient that

parents should teach their children the proper of them.

1. The God of nature hath given them eyes. Let their

parents teach them to use their eyes aright. Would it be

amiss in me, here to give a hint or two of this kind ? May

not children be warned against a staring look, against

stretching their eye-lids into a glare of wildness ? may they

not be forbid to look aside on any object in a squinting

manner, when their faces are turned another way ? should

they not be instructed to look directly with their face turn

ed to the thing they look at ? May they not be taught with

due courage to look in the face of the person they speak to,

yet with an humble modest aspect, as befits a child ? A

becoming courage and a becoming modesty dwell much in

Some children should be often admonished to lay aside a

gloomy and a frowning look, a scowling air, an uneasy and

forbidding aspect. They should be taught to smooth the

ruffles of their brow , and put on a lively, pleasing, and

cheerful countenance among their friends : some there are

who have all these graces by nature, but those who have

them not may be corrected and softened by the care of pa

rents in younger years *.

It may here be recollected by the way , that a gloominess of as

pect does not always arise from a malignity of temper, but sometimes

from fear of displeasing and incurring reproof ; and is therefore often

to be removed by speaking kindly to children , and encouraging them

with expressions of candour and tenderness. To know how, in such

cases, to divert a child , and make him cheerful and happy in the com

pany of a parent, is none of the least important cares of education ,

the eye.
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; Let parents teach children to use their tongues properly

and agreeably ; not only to speak, but to pronounce their

words plain and distinct. Let them be instructed to keep

due and proper distances between their wordsand sentences,

and not to speak ini a swift hurry, with a tumult of sylla

bles and clutter upon their lips , which will sound like a

foreign gibberish, and never be understood . Nor should

they drawl out their words in a slow long tone, which is

equally ungraceful and disagreeable.

There are two other common faults in speaking ; and

where they are found, they should be corrected early in

children .

The one is lisping, which is a pronunciation of the letter

S'or Z; or C before E and I, as though it were TH . Thus,

instead of spice they cry thpithe, instead of cease they say

theathe. This may be cured by teaching them to pronounce

a few such words as these, where the sound of the letter S

prevails, with their teeth shut close'; and by forbidding them

to put their tongue between their teeth at any time, except

when TH is to be pronounced .

The other fault is stammering, which I suppose may be

commonly prevented or cured by teaching children not to

speak much , and to speak slow always ; and they should be

warned against all anger or hastiness, or eagerness of spirit ;

for such a temper will throw out their words faster than the

organs of speech can accommodate themselves to form the

syllables, and thus bring a hurry and confusion into their

speech ; and they should also gain a good degree of courage

or becoming assurance, and not speak with much concern

or fear ; for fear will stop the organs of speech, and hinder

the formation of words.

But I insist no longer on the use of the tongue in speake

ing.

3.As God hath given them feet;let parents teach them to

stand firm and strong,and to walk in abecoming and decent

manner, without waddling from side to side, without turn

ing either or both of their feet inward, without little jerks

in their motion, or long strides, or any of those awkward

nesses which continue with many persons to old age, for want

ofhaving these irregularities corrected when they wereyoung.

Children should be indulged in their sports, sometimes in

running swiftly , and in leaping, where there is no danger, in

Aa
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order to exercise their limbs, and make them pliant and

nimble, strong and active, on all occasions.

As to their armsand hands, they were formed not to lie

folded in the bosom , but to beengaged in some useful work ;

and sometimes, with due moderation , in robust and hardy

exercise and toil ; not so as to overstrain their joints, but

to acquire firmness of strength by exercise .

And more especially, they who are to get their bread by

their hands, should be inured to toilsome and vigorous la

bours almost from their infancy : They should be accustomed

to work in heat and cold, and to bear rougher exercises and

fatigues of body, that they may be fit to endure hardships,

and go through those difficulties which their station of life

may call them to, without any injury or inconveniency. And

it is desirable that the sons of all families should be in some

degree inured to such difficulties as these, which men of all

ranks are sometimes called to encounter.

If some fond and tender mothers had brought up their

children in this hardy manner, they hadnot now, in all hu

man probability,been mourning over their graves. In their

younger years they would scarcely let them set the sole of

their footto the ground, nor suffer the wind to blow upon

them : Thus they grew up in a state of tenderness and in

firmity, sickly and feeble creatures : A sudden heat or a cold

seized . them : Their natures, which were never accustomed

to bear.hardship, were unable to resist the enemy : A fever

kindled in their blood, or a catarrh or cough injured their

lungs, and early buried their parents' hopesin the dust.

Thus. I have finished the second general head of instruc

tion, that.is, .Children should be instructed to exercise and

improve their natural powers, both of mind and body ; and

this is one necessary part of a good education, which pa

rents and other teachers should attend to betimes.

SECT. III.

Self -Government.

CHILDREN should be instructed in the art of self-go

vernment. They should be taught, as far as possible,

to govern their thoughts ; to use their wills to be determined

bythe light of theirunderstandings, and not byheadstrong

and foolish humour : They should learn to keep the lower

powers of nature under the command of their reason : They

should be instructed to regulate their senses, their imagina
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tion, their appetites, and their passions. Let it be observed,

that I speak of these things in this place, not as a part of

religion , though they are an important part of it, but give

it as a direction exceedingly useful to all the purposes of hu.

man life in this world .

1. Their thoughts and fancies should be brought under

early government. Children should be taught, as far as pos

sible, to keep their thoughts and attention fixed upon what

is their proper business , and to with-hold them from rova

ing and wandering away from the work in which they are

engaged. Many children have such wild fluttering fancies,

that they will not be easily confined to fix upon one object ,

for any considerable time ; every flying feather, every ino

tion of any person or thing thatis near them, every sound, .

or noise, orshadow , calls them away from their duty. When

they should employ their eyes on their book or their work,

they will be gazing at everything besides their task ; they

inust rise often to the window to see what passes abroad ,

when their business lies within .

This volatile humour, if not gently altered and wisely

corrected in early years, will have an unhappy influence to

hinder them for ever from attaining any great excellency in

whatsoever business they undertake. Children should be

taught therefore to call in their wandering thoughts, and

bind them to the work in hand, till they have gone through

it, and finished it.

Yet this sort of wandering folly should not be chastised

severely in young children , nor should it be subdued with

violence, by too close and rigorous a confinenient to many

long hours of labour or study, in that early and tender part

of life; such a conduct might break or overwhelm an active

and sprightly genius, and destroy all those seeds of curiosity

which promise well for maturer years ; but proper and

agreeable methods should be used to persuade and incline

the young learner to attend to his present employment. It

is far better to fix the thoughts to duty by allurement than

by severity ; but some way or other it ought to be endea

voured, at least in a good degree.

This fixedness of the mind and active powers is not only

of great service to attain useful knowledge, or to learn any

business in common life, but it is of considerable advantage

in religion, in attendance on divineworship, either prayer,

preaching, or meditation ; where the mind is subject to a
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thousand distractions, for want of being taught to fix the

attention in younger years. Persons who have well learned

the art of governing their thoughts can pursue a train of

thinking while they walk through the streets of London ,

nor will the noise and hurry of that busy place break the

thread of their meditations. A happy attainment this, and

a felicity which but few arrive at !

2. Children should be also instructed to govern their in

clinations and wishes, and to determine their wills and their

choice of things, not by humour and wild fancy, but by tlie

dictates of reason . Some persons, even in their mature

years, can give no other account why they choose and de

termine to do this or that, but because they have a fancy for

it, and they will do it . I will, because I will, serves instead

of all otherreasons. And in the same manner, they manage

their refusal or dislike of any thing. I hate to do this

thing ; I will not go to this place, nor do that work ; I am

resolved against it ; and all from mere humour.
This is a

conduct very unbecoming a reasonable creature ; and this

folly should be corrected betimes in our carly parts of

life, since God has given us understanding
and reason to be

the guide of our resolutions, and to direct our choice and all

our actions .

3. Appetite is another thing which should be put under

strict government, and children should be taught betimes to

restrain it. That of the taste is the first thing that gets the

ascendent.in our younger years ,and a guard should be set

upon it early. What an unbecoming thing is it for chil

dren to be craving after every dish that comes to a table ?

and that they will generally do, if they have never been

taught to bridle their craving. They must eat of all the

pickles and sauces, and high -seasoned meats, and gorge

themselves with a medley of inconsistent dainties, and with.

out any restraint, lest little master should be froward, or lest

little miss should grow out of humour with her dinner,

How often do they make a foul inroadon their health by

excess of eating, being tempted farther than nature requires

by every luscious bit which is within their sight ? how fre

quently doth this indulgence vitiate their stomach, ruin their

constitution , weaken the springs of nature, and destroy the

powers of animal life betimes ? How many graves are filled

and funeral vaults crowded with little carcases which have

been brought to untimely death by the foolish fondness of
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a parent, or a nurse, giving the young creatures leave to

eat every thing they desire? or if they happen by strength

of constitution, to survive this pestilence, how often do they

grow up young gluttons, and place their happiness in the

satisfaction of the taste ? they are deaf to all the rules of

virtue and abstinence all their lives, because they were never

taught to deny themselves when they were young. O it is

a mean and shameful thing to be a slave to our taste, and

to let this brutal appetite subdue reason , and govern the man!

But if appetites must be gratified in thechild, they will

grow strong in the years of youth, and a thousand to one

but they overpower the man also.

Let but fond parents humour their little offspring, and

indulge their children to sip wine frequently, and they will

generally grow up to the love of it long before nature needs

it ; and by this means they will imagine drams are daily nee

cessary for their support, by the time they are arrived at the

age of man or woman. Thus nature is soon burnt up,
and :

life pays for the deadly draught. The foundation of much :

gluttony and drunkenness, of many diseases that arise from ,

intemperance, and of many an untimely death, is laid in the

nursery .

An excess of niceness in pleasingthe palate is a foolish

and dangerous humour, which should never be encouraged

by parents, since the plainest food is most healthful for all

persons, but especially for children ; and in this respect

they should be under the conduct of their elders, and not

always choose for themselves. This conduct and discipe

line will train them up to a virtue and self -denial, to tempe

rance and frugality, to a relish of plain and wholesome food,

to the pleasures of active health , and to a firm and cheerful

old age.

The indulgence of a nice appetite in children is not only

the reason why they are so often sick, but at the same time

it makes them so humourous and squeamish, that they can

scarcely be persuaded to swallow a medicine which is nea

cessary for their recovery . What a long, tedious, and tirea

some business is it to wait on some childrenwhole hours to

gether, while all the soft persuasions and Aatteries of a mo ..

ther cannot prevail with them to take a nauseous spoonful,

or a bitter bolus, though their life may seem to depend on

it ? They have been taught to make an idol of their taste ,

and even in the view and peril of death, they can hardly be

A a 3 :
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persuaded to affront their idol, and displease their palate

with a draught, or even a pill , which disgusts it.

There are other appetites (if I may socall them ,) beside

that of the taste , which children are ready to indulge too

far, if not limited and corrected by the wisdom of their pa .

rents. Their eyes are never satisfied with seeing, nor their

ears with hearing. Some young persons cannot hear of a

fine show, but they must needs see it ; nor can they be told

of a concert of music,but they must needs hear it, though

it creates an expence beyond their circumstances, and may

endanger their health or their virtue.

I confess freely, that I would recommend the sight of un

common things innature or art, in government civil or mi

litary , to the curiosity of youth . If some strange wild

beasts and birds are to be shewn, if lions and eagles, ostriches

and elephants, pelicans or rhinoceroses, are brought into

our land ; if an ingenious model of Solomon's temple, or

some nice and admirable clock -work, engines, or movingpic

tures, & c. be made a spectacle to the ingenious; if a king

be crowned , or a public triumph proceed through the streets ;

when an army is reviewed by a prince, when an ambassa

dor makes a public entry , or when there is a public trial of

criminals before a judge, I will readily allow these sights

are worthy of the attendance of the younger parts of man

kind ; once at least, where it may be done with safety, and

without any great hazard or expence. Most of these are

things which are not often repeated , and it is fit that the cu

riosity of the eyes should be so far gratified as to give

people once in their lives an opportunity of knowing what

these things are, that their minds may be furnished with

useful ideas of the world of nature or art, and with some

notion of the great anduncommon scenes and appearances

of the civil life. But for children to haunt every public

spectacle, to attend with constancy every lord mayor's show ,

to seize every opportunity of repeating these sights, suffer .

ing nothing to escape them thatmay please theirsenses, and

this too often without any regard to their religion, their

virtue, or their health ; this is a vanity which ought to be re

strained by those to whom God and nature hathcommitted

the care of their instruction, and who have a just and natu

ral authority over them . But of this, and some other sub

iects a-kin to it, I may have occasion to speak more in the
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following parts of this discourse, when I professedly treat

on the article of restraint.

Thus I have shewn how the appetites and inclinations of

children should be put under discipline, and how they may

be taught self -government in this respect.

4. The passions or affections are the last thing which I

shall mention : these appear very early in children to want

a regulation and government. They love and hate too

rashly, and with too much vehemence ; they grieve and re

joice too violently, and on the sudden, and that for mere

trifles ; their hopes and fears, their desires and their aver

sions, are presently raised to too high a pitch, and upon

very slight and insufficient grounds. It becomes a wise

parent to watch over these young emotions of their souls,

and
put

in word of prudent caution as often as they ob

serve these irregularities.

Let children be taught early, that the little things for

which they are so zealous, for which they grieve or re

joice so impetuously, are not worthy of these affections of

their souls ; shew them the folly of being so fond of these

trifles, and of vexing and growing fretful for the loss of them .

Inform them what a happiness it is to have few desires and

few aversions, for this will preserve them from a multitude

of sorrows, and keep their temper always serene and calm :

persuade them never to raise their hopes very high of things

in this world, and then they will nevermeet with great disa

appointments. Teach them moderation in all these workings

of their spirits ; and inform them that their passions should

never be laid out thus on objects which do not deserve them ,

nor raise higher than the occasion requires.

Teach bashful and timorous children that they need be

ashamed of nothing but what is evil ; that they should fear

God in the first place, and serve him, and then they need

not be afraid of men, or of any thing that threatens mis

chief to them ; for the Almighty God will be their friend

and defence. Engage their fear and their love in the first

place on God, the most proper and supreme object of them ;

let their hope, their joys, and their sorrows, as soon as pos

sible, be tinetured with religion : set their young affections

at work on the most needful and important objects of them

in early life, and this will have a sweet and powerful influ .

ence on the better regulation of them with regard to all sen

sible things.
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Above all, let them know that they must govern their

anger, and not let it break out on every slight occasion.

It is anger that is eminently called passion amongchil.

dren, and in the language of common life. This there .

fore should eminently have a constant guard set upon it.

Shew them how unreasonable and unmanly a thing it is to

take fire at every little provocation ; how honourable and

glorious to forgive an injury ; how much like God, and like

the best of men . Let them know what Solomon would in

form them , that the patient in spirit is better than the proud

in spirit: that he who is slow to anger is better than the

mighty ; and he that ruleth his spirit better than he that

taketh a city. Teach them to put away their little quarrels

and resentments, and to forget and bury them in love. Let

them be put in mind, that though anger may happen to

rise a little in a good man , yet it rests and abides only in

the bosom of a fool ; and therefore they should never grow

sullen , nor let the sun go down upon their wrath .

The occasions of childish resentment, and the risings of

anger, are ready to return often, and therefore they should

often have such warnings given them , and such instructions

repeated. Tell them how lovely a thing it is to be meek

and free from passion, and how much such children are

beloved of all . Instruct them how much it tends to their

own peace to suffer nothing to ruffle and discompose them :

and when their little hearts are ready to swell and grow big

within them, and their wrath takes sudden fire, putin some

pretty soft word to cure the return of this inward swelling,

to quench the new fame that is kindling in their bosom,

and to assuage the rising storm. Teach them by degrees

to get an habitual conquest over this disorder of nature in

youth, and you will lay a foundation for their deliverance

from a thousand mischiefs in the following years and events

of life .

This shall suffice for the third head of instruction, which

relates to self-government. I have dwelt the longer upon

it, because it is of so great and evident importancetowards

the ease and happiness of life , as well as so considerable a

part of religion ; and men can hardly ever get so successful

a victory over themselves, unless they begin when they are

children ,
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SECT. IV.

The Common Arts of Reading and Writing.

THE next thing that I shall mention as a matter of in

struction for children , is the common arts of reading,

spelling, and writing.

Writing is almost a divine art, whereby thoughtsmay be

communicated without a voice, and understood without

hearing : To these I would add some snall knowledge of

arithmetic or accounts, as the practice of it is in a manner

so universal in our age, that it does almost necessarily be

long to a tolerable education .

The knowledge of letters is one of the greatest blessings

that ever God bestowed on the children of men : By this

means mankind are enabled to preserye the
memory ofthings

done in their own times, and to lay up a rich treasure of

knowledge for all succeeding generations.

By the art of reading we learn a thousand things which

our eyes can never see;and which our own thoughts would

never have reached to : We are instructed by books in the

wisdom of ancient ages ; we learn what our ancestors have

said and done, and enjoy the benefit of the wise and judi

cious remarks which they have made through their whole

course of life, without the fatigue of their long and painful

experiments. By thismeans children may be led, in a great

measure, into the wisdom of old age. It is by the art of

reading that we can sit at home and acquaintourselves with

what has been done in the distant parts of the world. The

histories and the customs of all ages and all nations are

brought, as it were, to our doors. By this art we are let

into the knowledge of the affairs of the Jews, the Greeks,

and the Romans ; their wars, their laws, and their religion ;

and we can tell what they did in the nations of Europe,

Asia, and Africa, above a thousand years ago.

But the greatest blessing that we derive from reading, is

the knowledge of the holy scriptures, wherein God has con

veyed down to us the discoveries of his wisdom, power, and

grace, through many past ages ; and whereby we attain the

knowledge of Christ, and of the way of salvation by a Me.

diator.

It must be confessed , that, in former ages, before printing

was invented, the art of reading was notso common even in

polite nations, because books were much more costly , since
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were near us.

they must be all written with a pen , and were therefore

hardly to be obtained by the bulk of mankind ; but since

the providence of God has brought printing into the world ,

and knowledge is so plentifully diffused through our nation

at so cheap a rate, it is a pity that any children should be

born and brought up in Great Britain, without the skill of

reading ; and especially since, by these means, every one

may see with his own eyes what God requires of him in

order to eternal happiness.

The art of writing also is exceedingly useful, andis now

grown so very common, that the greatest part of children

may attain it at an easy rate ; by this means we communi .

cate our thoughts and allour affairs to our friends at ever

so great a distance ; we tell them our wants, our sorrows, and

ourjoys, and interest them in our concerns, as though they

We maintain correspondence and traffic with

persons in distant nations, and the wealth and grandeur of

Great Britain is maintained by this means. . By the art of

writing we treasure up all things that concern us in a safe

repository ; and as often as we please, by consulting our

paper records, we renew our remembrance of thingsthat

relate to this life, or the life to come: And why should any

of the children of men be debarred from this privilege, if it

may be attained at a cheap and easy rate , without intrench

ing upon other duties of life, and without omitting any more

necessary business that may belong to their stations.

I might add here also, true spelling is such a part of

knowledge as children ought to be acquainted with , since it

is a matter of shame and ridicule in so polite an age as ours,

when persons who have learned to bandle the pen cannot

write three words together without a mistake or blunder ;

and when they put letters together in such an awkward and

ignorant manner, that it is hard to make sense of them , or

to tell what they mean.

Arithmetic, or the art of numbers, is, as was observed

before, tobe reckoned also a necessary part of a good edu.

cation. Without some degrees of this knowledge, there is

indeed no traffic among men. And especially it is 'more

needful at present, since the world deals much more upon

trust and credit than it did in former times ; and therefore

the art of keeping accounts is made, in somemeasure, ne

cessary to persons even in meander stations of life, below the

rank of merchants or great
traders. A little knowledge of
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the art of accounts is also needful, in some degree, in order

to take a true survey , and make a justjudgment of the come

mon expences of a person or a family; but this part oflearn

ing, in the various degrees of it, is more or less useful and

needful, according to the different stations and businesses for

which children are designed.

As the sons of a family should be educated in the knowa ,

ledge of writing, reading, spelling, and accounts, so neither

should the daughters be trained up without them. Read

ing is as needful for one sex as the other ; nor should girls

be forbidden to handle the pen, or to cast up a few figures,

since it may be very much for their advantage in almost all

circumstances of life, except in the very lowest rank of ser

vitude or hard labour. And I beg leave here to intreat the

female youth, especially those of better circumstances in the

world, to maintain their skill in writing which they have

already learned, by taking every occasion to exercise it ;

and I would fain persuadethem to take painsin acquainting

themselves with true spelling, the want of which is one

reason why many of them are ashamed to write ; and they

are not ashamed to own and declare this, as though it were

a just and sufficient excuse for neglecting and losing the use

of the pen.

SECT. V.

Of a Trade or Employment.

IN a good education, it is required also that children, in

the common ranks of life, be brought up to the know

ledge ofsome proper business or employment for their lives ;

some trade or traffic, artifice, or manufacture , by which

they may support their expences, and procure for themselves

thenecessaries of life, and by which they may be enabled to

provide for their families in due time. In some of the east

ern nations, even persons of the highest rank are obliged to

be educated in some employment or profession ; and per

haps that practice has many advantages in it ; it engages

their younger years in labour and diligence, and secures

from the mischievous effects of sloth, idleness, vanity, and a

thousand temptations.

In our nation I confess it is a custom to educate the chil. ,

dren of noblemen, and the eldest sons of the gentry, to no

proper business or profession, but only to an acquaintance,
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with some of the ornaments and accomplishments of life,

which I shall mention immediately. But perbaps it would

be farhappier for some families, if the sons were brought

up to business ; and kept to the practice of it, than to have

them exposed to the pernicious inconveniences of asaunter

ing and idle life, and the more violent impulse of all the

corrupt inclinations of youth .

However, it is certain , that far the greater part ofman

kind must bring up their children to some regular business

and profession , whereby they may sustain their lives, and

support a family, and become useful members to the state .

Now , in the choice of such a profession or employment for

children, many things are to be consulted.

( 1. ) The circumstances and estate of the parent; whe

ther it will reach to place out the child as an apprentice, to

provide for him materials for his business or trade, and to

support him till he shall be able to maintain himself by his

profession. Sometimes the ambition of the parent and the

child bath fixed on a trade far above their circumstances ;

in consequence of which the child hath been exposed to

many inconveniences, and the parent to many sorrows.

: (2. ) The capacity and talents of the child must also be

considered. If it be a profession of hard labour ; hath the

child a healthy and firm constitution , and strength of body

equal to the work ? If it be a profession that requires the

exercise of fancy, skill, and judgment, or much study and

contrivance ; then the question will be, hath the lad a ge

nius capable of thinking well , a bright imagination, a solid

jadgment ? Is he able to endure such an application of mind

as is necessary for the employment ?
10.99

(3. ) The temper and inclination of the child must be

brought into this consultation, in order to determine a pro

per business for life. If the daily labour and business of a

manbe not agreeable to him, he can never hope to manage

it with any great advantage or success. I knew a brick

layer, who professed that he had always an aversion to the

smell of mortar ; and I was acquainted once with a lad who

began to learn Greek at school, but he complained it did

not agree with his constitution. I think the first of these

ought to have been brought up to workin glass or timber,

or any thing rather than in bricks; as for the other (to my

best remembrance), he was wisely disposed of to a calling

rein he had nothing to do with Greek.
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And here I would beg leave to desire that none might be

encouraged to pursue any of the learned professions, that is,

divinity, law , or physic, who have not the signs of a good

genius, who are not patient of long attention and close ap

plication to study,who have not a peculiar delight in that

profession which they choose, and withal a pretty firm con

stitution of body ; for much study is a weariness to the flesh ,

and the vigour of nature is sooner impaired by laborious

thoughtfulness than by the labour of the limbs.

(4.) It should be also the solicitous and constant care of

parents, when they place out their children in the world ,

to seek out masters for them who profess serious religion,

who practise all moral virtues, and keep good orders and

good hours in their family. The neglectof this concern

has been the ruin of a thousand youths in our day ; and

notwithstanding the sensible mischief arising from this ne

gligence, yet there is still too little care taken in a matter

of so great importance

Thus much for this part of the education of sons.
But

you
will say then, what business of life must daughters be

brought up to? I must confess, when I have seen so many

of this sex who have lived well in the time of their child

hood, grievously exposed to many hardships and poverty up

on the death of their parents, I have oftenwished there were

more of the callings or employments of life peculiarly ap

propriated to women, and that they were regularly educated

in them, that there might be a better provision made for

their support. What if all the garments which are worn

by women were so limited and restrained in the manufac

ture of them, that they should all be made only by their

own sex ? This would go a great way toward relief in this

case ; and what if some of the easier labours of life were

reserved for them only ? But this is not my province.

However it may be as to this matter, it is the custom of

the nation, and indeed it hath been the custom of most na

tions and ages, to educate daughters in the knowledge of

* This danger arises in a great degree from the immoderate love of

pleasures that so generally prevails, and leads masters into parties and

engagements, especially on the Lord's Day ; which not only occasions

the neglect of religious instruction and family -prayer on the evening

of it , but sets an example to servants which they think themselves

authorised to follow , though it be generally to their own destruction.

Bob
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upon the

things that relate to the affairs of the household, to spin and

to use the needle, both for making garments, and for the

ornaments of embroidery : They have been generally em

ployed in the preparation of food, in the regular disposal of

the affairs of the house for the conveniences and accommo

dations of human life, in the furniture of the rooms, and

the elegancies of entertainment. “ Sarah made ready three

measures of meal and kneaded it, and made cakes

hearth ,” Gen. xviii . 6. " And the women of Israel that

were wise- hearted did spin with their hands, both blue,

and purple, and scarlet, and fine linen, for the tabernacle , "

Exod . xxxv . 25. “ Women shall bake your bread," Lev.

sxvi . 16. “ Women sew pillows and make kerchiefs,"

Ezek. xiii . 18 ; which words, though perhaps they are a

metaphor in that text, yet denote the office or work of wo

men . “ And Dorcas made coats and garments for the poor, ”

Acts ix. 36, 39. I might cite many ancient Heathen au

thors to prove the same thing among the Greeks and Ro

mans, if it were needful.

Someof these things are the constant labours and cares

of women in our day, whereby they maintain themselves ;

the most laborious parts of them belong to the poor. And

it is the opinion of the best judges, that, even in superior

and wealthy circumstances, every daughter should be so far

instructed in them as to know when they are performed

aright, that the servant may not usurp too much power,

and impose on the ignorance of the mistress. Nature and

providence seem to have designed these offices for the sex

in all ages and in all nations; because, while the men are

engaged in harder and more robust labours, and are often

called abroad on business, the women are more generaliy

accustomed to keep house, and dwell at home ; and the word

of God , as well as the custom of human life, recommends

it . Tit. ii . 5. 1 Tim. v. 14.

SECT. VI.

Rules of Prudence.

ALLchildren should have some instruction given them

in the conduct of human life, some necessary rules of

prudence, by which they may regulate the management of

their own alfairs, and their behaviour towards their fellow

creatures . Where all other sorts of knowledge are conferred

upon children , if this be wanting, they make but a con
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temptible figure in the world , and plunge themselves into

many inconveniences.

Some of these rules of prudence are of a general nature,

and necessary at all times, and upon all occasions ; others

are more particular, and proper to be used according to the

various occurrences of life.

If I were to enquire what are the foundations of human

prudence, I should rank them under these three heads :

1. A knowledge of ourselves. Here every one should be

taught to consider within himself what is my temper and

natural inclinaticn ; what are my most powerful appetites

and my prevailing passions ; what are my chief talents and

capacities, if I have any at all ; what are the weaknesses

and follies to which I am most liable, especially in the days

of youth ; what are the temptations and dangers that attend

me ; what are my circumstances in the world ; and what

iny various relations to mankind round about me ; what

are my constant, and what my occasional duties ; what are

the inward or outward advantages that attend me, or the

disadvantages under which I labour. A wise and just sure

vey of all these things, and keeping them always in mind,

will be of unspeakable use to us in the conduct of life, that

we may set our chief guard upon our weak side, and where

our greatest dangers lie ; that we may employ our talents

aright, and seize all advantages to improve them for the best

purpose , and proceed in the shortest way to piety , useful

and peace.

2. The knowledge of mankind is also necessary to acquire

prudence. And here young persons should not only be

taught what is the general nature and capacity, the virtues

and the vices, and the follies of mankind, but they should :

be informed also, or at least should be taught to observe

more particularly what are the peculiar tempers, appetites,

passions, powers, good and evil qualities of the persons

with whom they have most to do in the world ; that they

may learn to behave wisely with regard to others, and thus

they may make a proper improvement of all the brighter

and darker characters which they observe amongst men,

both for their own advantage, and for the benefit of their

fellow - creatures. This may have a happy influence to lead

them to avoid the vices and follies which have plunged

others into mischief, to imitate the virtues of those who

have behaved well in life, and to secure themselves from

ness,
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any dangers and miseries, as well as to pity the weaknesses

and sorrows ofmankind , and afford them a willing and cheer .

ful relief.

3. The knowledge of the things of the world, and the va.

rious affairs of human life, must be included as one of the

chief foundations of prudence. It would be endless to run

over particulars of this kind ; but in a special manner, young

persons should apply themselves to know those thingswhich

most nearly concern them, and which have the most im.

mediate relation to their own business and duty, to their

own interest and welfare ; and it is a valuable part of wis

dom to neglect other things, and not to waste our time and

spirits in them, when they stand in any competition with

our proper and most important work , whether we consider

ourselves as men or as Christians.

Solomon tells us, Eccles . iii . 1. 17, and viii . 5, 6. There

is both time and judgment for every work, and for every

purpose under the heaven ; and that a wise man's heart

discerneth both time and jndgment : That is, he judgeth

well concerning what is to bedone, and the time when to

do it ; and therefore the misery of man is great upon him ,

because he knows not this time and judgment, he doth nei

ther discern what is proper to be done, nor the proper sea

son of doing it. Prudence consists in judging well what is

to be said , and what is to be done, on every new occasion ;

when to lie still, and when to be active ; when to keep si

lence and when to speak ; what to avoid, and what to pure

sue ; how to act in every difficulty ; what means to make use

of to compass such an end ; how to behave in every circum

stance of life, and in all companies ; how to gain the favour

of mankind in order to promote our own happiness, and to

do the most service to God and the most good to men, ac

cording to that station we possess, and those opportunities

whichwe enjoy.

For this purpose there is no book better than the Pro

verbs of Solomon. Several of the first chapters seem to be

written for young men, under the name of Solomon's son ;

and all the rest of them should be made familiar to youth

by their frequent converse with them , and treasuringthem

up in their head and heart.

Among human writings of this kind, perhaps the book

called Ecclesiasticus, though it be among the apocryphal

writings, is equal to the best of the ancients. And among
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the moderns, I know not a better collection than the little

book of Directions, Counsels, and Advices, lately published"

by Dr Fuller for the use of his son ; - though I could wish he

had rendered it.universally acceptable to all readers, by

avoiding someseverities on the other sex ; and that he had

spared his little railleries on the name of saints, though those

offensive sentences are but few .

SECT. VII.

The Ornaments and Accomplishments of Life.

THE last part of instruction , which I include in the idea -

of a good education, is an instruction of youth in some

of the useful ornaments and accomplishments of life.

It has been the custom of our nation for persons of the

middle and the lowerranks of life, who design their children

for trades and manufactures, to send them to the Latin and.

Greek schools. There they wear out four or five years of

time in learning a number of strange words, that will be of

very little use to them in all the following affairs of their

station : and this very learning also is generally taught in a

very tiresome and most irrational method, when they are

forced to learn Latin by grammars and rules written in

that unknown tongue. When they leave the school they,

usually forget what they have learned , and the chief ad

vantage they gain by it is to spell and pronounce hard

words better when they meet them in English ; whereas

this skill of spelling might be attained in a far shorter time,

and at an easier rate , by other methods *, and much of life

might be saved and improved to better purposes.

As for the sons of those who enjoy more plentiful cir

cumstances in the world, they may beinstructed in the La..

tin and Greek languages for several valuable ends in their

station ; and especially those who design the learned pro

fessions ought thoroughly to understand them ; and such as.

pursue the study of divinity must be acquainted also with

Hebrew and Chaldee, that they may read the Old Testament

in its original language aswell as the New.

The French is now a -days esteemed an accomplish

ment to both sexes. If they have time enough , which they

know not how to employ better, and a good memory, I

* See my .Art of Reading and Writing, chap. xxi. .

Bb 3
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would not forbid it. There are several good books written

in that language which are not unworthy of our perusal;

and there are many words now introduced in the English

language, borrowed and derived from thence, as well as from

the Latin and Greek ; so that it may not be improper for

an English gentleman to learn these tongues , that he may

understand his own the better. I add also, that if persons

have much acquaintance with the French nation , or have

occasion to converse with foreigners at court or in the city,

Cor if they design to travel abroad, theFrench is a necessary

tongue, because it is so much spoken in Europe, and espe

cially in courts. But otherwise, there are somany of the

valuable writings of French authors perpetually translated

into English , that it is a needless thing to go through much

difficulty, or take much pains inattaining it. Iam in

clined to believe, that ( except in the cases above mention

ed ) few have found the profit answer the labour. As for

those persons who are bred up to traffic with other nations,

they must necessarily learn the language of those nations,

and this I reckon not among their accomplishments, but

consider it as rather a part of their proper business in life.

In short, it is a thing of far greater value and importe

ance , that youth should be perfectly well skilled in reading,

writing, and speaking their native tongue in a proper, a

polite, and graceful manner, than intoiling among foreign

languages. It is of more worth and advantage to gentlemen

and ladies to have an exact knowledge of what is decent,

just, and elegant in English, than to be a critic in foreign

tongues. The very knowledge of foreign words should be

improved to this purpose ; and in order to obtain this ac

complishment, they should frequently converse with those

persons and books which are esteemed polite and elegant in

their kind.

Thus far concerning the knowledge of words. But the

knowledge of things is of much more importance.

1. The young gentry of both sexes should be a little ac .

quainted with logic, that they may learn to obtain clear

ideas ; to judge by reason and the nature ofthings ; to banish

the prejudices of infancy , custom , and humour; to argue

closely and justly on any subject ; and to cast their thoughts

d affairs into a proper and easy method.

Several parts ofmathematicallearning are also neces

naments of the mind, and not without real advana
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tage ; andmany of these are so agreeable to the fancy , that

youth will be entertained and pleased in acquiring theknow

ledge of them .

Besides the common skill in accounts which is needful for

a trader, there is a variety of pretty and useful rules and

practices in arithmetic, to which a gentleman should be no

stranger : And if his genius lie that way, a little insight into

algebra would be no disadvantage to him. It is fit that

young people of any figure in the world should see some of

the springs and clues whereby skilful men, by plain rules of

reason, trace outthe most deep, distant, and hidden ques

tions; and whereby they find certain answers to those in

quiries, which at first view seem to lie without the ken of

mankind, and beyond the reach of human knowledge. It

was for want of a little more general acquaintance with

mathematical learning in the world, that a good algebraist

and a geometer were counted conjurers a century ago, and

people applied to them to seek for lost horses and stolen

goods.

They should know something of geometry, so far at least

as to understand the names of the various lines and angles,

surfaces and solids : Tu know what is meant by a right line

or a curve, a right angle and an oblique, whether acute or

obtuse ; how the quantity of angles is measured, what is a

circle, a semicircle, an arch , a quadrant, a degree and mi

nute, a diameter and radius ; what we mean by a triangle,

a square, a parallelogram , a polygon, a cube, a pyramid, a

prism , a cone, an ellipsis or oval, an hyperbola, a parabola ,

&c. and to know some of the most general properties of

angles, triangles, squares, and circles , &c. The world is

now grown so learned in mathematical science, that this

sort of language is often used in common writings and in

conversation, far beyond what it was in the days of our fa

thers. And besides, without some knowledge of this kind,

we cannot make further progress towards an acquainte

ance with the arts of surveying, measuring, geography, and

astronomy, which are so entertaining and so useful an aca

complishment to persons of a polite education .

Geography and astronomy are exceedingly delightful

studies. The knowledge of the lines and circles of the

globes of heaven and earth , is counted so necessary in our

age, that no person of either sex is now esteemed to have

had an elegant education without it. Even tradesmen and

any
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the actors in common life should, in my opinion , in their

younger years, learn something of these sciences, instead of

vainly wearing out seven years of drudgery in Greek and

Latin .

It is of considerable advantage as well as delight forman

kind to know a little of the earth on which they dwell, and

of the stars and skies that surround them on all sides. It

is almost necessary for young persons (who pretend to any

thing of instruction and schooling above the lowest rank of

people) to get a little acquaintance with the several parts

of the landand the sea, that they may know in what quarter

of the world the chief cities and countries situated ; that

at the mention of the word Copenhagen they may not

grossly blunder and expose themselves (as a certain gentle

man once did ,) hy supposing it to be the name of a Đutch

commander. Without this knowledge we cannot read any

history with profit, nor so much as understand the common

newspapers .

It is necessary also to know something of the heavenly

bodies, and their various motions and periods of revolution ,

that we may understand the accounts of time in past ages,

and the histories of ancient nations, as well as know the reaa

sons of day and night, summer and winter, and the various .

appearances and places of the moon and other planets.

Then we shall not be terrified at every eclipse, or presage,

and foretel public desolations at the sight of a comet: wes

shall see the sun covered with darkness, and the full moon

deprived of her light, without foreboding imaginations that

the government is in danger, or that the world is come.

to an end . This will not only increase rational knowledge,

and guard us against foolish and ridiculous fears, but it will

amuse the mind most agreeably ; and it has a most happy

tendency to raise in our thoughts the noblest and most mag

nificent ideas of God by the survey of his works in their

surprising grandeur and divine artifice.

3. Natural philosophy, at least in the more general

principles and foundations of it, should be infused into the

minds of youth . This is a very bright ornament of our raa

tional natures, which are inclined to be inquisitive into the

causes and reasons of things. A course of philosophical

experiments is now frequently attended by the ladies as well

gentlemen with no smali pleasure and improvement..

i and religion may be better known, and clearer ideas

as
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may be obtained of the amazing wisdom of our Creator, and

of the gloriesof the life to come, as well as of the things of

this life, by the rational learning and the knowledge of na.

ture that is now so much in vogue. If I were to recom

mend a book two on this subject, which may usefully be

read by the ladies as well as gentlemen, I know none better

than Mr Ray's Wisdom of God in the Creation, Dr Dere

ham's Discourses on the same subject, the Archbishop of

Cambray's Treatise of the Existence of God, at least tothe

fiftieth section, Nieunenteit’s Religious Philosopher, and Dr

Mather's Christian Philosopher. Thesethings will enlarge

and refine the understanding, improve the judgment, and

bring the faculty of reasoning into a juster exercise, even

upon allmanner of subjects.

4. History is anotheraccomplishment of youth and

ornament of education . The narratives of the various oc

currences in nations, as well as in the lives of particular

persons, slide into younger minds with pleasure. These

will furnish the soul in time with a treatise of knowledge,

whence to derive useful observations, inferences, and rules

of conduct. These will enable us to gratify our acquaint

ance by rehearsing such narrations atproper seasons, and

render our own company agreeable and useful to mankind.

5. Nor can our education be called completely elegant,

without something of poesy , in so very polite an age as

this.

While I mention some knowledge of poesy as a proper

ornament of youth, I would not be understood as though I

recommended verse -making to every young gentleman and

lady. It is an old proverb, that poets are born, and not

made. And though I have been too far betrayed, by an un

guarded inclination, into attempts of this kind, insome of

my former years, yet, while I sometimes repent of having

laid out so many days and hours of a short life in writing

verses, I will not encourage others to practise it, unless they

are blessed with a brighter genius, and find an insuperable

bent and bias of soulthat way: and even with them let it

beadiversion, and not a business.

The thing, therefore, which I here recommend to per .

sons of a polite education, is some acquaintance with good

To read it in the best authors, to learn to know,

and taste, and feel a fine stanza, as well as hear it, and to

treasure up some of the richest sentiments and expressions

verse.
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of the most adınired writers, is all that I mean in this ad.

vice.

Nor is this a mere amusement or useless embroidery of

the mind. It brightens and animates the fancy with a

thousand beautiful images, it enriches the soul withmany

great and sublime sentiments and refined ideas, it fills the

memory with a noble variety of language, and furnishes the

tongue with speech and expression suited to every subject.

It teaches the art of describing well , and of painting

every thing to the life, and dressing up all the pleasing

and the frightful scenes of nature and providence, vice and

virtue, in their proper charms and horrors. It assists us

in the art of persuasion, it leads us into a pathetic manner

of speech and writing, and adds life and beauty to convere

sation.

How often have we been enabled to gild a gloomy. honr

of life, and to soften a rough and painful occurrence, by me .

ditating and repeating the lines of some great poet ? Be

tween the colours and the harmony that belong to verse, our

senses and our souls are sometimes sweetly entertained in a

solitary retirement ; and sometimes we entertain our friends

agreeably, we regale them as with music and painting at

once, and gladden the whole company .

But
poetry hath still some sublimer powers. It raises

our dying religion to a heavenly degree, and kindles a flame

of holy love and joy the eart . If the memory be well

stored with devout songs, we shall never be at a loss for di

vine meditation : we may exalt the praises of God and our

Saviour at all times, and feel our souls borne up as on the

wings of angels, far above this dusky globe of earth , till we

have lost all its flattering vanities and its painful vexations.

Poesy was first designed for the service of religion , and de

dicated to the temple. Moses and David made divine and

illustrious uses of it. The royal psalmist is raised on the

wing of inspiration and sacred verse far above the level of

the Jewish cereinonies and shadows, and converses with

heavenly things, and sheds abroad the glories of the future

Messiah, amidst the raptures of his sublime and inimitable

poesy .

But it is time to descend and mention some of the accom

plishments of animal nature. The first of this kind, and

perhaps the nearest to poesy, is the art of singing . A most

harming gift of the God of nature, and designed for the.
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solace of our sorrows, and the improvement of our joys.

Those young persons who are blessed with a musical ear

and voice, should have some instruction bestowed on them,

that they may acquire this delightful skill. I am sorry that

the greatest part of our songs, whereby young gentleman and

ladies are taught to practise this art, are of the amorous

kind, and some of them polluted too. Will no happy genius

lend a helping hand to rescue music from all its defilernents,

and to furnish the tongue with a nobler and more refined

melody? But singing must not be named alone.

Various harmony both of the wind and string were once

in use in divine worship, and that by divine appointment.

It is certain , then, that the use of these instruments in com

mon life is no unlawful practice, though the New Testament

has not ordained the use of it in evangelical worship. But

if the voice be happily capable of this art, it is preferable

to all instruments fashioned and composed by man ; this is

organ formed and tuned by God himself. It is most easily

kept in exercise, the skill is retained longest, and the plea

sure transcends all the rest. Where an ode of noble and

seraphic composure is set throughout to music, and sung by

an artful voice, while the spirit at the same time enjoys a

devout temper, the joys of the soul and the sensesare united,

and it approaches to the scriptural ideas of the celestial

state. Happy the youth who has a bright and harmonius

constitution, with a pious turn of soul, a cheerful spirit,

and a relish of sacred melody! He takes a frequent flight

above this lower world , beyond the regions of sense and

time ; he joins the concert of the heavenly inhabitants, and

seems to anticipate the business and the blessedness of eter

nity.

Shall I be allowed after this to mention drawing and

painting as agreeable amusements of polite youth ? Where

the genius leads that way, it is a noble diversion, and im

proves the mind. Nature has her share in this as well as

in poesy ; where nature inclines, let polite youth be taught

to sketch a little oni paper ; let them have at least some taste

of these arts, some capacity of being pleased with a curious

draught, a noble painting, an elegant statue, and fine resem

blances of nature. This is an ingenious and a graceful ac

quirement. Mr Richardson's Essay on the Theory of Paint

ing is the best book' that I know on tliat subject, and suf
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ficient to give a young gentleman a general knowledge of

the art.

Shall I name the art of fencing and of riding the ma

naged horse, as an accomplishment for gentlemen ? These

are exercises of a healthy kind, and maybe useful in human

life. Shall I speak of dancing as a modish accomplishment

of both sexes ? I confess I know no evil in it. This also is

a healthful exercise, and it gives young persons a decent

manner of appearance in company. It may be profitable to

some good purposes, if it be well guarded against all the

abuses and temptations that may attend it. It was used of

old to sacred and civil rejoicing, Exod . xv . 20, 21. 2 Sam .

vi. 14. 1 Sam . xviii. 6. It is certainly an advantage to

have the body formed early to graceful motion, to which

the art of dancing may have contributed. But where it is

so much beloved and indulged, it has most sensible dangers ,

especially mixed dancing. It leads youth too often and too

early into company ; it may create too much forwardness

and assurance in the sex, whose chief glory is their modesty,

it may kindle vain and vicious inclinations, and raise in

young minds too great a fondness for the excessive gaieties

and licentious pleasures of the age.

In all these affairs a wise parent will keep a watchful eye

upon the child , while he indulges it in these gratifications

of youth and inclination. A wise parent will daily observe

whether the son or the little daughter begin to be too much

charmed with any of the gay ornaments and amusements

of life ; and, with a prudent and secret solicitude, will take

care lest any of them entrench on the more necessary and

more important duties of life and religion. And according

to this view of things, the parent's hand will either give a

looser rein to the pursuit oftheseexercises, or will manage

the propensities of the child with a needful and becoming

restraint.

But among all the accomplishments of youth, there is

none preferable to a decent and agreeable behaviour among

men, a modest freedom of speech , a soft and elegant man

ner of address, a graceful and lovely deportment,a cheerful

gravity and good humour, with a mind appearing everse

rene under the ruffling accidents of human life ; add to this ,

a pleasing solemnity and reverence when the discourse turns

upon any thing sacred and divine, a becoming neglect of

injuries, a hatred of calumny and slander, a habit of speake
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ing well of others, a pleasing benevolence and readiness to

dogood to mankind, and special compassion to the mi

serable ; with an air and countenance, in a natural and un

affeeted manner, expressive of all these excellent qualifica .

tions.

Some of these, I own, are to be numbered ammongthe du.

ties and virtues, rather than among the ornaments ofman.

kind : but they must be confessed to be ornaments as well

as virtues . They are graces in the eye of man as well as of

God. These will bespeak the affection of all that know us ,

and engage even an il -natured world betimes in our favour.

These will enable the youth of both sexes , who are so happy

to attain them, to enter upon the stage of life with approba

tion and love, to pass through the world with ease (as far

as ease may be expected in so degenerate and unhappy a

state of things), to finish the scenes of action on earth with

applause, and to leave behind them the monument of a good

name, when their bodies sleep in the dust, and their souls

dwell with God .

SECT. VIII.

A Guard against Evil Influences from Persons and Things.

IT belongs also to a good education that children be guard

ed and secured (as far as possible ) from all evil influences,

and unhappy impressions, which they may be exposed to re

ceive both from persons and things. I shall sufficiently ex

plain this direction by particular instances.

Let not nurses or servants be suffered to fill their minds

with silly tales, and with senseless rhymes, many of which

are so absurd and ridiculous that they will not bear to be

represented in a grave discourse. Theimagination ofyoung

creatures is hereby flattered and deceived ; their reason is

grossly abused and imposed upon ; and by this mčans they

are trained up to be amused with follies and nonsense, ra

ther than to exercise their understanding, which is the glory

of human nature.

Let not any persons that are near them terrify their ten

der minds with dismal stories of witches and ghosts, of devils

and evil spirits, of fairies and bugbears in the dark. This

hath had a most mischievous effect on some children, and

hath fixed in their constitutions such a rooted slavery and

fear, that they have scarcely dared to be left alone all their

сҫ
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lives, especially in the night. These stories have made such

a deep and frightful impression on their tender fancies, that

it hath enervated their souls, it hath broken their spirits

early, it hath grown up with them , and mingled with their

religion, it hath laid a wretched foundation for melancholy

anddistracting sorrows. Let these sort of informations be

reserved for their firmer years, and let them not be told in

their hearing, till they can betterjudge what truth or reality

there is in them , and be made sensible how much is owing

to romance and fiction .

Nor let their little hearts be frightened at three or four

yearsold with shocking and bloody histories, with massacres

and martyrdoms, with cuttings and burnings, with the ima

ges
of horrible and barbarous murders, with racks and red

hot pinchers, with engines of torment and cruelty, with

mangled limbs, and carcases drenched in gore. It is time

enough , when their spirits are grown a little firmer, to ac

quaint them with these madnesses and miseries of human

nature. There is no need that the histories of the holy con

fessors and martyrs should be set before their thoughts so

early in all their most ghastly shapes and colours. These

things, when they are a little older, may be of excellent use

to discover to them the wicked and bloody principles of

persecution, both among the Heathens and the Papists ; and

to teach them the power of the grace of Christ, in support

ing these poor sufferers under all the torments which they

sustained for the love of God and the truth.

Let their ears be ever kept from all immodest stories, and

from wanton songs, from riddles and puns with doublemean

ings and foul intentions : let them not be suffered to read

wanton jests or amorous romances ; and due care should be

taken to remove all books out of their
way

that may defile

their imagination , or teach them the language or the senti.

ments of impurity. Nor let their eyes be entertained with

lewd and unclean pictures, and images of things or actions

that are not fit to be exposed. These things indeed have

too often an unhappy influence to corrupt the fancy and the

manners ; and in riper years, have been the occasion of num .

berless mischiefs; but especially they should be kept far a

way from the sight or hearing of children, lest too deep and

dangerous impressions be made in those early years of life .

Nothing but what is chaste, pure, and innocent, should come

within the reach of their eyes and ears.
Even the common
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necessities and actions of nature should be always expressed

before them in the most modest formsof speech that our

mother- tongue can furnish us with . In this respect (as

the poet says) children should be treated with great reve

rence.

.

Maxima debetur pueris reverentia.

It is confessed, that books of anatomy, and other parts of

necessary science, are proper to be written ; and these may

be consulted by persons who are grown up to a due age,

especially by those whose profession requiresit. Thereis

also some necessity of foul narratives, where foul crimes are

committed, and ought to be publicly exposed, and brought

to justice and punishment. As the affairs of mankind stand,

these things cannot always be avoided ; but there is no man

ner of necessity that children should read them, or rash un

guarded youth .

For some of the reasons before mentioned, there should

be a wise conduct in shewing children what parts of the

Bible they should read ; for though the word of God ex

presseth all things with due decency, yet there are some

things which have been found necessary to be spoken of in

scripture, both in the laws of Moses,and inthe representa

tion of the wickedness of the Gentiles in the New Testa

ment, in which adult persons have been concerned, whicks

there is no necessity for children to read and hear, and they

may be passed over or omitted among them. The Jews

were wont to with -hold Solomon's Song from their children

till they were thirty years old ; and the late pious and prue

dent Bishop Tillotson (in a manuscript which I have seen)

wishes that those parts of the Bible, wherein there are some

of the affairs of mankind expressed too naturally (as he calls

it, ) were omitted in the public lessons of the church ; I

think they may as well be excepted also out of the common

lessons of children, and out of the daily course of reading in

family worship.

Let parents take as much care as they can in the choice

of companions and play -fellows for their sons and their

daughters. It would be a happy thing, if children who are

bred up in schools, could be secured fiom the company and

evil influence of other children who curse and swear, who

take the name of God in vain , and use filthy and unclean

language. Masters and mistresses should be very watchful
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md strict in their inquiries into the behaviour of their scho .

lars of both sexes when they are out of their sight, that if it

were possible, there might not be one among them whose

lips are impure or profane ; for one diseased sheep may in

fect the whole flock . However, where children find such

immorality practised by any of their fellows, they should be

taught to shew their utmost abhorence of it, and speedily

forsake such pernicious company.

the body

SECT. IX.

A Guard sel on the Sports and Diversions of Children .

AS parents should take care to have their children em .

ployed in proper learning and business, so they should

not think it beneath them to concern . themselves a little

about their sports and recreations. Human nature, espe

cially in younger years, cannot be constantly kept intent on

work, learning, or labour. There must be some intervals

of pleasure to give a loose to the mind, and to refresh the

natural spirits. Too long and intense a confinement to one

thing is readyto over-tire the spirits of youth, and to weaken

the springs of activity by excessive fatigue. It is an old sie

mile on this occasion , and a very just one, that a bow kept

always bent will grow feeble and lose its force. The altere

nate successions of business and diversion preserve

and soul of children in the happiest temper ; and learning is

more closely pursued , and work better done after some a .

greeable relaxations. The young creatures apply themselves

to their business with new vigour after the enjoyment of

some pleasurable release.

I confess it would be a considerable advantage if the va

rious parts of learning and business in which children are

employed were so happily contrived, that one might be as

it were a relaxation or diversion , when the mind is tired

with the other ; and if the children have a taste and relish

ofreading and improveinent of the mind, there is a rich va

riety of entertainment to be found in books of poetry , his

tory , accounts of the wonders of art and nature, as well as

ingenious practices in mechanical and mathematical affairs .

It is happiest, indeed, where this relish is the gift of nature ;

yet children may be trained up, by wise and" alluring me

hods, to delight in knowledge, and to choose such sort of

reations, especially in winter nights and rainy seasons,
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when they cannot enjoy the more active diversions abroad.

Yet, besides these, some other sorts of sports will generally

be found necessary for children of almost all dispositions.

And their sports ought to be such as are in somemeasure

chosenby themselves, that they may be matter of delight,

yet still under the regulation of the eye and prudence of a

parent. No sort of play should be permitted , wherein sa «

cred things become a matter of jest or merriment. No

sport should be indulged wherein foul language, ill names,

or scandal are practised ; wherein there is any violation of

modesty, or of the rules of decency and cleanliness; nothing

must be suffered wherein there is any breach of the moral

precepts of the law of God ; wherein cozening or cheating,

falsehood or lying, are practised or allowed . They should

be confined to honesty, justice, truth , and goodness, even

in their very play.

They should not be permitted to use such sporting as may

tend to discompose their spirits, disorder their nature, injure

their flesh , prejudice their health , break their limbs, or do

mischief to themselves or each other. This should rather be

the play of dogs or horses than of children.

Nor should they ever be allowed to practise those diver

sions that carry an idea of barbarity and cruelty in them,

though it be but to brute creatures. They should not set

up cocks to be banged with cudgels thrown at them about

Shrove - tide, nor delight in giving a tedious lingering death

to a young litter of dogs or cats, that may be appointed to be

destroyed and drowned lest they multiply too much in a

house : Nor should they take pleasure in pricking, cutting,

and mangling young birds which they have caught, nor

using any savage and bloody practices towards any creatures

whatsoever, lest their hearts grow hard and unrelenting, and

they learn in timeto practise these cruelties on their own

kind, and to murder and torture their fellow -mortals ; or at

least to be indifferent to their pain and distress, so as to

occasion it without remorse.

They should never be suffered to game for money , nor

even for their own toys or play-things, if they are costly

and expensive : Many sore inconveniencies in riper years

arise from such indulgencies. And indeed no recreations

should be accounted lawful but those in which they can

with courage recommend themselves to God, and desire his

blessing upon them.

2 C 3
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Those children who are kept pretty close to learning in

a school, should be directed to pursue their recreations, as

much as may be, in the open air ; and to exercise their

limbs with vigour and activity, that their growth and health

may not be impaired by study, and too much confinement

to a book . But in very fuul weather , or in long winter

evenings ( as I hinted before,) they may be taught to seek

such diversions as may at once refresh and improve their

minds.

For want of this, in some families, the games of draughts

and chess are practised, and some other little sports upon a

chess-board, without any stakes or aim at gain , beyond the

mere pleasure of victory. In other houses , cards and dice

are introduced for want of better recreations. The former

of these, namely draughts and chess, are innocent enough ,

and may wear off a heavy hour, when the mind or body are

unfit for business : The latter have had the generalcensure of

our wise and pious fathers, and there have been most unhap

py effects attendingthem ; and, indeed, these games are sel

dom used without depositing too much money at the stake ,

and this tends to engage the passions with greater vehemence

than the nature of a recreation can require, or should admit.

But I leave it to those who are more skilful in casuistic die

vinity to prove them absolutely unlawful in the very nature

of the game.

However that be, I have often earnestly wished, that in

stead of all these games, there were some more profitable

sports invented fora long evening, for a dull hour, or a

rainy season ; and I am well assured, that if someingenious

mind, which is well skilled in mathematical learning,and in

games, would but take pains to contrive some such divere

sions, there might be a much better account given of the

hours of leisure and remission of business by persons of both

sexes, and of all ages, than can be at present, for want of

suchuseful and improving recreations.

What if cards and dice should be proved to be ever so

lawful in themselves, yet there might be various inventions

of much more advantage to knowledge and virtue, placed in

the room of them . May not some little tablets of paste

board be made in imitation of cards, which might teach the

unlearned several parts of grammar, philosophy, geometry,

cography, astronomy, &c.

Whatif on one side of these tablets or charts, a town or
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city were named and described, and on the other side the

county, province, and kingdom where that town stands, with

some geographical or historical remark on it : and who,

soever in play draws the chart with the town onit, should

be obliged to tell the county where it stands, and the remark

on it ?

What if on one side were a geometrical figure, and on

the other the demonstration of some property belonging to

it ?

What if one side bore the name or figure of any piece of

money ; and the other all the multiples of it by the nine di

gets, or as far as twelve ? This would be useful for children

bred up to a trade.

What if the figure of some plant, animal, engine, or any

thing else in the world of natureor art, were printed on one

side ; and on the other the name of the thing, which should

be required to be spelled right by young scholars when they

see the figure, in order to teach them the art of spelling ?

And if to this were added some beautiful expression or de

scription of the thing, taken out of our best English poets

to be repeated by him who draws the chart which has the

figure on it.

Or if on one side were a word in English, and on the

other the same thing expressed in Latin, Greek, or French ,

for such who learn those languages.

Or if single names of famous men and women were on one

side, and the reverse contained the history, or some short

account of those persons whose names are so famous.

What if in a sheet of paper, or a two- penny book, were

written a hundred proverbsor wise sayings collected out of

moralists, ancient and modern, relating to all the virtues and

vices ; and a collection of the most eminent examples of these

vices and virtues were superadded ; and if one or more solid

bodies of wood , of sixteen, twenty, or thirty-two flat sides,

were formed with the name of one virtue or vice inscribed

on each side ; and by the trolling of this many-sided toy,

the uppermost word or name should be an indication what

proverb, or what example to require ?

There have been , I confess, several sorts of cards inventa

ed with proverbs, with various learned figures and mathe

matical devices upon them ; but as far as I can learn, these

have been but mere pictures and ornaments to the hearts and

diamonds : These learned devices and figures have had no
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share in the game; the cards are used like common cards

still , without any mannerofimprovementofanyof the game

sters in these sciences. But what I propose is a contrivance

to render these words, or figures ,orsentences, the very im

pliments or engines of the sport itself, without so much as

the form of any spade, or club, or heart, or diamond , drawn

upon the chart ortablet.

Some of these exercises and diversions, if happily contrive

ed, may not only be fit to entertain children in their young

er years, but may usefully amuse them when they are grown

up toward manly age.

For my part, I own myself to be so much unskilled in

the various games used among us, that I am not fit to con

trive, nor capable of inventing such useful pastime. But I

wish some of the sons of ingenuity liad science and virtue

so much at heart, as to attempt such a service to mankind.

And parents should seek some sort of delightful employ,

ments or recreations for the leisure hours of their sons and

their daughters, when they are in the stage of youth, that

they may be the more easily withheld from those diversions

of the present age, which are so fashionable, and yet so

dangerous.

Among these d'angerous ard modish diversions, I cannot

forbear to mention midnight assemblies, play -houses, gam

ing-tables, and masquerades . Let parents who would will

ingly see their children walking in the paths of piety and

virtue, endeavour to guard their inclinations from these ene

ticing amusements. The religion and conscience of many a

well -inclihed youth have been exposed to great and imminent

danger among those scenes of vanity and folly, to say no

My business is not to rail at them , though some

of vry readers will hardly forgive me that I deal with them

so tenderly , and give them names of so soft a sound. But

this must be confessed, that if persons of piety frequent

them, they too much risk their character and their inno

cence, and
expose their virtue and their piety to great and

needless temptations ; or at least, by giving the sanction of

their presence at such places, and on such occasions, may

make themselves accessary to the ruin of those who may be

less fortified against their ensnaring tendency.

Yet some of these diversions and amusements are so

rming to many a young thoughtless creature, that no

is thought too great to run , if they may but please

worse .
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their ears andtheir eyes, and gratify their idle andvain in

clinations. Hence these houses of pleasure are filled and

frequented ; hence the theatres are crowded, and gaming

rooms attended by multitudes of youth whose parents have

enjoyed the blessing of a stricter education : and though

their estate can scarcely support their irregular expence ,

yet they gratify their children in these hazardous recrea

tions, and take no pains to cure them of their pernicious

folly .

But the children of our age will pertly reply , “ What !

must we live like nobody ? Must we turnold Puritans

again ? Must we look like fools in company, where there is

scarcely any discoursebutof plays, operas, and masquerades;

of cards, dice, and midnight assemblies ? And pray what sin

is there in any of them ? "

To this I answer, that I am very sorry to find that the

children of religious parents choose and delight in company

where these things are the chief subject of conversation. I

fear lest God, and virtue, andthe important things of ano

ther world, are utterly banished out of such a visiting

room , where these discourses are the chief entertainment,

and there is little place found for any profitable conversa

tion, even about the most useful and valuable affairs of this

life.

But, light as these pert questions are, I will consider

them one after another. You say first, - Must we look

like old Puritans ? Must we live like nobody ? " No, my

friends, I am not persuading you to return to the habit

and guise of your ancestors, nor to transact your visits, nor

to model your diversions by the pattern of fourscore years

ago. There is a certain fashion and appearance of things

that belongs to every age : Modes of conversation , and

forms of behaviour, are ever changing in this life ; and it

is no improper thing for persons, according to their rank

and figure in life, to conform themselves to the present cus

toms, as far as they are innocent, and have no evil influe

ence upon morality or religion . But where any unhappy

customs prevail in the world that make an inroad upon

your piety , that endanger your virtue, that break the good

orderof religious families, and are usually, or always , at

tended with somemischievous consequences, surely in these

instances it is better to look like a Puritan , and stand al

most alone, than to follow the multitude in the road that
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leads to iniquity and mischief. A Puritan, or a Separa

tist from the vain or dangerous courses of a vicious world,

is to this day a name of lasting glory , though the enemies

of God, and of your ancestors, may cast it upon them in a

way of reproach. There are some things in which you

must dare to be singular, if you would be Christians, and

especially in a corrupt and degenerate age. A sense of the

love of God secured to your hearts, and an inward peace

of conscience, will infinitely countervail the enmity of the

world, and overbalance the reproaches of an ungodly gene

ration ,

Besides, if the families that profess religion , and desire

to preserve piety amongst them,and to transmit it down to

their childrens children , would but heartily join together,

in a resolved abstinence from these hazardous diversions,

there would be no need of any one of you to stand alone,

and your appearance on the side of virtue would not be sina

gular. You might animate and support one another with

public courage ; and, having God and virtue on your side,

you might, in somemeasure, bear down the effrontery and

ridicule of an age of vice and sensuality ; an age wherein

comedies and masquerades, gaming-tables and midnight as

semblies, are become the modish diversions.

But still it may be said, What sin.is there in any of them ?

Bear with me, then , while I take them in order, one after

another, and briefly give my opinion concerning each of

them .

1. Let us begin with the playhouse. It is granted that

a dramatic representation of theaffairs of human life is by

no means sinful in itself : I am inclined to think that va

luable compositions might be made of this kind , such as

might entertain a virtuous audience with innocent delight,

and even with some real profit . Such have been written

in French, and have in times past heen acted with applause.

But it is too well known that the comedies which appear on

our stage, and most of the tragedies too, have no design to

set religion or virtue in its best light, nor to render vice

odious to the spectators. In many of them , piety makes a

ridiculous figure, and virtue is drest in the habit of folly ;

the sacred name of God is frequently taken in vain , if not

blasphemed ; and the man of flagrant vice is the finegentle

n and the poet's favourite, who must be rewarded atthe

the play.

come
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Besides, there is nothing will pass on our theatres that

has not the mixture of some amorous intrigue : Lewdness

itself reigns and riots in some of their scenes: Sobriety is

put quite out of countenance, and modesty is in certain dan.

ger there: The youth of serious religion , that ventures some

times into this infected air, finds his antidotes too weak to

resist the contagion. The pleasures of the closet and de

vout retirement are suspended first, and then utterly van

quished by the overpowering influence of the last comedy.

The faucy is all-over defiled ; the vain images rise uppermost

in the soul , and pollute the feeble attempts of devotion ; till

by degrees, secret religion is lost and forgotten ; and in a

little tiine the play-house has got so much the mastery of

conscience, that the young Christian goes to bed after the

evening drama with as inuch satisfaction and ease as he used

to do after evening prayer.

If there has been found two or three plays which have

been tolerably freed from lewd and profane mixtures, there

are some scores or hundreds that have many hateful pas

sages in them , for which no excuse can be made. And

when all the charming powers of poesy and music are joined

with the gayest scenes and entertainments to assault the

senses and the soul at once , and to drive out virtue from

the possession of the heart, it is to be feared that it wiil not

long keep its place and power there. What a prophet of

their own says of the court, may with much more truth and

justice be said of the theatre :

It is a golden but afatal circle,

Upon whose magic skirts a thousand devils

In crystal forms sit, tempting innocence,

And beckon early virtue from its centre.

Another of the poets of the town, who made no great

pretences to virtue, and who well knew the qualities of the

theatre and its mischievous influence, writes thus of it :

It would be endless to trace all the vice

That from the play house takes immediate rise.

It is the unexhausted magazine

That slocks the land with vanity and sin,

Byflourishing so long,

Numbers have been undone, bothold and young ;
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And many hundred souls are now unblest,

Which else had died in peace, and found eternal rest.

As for any of my friends who are not yet convinced of

the justice of these censures, I entreat them to read what

Mr Collier, Mr Bedford, and Mr Lawe, have written on

this subject. And though I would by no means justify and

support every remark they have made, yet I think every

reader who has a modest and pious soul , and has the cause

of God and virtue near his heart, will be a little afraid to

give his presence there, lest he should seem to encourage

such incentives to iniquity and profaneness ; or if he should

go thither once, merely to see and know what it is, I will

persuade myself he will not make it his practice, or frequent

that house of infection .

But you will say, “ There is some advantage tobe gain .

ed by these entertainments : There is a deal of finelanguage

in them, and fashionable airs of conversation ; there are

many of the fooleries of life exposed in the theatre, which

suit not a more solemn place ; and comedies will teach us

to know the world, and to avoid the ridicule of the age. ”

But let my younger friends, who are so willing to im

prove in their knowledge of the world and politeness, re

member, that whatsoever may be gotten , there is much

more to be lost among those perilous and enticing scenes

of vanity : The risk of their virtue and serious religion can

never be recompensed by the learning a few fine speeches

and modish airs, or the correction of some awkward and

unfashionable piece of behaviour. This is to plunge head

long into the sea, that I may wash off a little dirt from my

coat, or to venture on poison in order to cure a pimple.

Besides, most or all of these ends might be attained by

reading some few of the best of them in private ; though I

confess I am cautious how I recommend this practice, be

cause I think that almost all these dramatic composures in

our age have some dangerous mixtures in them . Those

volumes of short essays, which are entitled the Spectator,

will give a sufficient knowledge in the ways of the world,

and cure us of a hundred little follies, without the danger

that there is in reading of plays ; though, even in those very

volumes, I could heartily wish that here and there a leaf

re left out, wherein the writer speaks tvo favourably of
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the stage, and now and then ( though rarely ) introduce a

sentence that would raise a blush in the face of strict virtue.

2. The next forbidden diversion is the masquerade. By

all the descriptions that I have heard of it, it seems to be a

very low piece of foolery, fitted for children, and for persoris

of a little and trifling genius, who can entertain themselves

at blind -man's -buff. And as the entertainment is much

meaner than that of the theatre, so it is something more ha

zardous to virtue and innocence. It does not so much as

pretend to any such improvement of the mind as the theatre

professes; while it lays a more dreadful snare to modesty ,

and has made too often a dismal inroad on the morals of

those that frequent it . Could I but persuade persons to

read what the Right Reverend the late Lord Bishop of

London has published , in his Sermon for the Reformation

of Manners, I am ready to think that all those who profess

virtue would refrain their feet far from it, and not come

near the doors of the house. His words are these :

“ Amongst the various engines contrived by a corrupt

generation to support vice and profaneness, and keep them

in countenance, I must particularly take notice of masque

rades, asthey deprive virtue and religion of their last refuge,

I mean shame, which keeps multitudes of sinners within

the bounds of decency, after they have broke through all

the ties of principle and conscience. But this invention sets

them free from that tie also ; being neither better nur worse

than an opportunity to say and do there what virtue, de

cency , and good manners will not permit to be said or done

in any other place. If persons of either sex will frequent

lewd and profane plays, or openly join themselves to loose

and atheistical assemblies of any kind, they have their re

ward, they are sure to be marked and branded by allgood

men as persons of corrupt minds and vicious inclinations,

who have abandoned religion and all pretences to it, and

given themselves over to luxury and profaneness. And,

bad as the world is, this is a very heavy load upon the cha.

racters of men, and in spite of all the endeavours of vice to

bear up and keep itself in countenance , it sinks them by de

grees into infamy and contempt. But this pernicious in

vention intrenches vice and profaneness against all the as.

saults and impressions of shame ; and whatever lewdness

may be concerted, whatever luxury, immodesty, or extra

vagance may be committed in word or deed, no one's repu .

Dd
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tation is at stake, no one's character is responsible for it :

A circumstance of such terrible consequence to virtue and

good manners , that if masquerades shall ever be revived ,

(as we heartily hope they will not) all serious Christians

within these two great and populous cities will be nearly

concernedto lay it to heart, and diligently bestir themselves

in cautioning their friends and neighbours against such fa

tal snares. Particularly all who have the government and

education of youth ought to take the greatest care to keep

them out of the way of this dangerous temptation, and then

to labour against the spreading of it .

“ I cannot forbear to add, that, all religious considera

tions apart, this is a diversion that no true Englishman

ought to be fond of, when he remembers that it was

brought in among us by the ambassador of a neighbouring

nation in the last reign , while his master was in measures

to enslave us ; and indeed there is not a more effectual way

to enslave a people, than first to dispirit and enfeeble them

by licentiousness and effeminacy.” — Thus far the right re

verend author, whose zeal for the suppression of all these

tempting machineries has been so conspicuous and honour

able .

3. The third place of dangerous resort is the gaming-ta .

ble. Many young gentlemen have been there bubbled and

cheated oflarge sums of money, which were given them by

their parents to support them honourably in their stations.

In such sort of shops, young ladies are tempted to squander

away too large a share of their yearly allowance, if not of

the provision which their parentshave made for their whole

lives. It is a fatal snareto both sexes ; if they win, they

are allured still onward while, according to their language,

luck runs on their side ; if they lose, they are tempted to

another and another cast of the die, ' and enticed on still to

fresh games by a delusive hope that fortune will turn, and

they shall recover all that they have lost. In the midst of

these scenes their passions rise shamefully ,a greedy desire of

gain makesthem warm and eager , and new losses plunge

them sometimes into vexation and fury, till the soulis quite

beaten off from its guard, and virtue and reason have no

manner of command over thein .

My worthy friend Mr Neal, inhis Reformation Sermon ,

has taken occasion not only to inform us that “ merchants

and tradesmen mix themselves at these tables with men of
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desperate fortunes, and throw the dice for their estates, "

butin a very decent and soft manner of address, has required

" Whether public gaming in virtuous ladies is not a little

out of character ? Whether it does not draw them into

mixed company, and give them an air of boldness, which is

perfectly inconsistent with that modesty which is the orna

ment of the fair sex ? Whether it does not engage them in

an habit of idleness, and of keeping ill hours ? Whether

their passions are not sometimes disordered ? And whether

the losses they sustain have not a tendency to breed ill

blood in their families,and between their nearest relations ?

It has been often observed, that gaming in a lady has usual.

ly been attended with the loss of reputation, and sometimes

of that which is still more valuable , her virtue and honour ."

Thus far proceeds this useful sermon .

Now , if these be the dismal and frequent consequences

of the gaming -table, the loss of a little money is one of the

least injuries you sustain by it. But what if you should

still come off gainers ? Is this the way that God has taught

or allowed us to procure the necessary comforts of life ? Is

this a sort of labour or traffic on which you can ask the

blessing of Heaven ? Can you lift up your face to God , and

pray that he would succeed the cast of the die, the drawing

of the lot, or the dealing out of the cards, so as to increase

your gain, while it is the very sense and language of the

prayer that your neighbour may sustain so much loss ?

This is a sad and guilty circumstance which belongs to

gaming, that one can gain nothing but what another loses :

and consequently, we cannot ask a blessing upon ourselves,

but at the same time we pray for a blast upon our neigh

bour.

Will you hope to excuse it by saying, that my neighbour

consents to this blast, or this loss, by entering into the

game, and there is no injury where there is.consent.

I answer , that though he consents to lose conditionally,

and upon a venturous hope of gain, yet he is not willing to

sustain the loss absolutely ; but when either chance, or his

neighbour's skill in the game, has determined against him,

then he is constrained to lose, and does it unwillingly ; so

that he still sustains it as a loss, or misfortune, or evil,

Now, if you ask a blessing from Heaven on this way of your

getting money, you ask rather absolutely that your neigh

bour may sustain a loss, without any regard to the condition
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of his hope of gain. Your wish and prayer is directly that

you may get, and he may lose: You cannot wish this good

to yourself, but you wish the contrary evil to hiin ;and

therefore I think gaming for gain cannot be consistent with

the laws of Christ, which certainly forbid us to wish evil to

our neighbour.

And if you cannot so much as in thought ask God's

blessirg on this, as you certainly may on such recreations

as have an evident tendency innocently to exercise the body

and relax the mind, it seems your conscience secretly con

demns it, and there is an additional proof of its being evil

to you.

All the justest writers of morality, and the best casuists,

have generally, if not universally, determined against these

methods of gain . Whatsoever game may be indulged as

Jawful, it is still as a recreation, and not as a callingor bu.

siness of life : and therefore no larger sums ought to be

risked or ventured in this manner than what may be law

fully laid out by any persons for their present recreation,

according to their different circumstances in the world.

Besides all this , think of the loss of time, and the waste

of life that is continually made by some who frequent these

gaming places. Think how it calls away many a youth

from their proper business, and tempts them to throw away

what is not their own, and to risk the substance, as well as

the displeasure of their parents or of their master, at all

the uncertain hazards of a dice -box . Read the pages
which

Mr Neal has employed on this theme, in the sermon just

now cited : Read what Mr Dorrington has written several

years ago on this subject of gaming : I wish such discourses

were fresh in print, and put into the hands of every one who

lies under this temptation.

4. The midnight assemblies are the last which I shall

mention of those modish and hazardous diversions, wherein

youth are drawn away to much vanity, and plunged into

the sensual gaieties of life, and that at those hours, part of

which should be devoted to the religion of the family, or

the closet, and partly to the nightly repose of nature. It is

acknowledged to be proper and needful that young people

should be indulged in some recreations, agreeable to their

age, and suitable to the condition in which providence has

placed them . But I would ask whether the great and only

valuable end of recreation is to be expected from these mid .
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night assemblies, namely, to relieve us from the fatigues of

life, and to exhilarate the spirits, so as thereby to fit us for

the duties of life and religion ? Now, are these the proper

means to fit us for the duties of either kind ? Perhaps it

will be said that dancing, which is practised in those as

semblies, is an exercise conducive to health, and therefore

a means of fitting us for the duties of life. But may not

the unseasonableness of the midnight hour prevent and

overbalance the benefit that might otherwise be supposed

to arise from the exercise ? Is it likely that natural health

should be promoted, or preserved by changing the seasons

and order of nature, and by allotting those hours toexer .

cise which God and nature have ordained to rest ? Is the

returning home after five or six hours dancing, through the

cold and damp of the midnight air , a propermeans of pre

serving health ? Or rather, is it not more likely to impair and

destroy it ? Have not these fatal effects been too often felt ?

Have there not been sacrifices of human life ofered to this

midnight idol ? Have there been no fair young martyrs to

this unseasonable folly ? Are there not some of its slaves,

who are become feeble, labouring under sore diseases, and

some of them fallen asleep in death ? Have not their music

and their dancing, instead of natural rest in their beds,

brought them down to a long silence in the grave, and an

untimely rest in bed of dust ? Those amiable pieces of

human nature, who were lately the joy and hope of their

too indulgent parents , are now the bitterness of their hearts ;

and those very exercises, from whence they hoped the con .

tinuanceof their joy, as the supposed means of confirming

their children's health, are become an everlasting spring of

their mourning

And as those midnight recreations are badly suited to fit

us for the duties of the civil life, so they are worse suited

to fit us for, or rather they are more apparently opposite

to the duties of religion. The religionof the closet is ne .

glected, the beautiful regularity and order of the family is

broken ; and when the nighthas been turned into day, a

good part of the next day is turned into night ; while the

duties of the morning, both to God and man , are unpera

formed . Those who have frequented these assemblies know

all this, and are my witnesses to the truth of it. Nay,

the very practice itself, at those unseasonable hours, tells

all the world how much they prefer these dangerous amuse

Dd 3
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ments to the worship of God in the evening, and in the

morning, and to all the conveniences and decorum of family

government. Besides, if I speak to Christians, have you

not found, that the indulgence to this sort of diversions,

which are usually practised in those unseasonable assemblies,

leads the mind away insensibly from God and religion ,gives

a vanity to the spirit, and greatly abates the spiritualand

heavenly temperwhich should belongto Christians ? Hath

jt not taken away the savour of godliness and tincture of

piety from some younger minds ? And do elder Christians

never suffer by it ? Let it be further considered, what sort

of company you mingle with in those midnight assemblies.

Are they most frequented by the wise and pious, or by the

more vain and vicious part of mankind ? Do they tend to

fill your mind with the most improving notions, and your

ears and your lips with the most proper conversation ? Do

you that frequent them never find your piety in danger

there? Does strict religion and prayer relish so well with

you after those gaudy nights of mirth and folly ? And do

you then, when you join in those assemblies, practise the

commands of God, to abstain from all appearanice of evil,

and to shun the paths of temptation ? Can you pray for a

blessing on your attendance on these midnight meetings ?

Or can you hope to run into the midst of those sparks and

living coals, and yet not be burned , nor so much as have

your garments singed ? Are not parents very generally sen .

sible that there are dangerous snares to youth in thosegay.

diversions ? And therefore the mother will herself go along

with her young offspring, to take care of them , and to

watch over them ; and perhaps there is scarcely any place

or time which more wants the watchful eye of a superior.

But here let me ask , is this all the reason why the mother

attends those scenes of vanity ? Has she no relish for them

herself ? has she no gay humours of her own to be grați

fied, which she disguises and covers with the pretence of a

parental solicitude for the virtue and honour of her offspring ?

Are there no mothers who freely lead their children into

those perilous places, where soul and body are in danger,

and are really their tempters, under a colour of being their

guardians ?

You will plead, perhaps, that some of these things are

proper for the improvement of young people in good breede

ind politeness. They must be brought into company,
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to see the world, and to learn how to behave with becoming

decency. Well, suppose these assemblies to be academics

of politeness, and that young people attend there upon lec

tures of good breeding, is there no other time so fit as mid

night to polish the youth of both sexes, and to breed them

well ? May not an hour or two be appointed, at more pro

per seasons, by select companies, for mutual conversation

and innocent delight ? Can there be no genteel recreations

enjoyed, no lessons of beliaviour taught by day -light ? Can

no method of improvement in good breeding be contrived

and appointed which shall be more secure from temptations

and inconveniences ? Are there none which are more harm .

less, more innocent, of better reputation among persons of

strict piety , and which make less inroads on the duties of

life, bothsolitary and social, civil and religious ?

Shall I inquire once more, what is done at many of those

midnight assemblies, before the dance is begun , or when it

is ended, and what is the entertainment of those who are

not engaged in dancing ? Are they not active in gaming ?

Are not cards the business of the hour ? Are not children

educated by this means in the love of gaming ? And do

theynot hereby get such a relish of it as proves afterwards

pernicious to them ? Now, if gaming be not a practice fit

to be encouraged , what encouragement do those assemblies

deserve, where gaming is one of the chief diversions or

business ?

But.it is time to put an end to this sort of discourse. I

beg pardon of my readers for having drawn it out to so

great a length : for I have said too much on this subject

for those who have no inclination to these criminal and

dangerous diversions ; and I wish I may have said enough

to do good to those who have.

Upon the whole, I conclude it is the duty of parents, who

would give their children a good education, to see to it that

children , in their younger years, do not indulge such re

creations as may spoil all the good effects of the pious in.

structions, the prayers, and care of their parents. Other .

wise, if you encourage them in such recreations, you are

building up those vanities of mind, and those vicious inclina,

tions with one hand, which you labour to prevent or to de.

stroy with the other.
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SECT. X.

Of the proper Degrees of Liberty und Restraint in the

Education of a Son, illustrated by Example.

So weak and unhappy is human nature, that it is ever

ready'to run into extremes ; and when we would recover

ourselves from an excess on the right hand, we know not

when to stop till we are got to an excess on the left. In

stances of this kind are innumerable in all the affairs of hu.

man life ; but it is hardly more remarkable in any thing

than in the strict and severe education of our fathers a cen

tury ago, and in the most profuse and unlimited liberty that

is indulged to children in our age.

In those days the sons were bred up to learning by ter .

rible discipline ; every Greek and Latin author 'they con

versed with was attended with one or many new scourges,

to drive them into acquaintance with him ; and not the least

misdemeanor in life could escape the lash , as though the

father would prove his daily love to his son by never sparing

his rod, Prov. xiii . 24. Now -a -days young master mustbe

treated with a foolish fondness, till he has grown to the size

of man : and let his faults be ever so heinous, and his obsti.

nacy ever so great, yet the preceptor must not let him hear

the name of the rod, lest the child should be frightened or

hurt ; the advice of the wisest of men is utterly forgotten ,

when he tells us, - that due correction shall drive out the

folly that is bound up in the heart of a child ,” Prov . xxii .

-15 . Or else they boldly reverse his divine counsel, Prov.

xiii . 24. as though they would make the rule of their prace

tice a direct contradiction to the words of Solomon , namely,

He that spareth the rod loveth his son, but he that hateth

him chastens him betimes.

In that day many children were kept in a most servile

subjection , and not suffered to sit down, or to speak in the

presence of their father, till they were come to the age
of

one-and-twenty. The least degree of freedoin was esteemed

a bold presumption, and incurred a sharp reproof. Now they

are made familiar companions to their parents, almost from

the very nursery ; and therefore they will hardly beara check

or rebuke at their hand.

In the beginning of the last century, and so onward to

the middle of it, the children were usually obliged to believe

what their parents and their masters taught them, whether
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a

they were principles of science, or articles of faith and prac

tice : They were tied down almost to every punctilio, as

though it were necessary to salvation : They were not suffer

cd to examine or inquire whether their teachers were in the

right, and scarcely knew upon what grounds they were to

assent to the things that were taught them ; for it was a

maxim of all teachers, that the learner.must believe : Dis .

centem operle credere. Then an ipse dixit, or Aristotle said

80, was a sufficient proof of any proposition in the colleges ;

and for a man of five -and-twenty to be a Christian and

Protestant, a Dissenter, or a Church -man, it was almost rea

son enough to say that his father was so.
But in this cen

tury, when the doctrine of a just and reasonable liberty is

better known, too many of the present youth break all the

bonds of nature and duty, and run to the wildest degrees of

looseness, both in belief and practice. They slight the reli .

gion which their parents have taught them, that they may

appear to have chosen a religion for themselves ; and when

they have made a creed or belief of their own, or rather

borrowed some scraps of infidelity from their vain compa

nions and equals, they find pretences enough to cast off all

other creeds at once , as well as the counsels and customs of

their religious predecessors.

“ Thepractices of our fathers (say they ) were precise and

foulish , and shall be no rule for our conduct ; the articles of

their faith were absurd and mysterious, but we will believe

nothing ofmystery, lest our faith should be as ridiculous as

theirs.' In their youngers years , and before their reason is

half grown,they pretend to examine the sublimest doctrines

of Christianity ; and a raw and half -witted boy shall come

mence an infidel, because he cannotcomprehend some of the

glorious truths of the gospel ; and laughs at his elders and

his ancestors for believing what they could not comprehend.

The child now -a -days forgets that his parents are obliged

by all the laws of God and nature, to train him up in his

own religion, till he is come to the proper age of discretion

to judge for himself ; he forgets, or he will not know, that

the parent is intrusted with the care of the souls of his young

offspring by the very laws of nature, as well as by the re

vealed covenants of innocency and of grace. The son now

a -days forgets the obligations he is under to honour and obey

the
persons

that
gave him birth ; he pays no regard to the

doctrines which led on his ancestors to the love of God and
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man ; whereas doctrines that have such influence claim at

leastsome degrees of attention , and especially from a son

who has been tråined up in them, and beheld the effect of

them in the piety of his parents ; nor will the very light of

nature suffer him to depart from them, but upon
the clear

est judgment of his own mature reason, a thorough and

impartial search into the subject, the loud inward dictates of

his conscience, and the full evidence of his parents' mistake.

So wanton and licentious a spirit has possessed some of

the youth of the nation , that they never think they have

freed themselves from the prejudices of their education, till

they have thrown off almost all the yokes of restraint that

were laid upon them either by Godor man. Some take a

petulant pride in laying aside the holy scriptures, for the

same reason that Timothy was advised to continue in them ;

and that is, because they have learned and know them

from their very childhood, 2 Tim. iii. 15. And some, per

haps, have been laughed out of their Christianity , lest it

should be said their mothers and their nurses had made

them Christians.

Heretofore the sons were scarcely suffered to be absent

from home an hour, without express leave, till they were

arrived at the age of man, nor daughters till they were

married ; now both sexes take an unbounded licence of rove

ing where they please ; and from a dozen years old , they

forget to ask leave to wander or to visit where their fancies

lead them ; at first the parent gives a loose, and winks at it,

and then the child claims it as his due for ever,

In short, the last age taught mankind to believe that they

were mere children , and treated them as such , till they were

near thirty years old ; but the present gives them leave to

fancy themselves complete men and women at twelve or

fifteen ; and they accordingly judge and manage for them

selves entirely, and too often despise all advice of their

elders.

Now , though it be sufficiently evident that both these are

extremes of liberty or restraint, yet, if we judge by the rea

son of things, or by experience and success, surely the an

cient education is to be preferred before the present, and of

the two should rather be chosen.

If we would determine this by reason, it is easy to see that

a father of fifty or sixty years old is fitter to judge for his
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son at four-and-twenty, in many matters of importance than

a boy of fifteen is to judge for himself.

Or if we would decide the matter by experience, it is

plain enough, that the posterity of the former generation

(who are the fathers and the grandfathers of the present )

had more of serious religion and true virtue amongst them ,

than there is any hope or prospect of
among the greatest

part of their children and grand-children . And if I would

use a bold metaphor, I might venture to say with truth,

the last century has brought forth more solid fruits of good

ness than the present can yet shew in blossoms; and, in my

opinion, this is much owing to the neglect of the pruninga

knife.

But after all, is there no medium between these two ex

tremes, excess of confinement, and excess of liberty ? May

not young understandings be allowed to shoot and spread

themselves a little, without growing rank and rampant ?

May not children be kept in a due and gentle subjection

to their parents, without putting yokes of bondage on them ?

Is there no reasonable restraint of the wild opinions and

violent inclinations of youth, without making chains for

the understanding, and throwing fetters on the soul ? May

not the young gentleman begin to act like a man, without

forgetting that he is a son ? and maintain the full liberty

of his own judgment, without insolence and contempt of

the opinions of his elders ? May not he, who is bred up a

Protestant and Christian, judge freely for himself, with

out the prejudices of his education, and yet continue a

Christian and a Protestant still ? Is it not possible for the

parent to indulge, and the child to enjoy , a just liberty,

and yet neither encourage nor ' practise a wild licentious

ness ?

Yes, surely ; and there have been happy instances in the

last age, and there are some in this, both of parents and

children, that have learned to tread this middle path, and

found wisdom and virtue, piety and peace in it. Agathus

has bred his sons up under such discipline, as renders them

both proper examples to the world.

Eugenio is just outof his minority ; and in the twenty

second year of his age, he practises theman with all that

virtue and decency which makes his father's acquaintance

covet his company; and indeed they may learn by his dis

course the art ofgood reasoning, as wellas the precepts of
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piety, from his example. He is an entertaining companion

to the gay young gentlemen his equals ; and yet divines and

philosophers take a pleasure to have Eugenioamongst them .

He is caressed by his superiors in honour and years ; and

though he is released from the discipline of parental educa

tion , yet he treats the lady his mother with all that affec

tionate duty that could be desired or demanded of him ten

years ago : His father is content to see his own youth out

shined by his son , and confesses that Eugenio already pro

mises greater things than Agathus did at thirty.

If you ask whence these happy qualities arise, I grant

there was some foundation for them in the very make of his

nature ; there was something of a complexional virtue ming

led with his frame; but it is much more owing to the wise

conduct of his parents from his very infancy , and the bless

ing of divine grace attending their labours, their prayers,

and their hopes.

He was trained up from the very cradle to all the duties

of infant- virtue, by the allurements of love and remark,

suited to his age ; and never was driven to practise any

thing by a frown or a hasty word, where it was possible

for kinder affections to work the same effect by indulgence

and delay.

As fast as his reasoning powers began to appear and exert

themselves, they were conducted in an easy track of thought,

to find out and observe the reasonableness of every part of

his duty, and the lovely character of a child obedient to rea

son, and to his parent's will ; while every departure from

duty was shewn to be so contrary to reason, as laid an early

foundation for conscience to work upon. Conscience began

here to assume its office, and to manifest its authority in

dictates and reproofs, and reflections of mind, peaceful or

painful, according to his behaviour. When his parents ob

served this inward monitor to awaken in his soul, they could

better trust him out of their sight.

When he became capable of conceiving of an Almighty

and invisible Being, who made this world, and every crea

ture in it, he was taught to pay all due regard to this God

his Maker ; and , from the authority and love of his father

on earth , he was led to form right ideas (as far as child.

hood permitted) of the power, government, and goodness of

the universal and supreme Father of all heaven.

was informed why punishment was due to an offence
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against God or his parents, thai his fear might become a

usefui passion to awaken and guard his virtue ; but he was

instructed, at the same time, that where he heartily re

pented of a fauit, and returned to his duty with new dili .

as forgiveness to be obtained, both of God andgence, there

man .

When at any time a friend interceded for him to his fa

ther, after he had been guilty of a fault, he was hereby di

rected into the doctrine of Jesus, the Mediator betweenGod

and man ; and thus he knew him as an intercessor, before

he could well understand the notion of his sacrifice and

atonement.

In hisyounger years he passed but twice under the core

rection of the rod ; once for a fit of obstinacy and persisting

in a falsehood ; then he was given up to severe chastisement,

and it dispelled and cured the sullen humour for ever ; and

once, for the contempt of his mother's authority , he endured

the scourge again , and he wanted it no more.

He was enticed sometimes to the love of letters, by mak

ing his lesson a reward of some domestic duty ; and a

permission to pursue some parts of learning was the apa

pointed recompence of his diligence and improvement in

others.

There was nothing required of his memory but what

was first (as far as possible) let into his understanding ;

and by proper images and representations, suited to his

years, he was taught to form some conception of the things

described, before he was bid to learn the words by heart.

Thus he was freed from the danger of treasuring up the

cant andjargon of mere names, instead of the riches of solid

knowledge.

Where any abstruse and difficult notions occurred in his

course of learning, his preceptor postponed them till he had

gone through that subject, in a more superficial way ; for

this purpose he passed twice through all the sciences ; and to

make the doctrines of Christianity easy to him in his child

hood, he had two or three catechisms composed by his tutor,

each of them suited to his more early or more improved

capacity, till at twelve years old he was thought fit to learn

that public form , which is more universally taught and ap

proved.

As he was inured to reasoning from his childhood , so he

was instructed to prove every thing according to the nature

Еe
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of the subject, by natural or moral arguments, as far as his

years would admit : and thus he drew much of his early

knowledge from reason, or from revelation, by the force of

his judgment, and not merely from his teachers by the

strength of his memory .

His parents were persuaded , indeed, that they ought to

teach him the principles of virtue while he was a child ;

and the most important truths of religion , both natural and

revealed , before he was capable of deriving them from the

fund of his own reason ; or of framing a religion for him.

self out of so large a book as the Bible. They thought

themselves underthe obligation of that divine command,

“ Train up a child in the way he should go, and when he

is old, he will not depart from it ,” Prov. xxii. 6. And

therefore from a child they made him acquainted with the

holy scriptures, and persuaded him to believe that they

were given by the inspiration of God, before it was pos

sible for bim to take in the arguments from reason , history,

tradition , &c. which must be joined together to confirm the

sacred canon , and prove theseveral books of the Bible to

be divine. Thus, like Timothy, he continued in the things

which he had learned, and had been assured of, knowing of

whom he had learned them, 2 Tim. iii . 14, 15 , 16. Yet,

as his years advanced , they thought it requisite to shew

him the solid and rational foundations of his faith, that his

hope might be built upon the authority of God, and not of

men.

Thus the apostles and prophets were made his early com

panions : and being instructed in the proofs of the Christian

religion, and the divine original of his Bible, he pays amore

constant and sacred regard to it, since his judgmentand rea

son assure him that it is the word of God, than when he

was a child, and believed it because his mother told him so.

He reads the scriptures daily now, not like the lessons of his

infancy, but as the infallible rule of his faith and practice :

He searches them every day in his closet, not to confirm any

articles and doctrines that he is resolved to believe, but (as

the noble Bereans did) to examine and try whether those

doctrines and articles ought to be believed or not, which he

was taught in the nursery.

After he arrived at fifteen , he was suffered to admit no

hing into his full assent, till his mind saw the rational evi

e of the proposition itself ; or at least till he felt the
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power of those reasons which obliged him to assent upon

moral evidence and testimony, where theevidences of sense

or of reason were not to be expected . He knew that he

was not to hope for mathematical proofs that there is a

pope at Rome, that the Turks have dominion over Judea,

that St Paul wrote an epistle to the Romans, that Christ was

crucified without the gates of Jerusalem, and that in three

days time he rose from the dead ; and yet that there is just

and reasonable evidence to enforce and support the belief of

all these. Where truths were too sublime for present com

prehension, he would never admit them a part of his faith ,

till he saw full evidence of a speaking God, and a divine

revelation.

His tutor never imposed any thing on him with a magis

terial air, but, by way of advice, recommended to him such

studies and such methods of improvement as his experience

had long approved : he gave frequent hints of the danger

of some opinions, and the fatal consequences of some mo

dish and mistaken principles . He let him know generally

what sentiments he himself embraced among the divided

opinions of the age ; and what clear and comprehensive

knowledge, what satisfaction of judgment, serenity of

mind, and peace of conscience, were to be found in the

principles which he had chosen ; but he exhorted his pupil

still to choose wisely for himself, and led him onward in the

sciences, and, in common and sacred affairs, to frame his own

sentiments by just rules of reasoning: Though Eugenio did

not superstitiously confine his belief to the opinions of his

instructor, yet he could not but love the man that indulged

him in such a liberty of thought, and gave him such an

admirable clue, by which he let himself into the secrets of

knowledge, human and divine ; thus, under the happy and

insensible influences of so prudent a supervisor, he traced the

paths of learning, and enjoyed the unspeakable pleasure of

being his own teacher, and of framing his opinions himself.

By this means he began early to use his reason with free

dom, and to judge for himself, without a servile submission

to the authority of others ; and yet to pay a just and so

lemn deference to persons of age and experience, and parti.

cularly to those who were the proper and appointed guides

of his youth, and who led him on so gently in the paths of

knowledge.

He loves to call himself by the honourable name of a

1
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Christian ; and though his particular sentiments approach

much nearer to the opinions of some parties than to others,

yet he likes not to be called by the name of any party, for

he is wise and bold enough to be a bigot to none. He

practises a noble and an extensive charity to those that, in

lesser matters, differ widely from him, if they do but main

tain the most essential and necessary parts of Christianity ;

nor does he seclude them from his communion, nor with

hold himself from theirs ; but as the providence of God

gives him just occasions, he eats and drinks with them

at the table of their common Lord, provided always that

they impose nothing upon his practice contrary to his con

science.

Yet his charity hath its limits too ; for he hardly knows

how to worship the Son of God , in the most solemn ordi

nance of communion, with those that esteem him but a mere

man ; nor can he join with an assembly of professed Soci

nians to commemorate the death of Christ, who deny it to be

a proper atonement for the sins of men,

He dares to believe the doctrines of original sin, the satis

faction of Christ, the influences of the blessed Spirit, and

other despised truths of the gospel; and this, not because

his ancestors believed them, but because he cannot avoid

the evidence of them in scripture. And if, in some few

points of less importance, he takes leave to differ from the

sentiments of his elders, it is with such a becoming modesty,

that convinces his father how unwilling he is to dissent from

him ; and yet he maintains his opinion with such an ap

pearance of argument, and such an honest concern for truth

and piety, that makes it plain to his friends that he is une

der the strong constraint of an inward conviction. Thus,

though he has perhaps some new apprehensions of things,

yet he is by no means led into them by a licentious hu

mour of opposing his teachers, nor a wanton pride of free

thinking.

He was not kept a stranger to the errors and follies of

mankind, nor was he let loose amongst them , either in

books or in company, without a guard and a guide. His

preceptor let him know the gross mistakes and iniquities of

men, ancient and modern, but inlaid him with proper princi

ples of truth aad virtue, and furnished him with such rules

of judgment, as led him more easily to distinguish between
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good and bad ; and thus he was secured against the infec

tion and the poison both of the living and the dead.

He had early cautions given him to avoid the bantering

tribe of mortals, and was instructed to distinguish a jest

from an argument, so that a loud laugh at his religion never

puts him nor his faith out of countenance. He is ever ready

to render a reason of his Christian hope, and to defend his

creed ; but he scorns to enter the lists with such a dispu

tant that has no artillery but squib and flash , no arguments

besides grimace and ridicule. Thus he supports the cha

racter of a Christian with honour ; he confines his faith to

his Bible, and his practice to all the rules of piety ; and

yet he thinks as freely as that vain herd of Atheists and

Deists, who arrogate the name of Freethinkers to theme

selves.

You will inquire, perhaps, how he came to attain so

manly a conduct in life at so early an age, andhow every

thing of the boy was worn off so soon. Truly, besides

other influences, it is much owing to the happy management

of Eraste (that was the name of the lady his mother,) she

was frequent in the nursery , and inspired sentiments into

his childhood becoming riper years. When there was com

pany in the parlour, with whom she could use such a free

dom , she brought her son in among them, not to entertain

them with his own noise, and tattle, and impertinence, but

to hear their discourse, and sometiines to answer a little

question or two they might ask him.
When he was grown

up to a youth, he was often admitted into the room with

his father's acquaintance
, and was indulged the liberty to

ask and inquire on subjects that seemed to be above his

years : he was encouraged to speak a sentence or two of his

own thoughts, and thus to learn and practise a modest assu

But when the company was gone, he was approved

and praised if he behaved well, or received kind hintsof ad

monition, that he might know when he had been too silent,

and when too forward to speak. Thus by enjoying the

advantage of society above the level of his own age and un

derstanding, he was always aspiring to imitation ; and the

excesses and defects of his conductwere daily noticed and

cured .

His curiosity was gratified abroad with new sights and

scenes, as often as his parents could do it with convenience,

that he might not stare and wonder at every strange object

rance ,

E e 3
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or occurrence ; but he was made patient of restraint and

disappointment, when he seemed to indulge an excessive

desire of any needless diversion . If he sought any criminal

pleasures, or diversions attended with great danger and in

convenience, the pursuit of them was absolutely forbidden ;

but it was done in so kind a manner, as made the guilt or

peril of them appear in the strongest light, and thereby

they were rendered hateful or formidable, rather than the

objects of wish and desire .

When Eugenio first began to go abroad in the world, his

companions were recommended to him by the prudence of

his parents ; or if he chose them himself, was still within

the reach of his tutor's observation, or the notice of his fa

ther's eye : nor was he suffered to run loose into promiscu

ous company, till it appeared that his mind was furnished

with steady principles of virtue; till he had knowledge

enough to defend those principles, and to repel the assaults

that might be made upon his faith . And for this reason,

till he was twenty years old, he gave account to his supe

riors how he spent the day, whensoever he was absent from

them ; though they did not at that age require that he should

ask formal leave for a few hours excursion.

Yet it was hardly thought fit to trust him to his own

conduct for whole days together, lest he should meet with

temptations too hard for hisvirtue , till he had gained reso

lution enough to say no boldly, and tomaintain an obsti

nate refusal of pernicious pleasures. He was told before

hand how the profane and the lewd would use all the arts

of address, and how subtily they would practise upon his

good humour with powerful and tempting importunities.

This set him ever upon his guard, and though he carried

his sweetness of temper always about with him , yet he :

learned to conceal it wheresoever it was neither proper nor

safe to appear : by a little converse in the world, he found

that it was necessary to be positive, bold, and immoveable, in

rejecting every proposal which might endanger his character

or his morals ; especially as he soon became sensible, that a

soft and cold denial gave courage to new attacks, and left

him liable to be teased with fresh solicitations. He laid

down this therefore for a constant rule, that where his rea

son had determined any practice to be either plainly sinful,

or utterly inexpedient, he would give so firm a denial, upon

the principles of virtue and religion, as should for ever disp
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courage any further solicitations. This gave him the cha

racter of a man of resolute virtue, even among the rakes of

the time ; nor was he ever esteemed the less on this account.

At first indeed he thought it a happy victory which he had

gotten over himself, when he could defy the shame of the

world, and resolve to be a Christian in the face of vice and

infidelity: He found the shortestway to conquer this foolish

shame, was to renounce it at once : then it was easy to praca

tise singularity amidst a profane multitude. Andwhen he

began to get courage enough to profess resolute piety with

out a blush , in the midstof such company as this , Agathus

and Eraste then permitted their son to travel abroad, and

to see more of the world, under the protection of their daily

prayers . His first tour was through the neighbouring coun

ties of England ; he afterwards enlarged the circuit of his

travels, till he had visited foreign nations, and learned the

value of his own .

In short, the restraints of his younger years were tem

pered with so much liberty , and managed with such pru

dence and tenderness, and these bonds of discipline were su

gradually loosened, as fast as he grew wise enough to go

vern himself, that Eugenio always carried about with him

an inward conviction of the great love and wisdom of his

parents and his tutor. The humours of the child now and

then felt some reluctance against the picus discipline of his

elders ; but now he is arrived at manhood, there is nothing

that he looks back upon with greater satisfaction than the

steps of their conduct, and the instances of his own sub

mission. He often recounts these things with pleasure, as

some of the chief favours of Heaven , whereby he was guard

ed through all the dangers and follies of youth andchild

hood, and effectually kept, through divine grace operating

by these happy means, from a thousand sorrows, and per

haps from everlasting ruin .

Though he has been released some years from the stricte

ness of paternal government, yet he still makes his parents

his chosen friends: And though they cease to practise authoa

rity upon him, and absolute command, yet he pays the uta :

most deference to their counsels, and to the first notice of

their inclinations. You shall never find him resisting and

debating against their desires and propensities in little com

mon things of life, which are indifferent in themselves ; he

thinks it carries in it too much contempt of those whom
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God and nature requires him to honour. In those instan .

ces of practice which they utterly forbid in their family, he

bears so tender a regard to their peace, that he will scarcely

ever allow himself in them, even when he cannot see suffi .

cient reason to pronounce them unlawful. Nor does he

pay this regard to his parents alone, but denies himself in

some gratifications which he esteems innocent, out of regard

to what he accounts the mistaken judgment of some pious

persons with whom he converses and worships. They are

weak, perhaps, in their austerities ; but St Paul has taught

him, that the strong ought to bear with the infirmities of

the weak, and not to please themselves to the offence of the

church ofGod. This he observed to be the constant practice

of Argathus and Eraste, and he maintains a great regard to

the examples of so much piety and goodness, even though

his reason does not lead him always to embrace their opi

nions. Whensoever he enters into an important action of

life, he takes a filial pleasure toseek advice from his worthy

parents, and it is uneasy to him to attempt any thing of

moment without it. He does not indeed universally prac

tise all their sentiments, but he gains their consent to fol.

low his own reason and choice.

Some of the wild young gentlemen of the agemay hap

pen to laugh at him for being so much a boy still, and for

shewing such subjection to the old folks (as they call them :)

with a scornful smile they bid him “Break off his leading

strings, and cast away his yokes of bondage.” But for the

most part he observes, that the same persons shake off all

yokes at once, and at once break the bonds of nature, duty,

and religion ; they pay butlittle regard to their superiors in

heaven, any more than to those on earth,and have forgotten

God and their parents together. - Nor will I ever be

inoved (says he) with the reproaches of those who make a

jest of things sacred as well as civil, and treat their mother ,

and their Maker with the same contempt.”

SECT. XI.

Of the proper Degrees of Liberty and Restraint in the Edu

cation ofDaughters, illustrated by Examples.

ITis necessary that youth should be laid under some re

straint. When our inclinations are violent, and our judge

it weak, it was a wise provision of God our Creator, that
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we should be under the conduct of those who were born bea

fore us ; and that we should be bound to obey them, who

have an innate solicitude for our happiness, and are much

fitter to judge for our advantage than we ourselves can be

in that early part of life.

But it may be said, liberty is so glorious a blessing, that

surely it ought not utterly tobe taken away from the young,

lest their spirits be cramped and enslaved , and the growth

of their souls so stinted by a narrow and severe restraint,

that they act all their lives like children under age. Or

sometimes a too rigid confinement will have the contrary

effect, and make the impatience of youth break out beyond

all bounds, as soon as ever they get the first relish of free

dom.

ButO how exceedingly difficult is it to hit the middle

way! How hard for parents to manage their ownauthority

with so much gentleness, and to regulate the liberties of

their children with so wise a discipline, as to fall into neither

extreme, nor give unhappy occasion for censure! Though I

have spoken my opinion freely, that it is safer to err onthe

side of restraint, than of excessive indulgence,

Antigone had an excellent mother, but she died young :

Antigone, with her eldest sister, from their very infancy,

were placed under a grandmother's care. The good old

gentlewoman trained them up precisely in the forms in

which she herself was educated , when the modes of breed.

ing had it must be confessed) too much narrowness and

austerity. She gave them all the good instructions she had

received from her ancestors, and would scarcely ever suffer

them to be out of her sight. She saw the eldest well mar

ried at five and twenty, and settled in a course of virtue and

religion : she found her zeal and pious care attended with

success in several of her posterity, and she departed this life

But unhappy Antigone took a different turn : she was let

loose into the world with all her possessions and powers in

her own hand ; and falling into vain company, shegot such

a taste of unbounded liberty and modish vices, that she could

never reflect upon the method of her own education without

angry remarks of ridicule.

When she came to have children of her own , she still re

tained the resentment which she had conceived at the con .

in peace.
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duct of her grandmother, and therefore she resolved that

her daughters should be brought up in the other extreme.

“ In my younger times ( said she) we were kept hard to

the labour of the needle , and spent six hours a-day at it, as

though I were to get my bread by my finger-ends; but a

little of that business shall serve these children , for their fa

ther has left them good fortunes of their own.

“ We were not suffered to read any thing but the Bible

and sermon-books ; but I shall teach mine politer lessons

out of plays and romances, that they may be acquainted

with the world betimes.

“ My eldest sister was scarcely ever allowed to speak in

company till she was married , and it was a tiresome length

of years before that clay came. The old proverb ran thus,

That a maiden must be seen, and not heard ; but I hope

my little daughters will not be dumb.

“Wewerealways confined to dwell at home, unless some

extraordinary occasion called usabroad, perhaps once in a

month , or twice in a summer. We were taught to play the

good housewife in the kitchen and the pastry, and were well

instructed in the conduct of the broom and duster ; but we

knew nothing of the mode of the court, and the diversions

of the town. I should be ashamed to see these young crea

tures, that are under my care, so awkward in company at

fourteen , as I was at four-and - twenty ."

And thus Antigone brought up her young family of

daughters agreeable to her own loose notions; for she had

formed her sentiments of education merely from the aver

sion she had conceivedto the way of her elders, and chose

the very reverse of their conduct for her rule, because their

piety and wisdom had a little allay of rigour and stiffness

attending it.

The young things, under their mother's eye, could ma

nage the tea -table at ten years old, when they could hardly

read a chapter in the New Testament. At fourteen they

learned the airs of the world ; they gad abroad at their plea

sure, and will hardly suffer Antigone to direct them, or go

with them ; they despise the old woman betimes, for they

can visit without her attendance, and prattle abundantly

without her prompting.

She led or sent them to the playhouse twice or thrice a

week, where a great part of their natural modesty is worn

off and forgotten ; modesty, the guard of youthful virtue !
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dence among

they can talk love stories out of Cleopatra : They are well

practised already in the arts of scandal; and for want of

better furniture of mind, emptiness and impertinence, rib

bands and fashions, gay gentlemen and wanton songs, ever

dwell upon their tongues . They have been taught so little

to set a guard upon themselves, that their virtue is much

suspected. But (be that as it will) they are seized and

married before sixteen, being tempted away to bind theme

selves for life to a laced coat and a fashionable wig. Thus

children set up at once to govern a family, but so ignorant

in all those concerns, that from the garret to the kitchen,

the whole house is entirely ruled by the humour of the ser

vants, because the young mistress knows not how to in

struct or correct them. There is neither religion nor pru

them at home or abroad. Thus they make

haste to ruin and misery in this world, without thought or

hope of the world to come, and the heaven or the hell that

await us there.

Antigone sees her own mistake too late ; and though she

has not so just a sense and horror of their loose and profane

life as would become her years, yet she is vexed to see here

self neglected so soon , and scorned by her own children ; but

she confesses with a sigh, that she has led them the way by

laughing so often at her good old grandmother,

How much wiser is Phronissa in the education that she

gives her daughters,who maintains a happy medium between

the severity of the last age, and the wild licence of this !

She manages her conduct towards them with such an ad.

mirable felicity, that though she confines them within the

sacred limits of virtue and religion, yet they have not a wish

beyond the liberties which they daily enjoy.

Phronissa, when her daughters were little children , used

to spend some hours daily in the nursery , and taught the

young creatures to recite many a pretty passage out of the

Bible, before they were capable of reading it themselves ;

yet, at six years old, they read the scriptures with ease, and

then they rejoiced to find the same stories in Genesis and in

the gospels which their mothers had taught them before.

As their years advanced, they were admitted into the best

conversation, and had such books put into their hands as

might acquaint them with the rules of prudence and piety

in an easy and familiar way : The reading the lives of emi.

nent persons, who were examples of this kind, was one of
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in a

the daily methods she used, at once to instruct and entertain

them . By such means , and others which she wisely adapted

to their advancing age, they had all the knowledge bestow

ed upon them that could be supposed proper for women, and

that might render their character honourable and useful in

the world .

As for plays and romances, they were ever bred up

just apprehension of the danger and mischief of them. ' Col

lier's View of the Stage was early put into their closets, that

they might learn there the hideous immorality and profane

ness of the English comedies ; and, by the way, he forbids

us to hope from our tragical poets a much safer entertain

ment. There they might read enough to forbid their at

tendances on the playhouse, and see the poison exposed ,

without danger of the infection. The servants that waited

on them, and the books that wer left within their reach,

were such as never corrupted their minds with impure words

or images.

Long has Phronissa known that domestic virtues are the

business and the honour of her sex. Nature and history

agree to assure her, that the conduct of the household is

committed to the women, and the precepts and examples

of scripture confirm it. She educated her daughters, there

fore, in constant acquaintance with all family affairs , and

they knew betimes what belonged to the provisions of the

table, and the furniture of every room . Though her cir

cumstances were considerable in the world, yet, by her own

example, she made her children know , that a frequent visit

to the kitchen was not beneath their state, nor the common

menial affairs too mean for their notice ; that they might

be able hereafter to manage their own house, and not be die

rected , imposed upon, and perhaps ridiculed by their own

servants.

They were initiated early in the science of the needle ,

and were bred up skilful in all the plain and flowery arts

of it ; but it was never made a task nor a toil to them , nor

did they waste their hours in those nice and tedious works,

which cost our female ancestors seven years of their life,

and stitches without number. To render this exercise

pleasant, one of them always entertained the company with

some useful author, while the rest were at work ; every

one had freedom and encouragement to start what question

she pleased , and to make any remarks on the present sub
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Yet

ject ; that reading, working, and conversation , might fill up

the hour with variety anddelight. Thus while their hands

were making garments for themselves, orfor the poor,
their

minds were enriched with treasures of human and divine

knowledge.

At proper seasons the young ladies were instructed in the

gayer accomplishments of their age ; but they were taught

to esteem the song and the dance some of their meanest ta

lents, because they are often forgotten in advanced years,

and add but little to the virtue, the honour, or the happiness

of life.

Phronissa herself was sprightly and active, and she ab

horred a slothful and lazy humour ; therefore she constantly

found out some invitingand agreeable employment for her

daughters, that they might hate idleness as a mischievous

vice, and be trained up to an active and aseful life.

sheperpetually insinuated the superior delightsof the closet,

and tempted them , by all divine methods, to the love of de

vout retirement. Whensoever she seemed to distinguish

them by any peculiar favours, it was generally upon some

new indication of early piety, or some young practice of a

self- denying virtue.

They were taught to receive visits in form , agreeable to

the age ; and though they knew the modes of dress suffi

ciently to secure them from any thing awkward or unfa

shionable, yet their minds were so well furnished with rich

er variety , that they had no need to run to those poor and

trivial topics to exclude silence and dulness from the draw

ing -room . They would not give such an affront to the un

derstandings of the ladies their visitants, as to treat them

with such meanness and impertinence ; therefore all this sort

of conversation was reserved almost entirely, for the minutes

appointed to the milliner and the tire -woman .

Here I must publish it to their honour, to provoke the

sex to imitation, that though they comported with the fa

shion in all their ornaments, so far as the fashion was mo.

dest, and could approve itself to reason or religion, yet

Phronissa would not suffer their young judgments so far to

be imposed on by custom , as that the mode should be en.

tirely the measure of all decency to them . She knew there

is such a thing as natural harmony and agreeableness ; in

the beauties of colour and figure, her delicacy of taste was

exquisite ; and where themode ran counter to nature, though

Ff
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she indulged her daughters to follow it in some innocent in

stances , because she loved not to be remarkably singular in

things of indifference, yet she took care always to teach them

to distinguish gay folly and affected extravagance from na

tural decencies, both in furniture and in dress : Their rank

in the world was eminent, but they never appeared the first

nor the highest in any new -fangled forms of attire. By her

wise exampleand instructions she had so formed their minds,

as to be able to see garments more gaudy, and even more

modish than their own, without envy or wishes. They

could bear to find a trimming set on a little awry, or the

plait of agarment ill disposed, without making the whole

house and the day uneasy, and the sun and heavens smile

upon them in vain .

Phronissa taught them the happy art of managing a visit

with some usefulimprovement of the hour, and withoutof

fence. If a word of scandal occurred in company , it was

soon diverted or suppressed. Thechildren were charged to

speak well of their neighbours asfar as truth would admit,

and to be silent as to any thing further ; but when thepoor

or the deformed were mentioned in discourse , the aged, the

lame, or the blind, those objects were handled with the ut .

most tenderness : Nothing could displease Phronissa more

than to hear a jest thrown upon natural infirmities : She

thought there was something sacred in misery, and it was

not to be touched with rude hand. All reproach and sa

tire of this kind was for ever banished where shecame ; and

if ever raillery was indulged , vice and wilful folly were the

constant subjects of it.

Persons ofdistinguished characters shealways distinguish

ed in her respect , and trained up her family to pay the

same civilities. Whensoever she named her own parents, it

waswith high veneration andlove, and thereby shenatu

rally led her children to give due honour to alltheir supe .

rior relatives.

Though it is the fashion of the age to laugh at the priest

hood in all forms, and to teach every boy to scoff ata mi.

nister, Phronissa paid double honours to them who laboured

in the word and doctrine, where their personal behaviour

upheld the dignity of their office ; for she was persuaded St

Paul was a better director than the gay gentlemen of the

mode, 1 Tim . v. 17. Besides, she wisely considered, that a

contempt of their persons would necessarily bring with it &

+
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contempt of alltheir ministrations ; and then she might car

ry her daughters to the church as muchas she pleased ; but

preaching and praying, and all sacred things, would grow

despicable and useless, when they had first learned to make

a jest of the preacher.

But are these young ladies always confined at home ?

Are they never suffered to see the world ? Yes, and some

times without the guard of a mother too ; though Phronissa

is so well beloved by her children , that they would very sel.

dom choose to go without her. Their souls are inlaid bc.

times with the principles of virtue and prudence ; these are

their constant guard; nor do they ever wish to make a visit

where their mother has reason to suspect their safety.

They have freedom given them in all the common affairs

of life to choose for themselves ; but they take pleasure, for

the most part, in referring the choice back again to their el

ders. Phronissa has managed the restraint of their younger

years with so much reason and love, that they have seemed

all their lives to know nothing but liberty ; an admonition

of their parentsmeets with cheerful compliance, and is never

debated . A wish or desire has the same power over them

now, as a command had in their infancy and childhood ; for

the command was ever dressed in the softest language of

authority, and this made every act of obedience adelight,

till it became an habitual pleasure.

In short, they have been educated with such discretion ,

tenderness, and piety, as have laid a foundation to make

them happy and useful in the rising age : Their parents with

pleasure view the growingprospect, and returndaily thanks

to Almighty God, whose blessings has attended their watch

ful cares, and has thus far answered their most fervent des

rotions.
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Du WATTS' opinion about preblishing these Papers appears in the

following Advertisement, prefixed to them by himself.

These Papers were written at several seasons and intervals of leisure ,

ånd on various occasions arising through the greatest part of my

life. 'Many of them were designed to be published among the

Reliquiæ Juveniles,but for some reason or other, not worthpre
sent notice, were laid by at that time. Whether I shall ever

publish them I kusow not, though far the greatest part of them

have long stood corrected among my manuscripts ; nor do Isup.

pose many of them inferior to those Essays and Remarks of this

kind which have before appeared in the world with some ac .

ceptance. If they are not published inmy lifetime, my wor .

thy friends , who have the care of my Papers, may leave out

what they please.

1. W.

July 3, 1740.

1. JUSTICE AND GRACE .

NEVER was there any hour since the creation of all

things, nor ever will be till the last conflagration ,

wherein the Holy God so remarkably displayed his justice

and his grace, as that hour that saw our Lord Jesus Christ

hanging upon the cross, forsaken of his Father, and expiring.

What a dreadful glory was given to vindictive justice ,

when the great and terrible Godmade the soul of his own

Son a painful sacrifice for sin ! What an amazing instance

of
grace, that he should redeem such worthless sinners as

we are, from the vengeance, by exposing his beloved Sun
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to it ! When I view the severity or the compassion of that

hour, my thoughts are lost in astonishment : it is not for

me, it is not for Paul or Apollos, it is notfor the tongue of

men or angels to say which was greatest, the compassion or

the severity. Humble adoration becomes us best, and a

thankful acceptance of the pardon that was purchased at so

dear a rate .

Next to this I know not a moreeminent display ofterror

and mercy , than the dying hour of a pious, but desponding

Christian , under the tumultuous and disquieting tempta .

tions of the devil.

See within those curtains a person of faith and serious

piety, but of a melancholy constitution, and expecting death .

While his flesh is tortured with sharp agonies, and terribly

convulsed , a ghastly horrorsits on hiscountenance, and he

groansunder extreme anguish. Behold the man, a favour

ite of heaven, a child oflight, assaulted with the darts of

hell, and his soul surrounded with thick darkness ; all his

sins stand in dreadful array before him , and threaten him

with the execution of all the curses in the Bible. Though

he loves God with all his heart, he is in the dark , he knows

it not, nor can he believe that God has any love for him ;

and though he cannot utterly let go his hold of his Saviour

and the gospel, yet, in his own apprehension, he is abandon

ed both of the Father and the Son . In every new pang that

he feels, his own fears persuade him that the gates of hell:

are now opening upon him : he hangs hovering over the

burning pit, and at the last gasp of life, when he seems to

be sinking into eternal death, he quits the body with all its

sad circumstances, and feels himself safe in the arms of his

Saviour, and in the presence of his God.

What amazing transport ! What agreeable surprise ! not

to be uttered by the words of ourscanty mortal language,

nor conceived but by the person who feels it. The body in

deed, which was the habitation of so pious a spirit, is de

molished at once : Behold the lifeless carcase ; it makes

haste to putrefaction. The released soul in extasy feels and

surveys its own happiness, appears before the throne, is ac

knowledged there as one of the sons of God, and invested

with the glories of the upper world. Sorrows and sins,

guilt, fetters, and darkness vanish for ever. It exults in li .

berty and light, and dwells for ever under the smiles of

God.

1

Ff3
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What was it that could provoke the wise and gracious

God to permit the wicked spirit to vex one of his own chil

dren at thisrate, and to deal so severely with the man whom

he loves ? To expose that soul to exquisite anguish' in the

flesh, which he designed the same day to make a partner

with blessed spirits ? To express in one hour so much

terror and so much mercy ?

St Paul will give a short and plain answer to this in

quiry. Rom . viii. 10. “ The body is dead because of sin,

but the spirit is life because of righteousness.” Hence that

anguish, those agonies and convulsions in the sinful flesh

that must die, and these will be felt in some measure by

the partner-spirit ; though that spirit, being vested with

divine righteousness, or justifiedin the sight of God , shall

survive these agonies in a peaceful immortality. Though

the sufferings of the Son of God bath redeemed it from an

everlasting hell, yet it becomes the offended Majesty of

heaven'sometimes to give sensible instances what misery the

pardoned sinner has deserved ; and the moment that he re

ceives him into full blessedness, may on some accounts, be

the fittest to make a display of all his terrors, that the soul

may have the full taste of felicity, and pay the higher ho

nours to recovering grace. The demolition of the earthly

tabernacle, with all the pangs and the groans that attend

it, are a shadow of that vengeance which was due even to

the best of saints : it is fit we should see the picture of vin

dictive justice, before we are taken into the arms of eternal

mercy .

Besides, there may be another reason that renders the

dying hour of this man moredreadful too : perhaps he had

walked unwatchfully before God, and had given too much

indulgence to some congenial iniquity, some vice that easily

beset him ; now it becomes the great God to write his own

hatred of sin in deep and piercing characters sometimes on

his own children, that he may let the world know that he

is of purer eyes than to behold iniquity any where without

resentment. The man had built much hay and stubble up

on the divine foundation Christ Jesus, and it was proper

that he should be saved so as by fire, 1 Cor. iii. 15.

Will the Papist therefore attempt to support the struc

ture of his purgatory upon such a text as this ? An useless

structure, and a vain attempt ! That place was erected by

the superstitious fancy of men, to purge out the sins of a
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dead man by his own sufferings, and to make him fit for

heaven in times hereafter ; asthough the atoning blood of

Christ were not sufficient forcomplete pardon , or the sanc

tifying work of the Spirit were imperfect even after death.

Whereas the designof God, in some such instalices of terror,

is chiefly to give now and then an example to survivors in

this life, how highly he is displeased with sin, and to dis

couraye his own people from an indulgence of the works

of the flesh . Now this end could not be attained by all

the pains of their pretended purgatory , even though it were

a real place of torment, because it is so invisible and une

known.

But whatsoever sorrows the dying Christian sustains in

the wise administrations of Providence, it is by no means to

make compensation to God for sin ; the atoning work of

Christ is complete still, and the sanctifying work of the

Spirit perfect as soon as the soul is dismissed from earth ;

therefore it has an entrance into full blessedness, such as

becomes a God infinite in mercy to bestow on a penitent

sinner, presented before the throne in the name and righe

teousness of his own Son. We are complete in him, Col.

ii. 10. By him made perfectly acceptable to God at our

death, we are filled with all grace, and introduced into come

plete glory.

II. The Death ofa Young Son .

[ In a Letter to a Friend.]

MADAM, ithas been thedelight and practice ofthe pious

in all ages to talk in the words of scripture, and in the

language of their God. The images of that book are bright

and beautiful; and where they happily correspond with any

present providence, there is a certain divine pleasure in the

parallel. The Jews have ever used it as a fashionable style,

and it has always been the custom of Christians in the most

religious times, till iniquity and profaneness called it cant

andfanaticism . The Evangelists and the Apostles havejus

tified the practice ; those latter inspired authors have often

indulged it, even where the prophet, or first writer of the

text, had quite another subject in view : and though an al

lusion to the words of scripture will by no means stand in

the place of a proper exposition, yet it carries something

divine and affecting in it ; and by this means it may shine
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in a sermon , or a familiar epistle, and makesa pleasing sie

militude. Accept then , a few hints of consolation from a

part of scripture, which, by an easy turn of thought, may

be applied to your case.

Rev. xii. 1 . “ A woman clothed with the sun , and the

moon under her feet : v. 2. Being with child , travailed in

birth : v. 5. And she brought forth a man child, and it was

caught up to God and his throne : v . 6. And the woman

had a place prepared of God in the wilderness, V, 14. To be

nourished for a time and times : v. 9. But the great dragon

that was cast out of heaven , the old serpent called the Devil

and Satan , v. 13. Persecuted the woman : v. 15. And cast

out of his mouth water as a flood : v. 17. And went to make

war with the remnant of her seed .

Thus far the words of scripture.

Now, Madam , if you have put on Christ, and are clothed

by faith with the Sun of righteousness ; if you are drest in

the shining graces of heaven, and have the pale and chang

ing glories of this world under your feet, then you may be

assured the child that you have brought forth is not lost,

but is caught up to God and his throne, by virtue of that

extensive covenant which includes sincere Christians and

their offspring together. Mourn not therefore for your

son who is with God, but rather for yourself, who are yet

in the wilderness of this world, where the old serpent has

so much power ; where he will persecute you with the

Alnod of his temptations, if possible to carry you away

with them ; but I trust God has prepared a place for your

safety, even his church , his gospel,hisown everlasting arms.

Yet shall the serpent make war with the remnant of
your

seed ; your little daughter that remains in the wilderness

must go through thiswar, and be exposed to these tempta

tions.O turn your tears from your son, into pity and prayer

for yourself and your daughter, that ye may never be car .

ried away by these floods; but when the times are past

which God has appointed for your abode and nourishment

in the wilderness,you may rejoice to find yourself, with all

your offspring, in everlasting safety before the throne of

God. Amen .

So prays your affectionate, & c.

May 2. 1719.
I. W.
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III . Heathen Pocsy Christianized . 1736.

IT is a piece of ancientand sacred history which Moses in

formsus of, that when the tubes of Israel departed from

the land of Egypt, they borrowed of their neighbours gold

and jewels, by the appointment of God, for the decoration

of their sacrifices and solemn worship, when they should

arrive at the appointed place in the wilderness. God him

self taught his people how the richest of metals which had

ever been abused to the worship of iduls, might be purified

by the fire ; and being melted up. into a new form , miglit

be consecrated to the service of the living God, and add

to the magnificence and grandeur of his tabernacle and tem.

ple. Such are some of the poetical writings of the ancient

Heathens : They have a great deal of native beautyand

lustre in them, and through some happy turn given them

by the pen of a Christian poet, may be transformed into

divine meditations, and may assist the devout and pious

soul in several parts of the Christian life and worship.

Amongst all the rest of the Pagan writers, I know none

so fit for this service as the Odes of Horace, as vile a sin

ner as he was. Their manner of composure comes nearer

the spirit and force of the Psalms of David than any other ;

and as we take the devotions of the Jewish king, and bring

them into our Christian churches, by changing the scene

and the chronology, and superadding some of the glories of

the gospel, so the representation of some of the Heathen

virtues, by a little more labour, may be changed into Chris

tian graces, or at least into the image of thein , so far as

human power can reach . One day musing on this project,

I made an experiment on the two last stanzas of Ode 29,

Book iii .

Non meum est, si mugiat Africis

Malus procellis, ad miseras preces

Decurrere, et votis paeisci,

Ne Cypriæ Tyriæque merces

Addant avaro divitias mari .

Tunc me biremis præsidio scaphæ,

Tutum per Ægæos tumultus

Aura feret, geminusque Pollux .

The British Fisherman .

1 Let Spain's proud traders, when the mast

Bends groaning to the stormy blast,
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Run to their beads with wretched plaints,

And vowand bargain with their saints,

Lest Turkish silks, or Tyrian wares,

Sink in their drowning ship ,

Or the rich dust Peru prepares,

Defraud their long projecting cares,

And add new treasures to the greedy deep.

2 My little skiff that skims the shores

With half a sail and two short oars,

Provides me food in gentler waves ;

But if they gape in wat'ry graves,

I trust th' eternal power, whose hand

Hath swelld the storm so high,

To waft my boat, and me to land ,

Or give some angelswift command,

To bear the drowningsailor to the sky.

IV . Redemption .

1 THE mighty frame of glorious grace,

That brightest monument of praise

That e'er the God of love design'd,

Employs and fills my labouring mind.

2 Begin, my muse , the heav'nly song,

A burden for an angel's tongue ;

When Gabriel sounds theseawful things,

He tunes and summons all his strings .

8 Proclaim inimitable love :

Jesus, the Lord of worlds above,

Puts off the beams of bright array ,

And vails the God in mortal clay .

4 What black reproach defild his name,

When with our sin he took our shame !

The power whom kneeling angels blest,

Is made the impious rabble's jest.

5 He that distributes crowns and thrones,

Hangs on a tree, and bleeds and groans !

The Prince of Life resigns his breath ,

The King of Glory bows to death .

6 But see the wonders of his power !

He triumphs in his dying hour ;

And whilst by Satan's rage he fell,

He dash'd the rising hopes of bell.
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7 Thus were the hosts of death subdu'd ,

And sin was drown'd in Jesus' blood ;

Then he arose, and reigns above,

And conquers sinners by his love.

If I could pursue all the wondrous achievements of a dy

ing and a rising Saviour in verse, asfast and as far as my

thoughts sometimes attempt to trace them , I should lengthen

this ode to many stanzas, andyet, at last, I should lose both

my thoughts and my verse amongst the unknown wonders

ef his glory and the ages
of eternity .

Who shall fulfil this boundless song ?

What vain pretender dares ?

The theme surmounts an angel's tongue,

And Gabriel's heart despairs.

V. Complaint and Hope under great Pain . 1736.

1 LORD, I am pain'd ; but I resign

To thy superior will :

'Tis grace — 'tis wisdom all divine,

Appoints the pains I feel.

2 Dark are thy ways of Providence,

While those that love thee groan :

Thy reasons lie conceald fromsense ,

Mysterious and unknown .

3 Yet na ure may have leave to speak,

And plead before her God,

Lest the o'erburden'a heart should break

Beneath thy heavy rod .

4 Will nothing but such daily pain

Secure my soul from hell ?

Canst thou not make my health attain

Thy kind designs as well ?

5 How shall my tongue proclaim thy grace

While thus at home confin'd ?

What can I write, while painful flesh

Hangs heavy on the mind ?

• Note- In this ode, there are three or four lines taken from Mr

Stennet's Sacramental Hymns ; for when I found they exprest my

thought and design , in proper and beautiful language,. I chose ra .

ther to borrow andacknowledge the debt, than to labour hard for

worse lines, that I might have the poor pleasure of calling them

my own .
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6 These groans, and sighs, and flowing tears ,

Give my poor spirit ease ,

While ev'ry groan my Father hears,

And ev'ry tear he sees .

7 Is not some smiling hour at hand

With peace upon its wings ?

Give it, o God, thy swift command,

With all the joys it brings.

VI. On an ELEGY, written by the Right Hon. the Countess

ofHERTFORD, on the Death of Mrs Rowe. 1787.

STRUCK with the sight of Philomela's urn ,

Eusebia weeps, and calls her muse to moura :

While from her lips the tuneful sorrows fell,

The groves confess a rising Philomel.

VII. Dr Yound's admirable Description of the Peacock

enlarged.

VIEW next the peacock : what bright glories run

From plume to plume, and vary in the sun ?

Proudlyhe boasts, then to the heav'nly ray

Gives all his colours, and adorns the day.

Was it thy pencil, Job, divinely bold ,

Drest his rich form in azure, green, and gold ?

Thy hand bis crest with starry radiancecrown'd,

Orspread his sweepytrain ? his train disdainstheground ,

And kindles living lamps thro' all the spacious round.

Mark with what conscious state the bird displays

His native gems, and mid'st the waving blaze ,

On the slowstep of majesty, he moves,

Asserts his honours, and demands his loves.

VIII. VANITY inscribed on all Things.

TIME, likea long flowing stream , makes haste into eterni

ty , and is for ever lostand swallowedup there; and while

it is hastening to its period , it sweepsaway all thingswith it

which are not immortal. There is a limit appointed by pro

vidence to the duration of all the pleasant and desirable

scenes of life, to all the works of the hands of men , with

all the glories and excellencies of animalnature, and all that

is madeof flesh and blood. Let us not doat upon any thing

here below , for heaven hath inscribed vanity upon it. The
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moment is hastening when the decree of heaven shall be

uttered, and providence shall pronounce upon every glory

of the earth, “ Its time shall be no longer.”

What is that stately building, that princely palace, which

now entertains and amuses our sight with ranks of marble

columns, and wide spreading arches, the gay edifice which

enriches our imagination with a thousand royal ornaments,

and a profusion of costly and glittering furniture ? Time,

and all its circling hours, witha swift wing are brushing

it away ; decay steals upon it insensibly , and a few years

hence it shall lie mouldering in ruin anddesolation. Un .

happy possessor, if he has no better inheritance !

What are those fine and elegant gardens, those delight.

ful walks, those gentle ascents and soft declining slopes,

which raise and sink the eye by turns to a thousand vege

table pleasures ? How lovely are those sweet borders, and

those growing varieties of bloom and fruit, which recal

lost paradise to mind ? Those living parterres which regale

the sense with vital fragrancy, and make glad thesight

by their refreshing verdure and intermingled Howery beau

ties ? The scythe of time is passing over them all : They

wither, they die away, they drop and vanish into dust;

their duration is short ; a few months deface all their year

ly glories ; and within a few years, perhaps, all these rising

terrace -walks, these gentle vergingdeclivities, shall lose all

order and elegance, and become a rugged heap of ruins :

Those well distinguished borders and parterres shall be le

velled in confusion , and thrown into common earth again ,

for the ox and the ass to graze upon them . Unhappy man ,

who possesses this agreeable spot of ground, if he has no

paradise more durable than this !

And no wonder that these labours of the hands of men

should perish, when even the works of God are perishable.

What are these visible heavens, these lower skies, and

this globe of the earth ? They are indeed the glorious worke

manship of the Almighty. But they are waxing old, and

waiting their period too , when the angel shall pronounce

upon them, that Time shall be no more. The heavens

shall be folded up as a vesture, the elements of the lower

world shall melt with fervent heat, and the earth, and all

the works thereof, shall be burnt up with fire. May the

unruinable world be but my portion, and the heaven of

heavens my inheritance, which is built for an eternalman

Gg
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city !

Are my

sion for the sons of God : These buildings shall outlive

time and nature, and exist through unknown ages of feli

What have we mortals to be proud of in our present

state, when every human glory is so fugitive and fading ?

Let the brightest and the best of us sayto ourselves, that

we are but dust and vanity.

Is my body formed upon a graceful model ?

limbs well turned , and my complexion better coloured than

my neighbours ? Beauty, even in perfection, is of the short

est date; a few years will inform me that its bloom vanishes,

its flower withers, its lustre grows dim, its duration shall

be no longer ; and if life be prolonged, yet the pride and

glory of it is for ever lost in age and wrinkles ; or perhaps

our vanity meets a speedier fate. Death and the grave,

with a sovereign and irresistible command, summon the

brightest aswell as the coarsest pieces of human nature, to

lie down early in their cold embraces ; and at last they must

all mix together among worms and corruption . Æsop

the deformed, and Helena the fair, are lost and undistin

guished in common earth . Nature, in its gayest bloom , is

but a painted vanity .

Are my nerves well strung and vigorous ? Is my activity

and strength far superior tomy neighbours in the days of

youth ? But youth hath its appointed limit : age steals upon

it, unstrings the nerves , and makes the force of nature lan

guish into infirmity and feebleness. Sampson and Goliath

would have lost their boasted advantages of stature, and their

brawny limbs, in the course of half a century, though the

one had escaped the sling of David, and the other thc ven

geanceof his own hands in the ruin of Dagon's temple.

Man, in his best estate, is a flying shadow and vanity.

Even those nobler powers of human life, which seem to

have something angelical in them , I mean the powers ofwit

and fancy , gay imagination, and capacious memory,they

are all subject to thesame laws of decay and death. What

though they can raise and animate beautiful scenes in a

moment, and, in imitation of creating power , can spread

bright appearances and new worlds before the senses and

thesouls of their friends? What though theycanentertain

the better part of mankind, the refined and polite world ,

with high delight and rapture ? These scenes of rapturous

delight grow flat and old by a frequent review , and the very
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feeble apace.powers that raised them
grow What though

they can give inmortal applause and fame to their possess

ors ? It is but the immortality of an empty name, a mere

succession of the breath of inen ; and it is a short sort of

immortality ton, which must dic and perish when this world

perishes. A poor shadow of duration indeed, while the real

period of these powers is hastening every day ; they languish

and die as fast as animal nature, which has a large share in

them , makes haste to its decay ; and the time of their ex

ercise shall shortly be no more.

In vain the aged poet and the painter would call up the

muse and genius of their youth , and summon all the arts

of their imagination, to spread and dress out some visionary

scene : In vain the elegant orator would recal the bold and

masterly figures, and all those flowery images which gave

ardour, grace, and dignity to his younger composures, and

charmed cvery ear : They aregone, they are fled beyond the

reach of their owner's call; their tiine is past, they are va.

nished and lost beyond all hope of recovery.

The God of nature has pronounced an impassable period

upon all the powers, and pleasures, and glories ofthis mortal

state. Let us then be afraid to make any of them our boast

or our happiness, but point our affections to those diviner

objects, whose nature is everlasting ; let us seck those reli

gious attainments, and thosenew- created powers of a sancti

fied mind, concerning which it shall never be pronounced

that their time shall be no longer.

O may every one of us be humbly content, at the call of

Heaven, to part with all that is pleasing or magnificent here

on earth ; let us resign even these agreeable talents when

the God ofnature demands ; and when the hour arrives that

shall close our eyes to all visible things, and lay our fleshly

structure in the dust, let us yield up our whole selves to

the hands of our Creator, who shall reserve our spirits with

himself ; and while we cheerfully give up all that was mor

tal to the grave, we may lie down full of the joyful hope of

a rising immortality. New and unknown powers and glories,

brighter flames of imagination, richer scenes of wit and fan

cy, and diviner talents are preparing for us, when we shall

awake from the dust, and the mind itself shall have all its

ſaculties in a sublime state of improvement. These shall

make us equal, if not superior to angels, for we are nearer
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among the

a-kin to the Son of God than they are , and therefore we

shall be made more like him.

IX. The Rake reformed in the House of Mourning.

FLORINO was young and idle ; he gave himself up to all

the diversions of the town , and roved wild

pleasures of sense ; nor did he confine himself within the

Jimits of virtue, or with hold his heart from any forbidden

joy. Often hath he been heard to ridicule marriage, and

affirm that no man can mourn heartily for a dead wife for

then he hath leave by the law to chuose a new companion,

to riot in all the gayer scenes of a new courtship, and per .

haps to advance his fortune too.

When he heard of the death of Serena, “ Well, ” said he,

" I will go visit my friend Luciùs, and rally him a little on

this occasion.” He went the next day in all the wantone

ness of his heart to fulfil his design , inhuman and barba

rous as it was, and to sport with solemn sorrow. But when

Lucius appeared, the man of gaietywas strangelysurprised ,

he saw such a sincere and inimitable distress sittingon his

countenance, and discovering itself in every air and action,

that he dropt his cruel purpose, his soul began to melt, and

he assumed the comforter.

Florino's methods of consolation were all drawn from two

topics : Some from fate and necessity, advising an heroic

indulence about unavoidable events, which are past and can

not be reversed ; and some were derived from the various

amusements of life which call the soul abroad, and divide

and scatter the thoughts, and suffer not the mind to attend

to its inward anguish . “ Come, Lucius,” said he,
come ;

smooth your brows a little, and brighten up for an hour or

two. Come along with me to a concert this evening, where

you shall hear some of the best pieces of music that were

ever composed, and performed by some of the best hands

that ever touched an instrument. To-morrow I will wait

on you to the play, or if you please, to the new opera, where

the scenes are so surprising and so gay, theywould almost

tempt an old hermit from his beloved cell , and call back

his years to three- and-twenty. Come, my friend ; what have

the living to do with the dead ? Do but forget your grie

vances a little, and they will die too : Come,shake off the

spleen, divert your heart with the entertainments of wit and

melody, and call away your fancy from these gloomy and
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useless contemplations.". Thus he ran on in his own way

of talking, and opened to his mourning friend the best

springs of comfort that he was acquainted with.

Lucius endured this prattle as long as he was able to en .

dure it ; but it had no manner of influence to staunch the

bleeding wound, or to abate his smarting sorrows. His pain

waxed more intense by such sort of applications, and the

grief soon grew too unruly to contain itself.

Lucius then asked leave to retire a little : Florino follow .

ed him softly at a distance to the door of his closet, where

indeed he observed not any of the rules of civility or just

decency, but placed himself near enough to listen how the

passion took its vent ; and there he heard the distressed

Lucius mourning over Serena's death in such language as

this :

“ What did Florino talk about? Necessity and Fate ? Alas !

this is my misery, that so painful an event cannot be re

versed ; that the divine willhas made it fate, there is a new

cessity of my enduring it.

" Plays,and music, and operas!What poor trifles are these

to give ease to a wounded heart ? To a heart that has lost

its choicest half ! A heart that lies bleeding in deep anguish,

under such a keen parting stroke, and the long, long ab

sence of
my Serena !—She is gone, the desire ofmy eyes

and the delight of my soul is gone,--the first of earthly

comforts, and the best of mortal blessings. She is gone,

and she has taken with her all that was pleasant, all that

could brighten the gloomy hours of life, that could soften

the cares, and relieve the burdens of it . She is gone ; and

the best portion and joy ofmy life is departed . Will she

never return, never come back, and bless my eyes again ?

No ; never , never. She will no more come back to visit

this wretched world, and to dry these weeping eyes. That

best portion of my life, that dearest blessing is gone, and

will return no more. Sorrows in long succession await me

while I live ; all my future days are marked out for grief

and darkness. Let the man who feels no inward pain at

the loss of such apartner dress his dwelling in black shades

and dismal formalities : Let him draw the curtains of dark

ness around him, and teach his chambers a ' fashionable

'mourning ; but realanguish of heart needs none of these

modish and dissembled sorrows. My soul is hung round

G g 3
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with dark images in all her apartments, and every scene is

sincerelamentationand death .

“ I thought once I had some pretences to the courage of a

man ; but this is a season of untried distress : I now shud

der at a thought, I start at shadows, my spirits are sunk,

and horror has taken hold of me. I feel passions in me

that were unknown before ; love has its own proper grief

and its peculiar anguish. Mourning love has those agonies

and those sinkings of spirit, which are known only to be

reaved and virtuous lovers.

“ I stalk about like a ghost,in musing silence, till the ga

thering sorrow grows too big for the heart, and bursts out

into weak and unmanly wailings. Strange and overwhelm

ing stroke indeed ! It has melted all the man within me

down to softness ; my nature is gone back to childhood

again . I would maintain the dignity of my age and my

sex ; but these eyes rebel and betray me : The eye-lids are

full ; they overflow ; the drops of love and grief trickle down

my cheeks, and plough the furrows of age there before their

time.

“ How often in a day are these sluicesopened afresh ? The

sight of every friend that knew her calls upmy weakness,

and betraysmy frailty, I am quite ashamed of myself.

What shall I do ? Is there nothing of manhood left aboud

my heart ? I will resist the passion, I will struggle with na

ture, I will grow indolent, and forbid my tears. Alas ! poor

feeble wretch that I am ! In vain I struggle; in vain I re

sist : The assumed indolence vanishes; the real passion

works withịn ; it swells and bears down all before it : The

torrent rises and prevails hourly, and nature will have its

way. Even the Son of God, when he became man , was

found weeping at the tomb of a darling friend. Lazarus

died , and Jesus wept.

“ O my soul ! what shall I do to relieve this heart-ache ?

How shall I cure this painful sensibility ? Is there no opiate

will reach it ? Whither shall I go to leave my sorrows be..

hind me ? I wander from one room to another, and where .

goI still seem to seek her, but I miss her still. My

imagination flatters me with her lovely image, and tempts

me to doubt, Is she dead indeed ? My fond imagination

would fain forget her death -bed, and impose upon my hope

that I shall find her somewhere. I visit her apartment, I

ever I

1
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steal into her closet : In days past, when I have missed her

in the parlour, how often have I found the dear creature in

that beloved corner of the house, that sweetplace of divine

retirement and converse with Heaven ? But even that closet

is empty now. I go thither, and I retire in disappointment

and confusion .

“ Methinks I should meet her in some of her walks, in

some of her family cares, or her innocent amusements : I

should see her face ; methinks I should hear her voice, and

exchange a tender word or two. -Ah, foolish rovings

of a distressed and disquieted faney ! Every room is empty,

and silent ; closet, parlours, chambers, all empty, all silent ;

and that very silence and emptiness proclaims my sorrows ;

even emptiness and deep silence join to confess the painful

loss .

“ Shall I try then to put her quite out of my thoughts, since

she will come no more within the reach of my senses ? Shall

I loose the fair picture, and drop it frommy heart, since the

fair original is for ever gone ? Go, then, fair picture, go

from my bosom, and appear to my soul no more. Hard

word ! but it must be done : go, depart thou dearest form ;

thou most lovely of images, go from my heart ; thy presence

is now too painful in that tender part of me. O unhappy

world ! Thy presence painful? A dismal change indeed !

When thou wert wont to arise and shew thyself there ,

graces and joys were wont to arise and shew themselves ;

graces and joys went always with her ; nor did her image

ever appear without them , till that dark and bitter day that

spread the 'veil of death over her ; but her image, drest in

that gloomy veil, hath lost all the attendant joys and

graces. Let her picture vanish from my soul then, since it

has lostthese endearing attendants ; letit vanish away into

forgetfulness, for death has robbed it of every grace and

every joy.

“ Yet stay a little there, tempting image ; let me once more

survey thee : stay a little moment, and let me take one last

glance, one solemn farewell. Is there not something in the

resemblance of her too lovely still to have it quite banish

ed from my heart ? Can I set my soul at work to try to

forget her ? Can I deal so unkindly with one who would

never have forgotten me ? Can my soul live without her

image on it ? Is it not stampt there too deep ever to be ef

faced
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“ Methinks I feel all my heart- strings wrapt around her,

and grow so fast to that dear picture in my fancy , they

seemto be ropted there. To be divided from it is to die.

Why should I then pursue so vain and fruitless an attempt ?

What ! forget myself ! forget my life ! No; it cannot be ;

nor can I bear to think of such a rude and cruel treatment

of an image so much deserving and so much beloved. Nei

ther passion nor reason permits me to forget her, nor is it

within my power . She is present almost to allmy thoughts;

she is with me in all my motions ; grief has arrows with

her name upon them, that stickas fast and as deep as those

of love ; they cleave to my vitals wheresoever I go, but

with a quicker sensation , and a keener pain . Alas ! it is

love and grief together thathave shot all their arrows into

my heart, and filled every vein with acute anguish and long

distress.

“ Whither then shall I fly to find solace and ease ? I cannot

depart from myself : I cannot abandon these tender and

smarting sensations. Shall I quit the house and all the

apartments of, it which renew her dear memory ? Shall I

rove in these open fields which lie nearmy dwelling, and

spread wide their pleasing verdure ? Shall I givemy soul a

loose to all nature that smiles around me, or shall I confine

mydaily walk to this shady and delightful garden ? Oh, no !

neither of these will relieve my anguish. Serena has too

often blessed me with her companyboth in this garden and

in these fields. Her very name seems written on every tree :

I shall think of her, and fancy I see her in everystepI take.

Here she pressed thegrass with her feet ; here she gathered

violets and roses, and refreshing herbs, and gave the lovely

collection of sweetness into my hand. But alas ! the sweet

est violet and the fairest rose is fallen , is withered, and is no

more. Farewell, then, ye fields and gardens, with all your

varieties of green and flowery joys! Ye are all a desart, a

barren wilderness, since Serena has for ever left you, and

will be seen there no more.

“ But can friends do nothing to comfort a mourner ? Come,

my wise friends, surround me, and divert my cares with

your agreeable conversation. Can books afford no relief ?

Come, my books, ye volumes of knowledge, ye labours of

the learned dead ; come, fill up my hours with some sooth

ing amusement.
I call my better friends about me, I fly

to the heroes and the philosophers of ancient ages, to eme
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ploy my soul among them. But alas ! neither learning nor

books amuse me, nor green and smiling prospects of nature

delight me, nor conversation with my wisest and best friends

can entertain me in these dark and melancholy hours. So

litude, solitude, in some unseen corner, some lonely grotto,

overgrown with shades, this is my dearest choice. Letme

dwell in my beloved solitude, where none shall come near

me ; midnight and solitude are the most pleasing things to a

man who is weary of day-light, and of all the scenes of this

visible and busy world. I would eat, and drink , and dwell

alone, though this lonesome hour soothes and gratifies the

painful passion, and gives me up to the tyranny of my sharp

est sorrows. Strange mixture that I am made of ! I mourn

and grieve even to death, and yet I seem fond of nothing

but grief and mourning.

“Wois me! Is there nothing on earth can divert, nothing

relieve me ? Then let my thoughts ascend to paradise and

heaven, there I shall find her better part, and grief must not

enter there. From this hour, O my soul, take a new turn ,

and never think of Serena but as shining and rejoicing among

the spirits of the blessed , and in the presence of her God.

Rise often in holy meditation to the celestial world, and be

take thyself to more intense piety. Devotion has wings that

will bear thee high above the tumults and passions of lower

life ; devotion will direct and speed thy flight to a country

of brighter scenes.

“ Shake off this earthliness of mind, this dust of mortality

that hangs about thee ; rise upward often in an hour, and

dwell much in those regions whither thy devout partner is

gone: thy better half is safely arrived there, and that world

knows nothing bui joy and love.

“ She is gone ; the prophets and the apostles, and the best

of departed souls, have marked out her way to heaven : Bear

witness ye apostles and holy prophets, ye best of departed

souls, bear witness that I am seeking to follow her in the

appointed moment. Let the wheels of nature and time roll

on apace in their destined way. Let suns and moons arise

and set apace, and light a lonesome traveller onward to his

home. Blessed Jesus, be thou my living Leader ! Virtue,

and the track of Serena's feet, be my daily and delightful

path. The track leads upward to the regions of love and

joy. How can I dare to wander from the path of virtue,
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Jest I lose that beloved track ? Remember, () my soul, her

footsteps are found in no other road !

“ If my love to virtue should ever fail me, the steps of my

Serena would mark ont my way, and belp to secureme from

wandering. O may the kind influencesof heaven descend

from above, and establish and guard my pious resolutions !

May the divine powers of religion be my continual strength ,

and the hope of eternal things my never failing support,

till I am dismissed from this prison of the flesh, and called

to ascend to the spirits of the just made perfect ; till I bid

adieu to all that is not immortal, and go dwell with my

God and my adored Saviour ; there shall I find my lost

Serena again, and share with her the unutterable joys of

Paradise. ”

Here Lucius threw himself on the couch, and lay silent

in profound meditation .

When Florino had heard all this mournful rhapsody, he

retired and stole away in secret, for he was now utterly a

shamed of his first barbarous design ; he felt a sort ofstrange

sympathy of sorrow, such as he never knew before, and with

it some sparks of virtue began to kindle in his bosom . As

he mused, the fire burnt within, and at last it made its way

to his lips, and vented itself. « Well,” said he, “ I have

learnt two excellent lessons to - day, and I hope I shall never

forget them . There must be some vast and unknown plea

sure in
virtuous love, beyond all the madness of wild and

transient amours ; otherwise the loss of the object could ne.

ver have wronght such deep and unfeigned wo in a soul so

firm and manly as that of Lucius. I begin now to believe

what Milton súng, though I always read the lines before as

mere poesy and fable :

Hail wedded love, mysterious law , true source

Ofhumun offspring, sole propriety

In Paradise, of all things common clse ;

By thee adulterous lust was driven from men ,

Among the bestial herds to range ;by thee,

Founded in reason, loyal, just,and pure,

Relations dear, and all the charilics

Of falher, son and brother, first were known :

Perpetual fountain ofdomestic sweels,

Here love hisgoldenshafts employs, here lights

His constant lamp, and waves his purple wings,
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Reigns hereand revels ; not in the bought smile

Of harlots, loveless, joyless, unendear'd

Casual amours , mix'ddance, or wanton mask,

Or midnight ball, fc.

« Blessed poet, that could so happily unite love and

virtue, and draw so beautiful a scene of real felicity, which

till this day I always thought was merely romantic and vi.

sionary ! Lucius has taught me to understand these lines,

for he has felt them ; and methinks, while I repeat them

now, I feel a strange new sensation . I am convinced the

blind poet saw deeper into nature and truth than I could

have imagined. There is, there is such a thing as a union

of virtuous souls, where happiness is only found. I find

some glimmerings of sacred light rising upon me, some una

known pantings within after such apartner and such a life.

« Nor is the other lesson which I have learned at all ine

ferior to this, but in truth it is of higher and more durable

importance. I confess, since I was nineteen years old, I

never thought virtue and religion had been good for any

thing, but to tie up children formischief,and frighten fools;

but now I find , by the conduct of my friend Lucius, that as

the sweetest and sincerestjoys of life are derived from virtue,

so the most distressing sorrows may find a just relief in re

ligion and sincere piety. Hear me, thou Almighty Maker

of my frame, pity and assist a returning wanderer"; and O

may thy hand stamp these lessons upon my soul in ever

lasting characters ! ”

X. Thou hast received gifts for men , Psalm lxviii . 18 .

JESUS the Mediatur emptiedhimself for our sakes, when

he descended to earth in order to die for us, and by his

death to subdue our enemies. Now the Father has filled

him again, at his ascent into heaven, with every glory and

every blessing, with all authority and power to bestow

blessings, graces, and glories on the sons of men.

pleased the Father that in him all fulness should dwell .

All power in heaven and earth was given into his hands, "

Col. i . 19. Matth. xxviii. 18 . And when he received the .

power he distributed the blessings, see Acts ii. 33. Being

by the right hand of God exalted, and having received of

the Father the promise of the Holy Ghost, he hath shed .

forth this, which we now see and hear. He hath shed a.

« It
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broad miracles and graces in abundance amongst the inha

bitants of the lowerworld.

The triumphs of majesty must have some mercy in them ,

and ensigns of victory must be interwoven with signal dis

plays of bounty and grace. When he led captivity captive

he received gifts for men . Our conquering Redeemer was

not so elevated with the pomp of his triumphs over the

angels his captive enemies, as to forget the captives that he

released among the children of Adam. He received many

donatives from his Father on high, to shower down among

them upon his coronation -day, that illustrious day, when

“ He that in righteousness had made warand conquered,

received on his own head many crowns.” Rev. xix. 11 , 12.

He that could take so much pleasure on earth in his la

bours of love, takes more delight in heaven in the distribu

tions of grace. This is the sweetest part of his triumph ,

and the most visible among men , even the gifts of the Spi

rit that he sent down afterhis ascension. It was necessary

that his grace should have some share of the glory of that

day.

What was said ofthe great day of deliverance, when the

Jews obtained victory over their designed murderers, may

be applied with honour to the day when our Lord ascended

to heaven, and celebrated his triumph over the spirits. of

darkness . “ This was a good day for Israel, for all the

saints ; a day when Jesus rested from his enemies, and a

month which was turned unto him from sorrow to joy, and

from mourning into a day of gladness. This was a day of

receiving portions for his brethren, and of sending gifts to

the poor." Esther ix. 22 .

Jesus our King is the Prince of power, and the Prince

of peace, he solemnized his victory with acts of mercy, and

begun his reign with gifts of grace. He led Satan , the arch

traitor, bound at his chariot -wheels, and scattered donatives

of pardon and life among the sons of Adam that had been

seduced into the great rebellion .

It is another pleasant meditation on this text, “ That God

the Father had not given away all his gifts to men, even when

he
gave them his only begotten Son ;" for since that time

he hath given his Son more gifts to be distributed among

them. Learn hence the unwearied love of God, the inex

hausted stores of divine.mercy. John iv. 10. Christ is call.

ed the gift of God : And, 2 Cor. ix. 15. The unspeakable
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manner

gift. He gave his own Son out of his bosom ,a
nd

gave
him

up to the death for us. His Son that was nearest his heart,

his Son the delight of his soul, and darling of his eternal en.

joyment; and yet he is not weary of giving. O the immeaa

surable treasures of grace ! O the unlimitable bounties of our

God ! Stand amazed, O heavens, and let the earth lie low

in thankfulness and wonder, and every holy soul adore this

surprising love.

Our meditations may take another step, and see here the

Divine condescension to human weakness : How a giving

God stoops to the capacity of receiving creatures , and be

stows the richest blessings on us in a sweet and alluring

of
conveyance. When he gave his Son to us, he

first arrayed him in flesh and blood , that the glories of the

Deity might not affright us, nor his terror make us afraid .

When he proceeds to confer on us further (giſts, he puts

them into the hands of his Son dwelling in our nature, that

we might have easy access to him without fear, and receive

gifts from him as a delightful medium, by whom a God of

infinite purity hath a mind to confer favours upon sinful man .

He has put all grace into those hands whence we our .

selves would choose to fetch it. If a God of shining holi.

ness and burning justice should appear like himself, and call

to us guilty wretches, and hold forth his hand, Here are

gifts, here are pardons, here are salvations for you ! we

should be ready to say with Job, xiii. 21 , “ Withdraw

thine hand far from me, and let not thy dread make me

afraid . ” But here we sinners come to a man, to one that

has worn our flesh and blood, that is our brother, and of

our own composition ; we come with courage to him that

looks like one of us, to receive the gifts of a holy God, and

the terrors of his holiness sink us not, nor doth the fire of

his justice devour us. O my soul bow down and worship

thatGod who stoops so low to thee, and has found such a

mild and gentle method of conferring his heavenly favours

on thee.

XI. The Gift of the Spirit.

WHAT is dearerto God the Father than his only Son ?

and what diviner blessing has he to bestow upon men

than his holy Spirit ? Yet has he given his Sonfor us, and

by the hands of his Son heconfers his blessed Spirit on us.

Hh
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such grace.

« Jesus having received of the Father the promise of the

Spirit, shed it forth on men ,” Acts ii. 33.

How the wondrous doctrine of the blessed Trinity

shines through the whole of our religion, and sheds a glory

uponevery part of it! Here is God the Father, a Kingof

infinite riches and glory , has constituted his beloved Son the

High Treasurer of heaven , and the holy Spirit is the divine

andinestimable treasure . What amazing doctrines ofsacred

love are written in our Bibles !" What mysteriesof mercy,

what miracles of glory are these ! Our boldest desires and

most raised hopes durst never aim'at such blessings; there

is nothing in all nature that can lead us to a thought of

The Spirit was given by the Father to the Son for men ;

for rebellious and sinful inen to make favourites and saints

of thern : This was the noble gift the Son received when

he ascended on high , ” Psal. Ixviii. 18 . And he distria

buted it to grace his triumph.

Was it not a divine honour which Jesus our Lord dis

played on that day, when the tongues of fire sat on his

twelve apostles; when he sent his ambassadors to every na

tion to address them in their own language,' to notify his

accession to the throne of heaven, and to demand subjection

to his government ? When he conferred power upon his en

voys to reverse the laws of nature, and imitate creation ?

To give eyes to the blind, and to raise the dead ? All this

wasdone by the Spirit which he sent down upon them in

the days of Pentecost.

But is this Spirit given to none but his apostles and the

prime ministers in his kingdoin ? Was that rich treasure ex

hausted in the first ages of the gospel, and none left for us ?

God forbid ! Every one of his subjects have the same favour

bestowed uponthem, though not in thesame degree : Every

humble and holy soul in our day, every true Christian is

possessed. of the Spirit, for “ he that has not the Spirit of

Christ is none of his ,” Rom. viii . 9. And wherever this

Spirit is, it works miracles too ivit changes the sinner to a

saint, it opens his blind eyes ; it new creates his nature ; it

raises the dead to aldivine life, and teaches Egypt, Assyria,

and the British isles to speak the language of Canaan . It

is this gift of the Spirit which the Sonsènds down to us con

tinually from the Father, that is the original and spring of

all these strange blessings.
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The Father has a heart of large bounty to the poor ruin

ed race of Adam : the Son has a hand fit to be Almoner to

the King of Glory, and the Spirit is the rich alms . This

blessed donative has enriched ten thousand souls already,

and there remains enough to enrich ten thousand worlds.

The Father, what a glorious giver ! The Son, what a glo .

riousmedium of communication ! and the Spirit, what a glo

rious gift! We blush and adore while we partake of such

immense favours, and gratitude is even overwhelmed with

wonder.

O let our spirits rejoice in this blessed article of our reli

gion ! and may all the temptations that we met with from

men of reason never, never baffle so sweet a faith !

XII. The Day of Grace .

If you ask the opinion of some divines concerning the day

of grace, they will tell you it signifies that particular sea

son of a man's life, when ihe Spirit of God, by convictions

and good motioris, stirs him up to seek after salvation , and .

gives him sufficient grace to convert him ; and all this while

it was possible for him to be sayed , and it was within thia

reach of his own power to make this grace effectual: - But

this is deterinined to a certain , though unknown day, which

if a man passes without being converted, then his salvation

becomes impossible. Now, though I would not choose to

borrow all my sentiments in the chief doctrines of the gospel

froin the sermons of a bishop published on the terms of sal

vation , yet against this scheme I may venture to use an ra

gument taken from that book .

Let us suppose, that it was declared in the gospel, that

there was a certain number of sins, or a certain period of

timc, beyond which God would not pardon ; and not any

particular number, or time, was specified to the world : yet

still most men ( it is too justly to be feared ) would first be

led by hope to commit many sins, with a flattering persua

sion that they should not come 10 that number, or arrive

at that period : and then , when the habit was become

strong, they would be fixed by despair in this opinion ,

that being probably got past that number of sins, and that

period of grace, they had even as good continue in their

sins , as their inclination powerfully directs them ; they

would go on in great wickedness and say, There is no

laope. And thus we see, that even his supposition, which
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seems to take most care of the cause of holiness, leaves it

not only in a naked and unguarded , but in a very desperate

condition .

Concerning a day of grace, thus much may be said, and

this is all that I can understand by it, viz. That in the life

of a man, there are particular seasons when he enjoys more

of the outward means of grace, or advantages for the good of

his soul, than at other times ; that is, more constant oppor

tunities of hearing the word, a more useful and affecting

ministry, better company, warmer admonitions, and plainer

warnings by divine Providence ; more leisure and conve.

niences for reading,meditation , and prayer : or, if all this

continue all his life-time, yet there are seasons when the

Spirit of God, by his common operations, dues more power

fully convince of sin, and stir up the conscience to duty,

and impress his word with more force upon the heart ; but,

being opposed andresisted, he is grieved and departs, his

workings grow daily fewer and feebler ; or it may be he

retires at once, and leaves the soul in a stupid frame, and

returns no more.

Yet we could not say heretofore, That the Spirit of God ,

in his former operations, gave him a full and proximate suf

ficiency of inward converting grace before, since it proved

so insufficient in the event, and ineffectual ; nor can we say

now, that his day of grace is quite past and gone ; because

the Spirit of God, who is sovereign in mercy , may return

again.

Yet it is a very good motive to urge upon delaying sinners ,

that it is a daringand dangerous piece of irnpiety and re

bellion to quench the motions of the Holy Spirit ; lest he de

part grieved , and never return again ; lest he never give

themso fair an opportunity for conversion, never bring them

so near again to the kingdom of heaven.

XIII . God and NATURE unsearchable.

HOW poor and imperfect a creature is man! How unequal

his knowledge of things! How large and almost immense

ly diffusive his acquaintancewith some parts of nature, but

bow exceedingly limited and narrow in others ! The man

of learning, who has the highest temptations to pride, has

also the most powerful motives to humility,

Man can measure the heavens, tell how many miles the

planet Venus is distant from Jupiter, and how far the earth
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from the sun . He has found out with certainty the pe

riods of their revolutions, and the hour of their eclipses ;

he can adjust the affairs of the planetary world to a moment,

their vast variety of appearances, with all their prodigious

circuits. But this great artist, man, is puzzled at a worm

or a fly , a grain of sand , or a drop of water. There is not

the least atom in the whole creation but has questions about

it unsearchable by human nature ; no, nor the least part of

empty space, but sets all the wisest philosophers at variance

when they attempt to tell what it is, or whether it be any

thing or nothing.

This sort of talk, my neighbours will say, is a flourish of

wit to teach us to undervalue our reason, a mere rant of

rhetoric, an hyperbole of reproach to our understanding :

But while I leave it to astronomers to confirm what I have

said concerning the vast extent of their acquaintance with

the heavens, I shall make it appear, even to a demonstra

tion, that our knowledge ofthethings on earth is as mean

as I have expressed in the literal and proper sense.

There is not the least grain of sand on the shore, nor the

least atom in thewhole creation, but has questions about it

unsearchable by human nature.

This atom may be divided into millions of millions of

pieces ; and after all this , the least part of it will be infinite .

jy divisible. The infinite divisibility ofmatter is so often

proved and so universally granted by all modern philoso

phers, that I need not stand to prove it here ; yet,that my

unlearned readers may see and believe, I will set down a

plaiir vulgar demonstration or two of this matter.

I. It is certain , that ifmatter be not infinitely divisible,

then there is, or may bc, so small a part of matter which

cannot be divided further. Now take this supposed smallest

part, this fancied atom, and put it between the points of a

pair of compasses made of stiff and inflexible matter, it is

evident that the legs of the compasses , in less and less dea

grees, will be divided asunder quite to the centre ; and from

the points to the centre there is room for still . less and less

pieces of matter to be putbetween the legs. Therefore, that

very supposed atom may be conceived to be divided still fure

ther into less parts, and consequently it was not indivisible.

Il. If there be any indivisible part of matter, the shape

of it must be spherical, or a perfect globe, wherein every

Hh3
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part of the surface is equally distant from the centre ; for

ifyou suppose itof any other shape, then some parts of it

will be farther from its centre than other parts ; and all

these longer parts may be shortened or pared off, till every

part be equally short or equally distant from the centre ;

ihat is, till it bereduced to a globe. Now , from the centre

of this little globe to the surface, the partsof it arebut half

so long as from any part of the surface to itsopposite part;

and therefore this globe may be still divided into two he

mispheres or semicircles, which are not the smallest parts

of matter that can be, because they are not of a spherical

figure, as in the beginning of the argument.

And then by a repetition of the same reasoning, those

little semicircles, or half globes, by paring off the parts

which are farthest from their centre, may be reduced to

smaller globes again , and those smaller globes again divided

in halves as before. There is no end of these divisions;

and therefore matter is infinitely divisible.

To carry on this argument yet further to the surprise

of my unlearned readers, let us take notice, that all matter

has three dimensions in it, namely, length, breadth , and

depth. Now every part of matter, every grain of sand, is

infinitely divisible as to each of these dimensions ; that is,

every part which results from an infinite division of the

Jength of it, may be yet again infinitely divided according

to its breadth : Thus the division of this grain of sand be

comes infinitely infinite. And yet still it may be further

infinitely divided, according to the depth or thickness of it .

Thus the divisibility of matter swells beyond all imagina

tion, and is more than infinitely infinite, and that with re

sistless evidence and astonishment to the
eye

of reason .

Go now , vain man, and find fault with any part of the

creation of God, and play the foolish critic on his works of

providence : Go and censure thejustice of his conduct to

wards Adam or 'any of his children , or blame the wisdom

of his institutions in the dispensations of his grace. Mon

strous arrogance and proud impiety ! Rather
first and

go

learn what an atom is, or the meanest part of the dust of

this vast creation which God has made. It has something

of infinity in it ; it confounds thee in perplexing darkness ,

and reaches far beyondall the little stretch of thy boasted

powers of reasoning. Be dumb in silence, O vain creature !

at the foot of this infinite and eternal Being, nor pretend to
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measure his steps, to censure his motions, and direct his

conduct, till thou art better able to give an account of the

dust which he has put under the feet of the meanest of his

slaves.

XIV. The Diamond painted.

HOWwide and unhappy a mistakeitis, when Christians

endeavour to adorn their pure divine worship by the

mixture of it with ceremonies ofhuman invention ! The sym.

bolical ordinances of the gospel have a noble simplicity in

them : their materials are water, bread, and wine, three of

the most necessary and valuable things in human life ; and

their mystic sense is plain, natural, and easy. By water

we are cleansed when wehave been defiled ; so, by the grace

of the Holy Spirit, we are purified from sin, which pollutes

our souls in the sight of God. By bread we are fed when

we are hungry, and nourished into strength for service ; by

wine we are refreshed and revived when thirsty and faint

ing ; so from the body of Christ, which was broken as an

atoning sacrifice, and his blood which was poured out for

us, we derive our spiritual life and strength . The applica

tion of these symbols is most simple, and natural also: We

are commanded to wash with the water, to eat the bread ,

and to drink the wine :-most proper representations
of our

participation of these benefits.

This much of figures and emblems did the all -wise God

think proper to appoint and continue in his church, when

he brake the yoke of Jewish bondage, and abolished a mule

titude of rites and ceremonies of his own ancient appoint

ment. How plain, how natural, how glorious, how divine

are these two Christian institutions, baptism and the Lord's

supper, ifsurveyed and practised in their original simplicity !

butthey are debased by the addition of many fantastic or

naments,

What think ye of all the gaudy trappings and golden

finery that is mingled with the Christian worship, by the

imaginations of men, in the church of Rome ? Are they not

like so many spots and blemishes cast upon a fair jewel by

some foolish painter ? Let the colours be ever so sprightly

and glowing, and the lustre of the paint ever so rich, yet, if

you place them on a diamond, they are spots and blemishes

still. Is not this a just emblem to represent all the gay

airs, and rich and glittering accoutrements wherewith the
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church of Rome hath surrounded her devotions and her pube

lic religion ?

The reformers of our worship in the church of England

were much of this mind, for they boldly pass this censure

on many of the Popish ceremonies that they entered into

the church , by indiscreet devotion , and zeal without know

Jedge: they blinded the people, and obscured the glory of

God, and are worthy to be cut away and clean rejected :

that they did more confound and darken , than declare and

set forth Christ's benefits unto us, and reduced us again to

a ceremonial law, like that of Moses, and to the bondage of

figures and shadows : this is their sentence and judgment

concerning many of the Romish rites, in the preface to the

book of Common Prayer. Happy had it been for Great

Britain , if they had thought soconcerning all of them, since

they had all the same, or a worse original, and they all tend

to the same unhappy end ! However, let others take their

liberty of colouring all their jewels with what greens, and

purples, and scarlets they please ; but, for my own part, I

likea diamond best that has no paint upon it.

XV. Bills of Exchange. 1705.

WHENa rich merchant, who dwells in a foreign land

afar off, commits his treasure into the hand of a bank

er, it is to be drawn out in smaller sumsby his servants or

his friends here at home, as their necessities shall require ;

and he furnishes them with bills of exchangedrawn upon his

banker or treasurer, which arepaid honourably to the person

who offers the bill, according to the time when the words of

the bill appoint the payment.

Is it not possible todrawa beautiful allegory hence, to

representthe conduct of the blessed God in his promises of

grace, without debasing so divine a subject ?

God the Father, the spring and fountain of all grace ,

dwells in regions of light and holiness inaccessible, tou far

off for us toconverse with him, or receive supplies from him

in an immediate way ; but he has sent his Son to dwell in

human nature, and constituted him Treasurer of all his blesse

ings, that we might derive perpetual supplies from his hand ,

he has intrusted him with all the riches of grace and glory ;

he has laid up infinite stores of love, wisdom, strength, par

don, peace, and consolation, in the hands of his Son for this

very purpose, to be drawn out from thence as fast as the
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and prayer.

my hand .

necessities of his saints require. " It pleased the Father ,

that in him should all fulness dwell . He has received gifts

for men,” Col. i . 19. Psalm lxviii . 18.

Now all the promises in the Bible are so many bills of

exchange drawn by God the Father in heaven, upon his Son

Jesus Christ, and payable to every pious bearer ; that is, to

every one that comes to the mercy -seat, and offers the pro

mise for acceptance, and pleads it in a way of obedient faith

Jesus, the High-treasurer of heaven , knows

every letter of his Father's hand -writing, and can never be

imposed upon by a forged note ; he will ever put due ho

nour upon his Father's bills ; he accepts themall ; for all

the promises in him are Yea, and in him Amen. In him

they are all sure to the glory of the Father, 2 Cor. i . 20.

It is for the Father's honour that his bills never fail of ac

ceptance and payment.

If you apply to the blessed Jesus, and offer him a bill of

the largest sum , a promise of the biggest blessings, he will

never say, “ I have not so much ofmy Father's treasure in

For he has received all things," John iii. 35.

* The Father loveth the Son , and hath given all things in.

to his hand.” And may I not venture to say, this whole

treasure is made over to the saints, “ All things are yours, "

1 Cor. iii . 22. And they are parcelled out into bills of pro

mise, and notes under the Father's hand . So the whole

treasure of a nation sometimes consists in credit, and in

promissory notes, more than in present sums of gold and sil.

ver.

Some of these divine bills are payable at sight, and we

receive the sum as soon as we offer the bill : (viz.) those

that must supply our present wants ; such as, “ Call upon

me IN THE DAY of trouble , and I will deliver thee, and thou

shalt glorify me, " Psalm l . 15.: and there have been many

examples of such speedy payment. Psalm cxxxviji. 3. “ IN

THE DAY when I cried, thou answeredst me ; and strength.

enedst me with strength in my soul .”

Some are only payable in general at a distant time, and

that is left to the discretion of Christ the Treasurer ; (viz.)

“ As thy day is, so shall thy strength be,” Deut. xxxii. 25.

And we need never fear trusting him long ; for this bank,

in the hands of Christ, can never fail : “ For in him dwell.

eth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily ," Col. ii . 9. and
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Ephes. iii. 8. we are told of the unsearchable riches of

Christ.

Sometimes Christ may put us off with a general kind of

answer, or give us a nute under his band payable on de .

mand, in several parcels, instead of full payment all at once,

thus he dealt with his dear friend and servantPaul, in 2 Cor.

xii . 9. Doubtless Paul , in his seeking the Lord thrice for

the removal of liis thorn in the flesh, had pleaded several

large promises of Gud, bad offered those divine bills to

Christ for acceptance and payment ; but instead of this, our

Lord gives him a note under his own hand , which ran in

this language- " My grace is sufficient for thee." And if

we had but the faith which that blessed apostle had, we

might live upon this hope ; this would be as good as present

payment; for if he delay to give the full sum , it is only be.

cause he sees we have not need of it at present; he knows

our necessities better than we ourselves ; he will not trust

us with too much at once in our hands; but be pays us those

bills when he sees the fittest time ; and we have often found

it so , and confessed his faithfulness.

At other times he pays us, but not in the same kind of

mercy which is mentioned in the promise, yet in something

more useful and valuable. If the promise mentions a tem

poral blessing, he may give us a spiritual one ; if it express

ease, he may give patience ; and thus his Father's bills are

always honoured , and we have no reason to complain. So

the banker may discharge a bill of a hundred pounds, not

with money, but with such goods and merchandize as may

yield us two hundred, and we gladly confess the bill is well

paid .

Some of these promises, these bills of heavenly treasure,

are not made payable till the hour of our death , as Bless

ed are those servants whom , when the Lord comes, he shall

find watching, &c. Luke xii . 37. He that endureth to the

end, the same shall be saved, Matth . xxiv . 13. Be thou

faithful to the death , and I will give thee a crown of life,

Rev. jj , 10.

Others are not due till the day of the resurrection ; as,

Them who sleep in Jesus will God bring with him ,

1 Thess. iv. 14. I will redeem them from death , Hos. xliii .

14. Col. iii . 4. When Christ, who is our life , shall appear,

then shall
ye

also
appear with him in glory. Phil. iii. 20.

21. He shall change our vile body that it may be fashioned
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like unto his glorious body. 1 Peter v. 1 , 4. And when the

chief Shepherd shall appear, ye shall receive a crown of

glory that fadeth not away.

Now when the great day shall come, in which our Lord

Jesus Christ shall give up his mediatorial kingdom to the Fa

ther, and render an account of all his stewardship, how fair

will his books appear ! how just a balance will stand at the

foot of all his accounts! Then shall he shew in what man

ner he has fulfilled the promise to the saints, and present to

the Father all the bills that he has received and discharged ,

white all the saints shall with one voice attest it, to the how

nour of the High -treasurer of heaven , that he lias not failed

in payment even to the smallest farthing.

XVI. The saints unknown in this World.

OUT of the millions of mankind that spread over the

earth, in every age , theGreat God has been pleased to

take some into his own family, has given them a heavenly

and divine nature, and made them his sons and his daugh

ters. But he has set no outward' mark of glory upon them ,

there is nothing in their figure or in their countenance to

distinguish then from the rabble of mankind. And it is

fit that they should be in some measure unknown among

their fellow mortals : their character and dignity is too sacred

and sublime to be made public here on earth, where the cire

cumstances that attend them are generally so mean and des

picable. Divine wisdom has appointed the other world for

the place of their full discovery ; there they shall appear

like themselves, in state, equipage, and array, becoming the

children of God and heirs of heaven .

Their blessed Lord himself, who is God's first born Son,

was a mere stranger, and unknown ainongst men ; he laid

åside the rays of divinity, and the form of a God, when he

came down to dwell with men, and he took upon him thé

form of a servant. He wore no divine majesty on his face,

no sparks of Godhead beaming from his eyes, no glaring

evidence of his high dignity in all his outward appearance.

Therefore the world knoweth us not, because it knew him

not. But he shall be known'and adored when he comes in

the glory of his father, with legions of angels ; and we know

that, when he shall appear, we shall be like him . The life

of the saints is ludden with Christ in God ; but when Christ

who is their life shall appear , they also shall appear with
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him in glory. 1 John iii. 1 , 2. Col. iii. 3, 4. In that day

they shall stand forth before the whole creation in fair evi

dence, they shall shine in distinguished light, and appear

vested in their own undoubted honours. But here it seems

proper there should be somethingof a cloud upon them ,

both upon account of themen of this world, and upon
their

own account too , as well as in conformity to Christ Jesus

their Lord.

First,Upon their own account, because the present state

of a Christian is a state of trial. We are not to walk by

sight, as the saints above and angels do ; they know they

are possessed of life and blessedness, forthey seeGod him .

self near them : Christ in the midst of thein , and glory all

around them . Our work is to live by faith ; and therefore

God has not made either his love to us, or his grace in us,

so obvious and apparent to ourselves, as that every Christian ,

even the weak and the unwatchful, should be fully assured

of his salvation . He has not appointed the principle of life

within us to sparkle in so divine a manner, as to be always

self- evident to the best of Christians, much less to the luke

warm and the backslider. It is fit that it should not be too

sensibly manifest; because, it is so sensibly imperfect that

we might examine ourselves whether we are in the faith , and

prove ourselves, whether Christ, asa principle of life, dwell

in us or not, 2 Cor . xiii. 5. While so many snares , and

sins, and dangers attend us, and mingle with our spiritual

life, there will be something of darkness ready to rise and

obscure it, that so we may maintain a holyjealousy and so

licitude about our own state, that we may search with dili.

gence to find whether we have divine life or not, and be

called and urged often to look inwards.

This degreeof remaining darkness, and the doubtful state

of a slothful Christian, is sometimes of great use to spur

him onward in his race of holiness, and quicken him to a

spire after the highest measures of the spiritual life ; that

when its acts are more vigorous, it may shine with the

brightest evidence, and give the soul of the believer full

satisfaction and joy. It serves also to awaken the drowsy

Christian to keep a holy watch over his heart and practice,

leșt sin and temptation make a foul inroad upon his divine

life, spread still a thicker cloud over his best hopes, and

break the peace of his conscience. Though the principle
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of grace be not always self-evident, yet we are required to

give diligence, to make and to keep it sure, 2 Pet. i. 10.

And as it was proper that every little seed of grace should

not shine with self- sufficient and constant evidence, on the

account of the Christian himself, so , secondly, it was fit that

their state and dignity should not be too obvious to the

men of the world, that they might neither adore nor destroy

the saints. A principle of superstition might tempt somc

weak souls to pay extravagant honours to the Christian

if he carried heaven in his face, and it were visible in his

countenance that he was a Son of God : On the other hand,

the malicious and perverse part of mankind might imitate

the rage of Satan , and attempt the sooner to destroy the

saint.

This was the case of the blessed Paul. When he had

wrought a miracle at Lystra, and appeared with something

divine about him ; when he had healed the cripple by a mere

word of command, the people cried out with exalted voices,

the gods are come down to us in the likeness of men. Im

mediately they made a Mercury of St Paul, they turned

Barnabas into Jupiter, and the priest brought oxenand gar

lands to the gates to have done sacrifice to them : This was

the humourof the superstitious Gentiles. But in several of

the Jews, their malice and envy wrought a very different

effect ; for they persuaded the peopleinto fury, so that they

stoned the blessed apostle, and drew him out of the city for

dead, Acts xiv.

Thus it fared with our Lord Jesus Christ himself in the

days of his flesh . For the most part he lived unknown

among men, he did not cry nor make his voice to be heard.

in the streets ; but when he discovered himself to them on

any special occasion, the people ran into different extremes.

When the characters of the Messiah appeared with evidence

upon him , they would have raised him to a throne, and

made an earthly king of him , John vi. 15. At another

time, when his holy conduct did not suit their humour, they

were filled with wrath, and led him to the brow of a hill to

cast him down headlong, Luke iv. 29. Therefore our

blessed Lord did not walk through the streets, and tell the

world he was the Messiah ; but by degrees he let the cha

racter of his mission appear upon him , and discovered him

self in wisdom, as his disciples, and the world could bear it,

and as the Father had appointed

ja ni

I i
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Let us imitate our blessed Lord, and copy after so divine

a pattern ; let our worksbear a bright and growing witness

to our inward and real Christianity . This is sucha gentle

sort of evidence, that though it may work conviction in the

hearts of spectators, yet it does not strike the sense with so

glaring a light as todazzle the weaker sort who behold it

into superstitious folly ; nor does it give such provocation

to the envy of the malicious, as if the saints had borne the

sign of their high dignity in some more surprising matiner

in their figure orcountenance.

I might add also , There is something in this sort of evi .

dence in their 'saintship that carries more true honour in it,

than if someheavenly name had been written in their forea

head, or their skin had shone like the face of Moses when

he came down from the mount. It is a more sublime glory

for a prince to be found amongst the vulgarin undistingnish.

ed raiment, and by his superior conduct and shining virtues

to force the world to confess that he is the son of a king,

than to walk through the rabble with ensigns of royalty,

and demand honour from them by the mere blaze of his or .

naments.

XVII. Praise waiteth for thee; O God , in Zion ,

Psalm Ixv. 1 .

AN
ND does praise wait for God in the congregation of his

saints ? Surely it doth not use to be so. Mercy uses

to be before-hand with us, and the Lord waiteth to be

gracious. Mercy is wont to be ready in the hands of God ,

before praise is ready on the tongues of men ; and weare

sure he waiteth on us to shew his grace long before 'we

had any songs ready for him, or any thought of praising

him

* Yet' sometimes it is so in this lower world . "Holy souls

may be waiting at the throneof hisgrace, with their praises

ready toʻaséend as soon as mercy appears : mercy may be

silent for a season, and then praise for a season is silent too .

This is the original language of the psalm , and this the

stateof things when the Psalmist wrote; Praise is silent for

theein Zion . When the church of God under trouble has

been long seeking any particular blessing or deliverance ,

and God's appointed hour of salvation is not yet come, then

the songs of the church are silent: Yet she stands watching
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and waiting for the desired moment, thatshe maymeet the

salvation with praise .

But why should God suffer praise to be silent at all in

Zion ? Is not the church thehabitation of his praises ? Yes ;

but it is the house of prayer too ; prayer and patience must

have their proper exercise. If praise were never silent on

earth, where would there be any room for prayer to speak ?

When would there be any season for thegrace of patience to

shew itself ? God loves prayer as well as praise : His sove

reignty is honoured by humble waiting, as well as his good.

ness by holy gratitude and joy. If praise be silent then ,

let prayer be more fervent. The absent Saviour loves to

hear the voice of his beloved ; the lips of the church must

neverbe quite silent, though they are not always employed

in hallelujahs.

Praise is the sweetest part of divine worship ; it is a short

heaven here on earth. God lets our praises be silent some

times, to teach us that this is not a state of complete bless

edness. After the great day of decision, praise, shall be

continual and unceasing, when there shall be no moresigh

ing for the saints, no inore death, no more pain. Then

churches shall want ordinances nomore, nor saints abstain

from the bread of life. Jesus, their everlasting Pastor, shall

feel them in pastures ever green , and from the tree of life,

and lead them to the fountains ofjoy, and the streams where

eternal pleasures ran. O may our souls wait with joyful

hope for that day ! and our praises shall not be silent.

Yet it is not with the church as it is with the world

when praise is silent in both. It is ever silent among the

wicked, because they are forgetful of God their Maker ; it

is only silent among the saints for a season, when their God

seems to frown and hide himself, and, as it were , to forget

his people.

Besides, Let us consider that all praise is not silent there.

Daily incense arises before God in the temple, though par

_ticular thank -offerings wait till particular mercies are re

ceived . Praise for all the greatest mercies, (viz. ) for rea

deeming grace, for electing love, for the sanctifying Spirit,

is never silent in Zion . Psal. Ixxxiv. 4. “ Blessed are they

that dwell in thine house ; they will be still praising thee ."

But praise for some special favours maybe silent for a season ,

as well as that large revenue of praise that shall grow due at
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the accomplishment of all the promises and the consumma

tion of blessedness.

Again , The praises of God are silent in the world with

out any design of breaking forth ; but the silence of the

church longs to be lost in joyful songs of thanksgiving. It

is like an engine charged with praise, that wants only the

warm touch of mercy to make it shine with the glories of

Heavenly worship, and sound aloud the name of the God of

Zion .

Sometimes God is as well pleased that praise should wait

with humble silence , as that it should speak. It shews a

will-disposed frame and temper of soul that longs to ho

nour God. The hearts of his saints are instruments of music

to the Lord ; he has formed their souls for his glory, and

tuned their heart-strings to his own praise. Now lie loves

to see them kept still in tune, though he does not always

play his own praises upon them : He neither wants our ser.

vices por our songs ; for his own perfections are an everlast

ing harmony to himself, without the slender notes that we

can sound.

We may make this sweet remark at last, that Zion on

earth shall be joined to Jerusalem above: The family below

shall be joined to the upper house, for they have learnt the

work of heaven , their hearts are tunedto praise : They

want only such harps as angels have to bring glory down,

and make a heaven on this earth. In 1 Chron . xi. 4. we

are told that David took Zion from the Jebusites, and built

it round about, and added it to Jerusalem . So shall Jesus,

the true David, the King of saints, take this earthly Zion

from the powers of this wicked world, and shall build and

adorn it around with glory and strength, with perfect beau .

ty and complete grace, and add it to the Jerusalem which

is above. Look upwards, O souls ! who are full of praises,

and are even impatient to speak the glories of your God ,

look to Jerusalem above, where praise is constant and never

ceasing, and rejoice to think that you shall be made inha.

bitants of that city, and united to that glorious church. It

is your chief pleasure here to be praising your God, and it

is the chief pleasure of your fellow -saints on high. Where

happiness is perfect, praise is perfect too, and never silent.

It is the chief delight of happy souls there to run over

the glories of their God, and tell one another joyfully, and

humbly tell their God, what a wise, what a holy, what an
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almighty, and all- gracious God he is. Every breath of

praise is a new gale of pleasure there ; it is sweet breathing

in air perfumed with praises, and this climate is most

agreeable to your new nature and your constitution, you

that are members and parts of Zion ; and you shall be trans

lated thither to your kindred souls. In heaven , the river

of pleasure springs from God's right hand, because Jesus

the Savour sits there. It is a river that makes glad the

city ofGod, and every stream , as it flows along the golden

streets , murmurs sweet praises to the fountain .

But heaven, and the state of glory are not yet complete ;

the church waits above for many promises that are notyet

fulfilled, and future blessings that are yet unknown. The

work of grace is not finished , till the great resurrection

day ; and heaven itself, in all the blissful regions of it,

waits for such praises as the ears of men or angels have ne .

ver yet heard.

While the whole church of God on earth is in a state of

imperfection and trial, a state of sins and sorrows, praise

waits in all the sanctuaries below , and in Zion above too.

The souls in glory wait for complete salvation, and the re

demption of their bodies from the grave. On the barps of

angels praise sits waiting, and it waits also on the tongue

of Jesus the intercessor. His prayers shall one day change

all at once into praises, and lift the praises of angels and of

embodied saints to higher notes than ever yet they knew .

the voices, and the songs, the joys, the raptures of that

moment, of that day , of that eternity, when such a multia

tude of praises shall burst out all at once , which have been

waiting long in that Zion , and shall become an everlasting

praise ! When Jesus the Son of God, the Mediator, shall

lead the worship ; and the praises that have been growing

these seventeen hundred years on his tongue shall break

forth, and spread themselves abroad , and all the creation

shall hear, and all echo to this
song, Glory to God in the

highest ! ” This is what we wail and hope for, and long to

bear a part in those pleasures, and those praises

XVIII. O that I knew where I might find him !

Job xxiii , 3 .

AMONG all the various kinds andorders of God's intel

lectual creation , there is not one that uses thislanguage

besides a mourning saint in this lower world. As for all :

66

li 3
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other spirits, whether dwelling in flesh or not, their wishes

are expressed in a very differentmanner ; nor do they seek

and long to find out an absent God .

If weascend up into heaven , and inquire there what are

the wishes of those blessed spirits, we shall find that their

enjoyments are so glorious, and their satisfactions rise so

high in the immediate presence of God amongst them , that

they have nothing of this nature left to wish for : they

know that their God is with them, and all their wish is,

what they are assured to enjoy, That this God will be with

them for ever.

If we descend to the regions of hell, where God reigns

in vengeance, we shall hear thoseunhappy spirits groaning

out many a faithful wish that I knew where I might

avoid him ; that I might get out of his sight, and out of his

notice and reach for ever! I feel his dreadful presence ; and

O that it were possible for meto be utterly absent from

him, and to find a place where God is not ! "

If we take the wings of the inorning, and fly to the ute

most parts of the eastern or the western world, we shall

find the language of those ignorant heathens, « that I

knew where I might find food , and plenty, and all sensual

delights !" But they send not a wish after the Great God,

though he has been so many ages absent from them and

their fathers. He is unknown to them, and they have no

desires working in them after an unknown God.

If we tarry at home, and survey the bulk of mankind

Aronind us, the voice of their wishes sounds much the same

as that of the heathen world that I knew where I

might find trade and merchandise, riches and honours, corn ,

wine, and oil, the necessaries, or the superfluous luxuries of

life !" But God is not in all their thoughts. If they fre

quent the temples, and attend the seasons of worship, they

are well enough satisfiedwith outward forms without the

sight of God in them . There is no natural man that, with

a sincere longing of soul, cries out, " .O that I knew where

to find him ! ”

As forthe children of God that live in the light of their

Father's countenance, they walk with him daily and hourly,

they behold him near them by the eye of faith, and they

feet the sweet influences of his gracious presence ; their

highest ambition and their dearest wishes are, “ Oh , that he
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might abide for ever with me, and keep me for ever near to

himself ! ”

The words of this scripture therefore can only be the lan.

guage of a saint on earth in distress and darkness ; when

God who was wont to visit him with divine communications,

and to meet him in his addresses to the throne of grace, has

withdrawn himself for a season, and left the soul to grapple

with many difficulties alone.

This was the case of that holy man, whose sorrows and

complaints have furnished outalmost a whole book of scrip

ture, and supplied the saints in all succeeding ages with the

forms and speeches of pious mourning. It is the voice of a

sacred impatience that Job here utters, “ O that I knew

where I might find him ! " and by a plain paraphrase we

may learn both the meaning and the reason of such lana

guage , and be taught by his example to lament after an ab

sent God.

Let us suppose the saint therefore pouring out his soul

in such sort of expressions as these, in which I shall not

entirely confine myself to the darkness of the patriarchal

dispensation under which Job lived, but indulge the lan

guage of the New Testament, and personate a mourning

Christian.

« Time was when I had a God near me ; and upon every

new distress and difficulty I made him my present refuge.

I was wont to call upon him in an hour of darkness, and he

shone upon my path with divine light. He has often taught

me to read my duty in his providences, or in his word, or by

some secret hints of his own Spirit, even while I have been

kneeling at the throne ofgrace : but now I find notmyusual

signs and tokens, my guide and my counsellor is withdrawn.

“ O that I knew where I might find him !!

• He was once my kind assistant in every duty, and my

support under every burden : I have found the grace

Lord sufficient for me in my sharpest conflicts, his strength

has appeared in my weakness. When my spiritual enemies

have beset me round, he has scattered them before me, or

subdued them under me ; and being held up by his everlast

ing arms, I have stood my ground, and borne up my head

under the weight of heavy sorrows : but now I am attack

ed on all sides, my soul wrestles hard with sins and tempta

tions, and I find no assistance , no victory : I sink undermy

present sorrows ; for my God, my strength, and my come

of iny

-
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forter, is absent, and afar off. " O that I knew where I

might find him !"

« My Godwas wont todealwith meas a compassionate

friend ; when Satan accused, he has justified. He bas shewn

me the all-sufficient sacrifice of his Son, and that spotless

righteousness of his which has answered all the demands of

his ownholy law , and cancelled all thecharges of guilt that

the devil or myown conscience could bring againstme. He

has taught meby faith to put my soul underthesprinklings

of this sacred blood, and to wrap around me the robe of this

divine righteousness; he himself hasarrayed me in garments

of salvation : But now the army of my sins rises up before

me, and overwhelms my spirit with many terrors ; Satan ,

the accuser, urges on the charge, and my Saviour and his

righteousness are, as it were, hidden from me. “ O that I

knew where I might find him!”

Many a censure have I borne from men, and had my

reputation assaulted, and my good name blackened with

many a scandal. But when man reproached me, God has

undertook my cause, and mademy righteousness shine as

the light, and my innocence as the noon - day ; I could then

pour out my soul before him , tell him all mysorrows in

flowing language, and feel sweet relief : but now, alas !

troubles and reproaches are multiplied upon me, and he

does not seem to take my part ; my spirit is bound and shut

up, and I am cut off from that free converse , that humble .

holy intimacy which I once enjoyed with my God ; I cry

out of wrong, but Iam not heard ; I cry aloud, but there is

no judgment. Will he not help me to pray ? Will he not

hear my groans and requests ? Hath God forgotten to be

gracious ? yet I would seek lis face still, and that I.

knew where I might find him ! ”

« Often have I seen him in his own ordinances in the

place of public worship ? I have seen his power and his

glory in the sanctuary : I have found him in secret corners,

andmy nieditation of himn has been exceedingly sweet. In

dark retirements he has smiled on my soul, and has often

given mereviving light. I hare found him in his works,

and I have had a fairer sight of him in his word ; I can name

the places, the pleasant lines in my Bible, and say, " I have

seen the face of my God here :". but now the Bible itself is

like a sealed book, or like a strange languagewhich I cannot

understand ; I hear not the voice of my God speaking to me
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there ; I go forward to his promises, and read what hewill

do for his people,but I perceive him not ; backward to his

past providences, or to my own experiences, and review what

he has done, but there is a darkness too : I turn to my left

hand amongst his works of nature, but I do not see him ; I

seek him on myright hand amongst hisworks of grace, but

still he hides himself that I cannot behold him, ver. 8, 9. I

wander in the night and inquire after him, I watch for him

more than they that watch for the morning; I say more than

they that watch for the morning. s o that I knew where

I might find him . "

“ And it is no wonder that I am so impatient under the

painful sense of his present distance from me, and so impor

tunate for his return ; for I have known the dreadful case of

utter distance from him in a state of nature and sin, and I

have tasted something of the pleasure of being brought nigh

by grace ; and now I dread every thing that looks like the

old distance-- that estrangement; I would fain renew those

divine pleasures of a returning and a reconciled God . “ O

that Iknew where I might find him ! "

“ Besides, I bethink myself and say, “ What shall I do

without a God!" for I find all creatures utterly insufficient

to relieve and help me; and I have known something of

God's all-sufficiency ; he has been my helper in six troubles

and in seven ; he is my only hope ; when creatures stand

aloof from me, and each of them say, - There is no help in

me, ” Whither should I go
then but to my God ? 6. O that

I knewwhere I might find him ! "

“ I have been so much used to liveupon him , and found

his divine aids and influences so necessary to my life and

my peace , that I sink and die at his absence. I feel within

myself a sort of heavenly instinct that I want his presence,

and cannot live without him . I know he stands in no need

of me, for he gives to all his creatures life and breath, and

being ; but I need his counsels and his comforts,his strength

and his love ; my soul is touched with such a divine influ .

ence , that itcannot rest while God withdraws, as the needle

trembles and hunts after the hidden loadstone. If my God

retire and hide himself, he will forgive a creature that loves

him so well as to follow hard after him without ceasing, and

is impatient and restless till he search him out. 66 O that

I knew where I night find him !"

Though God is pleased to depart from me for a sea
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son, yet I cannot let go allmy hope ; he hides himself from

my soul, yet I dare not think him an enemy, but only a

concealed friend ; if I could get near him even to his seat,

I know I should find it a mercy - seat, though perhapsjudg .

ment may sit there too. It is a throne of grace, says a

Christian , because Jesus is there with the blood of atone

ment ; and having such an high priest over the house of

God, and such a new and living way of access by the blood

of Christ, I will seek after him, and address myself to him ;

I will confess mine iniquities before him, and be sorry for

my sins, which may have be-clouded or eclipsed myhea

venly Sun, and hid his face from me ; I fear I have grieved

his blessed Spirit, and provoked him to withdraw his kind

influences of light, strength, and comfort ; nor will I cease

grieving for his absence till he return again.

“ Come, O eternal Spirit, come and visit my poor dark

and disconsolate soul ; come and awaken all my powers to

follow hard after my Father and my God ! Come, invigo.

rate my faith, and lead me to the Mediator, the blessed

Jesus ! Come, open to me the promises, and let meinto the

covenant of his unchangeable love, ratified and sealed with

blood. If ever I find my God again, it is there, Iknow ,I

must find him : Christ is the only way to the Father. It

is by the interest of his Son I shall get near tohim , even to .

his seat ; then will I pour out all my woes and my wants in

his sight; I will , order my cause before him , and fill my

mouth with arguments. Will he plead against me with his

great power ? No; but he will put strength in me, and as

şist and suffer me to prevail with him.

“ Then when I have found him whom my soul loveth ,

I will hold him fast, and not let him go : I will charge all

the powers and passions of my nature not to yield to one

sinful practice, nor provoke him to depart ; for he is my

everlasting and my Almighty Friend .

“ Then, though I should have a thousand enemies set

themselves against me, I would not be afraid ; yea , though

I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear

no evil, for I have found my God, and my God is with mc.”

XIX. Thefigure of a Cherub .

A CHERUB is a name used in Scripture to denote some an

gelicpower, orpowers, underthe figure of some strange

animal: The plural number in the Hebrew is cherubim ,
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which signifies cherubs, and I know not howour translators

of the Bible came' so often to speak of cherubims, adding

an s to the Hebrew plural number, instead of the English

plural, (viz . ) Cherubs . Perhaps some learned writers using

the word cherubini in Latin, instead of cherubi, might lead

them into this grammatical irregularity.

The Jews themselves greatly differ about the form or

figure of a cherub. Josephusin his Antiquities, book iii.

chap. 6. tells us , that cherubs are flying animals, like to

none that were seen by men , and whose form no man know

eth . Abenézra , a learned Jew, supposes it to be a general

name, extending itself to all forms or figures ; though in the

writings of Moses he supposes it to come nearer the figure

of a young man or boy.

Some have imagined that the mere face of a boy with

wings is sufficient to describea cherub ; and accordingly such

figures are wrought into the ornaments of buildings and

curtains, & c .'; but I know no just ground for this imagina

tion , except it be that those on the ark were beaten out of

the same mass of gold which made the mercy seat : and it

must be confessed , this sort of figure is more easy to be thus

formed than any tall shape with a body and feet. Exod.

xxv. 19. and xxviii. 7.

It is generally represented in scripture like some strange

living creature, with one ormore faces, having both wings

and feet : when it has four faces they are borrowed from a

man , an ox, a lion, and an eagle ; the wings are described

as very large, and the feet, when they areparticularly de

scribed , are like those of an ox or a calf : but whether the

whole figure be more like that of an ox or of a man, the

learned are not agreed . This is certain, that the several

scriptures wherein cherubs are mentioned can hardly be re

conciled, without supposing them represented in different

forms, sometimes nearer to one of these forms, and some

times to the other. If therefore, after all our searches, we

cannot come to a full determination, we must be content to

acknowledge our ignorance, though perhaps, by diligent in

quiry, we may come pretty near to the truth .

If we consult the derivation of the word, it seems to

come from 52 charah, which, in the Chaldee, Syriac, and

Arabic languages, signifies to plough, which isthe known

work of oxen. This favours the sentiment of those who

describe it as a flying ox.
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Others tell us, that 2172 cherub, in Arabic, is a ship that

carries merchandize, and that a cherub is a chariot of God,

appointed to carry the shechinah, or brightglory, which is

the symbol of God's presence ; and therefore God is said

to ride upon a cherub. Psal. xviii. 11. 2013 by 337 jir

chab al cherub, he rode on a cherub, and Psalm civ . 3. it is

said , he makelh the clouds his chariot 2137 rechub ; so that,

by the transposition of a letter, which is frequent with the

Hebrews, it seems to signify a chariot, and in 2 Chron.

xxviii . 18. the cherubs upon the ark called the chariot of

the cherubim , and the whole figure in Ezekiel's vision had

wheels all about it as a chariot ; and yet it is sometimes

called the cherub in the singular, and sometimes cherubim or

cherubs.

All this is true ; but in a chariot there are generally some

animals represented as moving, drawing, or carrying it . And

though in Ezekiel's vision it is a living or animated chariot

with living wheels, which had the spirit of the animals in

thein , Ezek. i . 20. yet there are winged animals to move

it, or to move with it. The whole is composed of four

living creatures which had faces and wings, and feet and

hands, joined together in a living machinewith wheels, and

the God of glory rode upon it. But let us proceed and con

sider several scriptures more particularly , and in order.

The first place where we find the name mentioned is

Gen. iii. ult . God placed cherubs and a flaming sword to

guard the way to the tree of life. This does not seem to

mean a chariot or chariots, but living creatures ; if they

were in the shapeof men , then a flaming sword is waving

in their hands. If in the form of Aying oxen, then with

flames about them. flashing out like a sword from theireyes,

nostrils, or mouth . Perhaps the brazen -footed bulls breath

ing out flames, which guarded the golden fleece in Colchos,

may be derived henceby the fabulous Greeks.

-Adamanteis volcanum naribus efflant æripides tauri.

Ovid.

Or, as the Greeks were wont to compound and divide stories

at pleasure, these bulls might keep the gardens of the Hese

perides where the golden apples grew ; that is, by the fabling

interpretation, the fruit of the tree of life ; though generally,

I confess, a dragon is made the guardian of them ; which

wild fable might arise from the serpent being there, Gen.
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J. 1.; for stories taken from the Bible are variouslymang

led and confounded by the Heathens.

Some have supposed, indeed , these cherubs and flaming

swords are only a flaming division visible, made of burning

pitch , and such materials, and that this was kindled in the

borders of that ground to guard it from men, and that it is

attributed to angels after the Jewish manner : Others think

it the divine Shechinah itself guarding the passage to the

tree of life, and cherubs are added by Mosesto represent

God's being attended with invisible angels. But neither of

these two last suppositions carry probability with them , be

cause the word cherub is never used in narratives for mere

invisible powers, nor for visible inanimate beings; but it

always signifies some visible figure of one animated being

or more joined together, though it is designed to denote

these invisible angelic powers.

The next scripture where it is mentioned in Exod. XXV

18. among the orders given to Moses for making the ark

and the mercy - seat with the two cherubs to cover it with

their wings ; one atone end, and the other at the other end,

ver . 19, 20. And .whatsoever figure belonged to these

oherubs, which is so much unknown to us, it was certainly

a common idea and well known figure to the Jews in that

day ; for Moses doth not concern himself to give any pare

ticular description of them , as he does almost everything

else, and yetthe Jewish artificers made them right.

Some think that these two cherubs on the ark were in the

shape of Aying oxen , or something near to that figure, and

that for these reasons :

1. Because both their faces looked toward one another,

and yet both faces downward toward the mercy -seat, Exod.

#

• The cherubs in Solomon's temple stand in another situation,

1 Kings vi. 23. for they are placed side by side, so that their four

wings reached the whole length of the most holy place. But these

seem to be made as some further attendants on the Shechinab or di.

ne glory, besides the two cherubswhich were on the mercy -seat ;

for it wasthe very same ark which Moses made that was introduced

into Solomon's temple, 1 Kings viii. 6. and the cherubs on it were

beaten outof the same mass of gold which made the mercy - seat, or

covering ofthe ark, Exod . xxxvii. 7 , 8. so that it is most likely those

ancient cherubs continued there still, and Solomon's were addi.

tional attendants in the most holy place, of a much larger size, and

overshadowing those on the mercy - seat.

Kk
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xxv. 20. and xxxvii. 9. which posture and description is

well suited to an ox , bụt not so happily adapted to the figure

and aspect of the face of a man .

2. Because the same face, which is called the face of an

ox, Ezek. i . 10. is called the face of a cherub, Ezek . 8. 14.

and thus a cherub's face is actually and expressly distin

guished from that of a man , and determined to be the face

of an ox.

3. Because God is said to ride upon a cherub, Psal. xviii.

10. Though this be a metaphorical expression to describe

the grandeur and majesty of God , yet the metaphor must

be derived from some correspondent sensible figure. Now

the figure of a winged ox , or at least of a chariot carried or

drawn by winged oxen, is a much fitter vehicle to ride upon

in glory and grandeur, in majesty and terror, than the figure
of a man.

4. Aaron's calf is reasonably supposed to be a cherub ;

for neither he nor his abettors can well be imagined so fool

ish as to make the figure of a mere calf, as some would have

it, or of the Egyptian god Apis, who was worshipped un

der the form of an ox, when it was made as an idolfor the

Israelites to adore ; since the Egyptian gods as well as mer

partook of the vengeance of the God of Israel for the op

pression of his people. Numb. xxxiii. 4.

It is therefore much more credible that Aaron's calf was

designed as a visible symbol of the presence of the God of

Israel, even that very God who released them from their

Egyptian masters . The proclamation made before this

image was this, “ These are thy gods, O Israel, who

brought thee out of the land of Egypt,” Exod. xxxii. 4 .

It would be contrary to all reason to represent the Egyp

tian gods as bringing Israel from Egypt ; for then they would

have been kinder to the Israelites, who were strangers, than

they were to their own worshippers the Egyptians. Be

sides, it was a feast to Jehovah, the God of Israel, which

they celebrated , Exod. xxxii . 5. And therefore it is more

likely that Aaron's calf was some symbol of the presence of

the God of Israel ; and that it might be the figure of a che

rub, on or over which they would suppose the divine She

chinah or glory of God to sit ; for so it appearedon the ark

when it was made, and so it appeared in Ezekiel's visions.

Ezek. i . 26–28. and x. 18, 19. So David describes it ,

salm xviii. 10. when the God of Israel rode on a cherub .

1
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oxen .

Shall it be said that Aaron had not yet received the order

for making the cherubs on the ark, and therefore could not

know the figures ? But I answer , that cherubs were well

known to the Jews of that age, as I hinted before, since

Moses gives no description of them to instruct the artificers.

Theywere known of old probably to the patriarchs and to

mankind as emblems of divine majesty and terror, guarding

the way to the tree of life, Gen. ïïi . 24. And some have

supposed , that Aaron, with his sons and the seventy elders,

saw God in the mount, Exod. xxiv. 10. riding on a cherub,

as in Ezek. i . since the other part of that description of God

in Exodus is much like that in Ezekiel i . 26. and x. 1. But

I proceed to another argument to prove cherubs to be flying

5. Another reason why a cherub is supposed to be a

winged ux is this : Jeroboam the king of Israel is mostrea

sonably supposed to imitatethe worship of Jerusalem , when

he set up golden calves at Dan and Bethel, and thus to re

present God dwelling between the cherubs on themercy ,

seat; that the other tribes or tsinel might nave the same

worship as the Jews at Jerusalem , and that the ten tribes

might not be inclined to go up to Jerusalem to worship, and

be in danger of returning to their king Rehoboam again ; for

it is hardly to be supposed, that Jeroboam should oo SDOR

persuade all the ten tribes into such gross idolatry, as to wore

ship mere calves, though the Scripture calls them so , as usu

ally it does all idols by some word of contempt.

This idolatry , or worshipping a mere calf, would have

been too plain and too gross to be imposed upon the people

at first, and that so soon after their separation from Judah

and Jerusalem , this being so expressly contrary to the sea

cond command, “ Thou shalt not make unto thyself any

graven image, nor the likeness of any thing that is in hea .

ven , or earth, or water," &c. Now, if we suppose à cherub

to be the figure of a winged ox, or any other winged figure,

with the face and feet of an ox superadded, it will not be

the likeness or image of any thing in heaven, earth, or wa

ter, and consequently Jeroboam might persuade the people

that this was not plainly forbidden ; nay, more, that it was

ordered by Moses in the tabernacle , and such figures were in

the temple.

Let it be further added, that when the worship of Baal :
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was introduced into Israel by Ahab, it seems to be a differ

ent idol from the calves at Dan and Bethel, and yet it was

something a kin to it. The image of Baal, was the image

of a heifer, as we are told in the first chapter of Tobit, ver.

5. and it is evident that Baal is sometimes used in themas

culine and sometimes in the feminine. See 1 Kings xvi.

31. in the Septuagint, 1 Kings xix. 18. and the citation of

that text in Rom.xi. 4. But if Baal was a common heifer,

it is probable these calves of Jeroboam were something dif

ferent ; for it is plain from many scriptures, that Baal was

an idol of the Canaanites, which Ahab worshipped, when

both king and people had grown bold in their idolatry ;

but the calves were designed by Jeroboam for symbols of

the presence of Jehovah the God of Israel, and therefore

probably they were not common calves, but cherubs, or

winged oxen, or a figure near a -kin to those in the temple

of Jerusalem .

6. It is further added , as another reason , that though the

tribe of Judah imitated Israel in all their other shapes of

otvan tatves .Now

what reason can be given for this, unless it be because the

Jews are supposed to have had the very originals at Jeru

salem ; that is, the cherubs upon the mercy -seat in the form

of Aying calves and oxen.

These arguments seem to carry greatweight with them ;

yet others have supposed the cherub to be a winged man,

because it is described often with one face at least as aman,

and also with hands, in scripture. Some of the Jews say ,

it is a young man in beautyand vigour, because it has been

generally taken for granted that the cherubs represent an.

gels, which are God's attendants, whose vigour and beauty

are ever fresh and immortal ; and angels, they say , always

appear under the figure of men ; and they suppose that in

this form multitudes of them were wrought in the curtains,

and veil, and all the parts of the tabernacle and temple, as

intimating the presence of angels where God dwells.

It is granted that cherubsrepresentangelic powers, at

tending on the Great God, but whether the form of a winged

man were wrought on the curtains, or veil, is yet in doubt.

And whether this argument be sufficient to outweigh all

that is said in favour of the shape of winged oxen, let the

reader judge.
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This I think is remarkable, that though angels are al

ways introduced speaking as men with a voice, and seraphs

also speak, as Isa . vi . 3 , 6 , 7. yet I do not find that cherubs

ever spoke. And when Ezekiel tells us, in so distinguisha

ing a manner , they had the hands of a man under their

wings, Ezek . i . 8. it looks as if all the rest of their parts

were not exactly those of a man, but of a creature which is

not so much designed to perform rational or human offices ;

since it appears there, and in other places, as some kind of

living vehicle or divine equipage, rather than as a rational

attendant on the Majesty of God, exercising its intellectual

powers.

Perhaps we have not any place of Scripture from which

we can derive the complete figure of a cherub better than

the first, and tenth, and furty -first chapters of Ezekiel ; for

all the four animals in Ezekiel's vision , which are mention

ed Ezek . i . 5. and x. 14. are several times called cherubs,

If we enquire what their body or general figure was, the

prophet says, it was the figure or likeness of a man, Ezek.

i . 5. But each of them had four faces, and each had four

wings, ver . 6. Their legs were straight, probably like the

fore legs of a calf, or ox, or like the legs of a man ; and

their feet were cloven as an ox's foot, ver. 7. Under their

wings they had the hands of a man on their four sides,

ver . 8 .

Each of them had the face of a man before, and this

stood in the middle between the face of a lion on the right

side, and the face of an ox, or a calf, on the left side ; and

the face of an eagle perhaps was placed in the middle above

hin , or behind, though it is not expressly said it was bea

hind, or above ; but it is probable the four faces looked

four different ways.

But here it must be observed , that what is called the

face of an ox, Ezek. i . 10. is called the face of a cherub ,

supposing them the same, Ezek. x. 14. A cherub has also

the feet of a calf, or ox, as before mentioned . So that a

cherub appears upon the whole to be nearer to the figures

of a winged ox, anda man with wings, than to any other

creature ; for it has the hands, body, and face of a man, and

it has also the face and feet of an ox , It has nothing of a

Jion but the face, and that is not always mentioned : It has

indeed the wings of an eagle always, but an eagle's face is

2 K 3
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mentioned as one part of a cherub no where else but in this

vision.

Note. This vision doesnot describe whether each of those

animals had four feet or two ; but it is probable they had

but two feet, because it is said they had the likeness of a

man, that is , the figure of his body.

It is plain they had four wings, ver. 6. two of their wings.

were stretched upward as for flight, and two covered their

bodies, that is, the lower part of their body, for which de

cency requires a covering. It is very ridiculous, therefore,

to describe them, as some painters do, like naked boys, with

little wings on their shoulders only.

In these four various faces, the various properties of an

gels seem to be represented ; (viz. ) the understanding and

beauty of a man ; the obedience, and labour, or diligenee of

an ox ; the courageand strength of a lion ; togetherwith the

sharp sight and swiftness of an eagle in fulfilling the com ..

mands of God, and in administering his providence.

It may not be improper also to take notice here, that

these four creatures, (viz .) a man, a lion, an ox, and an

eagle, are unanimously reported by the Jews, though not

with sufficient proof, to have been wrought upon the stand

ards of the four leading tribes of the camp of Israel, as

they are ranged, Numb. ii. ( viz .) a lion the standard of

Judah, a man the standard of Reuben, an ox the standard

of Ephraim , and an eagle the standard of Dan. And these

also were the figures of the four living creatures, 'in Greek

Ewa , which ought not to be translated beasts,. Rev. iv.. 6.

that are before the throne of God, who had each of them

six wings, and were full of eyes, and are ever engaged in:

divine worship. These figures in the several places may

denote that wherever God is, the creatures that attend him ,

whether they be men or angels, should be furnished with

these qualifications, (viz .) understanding, obedience, cou

rage, and swiftness.

But let us proceed to search out what is said yet further

concerning a cherub in Scripture.

In Ezek . xli, 19, 25. the inner part of Ezekiel's temple

was adorned with intermingled cherubs and palm -trees car.

ved on the walls and the doors. Here every cherub had

two faces, (viz . ) that of a man, and that of a lion ; but as

they are called cherubs, we may still conclude their feet
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were the feet of a calf, or ox. And whymay not Solomon's

temple be adorned with the same sort of cherubim and palm

trees, 1 Kings vi. 29. that is, with the faces of a man and a

lion, and the feet of an ox, though their faces are not ex

pressly mentioned in that place.

Solomon's ten lavers for the temple had their several bases

adorned in the border between the ledges with lions, oxen ,

and cherubs, 1 Kings vii . 29. so thathere a cherub seems

to be mentioned instead of the face of a man , and to be dis

tinguished from an ox , though in Ezekiel's vision , chap. i.

and chap. x. the face of a cherub is plainly the same with

the face of an ox. Yet on the plates of the ledges were

cherubim , lions, and palm -trees, 1 Kings vii . 36. where

neither the face of an ox nor man is mentioned .

Perhaps these differences may be in some measure recone

ciled , if we observe, that these cherubs, which adorned the

wall's of Ezekiel's visionary temple, and of Solomon's real

temple, and the borders of the brazen lavers, are only graven

or carved upon the flat or plane, or at least with some little

protuberance above the flat, which the Italians call basso

relievo ; and then that figure, which would have had all four

faces visible, if it had stood forth by itself as a real animal,

or a statue, (viz. ) that of a man , a lion, an ox, and an eagle,

can have but two faces visible, or three at the most, when

figured upon a plain or flat surface, the other one, or two,

being hid behind ; and thus the cherubs may be in all these

places the same four - faced animals, and yet only two or

three of their faces appear according to their designed si

tuation , and the art of perspective. And perhaps Solomon

might diversify these figures, for the sake of variety, in dif.

ferent parts of these sacred works *.

* It is the opinion of some learned men , that Ezekiel's temple

was but a kind of repetition of the pattern of the same temple which

Godgave to David , and by which Solomon built his temple. And

that this pattern was given to Ezekiel that he might shew it to the

Jews, if they were pious and obedient, to animate them to hope for

another temple in their own land, and to instruct them in the build .

ing of it when they should be released from Babylon, Ezek. xl . and

xlii. 10 , 11. since it was supposed none remained who could remem ,

ber so much of their old temple as to give particular directions for

the building of it.
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Upon the whole, what if we should conclude a cherub to

be most usually figured with a body like a man with four

wings, two whereof are stretched for flight, and two covere

ing the lower parts ; with the feet of an ox , or calf ; with

the head of a man or an ox, whatever other faces were join

ed to it, whether lions or eagles, or whether it had any o.

ther face or not. It is more likely there was but onesort

of face belonged to each of the two cherubs on the mercy

seat, because it is said their faces looked toward one another ;

but whether this was the face of an ox or a man is not yet

absolutely determined.

I think we may allow Jeroboam to be supposed to imitate

these cherubs which were on the mercy - seat, in his idola

trous worship ; and though they had not the perfect shape

of a calf, yet they might be called calves in scripture lana

guage by way of reproach and contempt, becausethey had

the feet of a calf, if not the head also .

It is evident that Aaron's idol, which was called the

golden calf, had more of the resemblance of an ox, or calf ,

than of a man, because the Israelites are said to change

their glory, that is, their God, into the similitude of an ox

that eateth grass, Psal. cvi. 19, 20. which would hardly

have been thus expressed, if the idol had nothing of a calf

but its feet.

If any, will imagine that in Psal. xviii . where God is said

to ride upon a cherub, the grandeur and terror of the apo

pearance may require the whole figure of a flying ox rather

than of a flying man, or rather ofa flying animal with all

these four faces, I will not oppose it ; since it is plain , from

this whole account, that a cherub is described sometimes

more like a winged ox, and sometimes more like' a winged

man with feet like oxen or calves. But where it is repre

sented complete in all its various forms united , as in the

first and tenth chapters of Ezekiel, it seems to be the body

of a winged man with calves' feet,and with four faces, ( viz .)

that of a man, an ox, a lion , and an eagle ; and thus it is

always designed to representthe various properties of angels,

who are attendants upon the blessed Gud, more perfectly

than any one of these creatures could do alune.

Perhaps, when the Jewish nation shall be converted, and

become believers in Christ, there may be such a new ef.

fusion of the Spirit on men, or such a happy discovery
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us

some way made of thedarker parts of the Mosaic econo

my, and the writings of the prophets, as may shew much

more of the resemblance which God designed between the

types of the law in the temple and priesthood, and their

antitypes in the gospel, than has ever yet appeared ; and,

among other things, the form of a cherub, as an attendance

of angelic beings on the majesty of God in the holy of

holies ,may appear more conspicuously in its original truth

and glory.

THE END .

D. HAY & Ca. Printers,
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